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GLOSSARY 

(This glossary allows the look-up of defmitions of acronyms in the text, but does not 

include variables of self-contained equations: eq. 2.1, p. 50; eq. 2.2, p. 51 ; eq.2.3, p. 56; 

eqs. 2.29, 2.30, 2.31, p. 79; eq. 2.38, p. 137; eqs. 2.39, p. 169; eqs. 2.40, 2.41 , p. 171) 

a = dimensionless water stress response function [-]; V 0 ::; a ~ 1 

\V = pressure head [L] 

AI average available irrigation per cell, in case of irrigation insufficiency [L3 /T] 

A VI actual available irrigation per cell, in case of irrigation insufficiency [L3 /T] 

AZ depth of anoxia zone [L] 

CIR crop irrigation requirement per cell (CIR = Ei + Ti) [L/T]"[L2
] 

CU consumptive use per unit area [L/T], or per cell [L/T]·[L2
] 

D extinction depth below which evapotranspiration ceases ,@ capillary fringe [L] 

DELact actual surface-water delivery from a head gate at a canal to a farm [L3 /T] 

DELpot potential surface-water delivery to a farm's head gate [L3/T] 

DRZ depth of depleted root zone= part of root zone at which pressure heads \V 

increase with depth from a minimum pressure head \V4 to 0 (V \V4 < \V < 0). [L] 

Ec-act actual evaporative consumptive use per cell [L/T] · [L 2] 

Ec-pot = potential evaporative consumptive use per cell = ( 1-Kt) · ETc-pot [L/T] · [L 2] 

EF = on-farm efficiency (fraction of applied irrigation, which is needed for 

evapotranspiration by the crop to avoid undesirable water stress) [-] 

Egw-act actual evaporation uptake from groundwater per cell [L/T] · [L 2] 

Egw-max maximum evaporation uptake from groundwater per cell [L/T] · [L 2] 
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Ei evaporation requirement from irrigation= Ti · (Kei!Kt), \/ O ~ Kei<1 , O<Kt~ 1 

[L/T]·[L2
] 

Ep-act 

Ep-pot 

ETc-act 

ETc-pot 

ETgw 

ETp 

FDE 

FMP 

GSE 

h 

h aquifer 

Hlx 

Hm 

Hs 

h stream 

Hux 

Hx 

evaporation from precipitation per cell [L/T] · [L 2] 

actual evaporation from precipitation per cell [L/T] · [L 2] 

potential evaporation from precipitation per cell [L/T] · [L 2] 

actual crop evapotranspiration = actual crop consumptive use [L/T] · [L 2] 

potential crop evapotranspiration = potential crop consumptive use [L/T] · [L 2] 

evapotranspiration from groundwater per cell [L/T] · [L 2] 

evaporation and transpiration from precipitation per cell [L/T] · [L 2] 

fmite difference equation 

Farm Package 

ground surface elevation [L] 

aquifer head; potentiometric head [L] 

aquifer head at water table [L] 

head elevation of lower extinction of transpiration due to disconnection of 

capillary fringe from bottom of root zone= Hs- D [L] 

head elev. of elimination of crop-unproductive wilting zone = GSE- WZ [L] 

head elev. of transpiration maximum (at bottom of root zone) = GSE-TRZ [L] 

head in stream(= SBoT + m +stream stage) [L] 

head elev. of upper extinction of transpiration due to anoxia = GSE-AZ [L] 

head elevation of lower extinction of evaporation due to disconnection of 

capillary fr inge from ground surface = GSE - D [L] 
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K 

Kei 

K/ 

L 

LHS 

m 

MF2K 

n 

p 

QAVF 

Qleakage 
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fraction of in-efficient losses to surface-water runoff related to irrigation [-] 

fraction of in-efficient losses to surface-water runoff related to precipitation [] 

Integrated Groundwater and Surface-water Model 

vertical hydraulic conductivity of streambed [L/T] 

evaporative fraction of consumptive use related to irrigation [-] 

evaporative fraction of consumptive use related to preciptiation [-] 

transpiratory fraction of consumptive use [-] 

length of stream reach within a finite difference cell [L] 

left hand side of finite difference equation 

thickness of streambed [L] 

MODFLOW-2000 

sinuosity coefficient, expressing curvature of the vertical pressure head 

configuration over the depth of the root zone in analytical solution I \VI( d). [-] 

precipitation per unit area [L/T], or per cell [L/T] · [L 2] 

average required discharge per farm well= QREQ/number of wells in a farm 

[L3/T] 

maximum capacity of each well i [L3 /T] 

flow rate between stream and aquifer associated with a cell [L/T] · [L 2] 

QMAXF = cumulative maximum capacity of all farm wells in a farm [L3 /T] 

QREQ a farm' s groundwater pumping requirement= TFDR- DELact [L3 /T] 

RHS right hand side of finite difference equation 

RRUNOFF = surface-water runoff from a farm, prorated to adjacent drain reaches [L3 /T] 
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RRZ depth of residual root zone = TRZ - WZ - AZ [L] 

Ssor elevation of streambed bottom [L] 

SFR1 = Streamflow Routing Package 

SWRUNSUM = surface-water runoff from a farm, not adjacent to any drain reach [L3 IT] 

T c-act = actual transpiratory consumptive use per cell [LIT]· [L 2] 

Tc-act-max = maximum actual transpiratory consumptive use per cell= Tc-pot · [1-AZITRZ] 

[LIT]·[L2
] 

Tc-pot 

Tc-pot 

TDR 

TFDR 

T gw-act 

potential crop transpiration per cell [LIT]· [L 2] 

potential transpiratory consumptive use per cell = K1 · ETc-pot [LIT]· [L 2] 

total delivery requirement per cell (TDR = CIR/EF) [L3 IT] 

total farm irrigation delivery requirement of any one farm [L3 IT] 

actual transpiration uptake from groundwater per cell [LIT] · [L 2] 

T gw-act-max = maximum actual transpiration uptake from groundwater per cell = 

T c-pot · [ 1-( AZ + WZ)ITRZ] 

Ti transpiration requirement from irrigation per cell = Tc-act-T gw-act-T p-act 

[LIT]·[L2
] 

T p-act 

T p-pot 

TRZ 

USGS 

w 

wz 

actual transpiration from precipitation per cell [LIT]· [L 2] 

potential transpiration from precipitation per cell [LIT]· [L 2] 

depth of total root zone [L] 

United States Geological Survey 

width of stream channel [L] 

depth of wilting zone [L] 
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ABSTRACT 

A new Farm Package (FMP) was developed for using the U.S. Geological Survey's 

groundwater modeling program, MODFLOW-2000 (MF2K), to estimate irrigation water 

allocations to irrigation settings. The FMP dynamically integrates irrigation water 

demand, surface-water & groundwater supply, and return flow from excess irrigation. 

Routed surface-water delivery is optional, and can be simulated by coupling FMP with 

the Streamflow Routing Package (SFRl ). 

MF2K with FMP and SFRl allows estimating the allocation of surface-water and 

groundwater to farms for the following applications: (1) historic and future simulations, 

(2) water rights issues and operational decisions, (3) non-drought and drought situations. 

Irrigation demand, supply, and return flow are partly subject to head-dependent sinks 

and sources such as transpiration uptake from groundwater (formulated by FMP) and 

leakage between the conveyance system and the aquifer (formulated by SFRl). 

A steady state transpiration uptake, varying with changing water level, is stepwise 

linearly approximated by FMP. This was validated by ensembles of variably saturated 

soil column models using HYDRUS2D for different soil types, values of potential 

transpiration, and root zone depths. A restriction of transpiration uptake is proportional to 

a reduction of the active root zone. It is approximated in FMP by an analytical solution, 

which determines inactive ranges of the root zone with pressure heads typical for 

conditions of anoxia or wilting. 
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At steady state, the transpiration uptake equaled the flux across the water table (plus 

the irrigation flux, if applied). Therefore, changes in soil water storage are assumed 

negligible. Based on this assumption, the irrigation flux required is determined in FMP 

by subtracting transpiratory components from natural sources (groundwater, 

precipitation) from a maximum transpiration uptake. This transpiratory irrigation 

requirement is calculated for each finite difference cell, and increased sufficiently to 

compensate for evaporative losses and for inefficient use. Accumulating the resulting cell 

delivery requirement over all cells in a farm yields the total farm delivery requirement, 

which is to be satisfied with surface- or groundwater. 

Five economic and non-economic drought response policies can be applied, if the 

potential supply of surface- and groundwater is insufficient to meet the crop demand. 

The code was verified by a hypothetical example problem run in 55 scenarios (5 

drought policy scenarios x 11 parameter-group scenarios). Among all sources and sinks 

in a cumulative volumetric budget, ' farm well discharge,' and particularly ' farm net 

recharge,' were most sensitive to changes in drought policies or changes of parameters. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PROBLEM AND PURPOSE 

21 

The determination of surface-water and groundwater allocations to farms is desirable 

for legal requirements (e.g. stream adjudications), and for agro-economic decision 

making ahead of the growing season. The need to specify these flow rates applies to 

historic and future time intervals. Synthetic pumping estimates for historic periods are 

particularly useful in the southwestern US, where well pumpage is not always metered. 

Forecasts of irrigation demand and irrigation water supply are important information for 

the conjunctive management of surface- and groundwater supply to irrigation settings. 

Estimates of these waters are needed for periods when irrigation water supply is 

either sufficient or insufficient to meet the irrigation water demand. Such periods of 

irrigation water sufficiency or insufficiency may relate both to the past and to the future. 

Conveyance losses from surface-water deliveries to a farm, groundwater irrigation 

pumping, and a farm's consumptive use can directly or indirectly impact flows at the 

boundary of a groundwater flow model. 

The goal to approximate the allocation of surface-water and groundwater flow rates 

can therefore be approached by a mathematical model, which simulates groundwater flow 

by means of a governing groundwater flow equation, together with equations that 

describe flows or heads at the boundaries of the model (Anderson and Woessner, 1992). 
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By knowing or preprocessing a farm's consumptive use and its irrigation demand, 

and by simulating the surface-water delivery to a farm, a groundwater modeling program 

can then solve inversely for the flow rate of supplemental groundwater irrigation 

pumping. For a groundwater model, the determined groundwater pumpage is necessary to 

complete the mass balance outside the groundwater domain, but is dependent on 

simultaneously keeping the mass balance within the groundwater domain. However, if 

the irrigation demand can not be sufficiently supplied by surface- or groundwater, then 

the computer program must also provide options for how to respond to such a distortion 

of mass balance. 

In short, the purpose of using a groundwater modeling program is to be able to 

address the following two objectives: 

1. The first objective is to be able to simulate groundwater pumpage supplemental to 

surface-water supply, in order to meet the irrigation water demand of a farm unit. 

2. The second objective is to identify whether irrigation water supply to a farm unit from 

both surface-water and groundwater is insufficient to meet the farm's irrigation water 

demand, and in such a case to apply a user-specified drought1 response policy. 

1 Definition of"drought:" 1st-degree drought= insufficiency of surface-water supply; 2nd-degree drought 

= insufficiency of both surface-water and groundwater supply. 
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To use the U.S. Geological Survey's groundwater modeling program, MODFLOW-

2000 (Harbaugh et al. 2000), for the approximation of surface-water and groundwater 

allocations to farms, a FARM Package2 for MODFLOW-2000 (FMP) needed to be 

developed. The purpose of this package is to integrate farm related hydrological 

processes into MODFLOW-2000, and to enable MODFLOW-2000 to meet the two 

objectives stated above. The Farm Package dynamically integrates, for a farm unit, the 

following terms (see Figure 1.1): 

~ the farm's irrigation delivery requirement (irrigation demand), which depends on 

changing climate (evapotranspiration and precipitation) and variable aquifer head; 

~ the actual surface-water delivery to the farm, which is driven by irrigation demand, 

but limited to canal stream inflow at the farm's diversion head gate, or limited by 

allotments; 

~ the supplemental well pumpmg, which is the differential between the irrigation 

demand and the actual surface-water delivery, but limited by a specified maximum 

well pumping capacity; and 

~ the net recharge to groundwater, which is taken to be irrigation and precipitation in 

excess of the respective consumptive use3 from irrigation and precipitation, minus 

surface-water runoff minus the evapotranspiration from groundwater. 

2 Definition of the term MOD FLOW "package:" A package consists of several subroutines called from the 

MODFLOW main program, in order to formulate source/sink terms for the fmite difference groundwater 

flow equation. The modular programming structure ofMODFLOW allows the development of new 

packages, respresenting individual hydrologic processes. 
3 Consumptive use is commonly defined as crop evapotranspiration, which includes not only transpiration 

but also evaporation in a cropped agricultural area (CDSS 1995, Gelt et al. 1999, EEA 2004) 
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The stream inflow to the farm's diversion head gate can optionally be simulated by 

MODFLOW-2000 jointly with the Streamflow Routing Package4 (SFR1) (Prudic et al. , 

2004). 

The schematic in Figure 1.1 illustrates the dynamic links between flow rates 

(demanded and actually supplied flow rates), and between those flow rates and the 

aquifer. 

4 The SFRI package formulates leakage rates between the stream and the aquifer as source/sink terms for 

the finite difference equation in MODFLOW 
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1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROBLEM ANALYSIS 

When dealing with irrigation systems, previous approaches to integrated surface-

water and groundwater modeling are characterized by a rather static allocation of crop 

demand and surface- or groundwater irrigation supply. However, more recently, 

groundwater modeling software packages were written, which, similarly to the Farm 

Package, try to dynamically link crop demand and water supply. 

1.2.1 Static Allocation of Crop Demand and Irrigation Water Supply 

In the past, groundwater modeling programs were not yet equipped with a dynamic 

link between a farm's irrigation demand, irrigation water supply, and the aquifer head. 

Therefore, groundwater modelers often were forced to rely on groundwater modeling 

programs (such as MODFLOW) with non-head-dependent stress packages, which 

allocate source/sink term parameters statically as constants per stress period. 

For instance, in the lower Rio Grande ofNew Mexico, past groundwater models were 

carried out assuming non-head-dependent consumptive use for each stress period. In 

addition, due to the lack of historical records, groundwater irrigation pumping even had 

to be accounted for 'implicitly' in a so-called Net Irrigation Flux. This is equal to the sum 

of net diversions minus agricultural consumptive use plus recharge from rainfall5 

(Frenzel & Kaehler, 1992; Hamilton & Maddock 1993; Lang & Maddock 1995; Weeden 

5 = "recharge-effective rainfall:" rainfall being effective with respect to recharge to groundwater =F "crop

effective rainfall", as defined in the Farm Package (compare page 63; definition in Farm Package is 

consistent with definition from various FAO publications: Brouwer et al. , 1985; Brouwer & Heibloem, 

1986; Dastane, 1978; Dorenboos & Pruitt, 1977) 
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& Maddock 1999). This concept assumes for the case of supplemental well pumping, (1) 

that the net diversions(= gross diverison minus conveyance losses) are entirely consumed 

by crop evapotranspiration, and (2) that the farmer can provide sufficient groundwater to 

satisfy the crops' consumptive use. In the model of Weeden & Maddock from 1999, the 

net irrigation flux was simulated with the Recharge Package of the groundwater modeling 

program MODFLOW-96, suitable for non-head-dependent internal sources (Harbaugh & 

McDonald, 1996). 

Using a lumped approach, water applied to irrigated agriculture, evpotranspiration 

from irrigated lands, and the net irrigation flux was applied uniformly over entire valley 

areas in the Weeden & Maddock model (1999). This assumes mass conservation on a 

large scale. Whether however on a more distributed scale certain crop types received 

enough water in the model to satisfy their consumptive use, or other crop types were 

over-supplied, cannot be resolved by a lumped approach. 

In another simulation of ground-water/surface-water flow in the Ventura County, 

California (Ventura Model), it was also necessary to estimate deep percolation of excess 

of applied irrigation water, and to estimate agricultural groundwater pumping (Hanson et 

al., 2003). 

The amount of irrigation return flow was estimated in the Ventura Model based on a 

70-percent irrigation efficiency of applied water for the areas of irrigated agriculture 

estimated from land-use maps. Recharge of irrigation return flow was simulated as a 

constant-flux boundary using the Well Package of MODFLOW-96 (Harbaugh & 

McDonald, 1996). 
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In the Ventura Model, agricultural groundwater pumping was estimated indirectly 

from land-use maps for periods prior to the metering of pumpage. Land-use maps were 

used instead of electrical power records, from which groundwater pumpage could have 

been derived as well. However, the land-use approach was preferred to electrical power 

records, because of the labor required to construct pumpage records for large time spans 

and because many wells were not powered by electricity. 

1.2.2 Dynamic Link between Crop Demand and Irrigation Water Supply? 

McCurry (2000) developed a package called MODRIGHT for its joint use with 

MODFLOW-96 (Harbaugh & McDonald, 1996) to simulate surface-water diversions, 

which depend on on-farm water demand and water rights. MODRIGHT dynamically 

simulates irrigation diversions under the Prior Appropriation system in Colorado and 

calculates the amount of diverted water that becomes recharge. However, since 

MODRIGHT entirely deals with surface-water fed irrigation systems, groundwater 

pumping is not accounted for in MOD RIGHT. 

The crop demand in MODRIGHT depends on: (a) the consumptive use derived by a 

soil moisture balance, (b) what the soil moisture content is, (c) how long it has been since 

the last irrigation application, and (d) the volume of the last water rights diversion. 

Compared to the customary assignment of lumped source/sink term parameters of the 

past (compare Chapter 1.2.1 ), MOD RIGHT represents an improvement, especially with 

respect to a more discretized simulation of both a farm' s water demand and the crops' 

consumptive use. However, MODRIGHT is based on a water rights driven approach, 

where if an irrigation demand exists, the entire water right is called and tried to be 
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satisfied, dependent on the streamflow availability. That is, once a water right is called, it 

might vastly over-supply the crops' demand. In many cases, it might actually reflect the 

reality, that the farmer uses the entire right. MODRIGHT accounts for a correct mass 

balance by routing the excess water either to on-farm runoff, or to percolate into the 

ground and to increase soil water storage, or to eventually recharge into the underlying 

aquifer. In general, MODRIGHT tries to simulate the effect of what the farmer diverts 

according to his right. 

Another program, which has been widely used in California for integrated 

groundwater and surface-water use, is the Integrated Groundwater and Surface-Water 

Model (IGSM; Montgomery Watson, 1993), which was developed since the 1970s and 

has been constantly updated since. Conceptually, IGSM offers a similar modularity as 

MODFLOW. It incorporates simple stream, land-use, and vadose-zone models with 

inflows and outflows linked to a central groundwater model that includes a choice of 

standard boundary conditions (LaBolle et al. , 2003). The stream model is similar to the 

Streamflow Routing Package of MODFLOW 88, 96, and 2000 (Prudic, 1989). In 

addition, IGSM integrates empirical models for land-use, soil moisture accounting, and 

deep percolation6 in order to compute net percolation (recharge) to the groundwater 

system. 

However, as described before for the classic application of MODFLOW, crop 

demand and the according irrigation supply are not dynamically linked. An aquifer-head 

related integration of surface-water and groundwater is also only conceptualized correctly 
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for stream-aquifer interaction. The connection of land-use to the aquifer system is rather a 

"one-way-road," since it only calculates vertically downward net percolation to the 

aquifer. It does however hot allow for any dependency of crop consumptive use or 

agricultural water demands on a changing aquifer head. 

Also, IGSM fails to properly couple and simultaneously solve groundwater and head

dependent surface-water models with appropriate mass balance and head convergence. 

The finite-element based IGSM uses a semi-explicit in time solution methodology, in 

which head-dependent boundary fluxes are always calculated using the head of the 

previous time step (not of previous iterations as done in MODFLOW; see Chapter 2.6). 

The user option of IGSM to change the solution methodology to Crank Nicholson (8 = 

Yz) or fully implicit (8 =1), and at the same time to demand by default a monthly time 

step comes at the cost of a stringent stability criterion, and can prevent applications with 

parameters typically found in nature (e.g. shorter time steps), from accurately converging. 

The approach of the Farm Package is fundamentally different from MODRJGHT and 

from IGSM, because it dynamically assesses the amount of surface-water to be diverted 

in order to sustain a head-dependent crop consumptive use, and how much supplemental 

groundwater needs to be pumped if surface-water is insufficient. In general, the Farm 

Package tries to simulate the necessary supplies from surface- and/or groundwater to 

sustain the crops needs, whereas MODRJGHT tries to simulate the effect of what the 

farmer diverts according to the farmers water right. 

6 deep percolation is called unsaturated flow in the user's manual ofiGSM. 
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1.3 METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH AND BASIC OBJECTIVES 

Previous approaches to integrated surface-water and groundwater modeling often 

required the static allocation of irrigation water supply and crop demand by means of 

non-head-dependent MODFLOW stress packages. Other, more recent, modeling 

techniques may dynamically call water rights and simulate diversions if an irrigation 

requirement exists. The Farm Package, by comparison, has to address four basic 

objectives: 

Most importantly, the Farm Package has to simulate supplemental groundwater farm

well pumping rates (1 ), because historic groundwater pumping rates are often unknown. 

In the past, they have been implicitly included into 'net irrigation flux' (see page 26), 

explicitly entered as pure estimates, or have not at all been accounted for in programs, 

which assume surface-water to be the entire source of irrigation water supply. 

Because the Farm Package needs to inversely estimate the supplemental groundwater 

supply (1) necessary to sustain the crops ' growth, the total supply of surface- and 

groundwater must be driven by the demand for crop growth (2), and not primarily by the 

demand of reaching a certain water right. In other words, as opposed to a water rights 

driven diversion simulation, where the total supply is supposed to satisfy a water right 

called for a farm, in the Farm Package, the objective is rather that the total supply should 

satisfy a farm's crop irrigation demand (2). 

Although, in the proposed Farm Package, water rights will not be used to dimension 

the irrigation water demand, water rights are introduced in the Farm Package as supply 

constraints (3). Those water rights could correspond either to 'Equal Appropriation' 
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allotments, or to 'Prior Appropriation' rights. In either case, water rights in the Farm 

Package represent legal constraints on the surface-water supply (3) (in addition to natural 

streamflow limitations), and are not used to dimension the demand. The proposed Farm 

Package, as outlined in this paper, includes so far Equal Appropriation. The reason for 

that is that the initial version is tailored in part to the first application of the Farm 

Package, which is currently ongoing within the Elephant Butte Irrigation District 

(Chapter 4.1), where Equal Appropriation exists. However, because Prior Appropriation 

water rights are dominating the southwestern US, the Prior Appropriation system will be 

included in a future version of the Farm Package (Chapter 5.3.2). 

Crops can be either phreatophytic, for instance pecan orchards along the lower Rio 

Grande of New Mexico, or can suffer from anoxia, with water levels close to water 

logging. That is why, in the Farm Package, the crop consumptive use and the crop 

irrigation demand of a farm should not only be dependent on changing climate, but also 

on variable aquifer head ( 4). A calculation of crop consumptive use by a soil water 

balance, as done by McCurry (2000) does account for climatic changes, but is limited to 

water levels lower than the bottom of the root zone. It can neither determine the portion 

of groundwater uptake, which reduces the crop irrigation requirement, nor infer from a 

rising water level, how, due to anoxia, the consumptive use goes to zero. 

In summary, from the previous research reviewed, we can conclude a need for four 

basic objectives, which the Farm Package should approach: 
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~ Calculate crop consumptive use and crop irrigation demand as aquifer head 

dependent fluxes (Dynamic link between aquifer head and fluxes of consumptive 

use & irrigation requirement). 

~ Both the total supply and the surface-water diversion into the farm must be driven 

by the crop irrigation demand (Dynamic link between the crop demand and 

irrigation water supply). 

~ Allow the restriction of surface-water supply by Equal Appropriation allotments. 

~ Simulate groundwater pumping supplemental to surface-water irrigation, required 

to sustain the crops growth. 

The simulation of stream inflow routed to the farm' s diversion head gate, is not 

considered an objective of the Farm Package, smce it is available by using the 

Streamflow Routing Package (SFRl) (Prudic et al. , 2004) jointly with the Farm Package 

and with MODFLOW-2000. 

Additional objectives are to preserve mass balance in a groundwater model with 

respect to the irrigation hydrologic cycle, and to maintain a farm' s mass balance outside 

the groundwater domain: 

~ Account for net recharge to groundwater, taken to be losses from irrigation and 

precipitation in excess of consumptive use from irrigation and precipitation, 

minus surface-water runoff, minus the evapotranspiration from groundwater. 

);> Identify whether irrigation water supply to a farm unit from both surface-water 

and groundwater is insufficient to meet the farm's irrigation water demand, and in 

such a case, provide options for how to respond to such a mass imbalance. 
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1.4 PROCEDURES 

The making of a proposed Farm Package, as well as the research of its current 

capabilities and its future potential consists of several components: 

A. Conceptualization and coding of the Farm Package and its integration into 

MODFLOW-2000 (Chapter 2); 

B. Code testing by a hypthothectical example problem (Chapter 3); 

C. Ongoing and future applications of the Farm Package (Chapter 4); 

D. Future outlook and recommendations (Chapter 5). 

A. Conceptualization and coding of the Farm Package and its integration into 

MODFLOW-2000 

The core concept of how to estimate groundwater pumpage centers on a simple farm 

irrigation water budget between farm irrigation demand and surface-water supply, which 

is briefly discussed in Chapter 2.3. 

Chapter 2.4 covers in more detail the conceptual development of the Farm Package 

(1), followed by the Farm Package's program structure and its integration into the 

MODLOW-2000 main program (2). Finally, the numerical aspects of using MODFLOW-

2000 with the Streamflow Routing Package and the Farm Package are discussed (3). 

(1) The development of the Farm Package goes along with the formulation of 

source/sink terms, which are associated with farm related hydrological processes, such as 

surface water delivery to the farm, the supplemental well pumping, and the net recharge 

back into the groundwater system from excess irrigation and excess precipitation. 
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All three source/sink terms (leakage7 between conveyance system and aquifer, farm 

well pumping, net-recharge) depend either indirectly or directly on crop consumptive use 

components of groundwater uptake, of precipitation and irrigation, and how those vary 

with changing water level. 

Therefore, a description of those crop consumptive use components and how they 

change with changing water level leads into the following chapter section, which then 

elaborates on the actual algorithms of the source/sink terms and their integration into the 

fmite difference equation of the MOD FLOW main program. 

The next chapter section of Chapter 2.4 discusses different drought policy scenarios, 

which were required for the Farm Package, to identify cases of irrigation water supply 

insufficiency and to respond with an appropriate policy while preserving mass balance. 

(2) Chapter 2.5 describes in three chapter sections the respective program structures 

of the MODFLOW-2000 main program (MF2K) itself, of the Farm Package subroutines 

(around 3800 lines programmed in FORTRAN-77) and their integration into MF2K, and 

briefly of the Streamflow Routing Package, which may be used jointly with the Farm 

Package. The latter chapter section also demonstrates how the Farm Package and 

Streamflow Routing Package are dynamically inter-linked. 

(3) A comprehensive summary of the numerical aspects of convergence and accuracy 

when using MODFLOW-2000 with the Streamflow Routing Package and the Farm 

Package is depicted in Chapter 2.6. 

7 This paper includes a summary of the streamflow routing scheme and a description of the leakage 

source/sink term as formulated in the Streamflow Routing Package (Prudic et al., 2004) 
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B. Code testing by a hypthothectical example problem 

Chapter 3 presents a hypothetical example problem, which was created (1) to test 

most of the features of the Farm Package, (2) to display the resulting irrigation demand 

and water supply rates over times, and (3) to analyze the sensitivity of sinks and sources 

such as farm well pumping and farm net recharge to different drought scenarios and to 

changes in estimated parameters. 

C. Ongoing and future applications 

Chapter 4 demonstrates briefly two ongoing projects to which the Farm Package is 

being applied. The objective of the project in the Southern Rincon Valley, New Mexico, 

is to test the Farm Package with respect to its suitability for the entire Elephant Butte 

Irrigation District surrounding the respective test model area. In addition, the Farm 

Package will be used for the Upgrade of the USGS Central-Valley Regional Aquifer 

Systems Analysis (CV -RASA) in California. However, the application of the Farm 

Package to this project will induce several new features of the Farm Package. 

D. Future outlook and recommendations 

Although the current version of the Farm Package aims at the application in the 

(semi-) arid Southwestern United States, where surface-water dominated irrigation 

systems prevail, future versions will allow a more general use with respect to climatic 

regions and irrigation systems. Chapter 5.3 contains detailed suggestions as to which 

features of the Farm Packages could be expanded or developed further. 
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CHAPTER2 

FARM PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

When a groundwater modeling program such as MODFLOW-2000 (Harbaugh et al. , 

2000) is used to aid the conjunctive management of surface-water dominated irrigation 

systems, a FARM package is necessary. 

This package logically integrates, on a farm-by-farm basis, the total farm delivery 

requirement, the surface water delivery, the supplemental well pumping required to 

sustain the crops growth, and the net recharge back into the groundwater system from 

excess irrigation and excess preciptiation. 

2.2 GENERAL AND NUMERICAL OBJECTIVES OFF ARM PACKAGE (FMP) 

The first and foremost objective of the FMP was to be able to specify groundwater 

use, as required by stream adjudications. Since well pumpage is not always metered in 

the southwestern US, it is imperative to obtain computer simulated estimates in lieu of 

historical records. 

Apart from legal requirements, also proper conjunctive management requires water 

managers to predict not only the limited surface-water availability but also to get 

estimates of supplemental groundwater, so that agro-economic decisions can be made 

ahead of forecasted droughts and before the cropping season starts. 

Other methodological objectives of the FMP are summarized in Chapter 1.3. 
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For drought situations (see 2.4.4), the package should allow the irrigator, (1) to 

simply face the physical and economic consequences of a negative budget, meaning to 

"deficit irrigate," or (2) to respond with more sustainable drought policy scenarios, such 

as to "stack the limited supply on priority crops," or (3) to "reduce the acreage." 

For the case of irrigation water sufficiency, as well as for each drought policy 

scenario, irrigation demand, surface-water supply, and groundwater supply need to be 

simulated. Those terms are all in some way aquifer-head dependent. 

One numerical objective was, therefore, that irrigation demand, surface-water supply 

and groundwater supply be re-computed at every iteration prior to solving the 

groundwater flow equation, and to reiterate until convergence to a user-specified 

accuracy takes place (see Chapter 2.6.1). 

A second numerical goal was to maintain consistency between boundary conditions 

handling supply and demand, preserving a complete mass balance. That means, no flow 

rate quantity is lost or unaccounted in the model, and head dependent flow rates in and 

out of the domain are actually related to the head of the solution (LaBolle et al. , 2003). 

2.3 MAIN CONCEPT AND CENTRAL ALGORITHM OFF ARM PACKAGE 

The core concept, of how to estimate groundwater pumpage and which drought 

response policy to choose, centers on a simple farm irrigation water budget between farm 

irrigation demand and surface-water supply, assuming no water storage in a farm. The 

following defines firstly the farm irrigation demand, secondly the surface-water supply, 

and thirdly how and in which non-drought and drought cases groundwater pumpage is 

computed: 
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2.3.1 Farm Irrigation Demand 

The Total Farm Irrigation Delivery Requirement (TFDR) (Figure 1.1) includes all 

crop transpiratory and evaporative needs from irrigation in a farm, and accounts in 

addition for in-efficient water use. It is simulated for a farm unit by the Farm Package as: 

TFDR = ~(CJRn / EF), with n = 1, 2, ... , number of finite difference cells in a farm 
n 

CIRn = Crop Irrigation Requirement of cell n 

= Transpiration from irrigation (Ti) + Evaporation losses from irrigation (Ei) 

where: T i = (T c-act - T gw-act- T p-act) 
8 

Ti describes the transpiratory irrigation requirement, which is needed to satisfy the 

actual crop transpiration, supplementary to the transpiratory components from 

groundwater and precipitation. 

with: T c-act = actual crop transpiration 

T gw-act = actual transpiration from groundwater 

T p-act = actual transpiration from precipitation 

All three terms are dependent on climate and aquifer head. 

Ei is an estimate of the compensation needed for surface-evaporative losses, and 

defined to vary proportionally to Ti. 

Ti and Ei are described in detail in Chapter 2.4.2. 

EF = On-Farm Efficiency: fraction of applied irrigation, which is needed for evapo-

transpiration by the crop to avoid undesirable water stress (Hoffman et al. 1992) 

8 assuming: Tc-act= Tgw-act + Tp-act + Ti, which is valid, assuming that transpiration outflow at steady state 
equals the sum of all inflows into the active root zone, from across the water table, from irrigation, and 
from effective precipitation (changes in storage in the unsaturated zone are neglected at steady state). 
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2.3.2 Surface-water Supply 

The Farm Package can be used as a stand-alone package for entirely groundwater 

based irrgiation settings. However, it can optionally be linked to a streamflow routing 

package9 called SFR1 for MODFLOW-2000 (Prudic et al. , 2004), if the simulation of 

surface-water supply to farms is desired. The estimation of stream flow at the farm' s head 

stream flow through a network of channels (including streams and canals) to the farm: 

2.3.2.1 Potential Surface-Water Delivery to the Farm's Head Gate 

The stream inflow into the farm's head gate reach 11 (potentially deliverable surface-

water supply DELpot), results from a routing scheme moving downstream, which updates 

each reach' s stream flow by changes in inflows and outflows, (mass balance assumption 

for each reach: Linflows = Loutflows, no changes in stream-channel storage): 

Firstly, the average stream flow Qat each reach's midpoint is updated by: 

Q midpoint = Q stream-injlow + 0. 5. (Qgains -Q/osses) , where 

- {Qsegmenl. - inflow + Qlribulaty-inf low J 'v' first . reaches of segment 
Q stream-inf low - nd • 

Q reach-inf low, \;/ ~ 2 reaches Ill a segment 

Q gains and Qlosses include Qleakage between stream and aquifer 

Q segment - inf low = Q diversion' 'v' diversion segments 

(definition of segment see footnote 12, page 42; defmition of Q diversion on page 42) 

9 The SFRI package formulates leakage rates between the stream and the aquifer as source/sink terms for 

the finite difference equation in MODFLOW. 
10 point of diversion from respective canal or lateral reach into the farm unit. 
11 stream reach: a section of a stream that is associated with a particular [mite-difference cell. 
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Secondly, the stream stage and the head in the stream ( hstream) are determined by the 

SFR1 as a function of the average stream flow, offering four options: 

o Manning's formula using a rectangular channel (1) or an eight-point cross section (2), 

o a power equation (3), or a table of values ( 4), that relate flow to depth and width. 

h stream = function ( Qmidpo int ), e.g. by solving Manning equation for stream depth 

[ J
3 / 5 

Qmidpo int I n 
h stream = STop + cw.JS 

with: n =Manning's roughness coefficient [] 

C =constant [L 113/T] (1 for m3/sec; 1.486 for fe/sec) 

w = width of channel [L] 

STop= Elevation ofTop of Streambed [L] 

Knowing both the aquifer head (haquifer) and the head in the stream (hstream), the 

leakage rate between the aquifer and the stream (Qteakage) can be updated for each reach 

by using Darcy's Law and assuming uniform flow between a stream and aquifer: 

Q teakage = KwL (hstream- haquif'er) ~update of Gains to or Losses from Reach! 
m . 

with: K =vertical hydraulic conductivity of streambed; 

L =Length of stream within a finite difference cell; 

m = thickness of streambed sediments. 

Finally, the stream inflow into a reach is updated by gains and losses, which in turn 

got updated by respective leakage rates into or out of the reach. The losses can include a 

diversion Qdiversion from the last reach in a segment, and a diversion from a farm's head 

gate reach into a farm actual delivery. 
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The resulting stream outflow of a reach is then taken to be the stream inflow into the 

next downstream reach: Q r Q' Q' Q' Qr+l 
stream-outflow = stream-in/ low - losses + gains = stream- in/ low 

with: r =number of reach; r+ 1 =next downstream reach 

There are four options for diverting water out of the last reach of an upstream 

segment12 into the first reach of diversion segments: 

(with: Qspec-div = user-specified diversion flow; Qspec-max =user-specified maximum streamflow): 

1. if Q spec-div < Q stream-injlow: Qdiversion = Qspec-div, 

if Q spec-div > Qstream-injlow: Qdiversion = Qstream-injlow, 

2. if Qspec-div < Qstream-injlow: Qdiversion = Q spec-div, 

if Q spec-div > Qstream-injlow: Qdiversion = 0 

3. Qdiversion = specified fraction of Qstream-injlow between 0 and 1 

4. if Qspec-max < Q stream-injlow: Qdiversion = Qstream-inflow- Qspec-max 

if Q spec-max > Qstream-injlow: Qdiversion = 0 

l 
r (Hanson et al, 2003) 
J 

l ("Flood Control" 
r type diversion ; 
J Hanson et al, 2003) 

The option to divert water out of the last reach of a segment can be used for 

diversions out of a stream into a diversion canal leading to a farm or to a set of farms. 

This type of 'diversion' is simulated only by the SFR1 and is substantially different from 

the diversion of f:!~t!.J.f:!llY __ g_~_I_iYt;X~~t~lJtf~_<;~::-_W~t~K from a farm's head gate reach of a canal 

segment onto the farm. The latter type of diversion is simulated by FMP linked to SFR1. 

12 stream segment: group of reaches that have (1) uniform rates of overland flow and precipitation; (2) 

uniform rates of evapotranspiration; (3) uniform or linearly changing properties (e.g: streambed elevation, 

thickness, hydraulic conductivity, stream depth & width); (4) tributary flows or specified inflow or outflow 

(only in 1 st reach); (5) diversions (only from last reach). 
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Summary: The potential surface-water delivery to the farm's head gatel is (DELpot) can 

optionally be simulated by SFR1. It is dependent on the SFR1-specified stream inflow 

into the river (release), the SFR1-specified diversion from the river into a diversion canal, 

SFR1-calculated upstream conveyance gains and losses, which include the actual surface

water delivery of upstream head gate reaches into upstream farms (simulated by SFR1 & 

FMP). 

2.3.2.2 Actual Surface-Water Delivery from the Farm's Head Gate into the Farm 

Optimally, the actual delivery DELact from a canal to a farm is equal to .. . 

o a farm's delivery requirement (TFDRf), but can't be greater than .. . 

o the potentially available stream inflow into the canal reach at the farm's head gate 

(Qstream-inflowr,f = DELpo/ as defined above), or not greater than ... 

o a user specified allotment height times the acreage of the respective farm (Qa110/). 

In short, the actual delivery is the minimum ofTFDR, DELpot, and Qallot, (see Figure 1.1): 

DELac/ = min(TFDRf,DELpo/,Qallo/) ; with: f= 1,2, ... , number of farms; 

r = 1,2, ... , number of stream reaches. 

Summary: The actual delivery (DELact) depends on the SFR1-simulated potential surface

water delivery (DELpot), a legally constrained potential delivery, specified in FMP, as 

surface-water allotments (Qallot), and the FMP-calculated total farm delivery requirement 

(TFDR). The FMP compares the potential delivery to an allotment rate and to the total 

farm delivery requirement and sends the lesser amount of all three parameters as actual 

delivery to the SFR1 as a loss, which is to be subtracted from the inflow into the farm's 

head gate reach. 



2.3.3 Summary of Farm Irrigation Demand and Surface-Water Supply 

The total Farm Delivery Requirment (TFDR) is modeled by FMP, based on 
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~ transpiratory irrigation requirement (actual crop transpiration minus transpiration 

from groundwater minus transpiration from precipitation; Ti = Tc-act- T gw-act- T p-act), 

~ evaporation losses from irrigation (Ei), 

~ on-farm efficiency (EF). 

The Potential Surface-Water Delivery (DELpot) is modeled by SFRl and FMP, based on 

~ stream inflow (release from reservoir), 

~ diversion from the river into diversion canal, 

~ upstream conveyance losses and gains, 

~ upstream diversions from a diversion canal into an upstream farm 

The Actual Surface-Water Delivery (DELact) is modeled by SFRl and FMP, based on 

~ potential delivery to farm's head gate reach (DELpot), 

~ surface-water allotment (Qallot), specified by irrigator, 

~ total farm delivery requirement from head gate reach (TFDR). 

2.3.4 Degrees ofDrought 

In an irrigation setting, managed conjunctively with surface-water primarily and 

groundwater secondarily, it is common among water managers to speak of a "drought" in 

an operational sense already, when just the surface-water supply falls short. The 

following definitions of "degrees of drought" try to make more transparent, in which 

situation one of the two sources of irrigation water supply are insufficient, or if both 

indeed are insufficient to meet the irrigation demand: 
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o 'First degree drought:' Surface-water as primary source of water supply is exhausted. 

o 'Second degree drought:' Both the primary and the secondary sources of supply (i.e. 

surface-water and groundwater) are exhausted. 

2.3.5 Computing Groundwater Pumpage in Cases ofNon-Drought and Drought 

The Farm Package distinguishes two major cases, where a farm's water budget 

between potential or allotted surface-water supply and total farm delivery requirement is 

either positive (i.e. sufficient) or negative (i.e. insufficient): 

~ Positive budget: The potential or allotted surface-water delivery is sufficient to satisfy 

the delivery requirement: min(DELpot,Qallot) ~ TFDR 

o Case 1 -Surface-Water Sufficiency: The actual surface-water delivery equals the 

total farm delivery requirement (DELact = TFDR). No supplemental pumping is 

required (see sufficiency easel in Figure 2.1, and compare Figure 2.2). 

~ Negative budget: The potential or allotted surface-water delivery is insufficient to 

satisfy the delivery requirement (min(DELpot,Qallot) < TFDR ~ DELact < TFDR), and 

supplemental groundwater pumping is required (QREQ), i.e. TFDR- DELact = QREQ 

(see sufficiency case 2 in Figure 2.1, and compare Figure 2.3): 

o Case 2 - Surface-Water Insufficiency & Groundwater Sufficiency: A farm's 

pumping requirement does not exceed the cumulative maximum well pumping 

capacities of all farm wells QMAXF (i.e. QREQ < QMAXF). The supplemental 

well pumpage of a farm is calculated according to the algorithm in Chapter 

2.4.3.4. Case 2 represents a situation, defmed here as "first degree drought," 

where surface-water as primary source of irrigation water supply is exhausted. 
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o Case 3 -Surface-Water & Groundwater Insufficiency: Farm wells do not exist in 

a specific farm, or all existing wells pump at a specified maximum well capacity, 

but the pumping requirement exceeds the cumulative maximum well capacities of 

all farm wells (QREQ > QMAXF). The Farm Package identifies a case of 

"surface-water and groundwater insufficiency," which is defmed here as "second 

degree drought." In this case, the Farm Package responds with specified 

"drought" policy scenarios (insufficiency cases 3a,b,c in Figure 2.1 ), such as: 

a. to deficit irrigate, i.e. to apply available deficit supply (DELact + QMAXF), 

leave demand unsatisfied, and face consequences of economic losses, 

b. to stack the available limited supply on priority crops, e.g. orchards, 

c. to force the demand to be less or equal to the total available supply 

(TFDR ~ DELact + QMAXF), which generally means to reduce the acreage. 

Case 1 
Demand: 
Total Farm Delivery 
Requirement 

SW Sufficiency 

Total Farm Delivery 
Requirement, 

Case2 Case 3a Case3b Case3c 

GW Sufficiency 

UPDATE HEAD-DEPENDENT TERMS AT EACH ITERATION 

Actual SW-Delivery Farm Pumping 
Requirement 

ADD SOURCE TERMS TO TO FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATION AT EACH ITERATION 

Farm 
Net Recharge 

Stream-& Canal
Leakage 

Groundwater 
Well Pumpage 

Figure 2.1 : Cases of Sufficiency and Insufficiency ofirrigation Water Supply in a 
Surface-Water dominated Irrigation Setting 
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2.4 CONCEPTUAL CODE DEVELOPMENT 

The conceptual development of the Farm Package requires the formulation of farm 

related source/sink terms, such as the leakage 13 between the conveyance system and the 

aquifer, the supplemental well pumping, and the net recharge back into the groundwater 

system from excess irrigation and excess precipitation. 

All three source/sink terms depend either indirectly or directly on crop consumptive 

use components of groundwater uptake, of precipitation and irrigation, and how those 

vary with changing water level. Therefore, the source/sink terns are head-dependent. 

The frrst section of the present chapter (2 .4 .1) introduces the governing equation used 

in MODFLOW, and where in that equation head-dependent source/sink terms enter. It 

also explains the procedures, which the code needs to follow to formulate the source/sink 

terms and to integrate the source/sink terms into the partial differential equation that is to 

be solved for aquifer heads. 

The second section of the present chapter (2.4.2) describes head-dependent crop 

consumptive use components, which enter the source/sink terms, and concepts of how 

they change with changing water level. Section 2.4.3 then elaborates on the actual 

algorithms of the source/sink terms and their integration into the fmite difference 

equation of the MODFLOW main program. 

13 This thesis includes a summary of the streamflow routing scheme and a description of the leakage 

source/sink term as formulated in the Streamflow Routing Package (Prudic et al., 2004) 
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The fourth section of the present chapter (2.4.4) explains drought response policies 

that can be specified by the user in the Farm Package for the case of irrigation water 

supply insufficiency. It also describes, how source/sink terms are iteratively updated, 

dependent on which drought response policy is chosen. 

2.4.1 Introduction of Governing Equation and Numerical Methods 

Conceptually and numerically, both the Farm Package (FMP) and the Streamflow 

Routing Package (SFR1) (Prudic et al. , 2004) represent flow-processes external to the 

aquifer. These eventually result in fluxes from sources to the aquifer or to sinks from the 

aquifer, dependent or independent of head in the aquifer. They are lumped together into a 

source/sink term W, which is built into the governing partial differential equation in 

MODFLOW (Harbaugh et al. , 2000): 

j_(K 8h)+j_(K 8h)+j_(K 8h)+W=S 8h 
ax XX ax ay JIY ay az zz az S at 

2.1 

where: Kxx, Kyy, and Kzz are hydraulic conductivities along the x, y, z coordinate axis, 

assumed to be parallel to the principle axes of hydraulic conductivity [L/T]; 

h is the potentiometric head [L]; 

W is the volumetric flux per unit volume representing sources and/or sinks of 

water [T-1
]; 

Ss is the specific storage of the porous material [L-1
]; and 

t is time [T] 

However, in the corresponding backward-difference equation ( eq. 2.2), the 

source/sink term is split into two terms accounting for either aquifer-head-dependent or 
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non-aquifer-head-dependent cumulative flow between all sources/sinks and the aquifer. 

Those terms are related to a certain model cell associated with a node i,j,k (called cell 

i,j,k in a block-centered grid system): 

P· · khm· · k + Q· · k = Ss· · k(~R· ~c · ~v · · k)(hm· · k-hm-I . · k)/(tm-tm-l) IJ, IJ , IJ, IJ, J I IJ, IJ, IJ, 2.2 

head at node i,j,k at time step m (L) 

CR,CC,CV Conductance in row, in column, in vertical direction of each 

respective node i,j,k and a neighboring node (L 2 IT); 

CRi,j+ 112,k Conductance between two nodes i,j,k and i,j+ 1 ,k in row direction; 

(note: "112" subscript denotes conductance "between" 2 nodes); 

Pij,k Sum of coefficients of head from source and sink terms (L2/T); 

Qij,k Sum of constants from source and sink terms (L3 /T); 

Ssij,k Specific storage (L-1
); 

~Rj Cell width of column j in all rows (L); 

~ci Cell width of row i in all columns (L); and 

~Vij,k =Vertical thickness of cell i,j,k (L); (note that Llvij,k can be conver-

tible if the head of cell i,j,k drops below the top elevation of that cell) 

= Time at time step m (T) 

Equation 2.1, when combined with boundary and initial conditions, describes 

transient three-dimensional groundwater flow in a heterogeneous and anisotropic 
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medium, provided that the principal axes of hydraulic conductivity are aligned with the 

coordinate directions (Harbaugh et al. , 2000). 

The application of the corresponding fmite difference equation to all model cells 

generates a set of algebraic equations (written in matrix form: A h = b; with A= matrix 

of coefficients of head, h =vector of head values, b =vector of constant terms), which 

can be solved for head at each node by different fully implicit solvers or groundwater 

flow 'processes' , as called in MODFLOW-2000. 

However, as the objective of the present chapter is rather the development of 

source/sink terms or their inter-linkage, the reader is referred to a more detailed 

description of the Finite Difference method and solvers used in MODFLOW-2000 as 

given in McDonald & Harbaugh (1988), and in Harbaugh et al. (2000). 

To meet the general and numerical objectives, as outlined in Chapter 1.3 and Chapter 

2.2, the algorithms of the Farm Package (and if jointly used, also the Streamflow Routing 

Package) need to express the following five procedures: 

1. Specify or calculate flow rates into or out of a fmite difference cell subject to 

hydraulic processes external to the aquifer (specify or calculate source/sink terms as 

shown in Figure 2.3 on page 48), such as: 

o Leakage between stream-canal network and aquifer [by SFR 1] ; 

o Net-recharge from farms [by FMP] (Net Infiltration reduced by ET-losses from 

groundwater); and 

o Discharge from farm wells [by FMP]. 
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2. Update flow rates by inter-linking information from FMP and SFRl: 

o Update leakage in SFRl by updating the actual surface-water delivery in FMP: 

The actual surface-water delivery from a canal into a farm (DELact) IS 

updated/calculated as the lesser of the total farm delivery requirement (TFDR), 

the potential surface-water delivery (DELpot), and a surface-water allotment rate 

(Qallot). DELact is then passed on from FMP to SFRl, which causes a reduction in 

streamflow and stream-head, which leads to an update calculation of leakage. 

o Update farm well discharge in FMP: 

The farm pumping requirement (QREQ) depends on both the FMP-calculated 

total farm delivery requirement (TFDR) and the SFRl-&-FMP-calculated actual 

surface-water delivery (DELact): QREQ = TFDR - DELact 

3. Update flow rates in response to various drought policies, if a farm's pumping re

quirement is greater than the cumulative maximum well capacity (QREQ > QMAXF): 

o Update net-recharge in FMP. 

o Reduce the actual surface-water delivery to a farm and/or groundwater pumping 

in a farm below the available levels of DELact or QMAXF. The FMP code should 

facilitate such a reduction of the two respective flow rates as a result of the 

following two situations: 

• for "acreage optimization" as drought policy scenano: In case of low 

profitability of surface-water or groundwater use; 

• for "water stacking" as drought policy scenario: in case of low consumptive 

use of priority crops, and hence reduced farm delivery requirement (TFDR). 
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Update leakage in SFRI, based on reduced surface-water delivery out of the head 

gate reach (and hence increased streamflow), 

Update farm well discharge in FMP, based on reduced groundwater pumping. 

4. Segregate this flow rates into head-dependent and non-head-dependent terms. 

5. Pass on head-dependent and head-independent terms (head coefficients, constants) 

from all source/sink-term packages including FMP and SFRI to the MODFLOW-

2000 Main Program. 

Note, that the flow rate updates of the SFRI package are facilitated only by reading 

SFRI terms by the FMP (e.g. potential surface-water delivery DELpot = stream inflow 

into the head gate reach), and by passing updated terms (e.g. actual surface-water 

delivery DELact) back from the FMP to the SFRI through the MODFLOW-2000 Main 

Program. The SFRI package purposely was kept in its original fashion. Chapter 2.5.3.2 

elaborates in detail on the dynamic link between the FMP and the SFRI. 

The preexisting Main Program of MODFLOW-2000 was also not modified, other 

than placing the respective calls to invoke the FMP and SFRI routines, and introducing 

dynamic allocation of memory for double precision data. The Main Program processes 

the terms provided by FMP and SFRI and formulates the following types of terms for a 

series of algebraic equations ( eq. 2.3 on page 56): 
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(i) Cumulative head-dependent coefficients from source/sink terms by 

:J> summing up the passed on head-dependent terms (head coefficients) of all 

sources/sinks related to one cell i,j,k, and adding this cumulative head coefficient 

(HCOF) to the center-node-coefficient on the Left Hand Side (LHS) of each cell' s 

equation. This center-node-coefficient is to be multiplied by the yet-unknown head of 

the respective cell hiJ,k of the current time-step m. 

(ii) Cumulative non-head-dependent constants from source/sink terms by 

:J> summing up non-head-dependents terms (constants) of all sources/sinks related to 

each respective cell, and adding this cumulative constant to the Right Hand Side 

(RHS) of each cell's equation. 

After rearranging Equation 2.2, the resulting finite difference equation for a single cell 

i,j,k will take the form of Equation 2.3 on page 56. Head-coefficients, which are located 

on the seven diagonals of the sparse A-matrix are kept in I boxes 1. 

One equation of this form is written for each cell in the finite difference grid, expressing 

the relationship among the heads at node i,j,k and at each of the six adjacent nodes at the 

end of a time step. Each equation may involve up to seven unknown head values, and the 

set of unknown head values changes from one equation to the next through the grid. 

Therefore, the equations for the entire grid must be solved simultaneously at each time 

step. Various methods of solution are available in MODFLOW-2000, for instance 

iterative methods, such as the "Strongly Implicit Procedure (SIP)," the "Slice-Successive 
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Over-Relaxation (SSOR)," (McDonald & Harbaugh, 1988) or the "Preconditioned 

Conjugate Gradient Method 2 (PCG2)" (Hill, 1990). 

lc- cvi,j,k-l/2- cci-l/2,j,k- cRi,j-l/2,k - cRi,j+l/2,k- cci+l/2,j,k- cvi,j,k+l/2 + HCOFi,j,k)i hiJ,k + 

2.3 

RHS· · k = - Q· · k - Ss· · k(L\R· L\c· L\y· · k) hm-1
· · k I (tm -tm-1

) IJ, IJ, IJ, J I IJ, IJ, 

hmiJ,k head at node i,j,k at time step m (L) 

CR,CC,CV Conductance in row, in column, in vertical direction of each 

respective node i,j,k and a neighboring node (L 2 IT); 

CRiJ+ll2,k Conductance between two nodes i,j,k and i,j+ 1,k in row direction; 

(note: "112" subscript denotes conductance "between" 2 nodes); 

PiJ,k Sum of coefficients of head from source and sink terms (L3 IT); 

Sum of constants from source and sink terms (L3 IT); 

SsiJ,k Specific storage (L-1
); 

L\Rj Cell width of column j in all rows (L); 

L\ci Cell width of row i in all columns (L); and 

L\y·. k IJ, Vertical thickness of cell i,j,k (L); (note that L\viJ,k can be conver-

tible if the head of cell i,j,k drops below the top elevation that cell) 

Time at time step m (T) 
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2.4.2 Components of Source/Sink Terms 

All three source/sink terms (leakage between the conveyance system and the aquifer, 

net-recharge, farm-well discharge) depend in some way on the crop irrigation 

requirement. Figure 2.3 on page 48 shows, how the crop irrigation requirement depends 

in turn on crop consumptive use components (transpiratory and evaporative components), 

which are fed by the sources groundwater, precipitation, and irrigation. 

Firstly, the transpiratory and evaporative components of consumptive use need to be 

defmed or derived. Secondly, a concept and analytical solution had to be formulated, how 

the transpiratory and evaporative components of all three sources (T gw-act, Egw-act, T p-act, 

Ep-act, Ti, Ei) vary with changing water level. The two concepts discussed rest on the 

hypothesis, that all transpiratory and evaporative fluxes occur at steady state, and 

therefore that the soil moisture content does not change over time. 

Third, the use of the total farm delivery requirement for the formulation and update of 

source/sink terms is explored. And finally fourth, an expression of in-efficient losses is 

formulated, which will be used to update both the net recharge and the leakage 

source/sink terms. 



2.4.2.1 Transpiratory and Evaporative Components of Crop Consumptive Use 

The evapotranspiratory consumptive use of irrigated agriculture can be defined as: 

ETc-act = Tc-act + Ec-act = (Ti + T p-act + T gw-act) + (Ei + Ep-act + Egw-act) ~ T c-pot + Ec-pot = ETc-pot 

where: (all variables in [L/T] · [L 2]) 

ETc-pot = Potential Crop Evapotranspiration = Potential Crop Consumptive Use 

ETc-act = Actual Crop Evapotranspiration = Actual Crop Consumptive Use 

T c-pot = Potential Transpiratory Consumptive Use 

Ec-pot =Potential Evaporative Consumptive Use 

Tc-act =Actual Transpiratory Consumptive Use 

Ec-act = Actual Evaporative Consumptive Use 

T p-act =Actual Transpiration from Precipitation 

Ep-act = Actual Evaporation from Precipitation 

T gw-act = Actual Transpiration from Groundwater 

Egw-act = Actual Evaporation from Groundwater 

Ti =Transpiration Requirement from Irrigation 

Ei = Evaporation Requirement from Irrigation 
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The objective of this sub-section is to describe the method used in the Farm Package 

(FMP) to differentiate between the evaporative and transpiratory parts of the potential 

crop consumptive use as a whole (ETc-pot), or its components (T gw-act, Egw-act, T p-act, Ep-act, 

Ti, Ei) . 
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2.4.2.1.1 Transpiratory & Evaporative Components ofPotential Consumptive Use 

In the literature, consumptive use is generally considered equal to water, which is no 

longer available for use, because it has transpired or evaporated. It does not include 

conveyance losses or evaporative losses from bodies of water. Crop consumptive use is 

therefore defined to be crop evaportranspiration (CDSS 1995, Gelt et al. 1999, EEA 

2004). 

The potential crop evapotranspiration ETc-pot is the amount of water, which can be 

evapotranspired under standard conditions, with no limitations placed on crop growth or 

evapotranspiration (e.g. limitations by soil water or salinity stress). Unless not directly 

specified by the user, ETc-pot is calculated as the product of the reference ET 0 (e.g. 

Penman, Penman-Monteith) and a crop coefficient Kc: 

2.4 

A conventional procedure is to determine the crop coefficient Kc by calculating first 

the transpiratory or basal (Kcb) and evaporative (Ke) crop coefficients14 (Allen et al. , 

1998). Kcb and Ke are calculated on a daily basis, which is not possible for longer time 

steps (e.g. weekly) 15
, as used in the FMP. In addition, Kcb and Ke are not necessary when 

using the FMP in order to determine Kc out of two reasons. First, if the user chooses to 

14 Under standard conditions where no limitations are placed on crop growth or evapotranspiration, the crop 

coeffi cient Kc can be calculated as sum of a transpiratory component (basal crop coefficient Kcb) and 

evaporative component for soil evaporation (Ke): Kc = Kcb + Ke. 
15 The FMP does not intend to schedule irrigation on a daily basis but rather to determine the average 

steady state irrigation flux for weekly time steps. 
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derive ETc-pot from time series of reference ET0 , then the FMP calculates Kc program

internally as a function of temperature based cumulative Growing Degree Days (Sammis 

et al., 1985). Second, if the user prefers to specify a lumped value of potential 

consumptive use for a stress period (due to the lack of time series records), then a 

formulation of Kc is not needed at all. That is, absolute values of Kcb and Ke cannot be, or 

do not need to be calculated by the FMP. 

Therefore, user-specified relative estimates of a transpiratory fraction (Kt) and an 

evaporative fraction (Ke) of the potential consumptive use are required by the FMP. 

Conventional FAG-Procedure: 

Tc-pot = 

Ec-pot = 

ETc-pot= 

Farm Package Procedure: 

Kcb · ETo 

Ke · ETo 

(Kcb + Ke) · ETo 

\::1 0 ~ Ke < 1, 0 < Kt ~ 1 

Tc-pot = Kt · ETc-pot= Kt · Kc · ETo 

Ec-pot = Ke · ETc-pot = Ke · Kc · ET o 

ETc-pot= (Kt + Ke) · ETc-pot = (Kt + Ke) · Kc · ET o 

2.5 

2.6 

2.7 

According to whether the user choses the derivation of consumptive use time series, 

(based on Kc and ETo), or whether the user specifes ETc-pot up front as lumped values of 

potential consumptive use, the transpiratory and evaporative fractions can either be 

considered as fractions of the crop coefficient Kc or directly as fractions of consumptive 

use. The following text will refer to both with "fractions of consumptive use." 
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Figure 2.4 on page 62 shows, that the transpiratory and evaporative fractions of 

consumptive use are taken to vary linearly with the respective area occupied by crops and 

respective area open to soil-evaporation. If the cropped area and the exposed (not covered 

by vegetation), wetted area amount to the entire area, then Kt + Ke = 1, and Ke = 1- Kt, 

therefore: 

T c-pot = Kt · ETc-pot 

Ec-pot = ( 1-Kt) · ETc-pot 

2.8 

2.9 

The transpiratory fraction of consumptive use Kt, is assumed to be independent of 

whether the transpiratory consumptive use is satisfied by irrigation, precipitation or 

groundwater uptake. 

For precipitation onto the exposed area, we can assume that evaporation indeed 

occurs over the entire exposed area, since all non-crop-covered area will be wetted. The 

evaporation fraction is therefore taken to be K/ = 1 - Kt. The same should hold true, if 

unrestricted evaporation can takes place from an area, which is entirely wetted by a water 

levels rising to the surface. However, if the wetted portion of the exposed area does not 

extend to the entire exposed area - as possible for irrigation- then Ke can be restricted to 

Kei < 1 - Kt. Yet different irrigation methods can lead to different lateral extent of the 

wetted area, with Kei < 1 - Kt. For some irrigation methods, like basin flood irrigation, 

however, a complete inundation of the non-covered area is expected, and thus 

Kei = 1- Kt. 
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For nrecipitation as source for evaporation: Ee-pot= Kl· ETc-pot = (1-Kt) · ETc-pot 2.10 

For irrigation as source for evaporation: Ee-pot= Kei · ETc-pot 2.11 

Which fraction of Kc is transpiratory and which fraction is evaporative also depends 

highly on type of crop and growth stage, which is why Kt and Ke have to be specified for 

each irrigation season (stress period). For certain seasons, where the vegetation cover 

reaches close to a 100%, a splitting of Kc into Kt and Ke fractions is not necessary (Kc = 

Kt, i.e. Kt = 1 and Ke = 0). 

D Wetted Area (crop-covered) 

D Wetted Area ( exposed) 

D Non-wetted Aread ( exposed) 

Fraction of Area available for Transpiration 

Fraction of Area available for Evaporation 

Figure 2.4: Transpiratory (Kt) and Evaporative (Ke) Fractions of Consumptive Use 
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2.4.2.1.2 Transpiratory Components of Consumptive Use from Precipitation and from 

Groundwater Uptake 

Under standard non-groundwater influenced crop conditions, the actual and potential 

crop transpiration from precipitation16 are equal but cannot exceed the potential crop 

transpiration Tc-pot as defined in Equation 2.8. 

T p-act= T p-pot = Kt · P, for all P :::; ETc-pot 2.12 

for all P >ETc-pot 2.13 

In case of Equation 2.12, the supply from precipitation needs to be supplemented by 

irrigation in order to satisfy the necessary transpiration requirement (Ti = Tc-pot- T p-pot). 

As crops get influenced by a rising water level, transpiratory uptake from 

groundwater increases and reaches a maximum at an optimal water level (taken to be at 

bottom of root zone), where it can provide the entire transpiratory consumptive use T c· 

T gw-max = Kt · ETc-pot 2.14 

At such water levels the soil water storage is "full", which results in a reduction of the 

actual transpiratory use of precipitation, because the rainfall cannot be stored and runs off 

(if T p-pot :2: T c-act - T gw-act, then T p-act = T c-act - T gw-act). This is a second case where 

precipitation is lost to runoff and deep percolation, in addition to the situation, where 

P >ETc-pot· 

16 Actual transpiration from precipitation is commonly defined as 'crop'-effective precipitation (Brouwer et 

al., 1985; Brouwer & Heibloem, 1986; Dastane, 1978; Dorenboos & Pruitt, 1977). This thesis avoids that 

term, since hydrologist also define recharge related to precipitation as 'recharge' -effective precipitation. 
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The actual transpiration from groundwater T gw-act decreases from T gw-max to zero as 

the water level drops from the bottom of the root zone to an extinction depth taken to be 

the sum of the root depth and the capillary fringe. 

How the crop consumptive use components change with varying head is described 

below in concepts 1 & 2 on pages 69ff, and illustrated in Figure 2.13 .1 to Figure 2.13 .4. 

2.4.2.1.3 Evaporative Components of Consumptive Use from Precipitation and from 

Groundwater Uptake 

The evaporation from precipitation cannot exceed the potential evaporation Ec-pot as 

defined in Equation 2.1 0, and with (K/ = 1 - Kt) takes on the following form: 

Ep-act = Ep-pot = K/ · P = (1- Kt) · P, 

Ep-act = Ep-pot = K/ · ETc-pot = ( 1 - Kt) · ETc-pot= Ec-pot, 

for all P ~ETc-pot 

for all P >ETc-pot 

2.15 

2.16 

As long as the precipitation is smaller than the potential evapotranspiration, all 

precipitation that potentially reaches exposed areas is expected to evaporate. Secondarily 

- since requiring more energy - soil-evaporation is then fed by capillary rise from 

groundwater, but also only to a maximum defmed by the exposed area: 

Egw-max = Ec-pot - Ep-act 2.17 

In other words, whatever rain or irrigation covers and wets the exposed area subject 

to evaporation will be evaporated flrst, since on the surface or wetted topsoil evaporation 

is energetically easier then by capillary flow from the water level. If then still the 

saturation water vapor pressure deficit over the exposed non-crop covered areas is still 

not compensated, then evaporative capillary uptake from groundwater will take place and 
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can be used until the water vapor pressure deficit is saturated. This evaporative uptake 

from groundwater will start as soon as the capillary fringe above a rising water level 

reaches the surface and as soon as precipitation plus irrigation do not satisfy the 

saturation of the water vapor pressure deficit anymore. In the following, the paper will 

refer to "evaporation fed by capillary rise from groundwater" or "evaporative uptake 

from groundwater" simply as "evaporation from groundwater." This rest on the 

hypothesis, that all evaporative fluxes and upward flux across the water table occur at 

steady state, and therefore that the soil moisture content does not change over time. 

As the water level approaches the surface, evaporation from groundwater reaches a 

maximum. This Egw-max is the potential evaporation over the exposed areas minus what is 

provided through evaporation from precipitation (note that this situation is considered 

water logging, where certainly no irrigation takes place). 

One extreme case would be that no plants exist (non-irrigation season, fallow 

conditions), where ETc-pot does not apply, and instead reference evapotranspiration ET0 or 

pan evaporation Epan (whichever is measured in the field) is more appropriate to use: 

For fallow conditions and non-irrigation seasons: 

Kt = 0, Ke = 1, K/ = 1, 

Ec-pot = ( 1-0) · ET 0 , 

Ep-act = Ep-pot = 1 · P, 

Ep-act = Ep-pot = 1 · ETo, 

Egw-max = Ec-pot - Ep-act 

for all P ~ ETo, 

for all P > ETo, 

2.18 

2.19 

2.20 

2.21 

2.22 



2.4.2.1.4 Transpiratory and Evaporative Components of Consumptive Use from 

Irrigation= Crop Irrigation Requirement (CIR) 
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A first objective of irrigation is to artificially supplement the crops' insufficient 

naturally available consumptive use components (transpiration from precipitation and 

from groundwater) until an optimal consumptive use is reached. Further irrigation would 

lead to saturation beyond the point of the plant's tolerance against anoxia. Therefore, the 

transpiration needed from irrigation (Ti) is constrained by the total transpiratory 

consumptive use minus the transpiratory components from groundwater (T gw-act = root 

uptake) and from precipitation (Tp-act =effective precipitation): 

T i = T c-act - T gw-act - T p-act 2.23 

However, by just applying Ti to the field, part or all of it may evaporate. Therefore, 

the second objective of irrigation is to just compensate for surface-evaporative losses 

from irrigation (Ei), but not more, because the irrigation efficiency would then be 

reduced. In the FMP, Ei is defmed to vary proportionally to Ti, and equality between the 

ratios ofE/Ti and Kei!Kt is assumed, therefore: 

\I 0 ~ Kei < 1, 0 < Kt ~ 1 2.24 

with: Kt = transpiratory fraction of consumptive use 

Kei =fraction of consumptive use for evaporation from irrigation. 

Ei + Ti therefore represent the total transpiratory and evaporative crop irrigation 

requirement CIR, which is equal to the total volume of irrigation water needed for 

evapotranspiration by the crop to avoid undesirable stress (Hoffman et al., 1992, p.131 ): 

CIR = Ei + T i = (T c-act - T p-act - T gw-act) · ( 1 + Ke i/Kt) 2.25 
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2.4.2.2 Change of Crop Consumptive Use Components with varying Head 

2.4.2.2.1 Introduction of'Crop Consumptive Use Concepts' in the Farm Package 

Figure 2.13 on pages 91f shows two concepts how in the Farm Package (FMP) the 

components of consumptive use change with water level. A major difference between the 

two new concepts in FMP and the concept of the pre-existing MOD FLOW ET -package 

(McDonald & Harbaugh, 1988; Harbaugh et al2000) is, where to specify the elevation of 

the water level, at which the evpotranspiratory uptake from groundwater (ET gw) is 

assumed to be at its maximum ('ET-Surface'), and where it ceases ('Extinction-Depth'). 

In the FMP, the 'ET -surface' cannot be considered to be at ground surface, as it is 

common practice when using the ET package. If the ET -surface were chosen to be at 

ground surface, then ETgw would decrease immediately as the water level would drop 

below ground-surface, which would then falsely suggest a crop irrigation requirement 

(CIR), when actually anoxia dominates. 

When water levels at or close to ground-surface lead to a maximum in ETgw, it is 

almost entirely accounted for by its soil-evaporative portion, since the transpiration from 

groundwater is heavily reduced due to the lack of aeration. In such conditions, irrigation 

would lead to worsening anoxic conditions. A new concept has to ensure firstly that, with 

dropping water level (starting from ground-surface) the crop irrigation requirement (CIR) 

would not yet start to increase, unless a certain water level-elevation is surpassed, where 

no more anoxia exists. Secondly, the water level must drop below a critical water level 

elevation, from where the transpiratory uptake from groundwater decreases from a 

maximum and cannot satisfy the transpiratory needs anymore. 
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In other words, irrigation only makes sense at water level elevations, where it helps 

contribute to the plants consumptive use. Where groundwater levels are at or so close to 

ground-surface, that full or almost full saturation occurs, additional water supply does not 

contribute to the plants' growth anymore but rather worsens the anoxic conditions. 

In FMP, two new concepts are implemented for how the crop consumptive use 

components change with varying water level. Both concepts are based on the following 

three assumptions: 

)> The transpiration from groundwater (T gw-act) increases from zero when the water level 

rises above a transpiration-extinction-depth (ground surface minus depth of root zone 

minus capillary fringe). T gw-act reaches a maximum (T gw-max) at a water level, taken to 

be at bottom of root zone, where it can provide the entire transpiratory consumptive 

use (Tc-act). T gw-act then decreases again to zero as the water level approaches ground 

surface to account for a reduction of crop yield due to the lack of aeration. 

)> In reality evaporation from groundwater decays exponentially with dropping water 

level. However, it may be fair to approximate that decline with a linear 

interpolation17
• With evaporation- unlike transpiration- acting just at the soil-surface, 

the depth of soil-evaporation extinction is likely to occur when the capillary fringe 

does not reach ground surface anymore, as the water level drops to an evaporation

extinction-depth (elevation of ground-surface minus height of capillary fringe) 

(Robinson 1958). 

17 compare below Chapters 2.4.3.2.2 and 2.4.3.2.5. 
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.iO> A linear approximation between a maximum transpiratory uptake from groundwater 

(T gw-max, if water level at bottom of root zone) and a zero uptake (T gw-act = 0, if water 

level at transpiration-extinction-depth) generally overestimates transpiration from 

groundwater. Similarly, a linear approximation between a maximum capillary uptake 

from groundwater caused by evaporation (Egw-max, if water level at ground surface) 

and a zero capillary uptake (Egw-act = 0, if water level at evaporation-extinction depth) 

tends to overestimate soil-evaporation from groundwater. These two linear 

approximations could equally be represented by a nonlinear approximation (e.g. 

parabolic), in order to better capture the exponential decay with dropping head (see 

Figure 2.15 in Chapter 2.4.3). This of course is alternatively possible, since in 

MODFLOW-2000 a Picard type iteration scheme is used as a standard method to 

solves set of nonlinear equations including head-dependent boundaries (see 2.6). 

Concept 1 (compare Figure 2.13.1 to Figure 2.13.4, on pages 91f): 

For water levels at the bottom of the root zone T gw-act is assumed to be at maximum, 

with Tgw-max = Tc-pot· As the water level rises above the bottom of the root zone, the active 

root zone - and hence the actual transpiratory consumptive use T c-act - is assumed to fall 

behind Tc-pot and linearly decrease until it becomes zero, when the water level reaches 

ground-surface. If the water level drops below the bottom of the root zone, the optimal 

transpiratory consumptive use is considered at maximum, i.e. Tc-act = Tc-pot· At the same 

time, the uptake from groundwater T gw-act is assumed to decrease to zero until the 

transpiration-extinction-depth is met. As a result, the lack of water to satisfy T c-pot has to 

be compensated primarily from precipitation or, if not available, from irrigation. 
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Concept 2 (compare Figure 2.13.1 to Figure 2.13.4, on pages 91f): 

Concept 2 represents a linear approximation of the variation of steady state 

transpiratory fluxes with changing water level, obtained by variably saturated flow model 

runs of vertical soil column models in HYDRUS2D (Simunek et al. , 1999). Concept 1, by 

comparison, can be considered a simplified version of Concept 2. 

2.4.2.2.2 Approximation of Steady State Flux of Actual Transpiration 

Transient, variably saturated flow models (such as HYDRUS2D), which are based on 

Richards ' equation, account for changes in soil water storage. The transpiration sink term 

in HYDRUS2D acts at any point in the active root zone and utilizes the soil water storage 

long before significant flux across the water table occurs. However, after a longer period 

of time, the transpiratory root uptake and flux across the water table approach each other, 

and merge to a steady state value, while no more changes in soil water storage occur. 

This corresponds to the underlying concept of source/sink terms in MOD FLOW, where 

the changes in flux and changes in soil water storage in the unsaturated zone are 

neglected for longer time steps, such as weekly ones. 

Numerous transient, variably saturated soil column models were run in HYDRUS2D, 

in order to fmd, for different water levels, such a steady state equality of transpiratory 

flux out of the root zone and of fluxes into the root zone (upward flux across the water 

table; irrigation flux if applicable) . For each given soil type with characteristic soil 

constitutive parameters, for a given potential transpiration rate, and for a fixed root zone 

depth, the water level was varied, as a zero pressure head boundary, from below the 
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bottom of the root zone to within the root zone (Figure 2.5), in order to observe, how the 

resulting steady state fluxes change with varying water level. 

Boundary Conditions of HYDRUS2D soil column models 

The top boundary condition is defined as atmospheric boundary condition. 

For water levels below the root zone (left side of Figure 2.5): 

o Water level = Constant Pressure Head Boundary, with Pressure Head = 0 

For water levels within the root zone (right side of Figure 2.5): 

o Boundary around the inundated root zone from the water level down to the 

bottom of the root zone = Constant Pressure Head Boundary, with 

prescribed hydrostatic conditions starting from p = 0 at water level. 

Unit Area Unit Area 

Water Leve I below Bottom of Root Zone Water Leve I above Bottom of Root Zone 

I I Root z.one I- Aquifer --- Atmospheric BC 

~:::: ::::::::::::::::1 Unsaturated Zone Constant head BC 

Figure 2.5: Boundary Conditions of HYDRUS2D Models for variably saturated Soil 

Columns 
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Initial Conditions ofHYDRUS2D soil column models 

The soil column model runs start at hydrostatic conditions all across the vertical 

profile. That is, the pressure head decreases linearly with increasing elevation, and the 

pressure head at the water level is zero. 

Transient Output of HYDRUS2D soil column models 

Figure 2.6 on page 74 displays for various depths to water level (dWL), how the 

transient courses of the resulting fluxes of the actual transpiration (root uptake with 

groundwater being the only source in black; root uptake with sources groundwater and 

irrigation in red) and the flux across the water table merge when approaching steady state 

(for silty soil, root zone depth of 120 em, potential transpiration of2 em). 

The solid black curves show an increase of transpiratory uptake (only source = 

groundwater), and then again a decrease until it reaches a steady state. Initially, the 

anoxic and - with respect to root uptake - unproductive fringe above the water level 

(pressure heads close to zero) experiences a shift into more negative pressure heads. This 

leads to an expansion of the active root zone and, accordingly, to an increase in actual 

root uptake from soil water storage. After having met a maximum of actual root uptake, 

however, the active root zone is diminished again due to a gradual drying out of the upper 

soil zones into ranges of pressure heads beyond the plant's wilting point. This reduction 

in uptake can be best observed in the lowermost graph in Figure 2.6 representing a dWL 

of 180 em, with a waterlevellocated below the bottom of the root zone. 

Where the water level reaches the bottom of the root zone (dWL = 120 em), or even 

rises into the root zone ( dWL = 60 em), such a reduction of uptake is minimized, as the 
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root uptake is fed by upward flux across the water level (gray curve). In other words, the 

water level within the root zone provides immediate uptake from groundwater and avoids 

drying out the upper soil zones beyond the plant's wilting tolerance. 

In general, as root uptake increasingly reduces the soil water storage, upward flux 

across the water table (gray curves) compensates against that. Finally, a constant root 

water uptake is sustained, which is fed by an equal rate of flux across the water table. 

Irrigation can be specified in HYDRUS2D as a flux boundary condition (in HYDRUS 

called ' atmospheric boundary'). A maximum applicable irrigation flux, which does not 

yet result in recharge can be determined, by increasing the specified irrigation flux to a 

level, where the irrigation contributes to the overall transpiratory uptake (red curve), and 

the uptake from groundwater (gray curve) is not yet diminished. The maximum 

applicable irrigation flux is surpassed once the upward flux across the water level 

gradually decreases and finally turns into a downward flux. 

The specified applied irrigation is shown in Figure 2.6 as a double green arrow. For 

depths to water level of 30 and 60 em, no irrigation could be applied without causing 

recharge. For depths of 120 em and 180 em, it could be observed that the sum of the 

specified irrigation and the flux across the water table indeed equals at steady state the 

total maximum possible root uptake (in red). This demonstrates that no uptake results 

from changes in soil water storage. This is the foundation for the assumption in the Farm 

Package, that, at steady state, we can neglect changes in storage in the unsaturated zone, 

when approximating an irrigation flux needed to achieve an optimal root uptake. 
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Variation of Steady State Transpiration Results with changing Water Level m the 

HYDRUS2D soil column models 

The conceptualization of how in Concept 2 of the Farm Package transpiration fluxes 

vary with changing water level rests on a linear approximation of water level-dependent 

steady state fluxes resulting from soil column models run in HYDRUS2D. 

Figure 2. 7 shows as before for a silty soil, for a root zone depth of 120 em, and for a 

potential transpiration of 2 em, how the resulting steady state transpiration fluxes change 

with varying water level. 

Steady state values of actual transpiration from groundwater (root uptake from 

groundwater as the only source) were plotted for various 'depths to water level' in Figure 

2. 7 and linearly approximated, as shown in Figure 2.8. Several such curves were 

produced for various soil types. 

In addition, the variation of a maximum possible actual transpiration (with root 

uptake fed by groundwater uptake and by specified maximum possible irrigation) with 

changing 'depths to water level' was investigated, and as well plotted in Figure 2.7 and 

linearly approximated in Figure 2.8. The maximum possible actual transpiration is called 

maximum actual root uptake, ARU, in Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8. 

Subtracting the transpiration from groundwater from an optimal uptake yields the 

maximum possible transpiratory consumptive use from precipitation or irrigation, which 

is used to compensate the lack of water supply from groundwater. 
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Figure 2.8: Linear Approximation of Steady State Root Uptake from Groundwater and 
maximum Actual Root Uptake (ARU) from both Groundwater and Irrigation 
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2.4.2.2.3 Transpiration for Water Levels between Ground Surface and the Bottom of 

the Root Zone, as applied in Consumptive Use Concept 2 
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(For the change of all consumptive use components with varying water level, as 

conceptualized in Concept 2, compare Figure 2.13, on pages 91£) 

Figure 2.8 demonstrates, how the maximum possible transpiration (dotted line) is 

taken to vary linearly with the active root zone, as it is reduced to zero by water levels 

rising from the bottom of the root zone to the ground surface elevation. 

However, this potential 'maximum possible transpiration' is not quite reached by the 

results from the soil column model runs. For a water level at the bottom of the root zone, 

the 'maximum actual transpiration' (Tc-act-max, in Figure 2.8 called 'maximum actual root 

uptake' max. ARU) is reduced, as the active root zone is restricted by conditions of 

anoxia. The 'actual transpiration from groundwater' (T gw-act-max; root uptake from 

groundwater as the only source; no irrigation) is reduced even further, since not only 

anoxia but also wilting restrict the active root zone: Tgw-act-max ~ Tc-act-max ~ Tc-pot 2.26 

Certain depths within a non-irrigated root zone, which correspond to user specified 

crop-specific anoxia- or wilting-related pressure heads (see Figure 2.1 0, page 80, and 

Figure 2.11 b, page 86), are found using analytical solutions of a vertical steady state 

pressure head distribution over the depth of the total root zone (see Figure 2.11a and 

Figure 2.12, page 86). The derivation of the analytical solution is described on pages 82£ 

The fitting of the steady state pressure head distribution over the depth of the root 

zone (HYDRUS2D output) by an analytical solution was carried out for a water level 

located at the bottom of the root zone. Under these conditions both the 'total actual crop 
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transpiration', and its component, the 'actual transpiration from groundwater', reach a 

maximum (T c-act-max, T gw-act-max). 

As the water level rises above the bottom of the root zone, the anoxia fringe does not 

change but is shifted upward until it hits the ground surface elevation. The vertical range 

over which pressure heads are lower than the wilting-point pressure head, is found by 

assuming groundwater to be the only source for transpiration. Such a "too-dry- zone" in 

the upper part of the root zone decreases linearly as the water level rises above the bottom 

of the root zone. 

A further reduction due to anoxia does not vary with changing head, since the range 

of "too wet" pressure heads represents a shallow fringe above the water table, which 

moves along with a moving water table, but does not change itself. That is, the 

continuous decrease of T gw-act runs parallel to the course of the maximum possible 

transpiration, offset by a constant reduction caused by anoxia. Unlike in concept 1, where 

T gw-act becomes zero if the water level reaches ground-surface, in concept 2, T gw-act faces 

extinction already at a water level with a depth below ground-surface that equals just 

exactly the inactive zone of anoxia(= upper extinction depth). 

Mathematical Definition of Actual Transpiration in HYDRUS and in FARM PACKAGE 

The maximum 'actual transpiration from groundwater' T gw-act-max is defmed in the 

Farm Package as: 

Tgw-act-max = Tc-pot · [1- (AZ+WZ)/TRZ] 2.27 
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The maximum 'total actual crop transpiration' Tc-act-max IS defmed m the Farm 

Package as: 

T c-act-max = T c-pot · [ 1-AZ/TRZ] 2.28 

with: T c-pot = potential crop transpiration, 

T c-act-max = maximum actual crop transpiration, 

TRZ = depth of total root zone, AZ = anoxia zone, WZ = wilting zone. 

The following explains how these definitions correspond to the defmition of actual 

transpiration in HYDRUS. Assuming, that the potential water uptake Tc-pot is equally 

distributed over the root zone, in HYDRUS, the actual transpiration for one-dimensional 

vertical flow is derived as follows (Simunek et al, 1998): 

1. Sp = T c-potiTRZ 2.29 

with Sp =spatial distribution of potential transpiration rate over the root zone [T-1
] 

2. S(\lf) = a(\lf) · Sp 2.30 

with S = transpiration sink term acting at any point in the rootzone, defmed as 

volume of water removed from a unit volume of soil per unit time due 

to plant water uptake [T-1
] 

a = water stress response function [-]; 

optimal uptake: a =1, zero uptake: a= 0 

f T c pot f 3. Ta = S(lj/ )dz = - - - · a(lj/ )dz 
TRZ TRZ TRZ 

2.31 

with: T a = actual Transpiration; z = 0 at bottom of root zone; z = TRZ at soil 

surface. 
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4. For the Farm Package, a simplified stress response function (Figure 2.10 & Figure 

TRZ 

2.11 b ), yields for a steady state vertical pressure head distribution as well an 

assumption of a simplified vertical stress response distribution over the root zone: 

for root uptake without irrigation (drying out of upper part of root zone): 

f a(lf/ )dz~ TRZ -WZ -AZ 2.32 

TRZ 

for root uptake with irrigation (no drying out beyond wilting point): 

f a(lf/ )dz~ TRZ -AZ 
TRZ 

Soil water pressure head In( \If) 

\jl-4 \jl-3 

1 

a 
0 

I I 

a 1 

: ! : !_!_i__~J~-~ ~"~~-:-~ ~-~ [. Jl~-· .... ....::1-..~--i1 

I 
I 
I 

Water Level 

ln(I \jf I at steady state) 

2.33 

Stress response function specified by user 

Simplified stress response function in FMP 

Pressure head distribution at steady state 

TRZ = Total Root Zone 
a. = Stress Response; 'r/ 0 ~ a. ~ I ; 

a. = 0: no uptake; a. = l: full uptake. 

Wilting 
Zone 

Partially Active 
Root Zone 

(0 ~a.~ 1) 

Fully Active 

Wilting 
Zone 

Active 

Root Zone Root 

(a= 1) Zone 

Partially Active 
Root Zone 

(0 ~a.~ 1) 

AnoxiaZone 

HYDRUS 

Ano xi a 
Zone 

FARM 
PACKAGE 

Figure 2.10: Comparison of the Definitions of Wilting Zone, Active Root Zone, and 

Anoxia Zone in HYDRUS and in the FARM PACKAGE 
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5. For the Farm Package, a maximum 'actual transpiration from groundwater' 

T gw-act-max, as it is defmed in Equation 2.27, therefore follows from Equation 2.31 , 

and from Assumption 2.32: Tgw-act-max = Tc-potiTRZ · (TRZ- AZ-WZ) 

This equation, in which T gw-act-max is independent of head, is valid not only a for 

water level at the bottom of the root zone, but also for water levels rising above 

the bottom of the root zone. However, this is true only as long as part of the top 

soil is dried out beyond the wilting point. But if the water level rises further up 

into the root zone, the "too-dry" wilting zone becomes gradually eliminated. At 

the exact elevation, where no more wilting zone exists in the top soil, the crop

productive active root zone begins to crop out at the surface. As the water level 

rises further, the active root zone is reduced until is finally disappears. This 

happens at a water level elevation, at which the anoxia fringe crops out at the 

surface. For water levels between these two elevations, the head-dependent 

transpiratory uptake from groundwater is defined as follows: 

Tgw-act = Tc-potiTRZ · (GSE- AZ- h) 2.34 

6. For the Farm Package, a maximum 'total actual crop transpiration' Tc-act-max, as it 

is defmed in Equation 2.28, therefore follows from Equation 2.31, and from the 

Assumption 2.33: Tc-act-max = Tc-potiTRZ · (TRZ- AZ) 

This equation holds true at or below the bottom of the root zone, but not if the 

water level rises into the root zone. The actual crop transpiration assumes under 

optimal growing conditions no shortage of water supply, i.e. no wilting zone. 
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Therefore, a reduction of the actual transpiration with rising water level is only 

due to a head-dependent reduction of the total root zone minus a constant anoxia 

zone moving along on top of the water level. The head-dependent total actual crop 

transpiration is defined as follows: 

Tc-act = Tc-pot/TRZ · (GSE- AZ- h) 2.35 

Derivation of Analytical Solution of Pressure Head Distribution18 over Root Zone Depth 

The HYDRUS2D soil column models show, that the reduction of potentially possible 

transpiration to the actual transpiration from groundwater is proportional to the reduction 

of the total root zone to a Residual active Root Zone (Tc-potiTgw-act = TRZ/RRZ). The 

actual root uptake from groundwater can be expressed as: T gw-act = Tc-pot · RRZ/TRZ. 

The residual root zone, RRZ, is obtained by reducing the total root zone by the 

thicknesses of ranges beyond the wilting- and beyond the anoxia-tolerance, which 

follows from Equation 2.27, on page 78: RRZ = TRZ- WZ-AZ. 

The steady state configuration of the vertical pressure head distribution (HYDRUS2D 

output) allows the determination of the respective depths corresponding to the pressure 

heads below which wilting or above which anoxia occurs. 

Therefore, the objective is to develop an analytical solution of a steady state 

configuration of the vertical pressure head distribution from which we can derive the 

corresponding depth as dependent variable of the pressure head d(\V). The analytical 

18 specifc for certain soil type and for certain potential transpiration flux 
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solution and its fitting coefficients for different soil types were built upon soil water 

column models, where the water table is at the bottom of the root zone. 

In the FMP, the user has the option to specify a stress response function a(J\j/1) by 

entering absolute values of four different negative pressure heads. For the first value (\j/1) , 

a takes on zero, i.e. uptake remains zero since anoxia prevails. The uptake then increases 

linearly to a= 1 until the second value of pressure head it met (\j/2). Between the second 

and third value of pressure-head ( \j/3), the uptake is considered optimal. Finally the uptake 

decreases again to a = 0 for a fourth pressure-head value (\j/4). In HYDRUS2D, this is 

commonly known as a Feddes-type Water Uptake Reduction Model (Simunek et al 

1999). 

However, as Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 b demonstrate, the FMP simplifies the stress 

response function, to a step function where water uptake is considered optimal between 

the averages of \j/I and \j/2, and of \j/3 and \j/4. This seems justified considering that \j/1 and 

\j/2 are generally values close to each other, and that for \j/3 and \j/4 - although very 

different - still the corresponding depths of \j/3 and \j/4 are close as well. 

Figure 2.11 a shows a schematic of how the reduction of pressure heads propagates 

starting from the initial hydrostatic conditions. Generally, the steady state pressure head 

distribution does not fall below the minimum pressure head specified (\j/4) , and therefore 

experiences a depletion of the upper root zone to exactly that value. We defme the lower 

part of the root zone at which the pressure heads increases with depth from the minimum 

pressure head to zero as the Depleted Root Zone (DRZ; see { in Figure 2.11a). The 
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HYRDUS2D output pressure head configurations can be described by a non-linear 

function, which underlies the constraint that at a certain depth the pressure head is always 

smaller or equal to the initial value (\If~ \j/i; lwl ~ IWiD· Polynomial, logarithmic, or 

combined logarithmic-&-sine functions all turned out to be bad choices, since for certain 

parameters and coefficients those type of curves crossed the linear hydrostatic function, 

meaning a downward water movement could occur. 

In order to ensure, that the function will never cross the hydrostatic function, the 

functionality was inverted to lwl( d), which represents the sum of a function that cannot 

cross the hydrostatic function, and of the hydrostatic function minus the depleted root 

zone (see Figure 2.12): 

[ d(lli'J)-1 r 
lv1 =DRZ .( lw41 J DRz-1 +d(llfll) -DRZ 

lDRZ 

However, this analytical function was found to be not explicitly solvable. Therefore, 

in FMP the function is solved iteratively for depth d(lwl) by the Bisection Method. In 

order to achieve a rapid convergence with a minimum of iterations, the bounds for initial 

d1 and d2 were selected as follows and as shown in Figure 2.12: 

I
JIJ [ ,lf/4' J[;~;~lr 
lf' I=DRZ·

DRZ 
, or 

ln(MJ n 
DRZ 

In( I If/ 4 I J . ( D RZ - 1) + 1 

DRZ 
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1 

[ d2-l r 
l'f1 = DRZ · ( llf/41 J DRZ-l - DRZ, or d

2 
= 

DRZ 

ln(llf/ I +DRZJ n 

DRZ ( ) 
ln(~J · DRZ -1 +1 

DRZ 

The parameter DRZ is a function of the potential crop Transpiration (Tc-pot) and the 

Total Root Zone (TRZ) as shown in Figure 2.11c. Displayed semi-logarithmically, the 

curvature of the vertical pressure head configuration increases with increasing DRZ, 

which is expressed by the Sinuosity Coefficient n (Figure 2.11 d). 

FMP contains intrinsic soil type specific functionalities DRZ = f(Tc-pot,TRZ) and n = 

f(DRZ) for several soil types. However, the user is also able to specify coefficients 

a,b,c,d,e for those functions by himself: 

DRZ = e[a·ln(Tc- pot)+b·ln(TRZ)+c] ,or ln( DRZ) =a ·ln(Tc- pot) + b ·ln(TRZ) + c 

n = d ·ln(DRZ) +e 

The intrinsic coefficients in the program are were derived, as follows: 

Soil Type a b c d e 
SANDYLOAM 0.201 -0.195 3.083 3.201 -3.903 
SILT 0.320 -0.329 2.852 1.303 -2.042 
SILTYCLAY 0.348 -0.327 1.731 0.530 -0.377 

Table 2.1: Soil Type specific intrinsic Coefficients entering Analytical Function d(\lf) 

Although the intrinisic parameters a,b,c,d,e were derived based on centimeter length 

units, multipliers in the program can adjust the equations accordingly to length units of 

meter or feet. 
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2.4.2.2.4 Transpiration for Water Levels between Ground Surface and the Bottom of 

the Root Zone, as applied in Consumptive Use Concept 1 
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(For the change of all consumptive use components with varying water level, as 

conceptualized in Concept 1, compare Figure 2.13, on pages 91£) 

Alternatively to Consumptive Use Concept 1, a much simpler conceptual model 

siniply assumes, for a water level at the bottom of the root zone, the maximum actual 

crop transpiration T c-act-max and the maximum actual transpiration from groundwater T gw

act-max to be equal to the potential crop transpiration T c-pot: 

T c-act-max = T gw-act-max = T c-pot 2.36 

As the water level rises from the bottom of the root zone to ground surface, T gw-act 

becomes zero when the water level reaches ground surface, since anoxia is ignored in 

concept 1. By comparison, in concept 2, T gw-act faces extinction already at a water level 

with a depth below ground-surface that equals just exactly the inactive zone of anoxia(= 

upper extinction depth). 

2.4.2.2.5 Transpiration for Water Levels between the Bottom of Root Zone and the 

Transpiration-Extinction-Depth 

For both Crop Consumptive Use Concepts (Figure 2.13, on pages 91f), the actual 

transpiration from groundwater, T gw-act, is assumed to decrease linearly with dropping 

head from the respective maximum actual transpiration from groundwater, T gw-act-max, at 
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the bottom of the root zone (eq. 2.27, p. 78, and eq. 2.36) to zero, until a transpiration

extinction depth D (~ capillary fringe) below the bottom of the Root Zone is met. 

The total actual transpiration, Tc-act, is assumed for heads below the bottom of the 

Root Zone to remain constant at the maximum actual transpiration, Tc-act-max· 

Limitations of Concepts 1 & 2 for Water Levels below the Bottom of the Root Zone: 

Linear approximations ofT gw-act and the maximum possible actual root uptake (max. 

ARU), as shown in Figure 2.8 on page 76, seem to not be problematic with two 

exceptions. With water levels falling below the bottom of the root zone, firstly, T gw-act in 

general decreases non-linearly (I), and secondly the optimal root uptake for Silt does not 

remain a head-independent constant (II) as conceptually expected: 

(I): The first problem leads to an overestimation of T gw-act and therefore 

underestimation of the irrigation requirement. A non-linear (e.g. parabolic) 

approximation could approach the natural decay with falling head much better. But then 

again, also only two sets of values of the curve are conceptually known ({Flux at T gw-max; 

Water level at Bottom of Root Zone} ,{Flux at Tgw = 0; Water level at Tgw-Extinction

Depth}) and the curvature is still unknown, i.e. a non-linear approach would be as 

inaccurate as a linear one. 

(II): The second problem might be due to drainage in the lower parts of the root zone 

as indicated in Figure 2.9 on page 76. It occurs, when the water level drops far below the 

root zone. Uniform soils like Silt may release water accordingly due to increased gravity. 
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This reduction of the active root zone continues to occur for Silt if the water level drops 

further below the T gw-extinction depth (root zone + capillary fringe), when the capillary 

fringe becomes completely disconnected from the bottom of the root zone. However, the 

reduction appears to approach a constant with falling head. A possible explanation might 

be that a horizontal water divide may develop in the lower part of the root zone, from 

where there will be only downward water movement. In such a case, even for optimal 

irrigation practices applied at the surface, the pore space close to the bottom of the root 

zone may experience drainage being redistributed to recharge, which may lead to too dry 

conditions for the plant roots (Scheffer & Schachtschabel, 1992, p.199). This 

phenomenon however is not conceptualized in the FMP, which may be considered a 

limitation. 

2.4.2.2.6 Evaporation for Water levels between Ground Surface and the 

Evaporation-Extinction-Depth 

The 'maximum actual evaporation from groundwater' Egw-act-max is assumed to equal 

the portion of the saturation water vapor pressure deficit over exposed non-crop areas 

(potential evaporation Epot), which is not compensated by evaporating precipitation (Ep): 

Egw-act-max = Epot - Ep 

For both Crop Consumptive Use Concepts (Figure 2.13, on pages 91f), the extinction 

of evaporation from groundwater is likely to occur, when the capillary fringe does not 

reach ground surface anymore (Robinson, 1958). I.e., evaporation from groundwater, 

Egw-act, is assumed to decrease linearly with dropping water level from the 'maximum 
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actual evaporation from groundwater' Egw-act-max at Ground Surface to an ' evaporation-

from-groundwater extinction depth' D ( ~ capillary fringe) below Ground Surface. 

2.4.2.2. 7 Head-dependent Transpiration from Precipitation 

As the transpiration from groundwater increases with rising water level, the amount 

of ' actual transpiration provided by precipitation', T p-act 19
, decreases, if less than the 

available 'potential transpiration from precipitation' is needed: 

T p-act= Tc-act- T gw-act; if T p-pot ;_:::: T c-act - T gw-act 

2.4.2.2.8 Head-dependent Crop Irrigation Requirement 

Subtracting the actual transpiration from groundwater T gw-act and the actual 

transpiration from precipitation T p-act from the total transpiration yields a head-dependent 

transpiratory irrigation requirement for each cell (Ti). After adding the evaporative 

irrigation needs (Ei), which are to compensate surface-evaporative losses from irrigation, 

we get the crop irrigation requirement, CIR (compare Equation 2.25 on page 66). 

19 The actual transpiration from precipitation is commonly defined as the so-called crop-"effective 

precipitation" (Brouwer et al. , 1985; Brouwer & Heibloem, 1986; Dastane, 1978; Dorenboos & Pruitt, 

1977) 
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Figure 2.13.1: Change of Crop Consumptive Use Components with varying Head, while 

Root Zone= Capillary Fringe (notations: see page 93) 
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Figure 2.13.3: Change of Crop Consumptive Use Components with varying Head, while 
Root Zone> Capillary Fringe (notations: see page 93) 
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Notations for Graphs in Figure 2.13: 

ETc-pot = Potential Evapotranspiration = Potential Consumptive Use 

P = Precipitation 

Kt = Transpiratory Fraction of Consumptive Use 

Kei = Evaporative Fraction of Consumptive Use related to Irrigation 

Tc-pot =Potential Transpiratory Consumptive Use = Kt · ETc-pot 

Ec-pot =Potential Evaporative Consumptive Use = (1-Kt) ·ETc-pot 

= Maximum Possible Transpiration, varying proportionally to Active Root Zone 

= T c-act (for Concept 1) 

= Maximum Actual Transpiration= Maximum Actual Root Uptake 

= T c-act (for Concept 2) 

T gw-act = Actual Transpiration from Groundwater 

Egw-act = Actual Evaporation from Groundwater 

T p-pot = Potential Transpiration from Precipitation 

\::1 P ~ ETc-pot 

= Kt ·ETc-pot \::1 P >ETc-pot (not displayed in Figure 2.13) 

Ep-pot = Ep-act =Potential Evaporation from Precipitation 

= (1-Kt). p \::1 P ~ ETc-pot 

= (1-Kt) · ETc-pot \::1 P > ETc-pot (not displayed in Figure 2.13) 

T p-act =Actual Transpiration from Precipitation 

Ti = Transpiration Requirement from Irrigation= Tc-act- T gw-act- T p-act 

Ei =Evaporation Requirement from Irrigation = Ti · (Kei/Kt), \::1 O~Kei<1 , O<Kt~ 1 

Tc-act-max= Maximum Actual Transpiratory Consumptive Use= Tc-pot · [1-AZ/TRZ] 

Tgw-act-max= Maximum Actual Transpiration from Groundwater= Tc-pot · [1-(AZ+WZ)/TRZ] 



2.4.2.3 Use of Total Farm Delivery Requirement and On-Farm Efficiency as 

Source/Sink Term Components 
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The volume of water delivered to the field is generally higher than just the crop 

irrigation requirement. Excess applied water not available for crop growth may contribute 

to surface-water runoff or deep percolation beneath the root zone. A portion of the 

applied water is needed to leach salts that tend to accumulate in the root zone and may 

reduce crop production (Hoffman et al., 1992, p.131). Other factors, which impact the 

efficiency, include misallocation, water rights, social rules, night irrigation, management 

and theft (Hoffman et al., 1992, p.132). Note that not only soil-surface-evaporation, but 

also spray evaporation and wind drift are considered evaporative losses, which are 

included in the ET requirements, and do not decrease the application efficiency. 

The On-Farm Efficiency, EF, is commonly defmed as fraction of applied irrigation, 

which is needed for evapotranspiration by the crop to avoid undesirable water stress 

(Hoffman et al. 1992). 

Under the assumption of irrigation water sufficiency, the applied irrigation fulfills the 

crop irrigation requirement (CIR), and the total delivery meets the total delivery 

requirement (TDR). Therefore, under this assumption, EF is defmed in the Farm Package 

generally as CIR I TDR. The possibility that the efficiency can increase, as the available 

delivery does not meet the total delivery requirement anymore, is discussed on page 111 . 

The FMP assumes that all excess water, which is not beneficially (i.e. 

evapotranspiratorily) used, will contribute to either runoff or net infiltration. Therefore, a 
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user-defined EF = CIR/TDR directly accounts for irrigation related inefficient losses to 

runoff or net infiltration. 

Since the CIR is calculated on a cell-by-cell basis, the TDR stands for total "cell" 

delivery requirement: 

TDR = CIR I EF 

The total Farm Delivery Requirement TFDR for the entire Farm is equal to the sum 

of all cell-by-cell Delivery Requirements: 

TFDR = L(C!Rn I EF) , with n = 1, 2, ... , number of finite difference cells in a farm 
n 

TFDR is used to update the following head-dependent source/sink terms: 

~ Off-Farm Stream-Aquifer Leakage: 

o by reducing streamflow of canals/laterals by actual surface-water delivery 

to farms, which is equal to total farm delivery requirement, but at most 

equal to streamflow or allotment; 

~ Discharge from Farm Wells: 

o which is equal to the actual surface-water delivery minus total farm 

delivery requirement. 
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2.4.2.4 Crop-Inefficient Losses to Net Recharge and Surface-Water Runoff 

Irrigation districts as present in the US Southwest reveal mostly relatively shallow 

vadose zones. In this specific case, transient unsaturated flow might be ignored (see 

Chapter 2.4.3.2.5 on page 116), and the following assumptions can be made in order to 

give the concept presented below a valid physical meaning: 

~ Assumption 1: Net infiltration beyond the active root zone= Recharge 

~ Assumption 2: Recharge= instantaneous source pulse into Groundwater 

~ Assumption 3: Evapotranspiration = instantaneous sink pulse out of Groundwater 

The sum of runoff and net infiltration can be conceived as sum of all 'inefficient' 

non-evapotranspirative losses due to irrigation & precipitation. If recharge to the aquifer 

is simply equated to net infiltration20
, then recharge may consequently be considered as 

inefficient losses due to irrigation & precipitation reduced by their respective fractions21 

attributed to surface-water runoff. These fractions are user-specified estimates in the 

Farm Package. Finally, net recharge to the aquifer in the uppermost layer therefore can be 

approximated as such recharge reduced further by evpotranspiration losses from 

groundwater. 

20 Assumption! implies that redistribution is ignored; see also Chapter 2.4.3 .2.5 . 
21 IEsw1 might be very different from IEswP: The higher the intensity of rainfall, the higher will also be IEswP· 

Depending on whether higher or lower intensity rainfalls are dominating a stress period, the IEswP-fraction 

should be either closer to 1.0 or to 0.0. 1Esw1 depends on different irrigation methods and specifically for the 

furrow-method on factors such as soil-intake, slope, length-of-run, average flow rate per furrow. For basin

level irrigation IEsw1 is generally zero. 



In short, one can summarize as follows22
: 

Runoff+ Net Infiltration 

Irrigation related Inefficient Losses 

to Surface-Water Runoff 

(TDR- CIR) + (P- ET p) 

(TDR- CIR) · IEsw1 

Precipitation related Inefficient Losses 

to Surface-Water Runoff 

SW Runoff Portion 

(P- ETp) · IEswP 

(TDR- CIR) · IEsw1 + (P - ET p) · IEswP 
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Net Recharge to Aquifer 

The SW Runoff Portion- Term is used to update 

the head-dependent source/sink term of 'Off-Farm 

Stream-Aquifer Leakage' (by adding surface-water 

runoff from farms to streamflow of drains) 

Runoff+ Net Infiltration reduced by its Runoff 

portion and by ET from groundwater 

with: 

TDR= 

CIR 

p 

ETp 

IEsw' = 

IEswp = 

ETgw= 

[TDR- CIR](l-IEsw1
) + [P- ETp](l-IEswP)- ETgw 

Total Cell Delivery Requirement (TDR = CIR/ EF) 

Crop Irrigation Requirement (CIR = Ei + Ti) 

On-Farm Efficiency 

Precipitation 

Evaporation & Transpiration from Precipitation 

[L/T] · [L2
] 

[L/T] · [L2
] 

[%] 

[L/T] · [L2
] 

[L/T] · [L2
] 

% In-Efficient losses to Surface-Water Runoff due to Irrigation [%] 

% In-Efficient losses to Surface-Water Runoff due to Precipitation[%] 

Evapotranspiration from Ground-Water [L/T] · [L2
] 

22 discretization indices have been omitted; all terms are assumed to be fluxes times cell area, i.e. flow rates 

per cell. 
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2.4.3 Source/Sink Terms entering into FMP and SFRl 

2.4.3.1 Introduction 

While SFRl calculates a leakage source/sink term between the conveyance system 

and the aquifer, the Farm Package (FMP) formulates a net-recharge source/sink term and 

a farm-well discharge sink term for the fmite difference equation in MODFLOW main. 

All three source/sink terms depend either directly or indirectly on crop consumptive use 

components of groundwater uptake, of precipitation and irrigation, and how those vary 

with changing water level (see bottom of Figure 2.1 and bottom of Figure 2.3). 

Chapter 2.4.2 provided a comprehensive description of those crop consumptive use 

components, and a concept or analytical approximation of how they change with 

changing water level. 

The following chapter sections of Chapter 2.4.3 now elaborate on the formulation of 

algorithms of the source/sink terms and their integration into the fmite difference 

equation of the MODFLOW main program. Again, farm related head-dependent 

source/sink terms q(h), which enter the finite difference equation 

ah 
V ·(KVh)+q(h) = Ss- are as follows: at 

~ On-Farm Net-Recharge back into the groundwater system from excess irrigation and 

excess precipitation; 

~ Off-Farm Stream-Aquifer Leakage between the conveyance system and the aquifer; 

~ Discharge from Farm Wells. 
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2.4.3.2 Head-dependent Flux by Net Recharge from Farms 

2.4.3.2.1 Derivation ofNet Recharge Source/Sink Term 

Knowing how the crop irrigation requirement (CIR), transpiration and evaporation 

from groundwater (T gw-act), (Egw-act) and transpiration from precipitation (T p-act) change 

with varying head (see Chapter 2.4.2.4), we can describe head-dependent Net Recharge 

(Rn) for a finite difference cell as follows: 

Rn(h) = [TDR(h)- CIR(h)] (1-1Esw1
) + [P- Ep-Tp-act(h)](l-IEswP)- Tgw-act(h)- Egw-act(h) 

TDR Total Cell Delivery Requirement (TDR = CIR/ EF) [L/T] · [L2
] 

CIR 

p 

Ep 

T p-act 

Crop Irrigation Requirement (CIR = Ei + Ti) 

Precipitation 

Evaporation from Precipitation 

Actual Transpiration from Precipitation 

[L/T] · [L2
] 

[L/T] · [L2
] 

[L/T] · [L2
] 

[L/T] · [L 2] 

1Esw1 %In-Efficient losses to Surface-Water Runoff due to Irrigation [%] 

IEswP % In-Efficient losses to Surface-Water Runoff due to Precipitation[%] 

Egw-act 

T gw-act 

h 

Actual Transpiration from Ground-Water 

Actual Evapotranspiration from Ground-Water 

Aquifer Head 

[L/T] · [L2
] 

[L/T] · [L2
] 

[L] 

Whereas CIR and TDR, depend on T gw-act and T p-act but not on Egw-act, Rn indeed also 

is a function of Egw-act· Therefore, a preliminary non-Egw-act-dependent source/sink-term 

of Rn * and an Egw-act sink term are added separately to the finite difference equation. 

However, the Farm Net Recharge is updated at every iteration as Rn = Rn * - Egw-act in 

order to be printed to the volumetric budget (see Chapter 2.5.2, FMPl WELBD). 
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Most parameters which enter directly or indirectly into net recharge (other than T gw-

act, T p-act, or Egw-act) are specified or calculated as constants throughout a time step, stress 

period, or throughout the entire simulation23 (ETc-pot, Tc-pot ,Ec-pot, P, Ep, TRZ, D, Kt, K/, 

Kei, EF, IEsw): 

with: 

ETc-pot 

Tc-pot 

Ec-pot 

p 

Ep 

TRZ 

D 

potential crop evapotranspiration = consumptive use; [L/T] · [L 2] 

Potential Crop Transpiration; [L/T] · [L 2] 

Potential Crop Evaporation; [L/T] · [L 2] 

Precipitation; [L/T] · [L 2] 

Evaporation from Precipitation; [L/T] · [L 2] 

Depth of Total Root Zone; [L] 

Extinction depth below which ET ceases = Capillary Fringe; [L] 

Transpiratory Fraction of Consumptive Use; [-] 

Evaporative Fraction of Consumptive Use related to Preciptiation; [-] 

Evaporative Fraction of Consumptive Use related to Irrigation; [-] 

On-Farm Efficiency;[-] 

Fraction ofin-Efficient losses to Surface-Water Runoff;[-] 

23 Consumptive use, precipitation, and depth of total root zone (TRZ) can be specified as 

constants for each stress period or calculated as averages for each time-step from daily 

time-series. The transpiratory and evaporative fractions as well as fractions of inefficient 

losses to SW-runoff can be specified for each stress period or the entire simulation. Soil 

specific parameters (capillary fringe= extinction depth D, DRZ- and n- coefficients) and 

a list of crop-specific coefficients are specified for the entire simulation (compare Data 

Input Requirements in Schmid et al. , 2004). 
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The crop irrigation requirement CIR was derived on page 66 ( eq. 2.25) as follows: 

CIR = Ei + Ti = (Tc-act - T p-act - T gw-act) · (1 + Kei/Kt) 

The head-dependent terms Tgw-act and Tp-act enter Rn directly. But CIR also depends on 

Tc-act· In Concept 2, both Tc-act and Tgw-act can be head-dependent and less than Tc-pot 

(compare Inequality 2.26, page 78). The other parameters, Kt and Kei, are user-specified 

constants. The total delivery requirement, TDR, associated with a finite difference cell, is 

equal to CIR I EF, with EF being a non-head-dependent constant. Other non-head

dependent parameters, which enter the net recharge equation directly, are user-specified 

fractions of inefficient losses to surface water, IEsw, and precipitation. 

For certain water level positions, the net recharge parameters T c-act, T gw-act, and T p-act 

depend in Concept 2 on the depths of anoxia and wilting zones (notations: p.99, p.104): 

Tgw-act-max is independent ofhead for the following range of water level elevations: 

Top: Elevation, at which crop-unproductive wilting zone becomes eliminated (Hm) 

Bottom: bottom of the root zone (Hs) 

For this range of water level elevations Tgw-act-max was defined by Equation 2.27 to be: 

T gw-act-max = T c-potiTRZ · (TRZ - AZ - WZ) 

T gw-act is head-dependent for the following range of water level elevations: 

Top: Elevation at which the anoxia fringe crops out at the surface (Hux) 

Bottom: Elevation at which crop-unproductive wilting zone is eliminated (Hm) 

For this range of water levels, Tgw-act-max was defmed by Equation 2.34 (p.81) to be: 

Tgw-act= Tc-potiTRZ · (GSE- AZ- h) => T c-act = T c-po/TRZ · (H UX - h) 
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This equation applies to T gw-act when using Concept 2, and a vertical range between 

elevations Hux and Hm, which is referred to as Case 2 in a differentiation of cases of 

head-dependency on page 105 and in Figure 2.14. 

For water levels at or below the bottom of the root zone, Tc-act-max is independent of 

head, as defmed by Equation 2.28, on page 79 (notations: p.99, p.104): 

Tc-act-max is independent ofhead for the following range ofwater level elevations: 

Top: Bottom of the root zone (Hm) 

Bottom: not limited, since water supply for optimal growth can come from 

precipitation and irrigation in the absence of uptake from groundwater! 

For this range of water level elevations Tc-act-max was defined by Equation 2.28 to be: 

T gw-act-max = T c-pot/TRZ · (TRZ - AZ) 

Tc-act is head-dependent for the following range of water level elevations: 

Top: Elevation at which the anoxia fringe crops out at the surface (Hux) 

Bottom: bottom of the root zone (Hs) 

For this range of water levels Tc-act was defined by Equation 2.35 (page 82) to be: 

Tc-act= Tc-potiTRZ · (GSE- AZ- h) T c-act = T c-potiTRZ · (Hux - h) 

Equation 2.35 applies to Tc-act when using Concept 2, and a vertical range between 

elevations Hux and Hs, which is referred to as Cases 2, 3a, and 3b in a differentiation of 

cases ofhead-dependency on page 105 and in Figure 2.14. 
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Notice that between the elevations Hm and Hux, Tc-act and Tgw-act are equal, i.e. all 

transpiratory uptake is supplied from groundwater. However, between Hm and Hs, T gw-act 

reaches a constant maximum. In common terms, if the water level is just rising slightly 

above the bottom of the root zone, then the top soil could still be in wilting conditions. 

That is, the actual transpiration can be supplied by precipitation or irrigation 

supplementary to transpiratory uptake from groundwater. The range of elevations, where 

the transpiration from precipitation can be head-dependent, is between Hm and Hs, and 

the actual transpiration form precipitation, T p-act, is defmed as: 

T p-act = T c-act- T gw-act if T p-pot ~ T c-act - T gw-act 2.37 

Equation 2.37 applies to Tp-act when using Concept 2, and a vertical range between 

elevations Hm and Hs, which is referred to as Case 3a in a differentiation of cases of 

head-dependency on page 105 and in Figure 2.14. 

The transpiratory irrigation requirement Ti is indirectly head-dependent, since it is the 

supplementary amount of the actual transpiration, which could not be sufficiently 

supplied by transpiration from groundwater or from precipitation. It is defmed as: 

Ti = Tc-act - T p-act - T gw-act 

The depths ofthe anoxia and wilting zones (AZ, WZ), upon which Tc-act, Tgw-act, and 

Tpact depend, are soil-type specific functions ofTc-pot and the TRZ, as explained on pages 

82ff. AZ and WZ are recalculated at every iteration, because they depend on the T c-pot

flux, which can change as a result of enacted drought policy scenarios (e.g. cell reduction 

as a result of acreage-optimization). 
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In the following, the entirety of all head-dependent cases for different ranges of head

elevations are listed. First, critical head-elevations have to be defmed (all units in [L ]): 

Hux Head Elevation of Upper Extinction of Transpiration due to Anoxia= GSE- AZ 

Hs Head Elevation of Transpiration Maximum (Bottom of Root zone)= GSE- TRZ 

Hm Head Elevation of Elimination of crop-unproductive Wilting Zone= GSE - WZ 

Hlx Head Elevation of Lower Extinction of Transpiration due to disconnection of 

Capillary Fringe from Bottom of Root zone= Hs- D 

Hx Head Elevation of Lower Extinction of Evaporation due to disconnection of 

Capillary Fringe from Ground Surface = GSE - D 

with: h 

D 

Elevation of aquifer head 

Extinction depth below which ET ceases = Capillary Fringe 

GSE = Ground Surface Elevation 

TRZ = Depth of Total Root Zone 

AZ Depth of Anoxia Zone 

WZ Depth of Wilting zone 

Before each new iteration, the most recent aquifer head value (from the previous 

iteration) is compared to the above listed elevations for each farm cell. Dependent on 

which range of head-elevation applies to the head of the current iteration, the following 

head-dependent cases of the net recharge source/sink term (Rn = Rn * - Egw) can be 

formulated: 
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Calculation of non-evaporation-dependent, preliminary net recharge Rn * per finite 

difference cell: 

Concept 1: 

case 1 : if hijk > GSEij 

case 4: if hijk < Hlxij: Rn* = [TDR-CIR] (l-1Esw1)+ [P-ETp](l-IEswP) 

Concept 2: 

case 1: if hijk > Huxij 

case 4a: if Hlxij :::;; hijk :::;; Hsij: Rn * = [P - Ep-T p] ( 1-IEswP) - T gw-act 

case 5: if hijk < Hlxij: 

Calculation of Evaporation from Groundwater Egw per fintie difference cell: 

Concept 1 & 2: 

Egw = Egw-max 

case 2: if Hxij :::;; hijk :::;; GSEij: Egw = Egw-act 

case 3 : if hijk < Hxij: E = 0 gw 
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For each case, head-dependent terms of Rn * and Egw are kept in bold letters. They can 

further be split into non-head-dependent and head-dependent terms, which are 

subsequently added to the respective Right Hand Side (RHS) and Left Hand Side (LHS) 

of the finite difference equation. For that purpose, the components of the preliminary net

recharge Rn *have to be decomposed and re-arranged into non-head-dependent and head

dependent constituent terms as shown in Appendix 1.1 and Appendix 1.2 for each case of 

both concepts. 

Figure 2.14.1 and Figure 2.14.2 show on each respective right side how both Rn * and 

Rn change with varying water level. In addition, the respective left sides of the diagrams 

illustrate the partly head dependent components of net recharge CIR, T gw, T p, and Egw· 

Figure 2.14.1 and Figure 2.14.2 are simplified versions of net-recharge, where the depths 

of the total root zone and of the capillary fringe were chosen to be equal, where 

precipitation is smaller than the total consumptive use, and where surface-water runoff is 

assumed to be zero. 
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Case# ETGw (-) Inefficient Losses(+) Source(-) Sink(+) 

(P-Ep) -Egw-max 

0 
c. 

1-;-
c. 
w 
cl. 

Hs 
(P-Ep)-Tgw-act -Egw-act 

§ ___ (P-ETp)-Tgw-act 

@ 
D 

(TDR-CIR)*-Tact 

0 (TDR-CIR)* 

Figure 2.14.1: Farm Net Recharge as a function of Head according to Concept 1 (for P < Et,; IE
1
sw=O, IEpsw=O**) 

Case# ETGw (-) Inefficient Losses(+) Source(-) Sink(+) 

(P-Ep) -Egw-max 

(P-Ep) -Egw-act 

(P-Ep)-Tact -Egw-act 

(P-ETp)-Tmax -Egw-act 

(TDR-CIR)*-Tact 

(TDR-CIR)* 

Figure 2.14.2: Farm Net-Recharge as a function of Head according to Concept 2 (for P <Etc; IE1sw=O, IEPsw=O**) 

*if P > Etc, then (P-ET p) needs to be added; ( +) Flux into Aquifer 

** assuming no surface-water runoff; (-)Flux out of Aquifer; notations p. 99 & 104 
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2.4.3.2.2 Linear or Nonlinear Approximation ofTgw-act and Egw-act? 

As explained earlier on page 69, a linear approximation of Tgw-act between Tgw-max 

(water level at bottom of root zone) and T gw = 0 (water level at transpiration-extinction-

depth), of Egw-act between Egw-max (water level at surface) and Egw = 0 (water level at 

extinction depth may generally overestimate transpiration or soil-evaporation from 

groundwater (see and could equally be represented by a non-linear approximation (e.g. 

parabolic), in order to better capture the exponential decay with dropping head: 

Tgw-act= Tgw-max*[(hijk- (Hsij- Dij)) /Dij]" (partly head-dependent and head-independent) 

Egw-act = Egw-max *[(hijk- (GSEij- Dij) /Dij]" (partly head-dependent and head-independent) 

notations: on pages 99 and 104 

Evaporation from GW (in % Pan Evaporation) 

0 10 20 30 40 

-0.5 

I 
Cl) 

::0 -1 IV ... 
.... 
.s 
IV 

~ 
£ -1.5 
.t: c. 
Cl) 

c 
-2 

-2.5 D-------------------J 

---linear (n = 1) 

---parabolic (n = 2) 

- -- -parabolic (n = 3) 

-- • ·-- • parabolic (n = 5) 

o assumed E-gw-max 
(= 35%) 

0 assumed D 
(= 2.5 m) 

• Evaporation from GW 
(after White 1932) 

Figure 2.15: Approximation ofthe Decay ofEvaporation with dropping Head 
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The exponent n expresses the shape of the exponential decay of transpiration or soil

evaporation from groundwater with dropping head. Exponents n > 1 allow to simulate 

such a decay while still using the only available parameters T gw-max or Egw-max, Hs or GSE, 

and D. Surely, such parabolic functions do not have much physical meaning. However, 

contrary to a linear approximation for n = 1, which may overestimate transpiration or 

soil-evaporation from groundwater, higher exponents do allow to run scenarios closer to 

the exponential decay of transpiration or soil-evaporation from groundwater with 

dropping head. 

For n = 1, head-dependent and head-independent parts of the net recharge source/sink 

term can be arranged accordingly as before to the Left Hand Side (LHS) and Right Hand 

Side (RHS) of the finite difference equation. If higher order exponents (n> 1) are to be 

used, such a separation is not possible anymore, i.e. soil-evaporation or transpiration from 

groundwater and consequently net recharge need to be related to heads from the previous 

Picard-type iteration (see Chapter 2.6). However, they should be treated as head 

independent for the current iteration on the Right Hand Side of the fmite difference 

equation. 

The following example is very specific for Case 3b of Concept 1, or Case 4b for 

Concept 2 (see cases in Figure 2.14), which relate to a location of the water level between 

the bottom of the root zone and the transpiration-extinction depth. The head-dependent 

terms of Rn* are not listed here to better illustrate the effect of the orders of n on the 
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formulation of RHS and LHS. However, they can be obtained from Appendix 1.1 and 

Appendix 1.2. 

Example for n = 1 (Case 3b for Concept 1, Case 4b for Concept 2): 

RHS head-independent parts ofRn*(Appendix 1: case 3b concept 1, case 4b concept 

2) 

. I 
+ Tmax-gw-ij *(1-Hsi/Dij)* [(1+ Ke1/Kt)(l/Er-1)(1-1Esw )+1] 

(head-independent) 

LHS 
. I 

T max-gw-ij *(hijk/Dij)* [(1 + Ke11Kt)(1/Er-1 )(1-IEsw )+ 1] 

(head-dependent) 

Example for n > 1 (Case 3b for Concept 1, Case 4b for Concept 2): 

RHS head-independent parts of Rn* (Appendix 1: case 3b concept 1, case 4b 

concept 2) 

+ T max-gw-ij * [(hijk m-1
- (Hsu- Dij))/Dijt * [(1 + Kei/Kt)(l/Er-1 )(1-1Esw1)+ 1] 

+ Emax-gw-ij *[(hijk m- 1
- (GSEij- Dij))/Dijt (head-independent) 
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2.4.3.2.3 Net Recharge in Case of Groundwater-Insufficiency Scenarios 

For Deficit Irrigation and Water-Stacking Policy Scenarios 

Net recharge is calculated differently if a water insufficiency situation exists. In such 

a case the irrigation related losses associated with a fmite difference cell are not 

calculated using total irrigation demand, or total delivery requirement, TDR, but by using 

the limited available irrigation supply A VI. Therefore the losses would not be formulated 

to be (TDR- CIR), but (A VI - CIR). 

Notice that for water deficiency cases, where the demand can't be met, TDR will be 

replaced by the limited actual Available Irrigation supply (A VI). It is assumed that 

inefficient losses occur, as long as AVI > CIR. Generally, economists would expect a 

change of behavior to more efficient practices, if the supply is restricted, and the demand 

can't be satisfied (Porter and Linde, 1995). That means, if the farmer still achieves 

satisfying the CIR, then the inefficient losses (AVI - CIR) get smaller, and the effective 

efficiency (CIR/ A VI) therefore increases. 

The Insufficiency Scenarios (Chapter 2.4.4) do not allow irrigation in excess of the 

original total delivery requirement. Excess supply is prorated to cells with supply 

deficiencies, weighted by their original irrigation requirements. However, the FMP 

guarantees, that upon the calculation of the inefficient losses, any A VI greater than TDR 

will also be accounted for eventual losses (e.g. for cells with no irrigation requirement, 

i.e. TDR = 0). This might be important for future additional drought policies added to the 

FMP code. 
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As soon as AVI falls below CIR (AVI < CIR), it is assumed that all available 

irrigation is consumed by the crop, i.e. no irrigation-related inefficient losses occur and 

the net recharge to aquifer reduces toRn= [P -Ep-Tp-act](1-IEswP) -ETgw-act· 

Appendix 1.1 and Appendix 1.2 (for concept 1 and 2) show, at the right sides of the 

tables for the Insufficiency Case, where AVI < TDR, but> CIR, how head-dependent and 

-independent terms are calculated and added to the Right Hand Side and Left Hand Side 

of the finite difference equation. 

For Acreage-Optimization Policy Scenario 

If Acreage-Optimization (Chapters 2.3 & 2.4.4.3) is chosen as a drought response 

policy, then an appropriate reduction factor RF (RF =reduced area I maximum area) will 

be applied to the respective cell area in order to force the irrigation demand to be less or 

equal to the total available supply. 

By reducing the cell area, the cell flow rates of all net recharge components are 

reduced accordingly. However, while for concept 1 the reduction factor RF can be 

equally applied to area, flux, or flow rate, concept 2 requires strictly that RF be only 

multiplied with the cell area, because the actual fluxes are a non-linear function of the 

potential fluxes. The following illustrates this for the example ofT gw-fluxes for Cases 2 

& 3b of Concept 1 and Cases 2 & 4b of Concept 2 (notations: see on pages 99 and 104). 

The Cases stand for vertical ranges of water level elevation, which are depicted in 

Figure 2.14, on page 107. The formulation of net recharge equations for each such case 

are listed in Appendix 1.1 for Concept 1, and in Appendix 1.2 for Concept 2. 
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For Concept 1: For any given head, Tgw-act varies linearly with changing Tc-pot: 

Flux: qTgw-act = qTgw-act = qTc-pot * C = qTc-pot*(GSE-H)/TRZ 

= qTc-pot*(H+D-Hs)/D 

with: C =Constant 

Flowrate: QTgw-act = ( qTc-pot *C) *A= ( QTc-pot *A)* C = 

= qTc-pot*(GSE-H)/TRZ*A = (QTc-pot*A)*(GSE-H)/TRZ 

= qTc-pot*(H+D-Hs)/D*A = (QTc-pot*A)*(H+D-Hs)/D 

for Case 2 

for Case 3b 

for Case 2 

for Case 3b 

Therefore, we can determine the actual transpiration flow rate being linearly 

dependent on the potential transpiration flow rate. That is, a conversion of flux to flow 

rate can occur ahead of the solver routine. A reduction of the actual transpiration due to a 

reduction of acreage by "reducing the flux" or by "reducing the area" or by "reducing the 

flow rate" is therefore equivalent. 

Reduced Flowrate: 

QTgw-act-red = [ qTc-pot * RF * C] *A = [ qTc-pot * C *A] * RF = [ qTc-pot * A * RF] * C 

= [(qrc-pot•RF).(GSE-H)/TRZ]·A = [qrc-pot•(GSE-H)/TRZ.A]•RF = I[9Tc-pot"A"RFJ•(GSE-H)/TRZj 

for Case 2 

= [(qrc-pot*RF).(H+D-Hs)/D]·A = [qrc-pot•( H+D-Hs)/D.A].RF = I[9Tc-pot"A"RFJ•(H+D-Hs)/DI 

for Case 3b 

Hence, for programming purposes it was found to be most convenient to convert flux 

to flow rate ahead of the solver routine, and to only deal with flow rates within the solver 

routine (terms in ~oxe~ are applied in the Farm Package code). 
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For Concept 2: For any given head, T gw-act varies non-linear ly24 with changing T c-pot, since 

Hux and Hm are non-linearly dependent on the T c-pot-flux. 

Flux: qTgw-act = qTc-pot * C( qTc-pot) with: C( qTc-pot) = function of potential transpiration 

= qTc-pot*(Hux( qTc-pot, TRZ)-H)/TRZ for Case 2 

= qTgw-max*(H+D-Hs)/D = (qTc-pot*(Hux(qTc-pot,TRZ)-Hm(qTc-pot,TRZ))/TRZ)*(H+D-Hs)/D 

with qTgw-max = qTc-pot*(Hux( qTc-pot, TRZ)-Hm( qTc-pot, TRZ) )/TRZ 

for Case 4b 

Therefore, the actual transpiration flow rate and a reduced actual transpiration flow 

rate can only be determined by post-multiplying the newly found flux by the respective 

reduced acreage. A direct and false reduction of the potential transpiration flux 

(underlined), would consequently also change Hux, since it is dependent on qTc-pot· 

Reduced Flowrate: QTgw-act-red = qTc-pot * C( qTc-pot) * A * RF 

= 9Tc-pot*(Hux(qTc-pot, TRZ)-H)/TRZ *A * RJ1 "# [gTc-pot*REJ *(Hux(gTc-pot*RE)-H)/TRZ *A 

for Case 2 

= l(qTc-pot*(Hux(qTc-pot, TRZ)-Hm(qTc-pot, TRZ) )/TRZ)*(H + D-Hs )/D * A * RJ1 

"# ([gTc-pot*REJ*(Hux(gTc-pot *RE)-Hm(Tc-pot*RF))/TRZ)*(H+D-Hs)/D *A for Case 4b 

(Terms in boxes are applied in the Farm Package code) 

24 Linearization by first determining Hux and Hm for a changing Tc-pot flux, and then look for T gw-act by the 

linear dependence on Tc-pot for any given head. 
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2.4.3.2.4 Net Recharge for Fallow Conditions 

During temporally or spatially defined fallow conditions, no recharge occurs resulting 

from irrigation related losses (TDR - CIR). Since Ec-pot is taken to be equal to ET o 

(compare 2.4.2.1.3, page 65, Equation 2.19), Tc-pot is considered zero and therefore also 

the crop-transpiratorily effective portion of the precipitation T P - i.e. the effective 

precipitation - is assumed negligible. If the precipitation exceeds the reference ET (P > 

ET0), the evaporation from precipitation reaches the reference ET (Ep = ET0 ) and 

precipitation related losses occur. However, if the precipitation is equal or less than ET0 

(P :::;; ET0), then all precipitation is assumed to evaporate (Ep = P), and no precipitation 

related losses exist. 

That is, for both concepts 1 & 2, the net recharge term is reduced to "precipitation 

related losses to net-infiltration & runoff' minus "portion of the precipitation lost to 

surface-water runoff' minus evaporation from groundwater: 

(notations: see on pages 99 and 1 04) 

Egw-act-ij 

(head-independent) 

(head -dependent) 

(head-independent) 

Egw-max-i/[(hijk- (GSEij- Dij))/Dijt (partly head-dependent & head-independent) 

for n = 1: 

RHS + (P - Ep)( ( 1- IEswP) -

Egw-max-ij (1-GSEij/Dij) 

LHS - Egw-max-ij (hijk/Dij) 

(head

independent) 

(head -dependent) 



for n > 1: 

RHS + (P - Ep)( ( 1- IEswP) -

Egw-max-ij*[(hijk m-I_ (GSEij- Dij)) /Dijt 
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(quasi -head

independent) 

2.4.3.2.5 Validity ofNet Recharge Source/Sink Term with Respect to Unsaturated 

Flow 

>- In unsaturated flow models such as HYDRUS2D, the actual transpiration Is 

represented as a sink-term for any point within the root zone (being a function of a \If

dependent water stress response, the potential transpiration, and the root-zone 

geometry), whereas the evaporation acts as a prescribed boundary flux(::;; Epot) at the 

land-surface. Both have in common that they result in a reduction of pressure heads 

leading to negative hydraulic heads, following the removal of water content from the 

soil water storage, at any point within a specified root zone for transpiration, and at 

the surface boundary for evaporation. Contrary to vertically hydrostatic initial 

conditions (which one may assume, see page 72) within the unsaturated zone, now a 

hydraulic gradient is generated ranging from zero-head to negative hydraulic heads. 

Whereas flux following this gradient is only upward in case of soil evaporation, as to 

transpiration it can be up- or downward to the areas of root-uptake. As opposed to an 

unsaturated flow model, a groundwater model such as MODFLOW with FMP can 

merely represent upward transpiratory fluxes out of the groundwater domain and 

crossing the water table. 
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~ In reality and in unsaturated flow models, these fluxes can be very small for deep 

water tables, due to very tiny hydraulic gradients ranging over a thick vadose zone 

between the surface (as to E) or the root zone (as to T) and the zero-head at deep 

water tables. These very small evapotranspiration-fluxes are considered negligible in 

a budget of a basin scale or irrigation district scale groundwater model simulated with 

MODFLOW-FMP. Therefore, it seems appropriate to neglect very small 

evapotranspiration-fluxes fed from deep water tables and to approximate a certain 

elevation of the water table (called extinction depth) from which evapotranspiration

fluxes start to increase with rising water level. 

~ Net recharge is considered an instantaneous source/sink-term pulse into the saturated 

model domain, analogous to other MOD FLOW source/sink-term packages (e.g. 

stream leakage in SFRI ). Therefore using the FMP is limited to a shallow vadose 

zone, where the time lag between infiltration and recharge can be ignored. To apply 

the "pulse" net recharge to a deeper vadose zone might only be appropriate by 

assuming that the redistribution of net infiltration to recharge occurs at steady state. 
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2.4.3.3 Head-dependent Flux between Surface-Water Channel Network and Aquifer 

2.4.3.3.1 Introduction 

Head-dependent fluxes from the stream/canal/drain-network are calculated by the 

new Streamflow Routing Package (SFRl) (Prudic et al., 2004 & Prudic, 1989), which 

can optionally be linked to the Farm Package (FMP). 

The FMP is connected to SFRl via inflows to the farms from canals (SFRl diversion 

segments) and tail water return flows from the farms to drains (SFR1 tributary segments). 

The streamflow routing scheme, which includes rivers, canals, lateral, and drains, was 

already discussed in Chapter 2.3.2.1. The main principle, how to calculate stream flow, 

stream stage, and leakage, can be obtained from that chapter. However, a brief summary, 

following in the next chapter section, should remind the reader about the more 

comprehensive description of the SFR1 streamflow routing scheme. 

This chapter is mainly devoted to point 3. of this summary, which is the description 

of the calculation and update of stream-aquifer leakages. An additional chapter 

explaining the linkage between the two packages in further detail is Chapter 2.5.3 .2. 

In general, fluxes across the boundary are dependent on the relative location of a 

given aquifer head at the water table boundary to specified elevations of the bottom of the 

stream bed and prescribed elevations of the stream head related to the midpoint of the 

stream reach. 
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2.4.3.3.2 Summary of Streamflow Routing by the SFR1 linked to FMP 

1. Firstly, the average stream flow Qat each reach's midpoint is updated by: 

Qmidpoint = Qstream-injlow + 0. 5 · (Qgains -Qlosses) 

2. Secondly, stream stage and head in the stream (hstream) are determined by SFR1 as a 

function of average stream flow, offering various options. Manning's formula using a 

rectangular channel is mostly sufficient for the connection of the SFR1 to the FMP 

hstream =function (QmidpoinJ 

3. Knowing both the aquifer head (haquifer) and the head in the stream (hstream), the 

leakage rate between the aquifer and the stream (Qleakage) can be updated for each 

reach by using Darcy's Law and assuming uniform flow between a stream and 

aquifer: Qleakage =function (hstream - haquifer) 

4. Finally, the stream inflow into a reach is updated by gains and losses, which in turn 

were updated by respective leakage rates into or out of the reach. The losses and gains 

can include (for other non-farm related losses and gains see Prudic et al., 2004): 

a. a diversion Qdiversion from the last reach of a stream segment into a diverison canal 

(see Chapter 2.5.3.1 for different options of diverting water) 

b. a diversion of the actual surface-water delivery from a farm's head gate reach 

into a farm 

c. surface-water runoff from a farm into a drain 

The resulting stream outflow of a reach is then taken to be the stream inflow into the 

next downstream reach: Q~ream-ouiflow = Q;tream-inf low - Q:Osses + Q ; ains = Q~;~am-inf low 

with: r = number of reach; r+ 1 = next downstream reach 
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2.4.3.3.3 Calculation of Flow between Stream and Aquifer (Leakage) 

For each reach associated with a finite difference cell, flows between streams and 

aquifers are computed using Darcy's law and assuming uniform, vertical flow between 

stream and aquifer. Leakage terms are then calculated at the start of each iteration based 

on the head in the stream hstream, the streambed conductance (KwL/m), and the initial 

aquifer head in each corresponding model cell. In the following iterations, leakage 

calculated in the previous iteration is added or subtracted from streamflow prior to 

calculating a new stream stage. 

case 1: if h aquifer > S BOT: 
KwL 

Q leakage = -- ( h stream - h aquifer ) 
m 

case 2: if haquifer :::;; S BOT: 
KwL 

Qleakage = -- ( h stream - S BOT ) 
m 

with: h aquifer aquifer head at water table 

SsoT elevation of streambed bottom 

Qleakage = flow between stream and aquifer 

h stream head in stream(= SsoT + m +stream stage) 

K vertical hydraulic conductivity of streambed 

L length of stream reach within a finite difference cell 

w width of stream channel 

m thickness of streambed 
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2.4.3.3.4 Update of Stream Flow by Leakage, Farm Delivery and Tail Water Runoff 

The Farm Package updates in the so-called 'Formulate' routine at the beginning of 

each iteration the Total Farm Delivery Requirement TFDR (= L of all cell-by-cell CIR/EF 

per farm; Chapter 2.4.2.3) or the available Deficit Delivery [ = min( Stream Inflow, 

Allotment Rate], which is to be diverted according to user specification either by default 

from the head gate of a canal/lateral along a farm, or optionally from all reaches along a 

farm prorated by their respective reach length. The latter option could optionally be 

equipped with weighting factors for water rights, in case the model farm is considered a 

"virtual farm" comprising several real farms. 

The farm's delivery requirement reduces in a model the canal's (diversion segment's) 

streamflow. For the joint use of FMP and SFR1, the main diversion into the canal is 

prescribed, i.e., the demand of the farms along a diversion segment updates the 

streamflow at the farm's head gate or along the farm, but does not modify the main 

diversion flow rate. Other, more water rights oriented programs, for instance 

MODRIGHT, are able to dynamically simulate diversions from the river (McCurry, 

2000). 

Among the four options the SFR1 offers for computing diversions, the default option 

was considered useful for the connection of FMP and SFRl , where all available 

streamflow can be diverted, should the specified diversion flow rate be greater than the 

available streamflow in the river. Other diversion options are mentioned in Chapters 2.3 .2 

and 2.5.3.1 , or discussed in further detail in Prudic et al., 2004, or in Hanson et al. , 2003 . 
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The FMP handles the diversion from canals to the farms similarly to the SFRl stream 

diversion. Generally, the reduction of streamflow from canal/lateral reaches cannot be 

greater than the available streamflow into the reach. Secondly, so far, the FMP allows the 

user to specify a uniform allotment for irrigation districts with Equal Appropriation. 

Hence, in addition to the streamflow in the canal at the farm's head gate, the farm 

allotment is a second constraint for the maximum that can be diverted from the canal and 

delivered to the farm. 

For future applications, the FMP will be expanded to be able to determine water 

rights calls based on Prior Appropriation, which similarly to the farm allotment flow rate 

will serve as an upper bound of a maximum possible farm delivery (Chapter 5.3.2). 

At present, in FMP, the actual delivery from a canal to a farm cannot be greater than 

the potential delivery DELpot (= available streamflow Qin), or greater than a user

specified allotment times the acreage of the respective farm (Qallot): 

);> if TFDRreach ~available streamflow into reach (Qin): 

);> if TFDRreach > available streamflow into reach (Qin): 

);> if TFDRreach > farm allotment rate (Qaitot) > Qin: 

DELact = TFDR per reach 

DELact = Qin 

DELact = Qallot 

with: TFDRreach = Total Farm Delivery Requirement either by default from reach at 

farm's head, or optionally prorated over all reaches alongside a farm 

(note: if farm allotment is used, then delivery only from head gate reach). 
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If the default option is chosen to use just one point of diversion, the farm's head gatel 

reach, to divert the water from the canal into the farm, then DELact represents the actual 

delivery from just that reach. If prorating the TFDR over all farm reaches is chosen, then 

the DELact terms are cumulated over the entire lateral-segment along a farm and 

subtracted from the total farm delivery requirement in order to find and update an 

eventual pumping requirement: 

if TFD R > DELact, -7 QREQ = TFDR- DELact (see Chapter 2.4.3.4). 

The resulting actual surface-water delivery to the farm, DELact, is then passed on as a 

"negative runoff to reaches" variable to the MODFLOW main program, and subsequently 

read as a known SFRl variable by the SFRl package. 

If optionally the surface-water runoff portion of inefficient losses from a farm is taken 

into account, then the cumulative runoff of all farm cells (SWRUNSUM) is sent as 

"positive runoff' into the nearest drains, which are part of the stream-canals-laterals

drains network, specified in SFRl (analogous to before: "positive runoff' passed on to 

the MODFLOW main program, and then read by SFRl). In 'MODFLOW with FMP and 

SFRl ' drains are not simulated by the drain package of MODFLOW (DRN) but by 

tributaries of the Streamflow-Routing Package. Should the drai? be adjacent to a farm, 

then the surface-water runoff is prorated over all farm drain reaches (RRUNOFF), 

weighted by the length of each reach. 
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In case no drain is directly adjacent to the farm, the FMP determines the cell with the 

lowest elevation in a farm, assuming that this cell will act as a local sink, where the 

runoff collects. The FMP will then, further on, search for the drain reach located nearest 

to that local sink cell, and send the runoff subsequently into that reach. In other words, 

the collected runoff rate (SWRUNSUM) is allocated directly to the nearest drain reach, 

assuming a pulse without any aquifer interaction, similar to pipe flow. 

In addition to the head-dependent stream leakage, Qteakage, now also the following 

head-dependent flow rate terms are to be subtracted or added to the stream inflow into a 

reach: 

~ actual delivery from each reach to the farm (DELacJ, 

)> surface-water runoff from the farm prorated to adjacent drain reaches (RRUNOFF), 

~ entire surface-water runoff from a farm not adjacent to drains via pipe-flow to the 

nearest drain reach (SWR UNSUM). 

Losses and gains, such as the actual farm-delivery per reach DELact, and surface 

water runoff per reach (RRUNOFF; SWRUNSUM) are all dependent on the aquifer head 

from the previous iteration, and subtracted from or added to streamflow prior to 

calculating a new stream stage at the beginning of the next iteration. Subsequently, new 

leakage terms are computed based on the aquifer head in the corresponding model cell 

calculated from the previous iteration. Finally, the streamflow out of a reach is calculated 

as streamflow into the reach minus losses and gains, updated by leakage from a reach into 

the aquifer, or by leakage from the aquifer into the reach. How leakage and streamflow 

are updated iteratively, is summarized in the following simplified algorithm: 
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start ofMODFLOW solver iteration 

InFMP: 

Update losses for canal reaches by actual surface-water delivery into the farm: 

Q 
k,r _ Q k-1 ,r(h k-2,r) DE'T k,r(h k-1) 

losses - losses aq. - .Lact aq. 

Update gains for drain reaches by surface-water runoff from farm(s): 

In SFRl: 

Streamflow into reach = Streamflow out of upstream reach from previous iteration: 

Q
. k,r = Q k-1 ,r-1 
m out 

Streamflow at midpoint of reach: 

Q k,r _ Q k,r + 0 5 /.Q k,r Q k,J 
mdpt - in · 1 : gains - losses 

Stream stage function of streamflow: hstream k = f(Qmdp/,r) 

Leakage funct. of stream stage & head: Qlea/'r (haq.k-
1
,r) = f(hstream k,r, h aq.k-

1
' ) 

Streamflow out of reach: 

Streamflow into reach minus losses and gains updated by leakage 

from reach into aquifer, or by leakage from aquifer into reach: 

Q k,r = Q · k,r + Q . k,r(h k-1,} _ Q k,r(h k-1 ,} 
out m gams aq. losses aq. 

end ofMODFLOW solver iteration notations: see next page 

(other non-farm and non-leakage related losses and gains are not displayed here!) 
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with: Qmdpt = flow at midpoint of reach; Qin = inflow into reach; Qout = outflow out of 

reach; Qgains =streamflow gains; Qtosses =streamflow losses Qteak =leakage between 

stream and aquifer; haq. = aquifer head; k = number of iteration; r =number of reach; 

DELact, RRUNOFF, and SWRUNSUM are defined on page 122. 

As chapter section 2.4.3.3.3 outlines, before each new iteration, the most recent 

aquifer head value (from the previous iteration) is compared to the elevation of the 

streambed bottom (Ssor) for each reach (within one model cell), and accordingly either 

the head-dependent source/sink term (case 1) or the head-independent source term (case 

2) is used (see page 120). The former is split again into an aquifer-head-dependent part 

KwL/m · haquifer and a head-independent part KwL/m · hstream, which are added respectively 

to the Left Hand Side and Right Hand Side of the finite difference equation at the start of 

each iteration. If case 2 is used the entire term K w Lim · (hstream-S sor) is added to the Right 

Hand Side ofthe fmite difference equation. 

2.4.3.3.5 Validity with respect to unsaturated flow (Prudic, 1989; Prudic et al., 2004) 

);- Whereas in case 1 (see page 120) Qteakage is proportional to (hstream-haquifer), in case 2 

an unsaturated interval is left between the stream and the aquifer. It is assumed, that 

the streambed layer itself remains saturated (i.e. pat bottom of streambed= 0, -7 hat 

bottom of streambed = Ssor). So, in case 2, seepage from the stream to the aquifer 

becomes independent of the head in the aquifer. 

);- In reality often the aquifer head declines far below the streambed while still 

maintaining a narrow saturated connection, in which the head gradient will approach 
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unity. Therefore, even if the connection between a head far below the streambed 

remains saturated, still the seepage will be independent of a further head decline. So 

for the situation of an aquifer head fallen below the streambed, no matter if an 

unsaturated zone (like in case 2 for MODFLOW) or if a saturated connection is 

assumed, at some point seepage from the stream must indeed become independent of 

head in the aquifer. 

In the new SFRl, flux across the streambed is assumed to be translated directly to the 

water table without a delay, and is not dependent on sediments beneath the streambed 

even when gradients across the streambed exceed 1.0. However, the leakage flux 

cannot exceed the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the sediments or rocks between 

the streambed and the water table (which result from the assumption of a unit 

gradient: q ~ K·l). 

Such assumptions generally are reasonable when the unsaturated interval is thin or 

when long periods of steady (constant) flow are modeled, and the hydraulic gradient 

across the streambed does not greatly exceed 1.0, which may result in unreasonably 

large leakage rates. 

>- All parameters of the streambed conductance KwL/m are assumed to be constant over 

a stress period. Especially for drying (e.g. diverting all water for irrigation) or 

refilling channels, the streambed conductivity K (as function of pressure head \If and 

water content 8) and the stream width w would change. However, depending on the 

refinement of the stress period length, K, L, m, and w can be altered based on flow 
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regimes and conductances are subsequently recomputed on a temporally more 

discretized scale (Hanson et al., 2003). 

~ The stream leakage for case 2 is considered an instantaneous source-term pulse into 

the saturated model domain, meaning the time-lag between infiltration past the 

streambed and recharge across the water table is only negligible, if the vadose zone in 

between is considerably shallow. Similar to the "validity of net recharge" in Chapter 

2.4.3.2.5, also the "pulse" leakage through a deeper vadose zone might only be 

appropriate by assuming that the redistribution of net infiltration to recharge occurs at 

steady state. 

» Stream flow in the SFRl can be considered a flow rate progressively routed from one 

reach to the next downstream reach. The accounting scheme used assumes that 

streamflow entering the modeled area is instantly available in downstream reaches. 

This appears to be legitimate because of the relatively slow rate of groundwater flow 

and because stress periods used in groundwater simulations are commonly months or 

years, whereas changes in streamflow along a stream are usually days. Although 

streamflow is not routed in the sense of using, for example, the kinematic wave 

equation, a sufficient validity of the SFRl routing scheme is still achieved, given the 

time frames one would commonly use for simulations with MODFLOW-FMP-SFRl 

(stress periods: months to years, time steps: one to several weeks). 
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2.4.3.4 Head-dependent Discharge from Farm Wells 

The total farm delivery requirement TFDR and the actual farm delivery DELact per 

farm are updated at each iteration based on the head of the previous iteration. If all 

streamflow is diverted (TFDR > DELact), then the amount lacking (TFDR - DELact) 

should be used as sink term for groundwater pumping in the current iteration: 

Farm Pumping Requirement QREQ = 

Farm Delivery Requirement minus Actual Farm SW-Delivery 

QREQk(hk-1) = TFDRk(hk-1) - DELactk(hk-1) 

Well Discharge Qi: if QREQ < QMAXF ~ Qi = QREQ/n + prorated deficiencies of wells 

ifQREQ > QMAXF ~ Qi= Qimax 

(where QREQ/n >Qimax) to wells with 

supply excesses (QREQ/n <Qimax) 

(QMAXF = Cumulative maximum capacity of a farm wells in a farm, 

Qimax= Maximum capacity of each well i, n =number of wells) 

TFDR is head-dependent because it is a function of head-dependent consumptive use 

components 'actual crop transpiration' , ' actual transpiration from precipitation', ' actual 

transpiration from groundwater' (Tc-act, Tp-act, Tgw-act; see Chapter 2.3 .1). DELact is also 

head-dependent, since it is derived in turn from TFDR or from the stream inflow into the 

reach (which in turn depends on head-dependent leakage of the next upstream reach, see 

Chapter 2.4.3.3). Tgw-act, Tp, Tc-act, TFDR, and leakage terms all depend on heads from the 

previous iteration. A therefore also head-dependent pumpmg requirement 

(QREQ=TFDR-DELact) will, but can only, be added to the Right Hand Side of the Finite 
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Difference Equation at each current iteration, since in MODFLOW-2000 a Picard type 

iteration scheme is used as a standard method to solve a set of nonlinear equations 

including head-dependent boundaries, and to treat the pumping requirement to be quasi

non-head-dependent during the current iteration (compare Chapter 2.6.3.3). 

If there is a pumping requirement for a farm, then the FMP traces first, whether farm 

wells with maximum capacities exist, which are read-in from the FMP input file(= FMP

wells). Future options of the Farm Package will probably include the possibility to 

allocate the pumping requirement QREQ, not necessarily only to FMP-wells, but 

alternatively to automatically created virtual wells, or to wells from the Multi-Node Well 

Package, to which the FMP will be linked in the future (Halford & Hanson, 2002) 

(Chapter 5.3.6). 

The following two paragraphs, labeled (1) and (2) relate to the generalized algorithm 

(see below), which explains how each individual well's pumping rate is calculated, if a 

pumping requirement exists: 

(1) If in the case of ground-water insufficiency the sum of the maximum capacities 

L:Qimax of all wells i in a farm is smaller than the total discharge required (TFDR

DELact), then just the non-head-dependent maximum capacity of each well can be 

pumped. The additional requirement can optionally be eliminated by a user 

specified drought policy (Chapter 2.4.4). In this case, the sink-term for each well 

in such a farm is a constant equal to its maximum capacity and will be subtracted 

from the RHS of the fmite difference equation. Through acreage-optimization the 
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TFDR is reduced exactly such that the sum of the maximum capacities of all wells 

in one farm equals the total amount lacking (TFDR- DELact) (Chapter 2.4.4.3). 

Other non-economic drought policy scenarios, like stacking water on priority 

crops, may or may not reduce the acreage to the necessary extent that sufficiency 

for priority crops is reached (Chapter 2.4.4.2). 

(2) If the sum of the maximum capacities of all wells is greater then the total 

discharge required, then all wells should pump on average the total discharge 

required. For each single well it needs to be decided, whether the total discharge 

divided by the number of wells (average required discharge per farm-well QAVF 

= QREQ/n) exceeds its maximum capacity or not. If yes, then just the maximum 

capacity will be pumped. The sum of the deficiencies of these wells will be pro

rated as the amount pumped in addition to the average discharge from wells, 

whose maximum capacity is greater than the average required discharge. In this 

case, the individual well pumping rate is a function of the maximum well 

capacities within a farm and of the total discharge required. Since, as described 

above, the latter term consists of two head-dependent terms (TFDR- DELact), 

also the sink-term for each well is head-dependent (see below (2)(b) in 

algorithm). But since the TFDR and DELact terms used are based on each previous 

iteration, the point sink terms during the current iteration are treated independent 

of the current aquifer head and are added to the Right Hand Side of the Finite 

Difference Equation. 
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Algorithm for any one Farm: 

ifTFDR > DELacb then 

if wells do not exist in farm 

-7 apply drought policy scenario (see (l)(a)) 

-7 pump QREQ from alternative wells included into future FMP options (chap.5.3.6) 

if wells do exist, then 

(1) ifTFDR- DELact > L Q~ax-capacity , then 

(a) -7 apply drought policy scenario (see 4.4.2.4), so that 

L Ql~ax ~ TFDR - DELact 
i 

if TFDR- DELact < L Q~ax-capacity , then 
i 

update net-recharge, DELacb and update QREQ by going to (2) 

ifTFDR- DELact = L Q~ax-capacity , then 

update net-recharge 

(b) -7 and pump wells i with fj = fj max 

(2) if TFDR- DELact <, L Q~ax-capacity then 

(a) 

(b) 

-7 pump wells on average with QA VF = (TFDR- DELact)/n 

ifQimax ~ QA VF: 

pump well i with fj = fj max 

ifQimax > QA VF: 

pump well i with QA VF +sum of deficiencies (QA VF-<imax) of these wells 

(j) where Qimax < QA VF, prorated to the wells (k) where Qimax < QA VF 

with i=l,2, ... ,n (number of wells per farm) 

withj=l,2, .. . ,l (#of wells with Qtotfn > <imax) 

with k=l,2, .. . ,m (#of wells with Qtotfn < Qkmax) 
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2.4.4 Drought Policy Scenarios 

In a second degree drought (definition on page 45), not only the primary source for 

irrigation from surface-water (actual farm delivery DELact) but also the secondary source 

from groundwater (cumulative maximum capacity of all farm wells QMAXF) is 

exhausted. That is, in this situation, the pumping requirement QREQ exceeds the 

maximum capacities of all farm wells, at which the wells are pumping in this situation. 

Therefore if QREQ > QMAXF, the objective is to decide with which policy scenario to 

respond to the negative budget, such as: 

1. to deficit irrigate, meaning to simply apply the available deficit supply 

(DELact + QMAXF), leave the demand unsatisfied, and face the consequences of 

economic losses; 

2. to stack the available limited supply on priority crops, e.g. cash crops, or orchards; or 

3. to force the demand to be less or equal to the total available supply 

(TFDR:::; DELact + QMAXF), which generally means to reduce the acreage. 

Although at present, in the FMP, each drought policy scenario selected applies to the 

entire model domain, i.e. all farms, future FMP options might be, to use a certain scenario 

only for selected farms, and to run different scenarios for different farms (Chapter 5.3.3). 

2.4.4.1 Deficit Irrigation 

The farm's deficit supply (i.e. all available surface- and ground-water) is averaged 

over all cells of a farm, weighted by each cell area, and applied to each cell as the average 

irrigation rate. However, if the average available irrigation (AI) per farm cell is in excess 
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of the original total cell delivery requirement (TDR), then that excess supply is pro-rated 

and distributed to cells weighted by their original cell irrigation requirement. The 

resulting available irrigation flow rate is defined as actual available irrigation rate (A VI). 

Deficit Irrigation 

= apply limited supply to crops! 

Actual Available Irrigation Rate per Cell = 

Total SW + GW Supply x Cell-Area + 
Farm-Area 

Prorated Excess-Supply to Cells with Supply 
Deficiencies (weighted by their original Irrigation 
Requirement) 

,___,___._.__.__.,I CROPS 1, 2, 3, 4 

TDR>AI if anyTDR < Al 

Figure 2.16: Concept of Deficit Irrigation Policy 

2.4.4.2 Water-Stacking 

- average avail. lrrig. (Al) 
- actual avail. lrrig .rate (AVI) 
D Excess Supply 
~ Prorated Excess Supply 

Total Delivery 
Requirement 
per Cell (TOR) = 
Crop Irrigation 
Requirement (CIR) I 
Efficiency 

The idea of water-stacking 1s based on the assumption that the farmer has an 

economically or non-economically based personal preference as to which crops should 

receive irrigation in case of an insufficiency situation. Generally but not necessarily, 

priority crops are crops which are not fallowed, such as pecan or citrus orchards. 

Water-Stacking 

= stack limited supply on priority crops! 
(priority crops are crops which generally are not fallowed) 

Actual Avail. Irrigation Rate per Non-Priority Crop Cell = 0 

Actual Avail. Irrigation Rate per Priority Crop Cell (PC) = 

Total SW + GW Supply 

priority Farm-Area 
X Cell-Area of 

priority crops 

Prorated Excess-Supply to PC-Cells with Supply 
Deficiencies (weighted by their original Irrigation 
Requirement) 

+ 

as long as: 

Total Supply ~ Demand of Priority Crops 

all PCcell's TOR > Al if any PCcell's TOR< Al 

C=r=J Crops 1, 4 = Priority Crops 
Crops 2, 3 = Non-Priority Crops 

but if: 

Total Supply> 

Demand of Priority Crops 

recompute new Farrn
Demand, new SW-Delivery 
& new GW-Requirement 

Figure 2.17: Concept of Water-Stacking Policy (Legend see Figure 2.16) 
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The average available irrigation rate per priority crop cell equals the deficit supply 

averaged only over the priority crop area of a farm. However, if that average available 

supply per priority crop cell (AI) is in excess of the original demand (TDR), then that 

excess supply is pro-rated and distributed to priority crop cells weighted by their original 

irrigation requirement. The resulting available irrigation flow rate is defined as acutal 

available irrigation (A VI). The actual available irrigation for non-priority crop cells is set 

to zero. 

2.4.4.3 Optimization of Acreage 

2.4.4.3.1 Introduction 

One of various possible responses to a situation where the irrigation requirement of a 

farm (TFDR) is greater than the actual available groundwater supply might be to reduce 

the acreage through an optimization routine such that the optimized total farm irrigation 

demand is equal to or less than the available supply of surface- and groundwater (DELact 

+ QMAXF). The latter case, where the optimized demand is actually found to be less 

than the available supply, is met when the optimal profitability is so low that it does not 

require all available supply (see 2.4.4.4). 

The objective function (Equation 2.38, p. 137) describes a linear optimization scheme 

where the objective is to maximize the farm's overall profit associated with both the 

surface-water irrigated acreage and with the groundwater irrigated acreage of all farm 

cells. 
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The optimization of surface- and ground-water irrigated cell acreages(= optimization 

variables) is subject to resource and area constraints: The farm's irrigation demand from 

groundwater should not be greater than the available groundwater resource, i.e. the 

cumulative maximum capacity of all farm wells. The farm's irrigation demand from 

surface-water should not be greater than the available surface-water resource, i.e. the 

actual surface-water delivery to the farm. The area of each cell's groundwater and 

surface-water irrigated acreage should be bound by an initial maximum acreage and a 

minimum allowed acreage, which usually is zero. 

The ratio between the determined reduced cell acreage and the initial maximum cell 

acreage is applied as a reduction factor RF to the cell's net recharge calculation before 

that term is added to the Left Hand Side or Right Hand Side of the fmite difference 

equation (compare Chapter 2.4.3.2.3) 

The econormc value or net profit per unit area associated with groundwater or 

surface-water irrigation of a certain crop can be determined for each cell by subtracting 

the respective costs of applying either groundwater or surface-water irrigation to a unit 

area of the model cell from the crop benefit per unit area. 

As opposed to the crop benefit per unit area (b), which enters the objective function 

directly, the water costs per unit groundwater or surface-water irrigated area are 

calculated implicitly in the objective function as the product of groundwater or surface

water specific water costs per unit water volume (c!w, csw) times the required model-cell 

specific crop irrigation jlux(q). 
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Objective Function: 2.38 

subject to: notations: 

with: 

x sw 
I 

- acreage per cell irrigated by groundwater 

- acreage per cell irrigated by surface - water 

-crop irrigation flux required (CIR)i = 
(Tc- act - T gw-act - T p- act} + El 

x i-max -maximum possible acreage of cell (before reduction) 

QMAXF- cumulative maximum capacity of all wells in a farm 

DEL act -actual surface- water delivery to farm 

E F - Irrigation Efficiency 

T c- act - actual crop transpiration 

Tp-act -actual transpiration from precipitation 

T gw- act - actual transpiration from groundwater 

E 1 - evaporation losses from irrigation 

= 1 ,2, ... , number of cells in a farm 

b; -crop benefit, derived from water production function Y[kg/ha] = f(CU), 

and from crop market price [$/kg] 

ct• -groundwater costs : 

ct• = C g~v-BASE + c;;v-WHL + cr•-SHL + cr•- DEL 

with : c gw-BASE = purn ping base rn aintenance costs [ :, ] 

cr;v-wHL =unit pumping costs[-+-] · effective well head lift of all farm wells [L] 
L ·L 

cr-SHL =unit pumping COStS[-+-]· surface head lift from" effective well" to cell [L] 
L ·L 

cr - DEL =unit delivery COStS[-+-]· effective distance from cell to well [L] 
L ·L 

c/w -surface- water costs : 

with: c ' w-FP =fixed price of surface- water [1,] 
c/w-SHL =unit pumping costs[-+-]· surface head lift from nearest canal reach to cell [L] 

L ·L 

c:w-DEL =unit delivery costs[-+-]· distance of cell to nearest reach [L] 
L ·L 
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2.4.4.3.2 Crop Benefits: 

Crop benefits are derived from crop-specific water production functions (e.g. New 

Mexico State University Climate Center, 1996; Doorenbos & Kassam, 1979) and from 

the crop's market price. A water production function is a linear relationship between the 

crops consumptive use(= crop evapotranspiration) and the expected yield [weight/area]. 

The monetary crop benefit per unit area can be obtained by multiplying yield with the 

crop's market price [value/weight]. Slope and intercept of the water production function 

and the market-price per crop are required data input parameters. 

2.4.4.3.3 Groundwater and Surface-water Costs: 

For both groundwater and surface-water, the respective water costs per unit volume 

can be expressed by different cost coefficients independent or dependent of head or 

distance. Whereas base maintenance costs for groundwater pumping or a fixed price for 

surface-water are specified directly by the user as costs per unit volume, head- or 

distance-dependent costs have to be calculated a priori by multiplying user specified costs 

per unit volume and unit head lift or unit distance times the respective actual vertical 

head lift or horizontal distance to the cell. Note that distance-dependent costs only occur 

if the increasing distance is proportional to increasing costs, e.g. caused by pipe-friction. 

Four Groundwater Cost Coefficients and three Surface-Water Cost Coefficient are 

required as data input: 
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Groundwater Base Maintenance Costs per unit volume [$/L3
] 

Groundwater Costs for Pumping in Well per unit volume, per unit lift [$/(L3 *L)] 

o Pumping costs are dependent on the head-lift per farm well. The program 

calculates an effective head lift per farm, weighted by the maximum capacities of 

the respective farm wells. Multiplying the Pumping Costs per unit volume and 

unit lift by the ' effective head lift' in a farm results in the Effective Well-Pumping 

Costs per unit applied volume specific for a certain farm. 

Groundwater Costs for Vertical Lift from Well to Cell per unit volume, per unit lift 

[$/(L3 *L)] 

o On non-horizontal surfaces an additional head-lift from the well to the respective 

model cell may occur. The program calculates an effective elevation of a ' virtual 

well location' as average of all farm well elevations, weighted by their maximum 

capacities. In the case where the ground-elevation of a respective model cell, 

which is to be irrigated, is higher than the effective elevation, then the difference 

between them represents the additional surface-head-lift, which needs to be 

overcome in order to pump the groundwater uphill. Multiplying the Well-to-Cell

Lift Costs per unit volume & unit lift by the 'surface head lift' yields Effective 

Well-to-Cell Pumping costs per unit applied volume. 
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Groundwater Delivery Costs per unit volume, per unit distance [$/(L3 *L)] 

o The program calculates an effective distance of each model cell in a farm to a 

virtual location of a groundwater source by weighting the distances of each well 

to the model cell by their respective maximum capacities. Multiplying the GW 

Delivery Costs by that 'effective distance' yields Effective GW Delivery Costs 

per unit volume to each model cell. 

Fixed Price of Surface-Water per unit volume [$/L3
] 

Surface- Water Costs for Vertical Lift from Canal to Cell per unit volume, per unit lift 

[$/(L3 *L)] 

o On non-horizontal surfaces an additional head-lift from the nearest canal-reach to 

the respective model cell may occur. The program determines the elevation of 

stream-head in the nearest reach, and calculates the difference between the 

elevation of the stream-head and the elevation of the model cell in case the latter 

is higher than the former. This difference represents the actual surface-water lift. 

Multiplying the surface-water lift costs per unit volume & unit lift by the actual 

lift yields the Surface-Water Lift Costs per unit applied volume. 

Surface-Water Delivery Costs per unit volume, per unit distance [$/(L3 *L)] 

o The program calculates the distance of each model cell in a farm to the nearest 

canal-reach. Multiplying the SW Delivery Costs by that nearest distance yields 

SW Delivery Costs per unit volume to each model cell from its respective nearest 

reach. 
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2.4.4.4 Updating Source/Sink Term Flow-Rates for each Drought Policy 

Farm net recharge, stream/canal leakage and the required farm well pumping are 

updated dependent on the drought policy chosen, and on whether the new demand after 

the employment of a drought policy is still greater, or equal, or even less than the 

originally available supply. A schematic of the updating logic is given in Figure 2.18. 

2.4.4.4.1 New Demand is equal to, or still greater than available Supply after using a 

Drought Policy 

If for Deficit Irrigation the demand is greater than the available supply, or for Water 

Stacking the demand of the priority crops is still greater than the available supply, or for 

Acreage Optimization the demand was forced to be exactly equal to the available supply, 

then the "pre-policy" surface-water delivery (&stream/canal leakage) as well as the "pre

policy" well pumpage (equal to the cumulative maximum capacity) do not have to be 

recomputed. Only the reduced cell-by-cell net recharge has to be updated during the 

current iteration. 

2.4.4.4.2 New Demand is less than the available Supply after using a Drought Policy 

If, however, the demand of low profitable crops (after Acreage Optimization) or of 

priority crops (after Water Stacking) is even smaller than the total available supply 

(TFDR < QMAXF + DELact), then a new reduced supply is calculated in order to fit the 

reduced demand and to preserve mass conservation in the model: 

That is, for Water Stacking, the actual surface-water delivery is used by priority first 

and reduced according to a lower demand of the priority crops chosen, if that demand is 
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less than the available surface-water delivery. If the demand of the priority crops is 

greater than the surface-water delivery, then the full amount of available surface-water is 

used, but the supplemental groundwater requirement is consequently less than the total 

groundwater availability. 

For Acreage-Optimization however a reduction of either surface-water or 

groundwater use strictly follows the results of the optimization of surface- or ground

water irrigated cell acreages. That is, the reduction occurs depending on the profit 

associated with surface-water irrigation or groundwater irrigation in a farm. 

In general, after an optimization takes place, the rule of "surface-water domination" 

(by priority, all available surface-water gets diverted first before any groundwater is 

pumped), is dropped, and the "exact," profitable amount of either groundwater or surface

water has to be pumped or to be diverted from the canal. 

2.4.4.4.3 Summary 

If, after applying a drought policy scenario, the total irrigation demand is still greater or 

equal to the total supply, i.e. 

IfTFDR ~ DELact+ QMAXF o+ then for the following drought policies: 

• deficit irrigation (in general); 

• water stacking (if reduced farm delivery requirement of priority crops> total supply); 

• acreage-optimization (if demand was forced to equal the total supply); 

flow rates are updated as follows: 
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1.) for all scenarios: apply "pre-policy" surface-water supply DELact and groundwater 

pumping at maximum capacity QMAXF. 

2.) for all scenarios: apply reduced available irrigation (A VI) to cells, which do not 

receive the originally required total delivery requirement TDR = CIR/Ep (for 

A VI > CIR); irrigation related losses are: (A VI - CIR) instead of (TDR- CIR). 

If, after applying a drought policy scenario, the total irrigation demand is less than the 

total supply, i.e. 

IfTFDR < DELact + QMAXF -+ then for the following drought policies: 

• water stacking (reduced farm delivery requirement of priority crops <total supply) ; 

• acreage-optimization (demand of low profitable crops even< total supply) ; 

flow rates are updated as follows: 

1.) for water stacking: recompute DELact for priority crops, and supplemental QREQ 

(here< QMAXF). 

2.) for acreage optimization: apply resulting profitable amount of surface-water 

(:S; DELact), and of groundwater pumping (:S; QMAXF). 

3.) for both scenarios: apply reduced available irrigation (A VI) to cells, which do not 

receive the originally required total delivery requirement TDR = CIR/Ep (for 

A VI > CIR); irrigation related losses are: (A VI - CIR) instead of (TDR- CIR). 

For both cases described in chapter sections 2.4.4.4.1 and 2.4.4.4.2: 

If in any cell the available irrigation is smaller than the crop irrigation requirement 

(A VI < CIR), then all available irrigation is used, and no irrigation related losses occur. 

with: notations (see next page) 
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TFDR = Total Farm Delivery Requirement 

TFDR = L(C!Rn I E F) = L:TDRn, with n = 1,2, ... ,# offmite difference cells in a farm 
n n 

EF = fraction of applied irrigation, which is needed for evapotranspiration by 

the crop to avoid undesirable water stress (Hoffman et al. 1992). 

CIRn = Crop Irrigation Requirement 

TDRn =Total Delivery Requirement= CIRn/EF 

A VI = Available Irrigation (reduced in periods of irrigation insufficiency; A VI < TFDR) 

DELact =actual surface-water delivery from a canal to a farm 

QMAXF = cumulative maximum capacity of all farm-wells in a farm 

2.4.4.4.4 Water Conservation Pool Accounting Scheme 

After Acreage-Optimization, should indeed the available surface-water flow rate turn 

out to be not fully profitable, then the farmer might get credit for not using all the 

surface-water that he originally was entitled to divert. The accumulation of all such 

unused surface-water flow rates and credits can be defmed as a "water conservation pool 

accounting scheme." The FMP allows the user to choose either Acreage-Optimization 

alone as a drought policy, or "Acreage-Optimization with Water Conservation Pool". If 

the latter option is chosen, then the program assumes that the irrigators or the irrigation 

district will account for the total flow-rates of all farms along a canal (main diversion 

segment), and to consequently reduce the pre-specified diversion rate from the stream 

into the main diversion canal during a time-step or stress-period. However, if climatic or 

consumptive use conditions change from time-step to time-step, then the reduced 

diversion rate will be reset to the original pre-specified flow-rate. 





2.5 DEVELOPMENT OFF ARM PACKAGE PROGRAM STRUCTURE & 

INTEGRATION INTO MODFLOW-2000 
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This chapter describes in three chapter sections the respective program structures of 

the MODFLOW-2000 main program (MF2K) itself, of the Farm Package subroutines 

(programmed in FORTRAN-77) and their integration into MF2K, and briefly of the 

Streamflow Routing Package, which may be used jointly with the Farm Package. The 

latter chapter section also demonstrates how the Farm Package and Streamflow Routing 

Package are dynamically inter-linked. 

Both the Farm Package (FMP) and the Stream Flow Routing Package (SFRl) are 

integrated fully with MODFLOW-2000. FMP subroutines will be called from the Main 

program ofMODFLOW-2000. Whereas parameters valid throughout the simulation (e.g. 

farm location ID, on-farm efficiency) are called as 'read-and-prepare'- subroutines within 

the ' simulation-loop' (RQ module), other 'read-and-prepare' -subroutines dealing with 

sinks like the climatic data and consumptive use will be read into the main program 

within the 'stress-period loop' (RP module). Flow rates for streamflow (delivery out of 

lateral, waste into drains), net recharge, and supplemental well pumpage will be added to 

the formulation of the finite difference flow equation by 'formulate' -subroutines (FM 

modules) of the Stream Flow Routing and Farm Packages within the solution iteration 

loop. At the end of each solution, but still within the time step loops, the output budget

now including net recharge and farm-well discharge for each farm - will be saved or 

printed to the listing file, by calling the appropriate 'budget' -subroutines (BD modules). 
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2.5.1 Introduction into Program Structure ofModflow-2000 

The MODFLOW-2000 code is subdivided macroscopically into so-called processes, 

which are related either to the global control, or to solutions of different fundamental 

equations (Harbaugh et al., 2000, p. 2-4). The Global Process (GLO) controls the overall 

program operation and sets up data structures that can be used by all other processes. The 

most fundamental process is the Ground-Water Flow Process (GWF), which includes all 

aspects of solving the groundwater flow equation, including the formulation of the [mite

difference equations, data input, solving the resulting simultaneous equations, and data 

output. Other processes, such as Ground-Water Transport (GWT), Observation, 

Sensitivity, or Parameter-Estimation, can optionally be invoked. However, as opposed to 

GWF, they are not essential to run MODFLOW-2000 with the Farm Package and 

therefore not discussed further. 

All processes are divided into logical and program-efficient structured procedures, 

from where modules (subroutines) are called related to the overall program control, to 

hydrologic stresses (sources and sinks in GW-Flow-Equation), or to methods for solving 

the set of simultaneous finite-difference equations. All modules related to the overall 

program control, to a hydrologic stress, or to a solution method, are compiled in a so

called 'package'. The naming convention ofMODFLOW-2000 requires that the name of 

the package be reflected as a prefix in each respective module. 

The generalized flowchart in Figure 2.19, page 150, shows how the MODFLOW

Main program is subdivided into different processes (GLO or GWF) and procedures, 
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from which FMP modules are called. Processes and procedures not related to the Farm 

Package are mentioned but are not described further. The calls for modules from other 

hydrologic stress packages are also omitted for the sake of greater transparency, and 

because the FMP can be used as a "stand-alone" stress package. 

Most of the FMP modules are called from the MODFLOW main program after other 

stress package modules (such as the SFR1 ), since information from those packages is 

passed on to the FMP. Only within the solver iteration loop the FMP1FM routine is 

called before the SFR1-FM routine. It was found to have a positive effect on the rate of 

convergence if the first solver iteration is run with the SFR1 only, in order to get a good 

initial value of a predevelopment canal streamflow (Chapter 2.6.3.2). During the second 

iteration then, FMP 1 FM is called first in order to read the initial values of available canal 

streamflow, and in addition to update the streamflows in canals and drains, and hence the 

stream-aquifer-leakage during the same current iteration and not lagged by one iteration. 

2.5.2 Program Structure of Farm Package FMP and Integration into MODFLOW-2000 

Aside from all the FMP modules directly called from each procedure in MOD FLOW

Main, also secondary subroutines called again from the FMP modules- such as Utility 

Modules, an Optimization-Routine, or a Function- are indicated in Figure 2.19. Whereas 

some of the secondary utility subroutines already exist as utility modules in the respective 

package UTL6, some others had to be included directly into the Farm Package, in order 

to accommodate double precision. 
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A generalized flowchart showing how the FMP modules are integrated into 

MODFLOW-Main and what objectives and tasks they represent, can be found in 

Appendix 2. 

More detailed programming structures of all Farm Package modules directly called from 

MODFLOW-Main can be obtained from flowcharts in Appendix 3.1 - 3.7. However, a 

brief description of all FMP modules is given as follows (onwards from page 151 ): 



MODFLOW Main Processes and Procedures 

Start MODFLOW-MAIN 
Global Process - Procedures GLO DF, GLO AL, and GLO RP 
GWF "Allocate" Procedure (GWF AL) 

GWF "Read & Prepare for Entire Simulation" Procedure (GWF RP) 

Start Stress Period Loop 

Calls of Subroutines used by Farm Package (in bold: FMP internal subroutines) 

FMPmodules 
called from 
MAIN 

FMP-AL 

FMP-RQ 

Utility modules 
called from 
FMP modules 

URDCOM, 
UPARLSTAL, 
URWORD 
UPARLSTRP,ULSTRD, 
UlDREL, U2DINT, 

Sub-Utility mod. Sub2-Utility mod. 
called from called from 
Utility modules Sub 1-Utility mod. 

FMPlDPWDLSTRD, URWORDDP 
FMPlDPLSTRD URWORDDP 

GWF "Read & Prepare for each Stress Period" Procedure (GWF RP) FMP-RP ULSTRD, 
PRESET,UPARLSTSUB, 
UlDREL, 

Start Time Step Loop 
GWF "Advance a Time Step" Procedure (GWF AD) 

Start Iteration Loop 
GWF "Formulate Equations" Procedure (GWF FM) 

GWF "Solve Equations" Procedure (GWF AP) 
Solution Converges 

End of Iteration Loop 
End of Time Step Loop 

GWF "Output Control" Procedure (GWF OC) 
GWF "Calculate Volumetric Budget" Procedures (GWF BD) 

GWF "Write Output" Procedure (GWF OT) 
End of Stress Period Loop 

End of Simulation 

FMP-AD 

FMP-FM 

FMPlDPLSTRD, URWORDDP 
U2DREL 

ACREAGE, 
RTFUNC 

LIN OPT 
FUNC 

FMPWEL-BD UBDSV4,UBDSVB, UBUDSV 
FMPFNR-BD UBUDSV, UBDSV3 

OPTl,OPT2,0PT3 

Figure 2.19: Generalized flowchart showing how the MODFLOW-Main program is subdivided into different processes 

(GLOor GWF) and procedures, from which FMP modules are called (GWF =Groundwater Flow Process). 

~ 

VI 
0 
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FMP1AL 

>- Read switches and flags for various application options. 

>- Dynamically allocate computer storage space for each application variable. 

FMP1RQ 

>- Read list of parameter Farm-Wells. 

>- Read 2-D-real array of ground surface elevation. 

>- Read 2D-integer identifier arrays for entire simulation (farm-ID, soil-ID, crop-ID if no 

crop rotation is selected). 

>- Read 1-D arrays and lists of attributes to the integer arrays: 

• Farm specific efficiency, 

• Soil specific coefficients: 

- capillary fringe, 

• coefficients for analytical approximation of evapotranspiration versus head, 

• optionally crop specific root zone depth per crop constant over time, 

• optionally crop specific coefficients for entire simulation: 

- transpiration- and evaporation-fractions of crop coefficient (Kc). 

- fractions of in-efficient losses to surface-water-runoff from precipitation and 

irrigation (surface-water-runoff depends on irrigation-method, which in turn 

depends often on crop type; ~ or else, equate those fractions to hill-slope). 

- natural crop growth parameters (root uptake parameters, GDD-Kc polynomial 

coefficients, root depth coefficients), 
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> Read optionally climate time series over entire simulation [precipitation, reference 

evapotranspiration (e.g. Penman-Monteith), min/max temperature], to build time step 

averages (see below). 

> Read optionally agro-economic crop parameters= crop benefits list (water production 

function, market price). 

> Read optionally groundwater and surface-water cost coefficients. 

> Calculate optionally time series of Growing Degree Days (GDD) by using time series 

of max.-, min.-, base-, max-cutoff-, min-cutoff-temperatures. 

> Calculate optionally for each crop time series of crop coefficients (Kc) by using crop 

specific polynomial coefficients, which express the functionality between cumulative 

GDD and Kc. 

> Calculate optionally time senes of crop-evapotranspiration flux from reference 

evapotranspiration time series and crop coefficients. 

> Calculate optionally time series of crop specific Root zone Depth. 

FMPlRP 

> For the use of SFRl: If the diversion rate into any diversion segment changes from one 

stress period to the next one, then skip the first FMPlFM iteration and allow only the 

first SFRl-FM iteration, in order to get relatively good initial values of reach-inflow 

(FLO WIN) and -leakage (FLOBOT), which are based on the new diversion rates. 

> For the use of SFRl: The diversion rate into any diversion segment might have been 

reduced during a previous iteration following little profitability of surface-water use 

and consequently as a result of the use of a "water conservation pool" (compare 
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Chapter 2.4.4.4). Should any of the diversion segments have experienced such a 

reduction, then the diversion rate will be reset to the re-used or newly used rate 

specified for the next stress-period. 

;;.. Read number and list of non-parameter farm wells or tell to reuse them from previous 

stress period, and invoke the list of parameter farm wells, which was read in FMP 1 RQ, 

by reading the farm-well parameter-name (='QMAX'). Print number of all active farm 

wells, number of wells per farm, and the sum of maximum capacities of all wells per 

farm (QMAXF). 

;;.. Read 2D-integer identifier array of crop-ID for each stress period, if crop rotation is 

selected. 

;;.. Read optionally 1-D arrays and lists of crop specific attributes for each stress period: 

crop-specific root depths, and create 2D-root zone-depth arrays of root-zone

depths per cell, 

crop-specific consumptive use fluxes (CU), and create 2D CU arrays for each cell, 

transpiration- and evaporation-fractions of crop coefficient (Kc), 

fractions of in-efficient losses to surface-water-runoff from precipitation and 

irrigation (surface-water-runoff depends on irrigation-method, which in turn 

depends often on crop type; -7 or else, equate those fractions to hill-slope). 

;;.. Read optionally precipitation flux as a lumped constant or as distributed 2D-array 

averaged over each stress period, and create 2D-array for precipitation flow rate and 

for the evaporative and transpirative part of precipitation per cell. 

;;.. Read optionally Farm Allotment Rate 
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~ Calculate the potential transpiratory and evaporative consumptive use, as well as 

maximum transpiration and maximum evaporation from groundwater. For fallow 

conditions, set the potential transpiration to zero and the potential evaporation equal to 

precipitation or reference evapotranspiration, whichever comes first (ET o was either 

read in as time series in RQ module or is taken to be equal to consumptive use). 

~ For the use of SFRl: Determine stream segment length for farm canals and farm 

drains alongside a farm. Create reach ID equal to the ID of the adjacent farm for canals 

and drains. Save runoff per reach specified as runoff for the stress period in SFRl 

input file under a different name (SFRADD), so that the adjusted runoff (for canals: 

adjusted by farm delivery as "minus-runoff'; for drains: adjusted by farm runoff as 

"plus-runoff') can be reset to the pre-specified value. 

~ For the use of SFRl: Save diversion rate specified for the stress period in SFRl input 

file under a different name (DIV ADD), so that an eventually reduced diversion, 

resulting from saving un-profitable irrigation water supply in a "conservation pool", 

can be reset to the pre-specified value. 

FMP1AD25 

~ For the use of SFRl: Should any of the diversion segments have experienced a 

reduction in diversion rate during the current time step (due to the use of a "water 

conservation pool"; compare FMPlRP point 2), then it will be reset to the stress-

25 only called, if time-step averages of root zone depth, or consumptive use, or precipitation are to be buildt 

from daily time series! 
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period-defmed diversion rate. In this case, skip the first FMP 1 FM iteration of the 

following time step and allow only the first SFR1-FM iteration, in order to get good 

initial values of reach-inflow (FLO WIN) and -leakage (FLO BOT), which are based 

on the new diversion rates. 

;;.. Calculate optionally averages of daily time senes of root zone depth, reference 

evapotranspiration flux, crop-evapotranspiration flux, and precipitation flux, and 

create 2D-root zone-depth arrays of respective flow rates per cell. 

;;.. Create optionally 2D-arrays of transpiratory and evaporative part of precipitation, of 

potential transpiratory and evaporative consumptive use, of maximum transpiration/ 

evaporation from groundwater, and set for fallow conditions T pot equal to zero and Epot 

equal to precipitation or reference evapotranspiration, which ever is less. 

FMP1FM 

;;.. For each cell: Calculate optionally for a choice of two Consumptive Use concepts the 

head-dependent actual transpiration, crop irrigation requirement, and total irrigation 

delivery requirement, and set the respective flow rates zero for non-irrigation seasons. 

Regarding ET-concept 2, call the function RTFUNC to solve for the respective depths 

in the root zone, at which either wilting or anoxia start to occur (compare description 

of RTFUNC function below). Both depths are a function of specified wilting and 

anoxia pressure-heads, and can be obtained by solving an analytical function, which 

fits the vertical pressure head distribution over depth for a certain soil type and a 

given potential transpiration. 
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> Optionally for any selected deficiency scenano (if there 1s a deficiency 

(QREQ > QMAXF), and if deficiency flag is not equal to zero): 

o For each farm: Update the total farm delivery requirement, determine the farm 

allotment rate, update the actual farm delivery from surface-water and the 

required farm well discharge. 

o For each farm: Determine for the case of irrigation water insufficiency the 

available irrigation supply flow rate (A VI) for each cell and apply A VI as total 

irrigation rate, if ... 

• Deficit-Irrigation, or 

• Deficit-Irrigation with Water-Stacking on Priority Crops ... 

were selected as drought response policy. 

o For each farm: Determine for the case of irrigation water insufficiency the 

reduced flow rates per cell of ground-water- and surface-water-supply, if ... 

• Acreage-Optimization (with or without water conservation pool) ... 

was selected as drought response policy (by calling ACREAGE and LINOPT 

Subroutines). Defme the input variables for ACREAGE (compare description of 

ACREAGE subroutine below). 

o If Water-Stacking or Acreage-Optimization were selected, correct and update the 

total farm delivery requirement, the actual farm delivery from surface-water, and 

the required farm well discharge. 

o For each main diversion segment: In case "Acreage-Optimization with Water 

Conservation Pool" was selected, check for all farms along a diversion segment if 
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-due to low profitability- less surface-water was actually required than what was 

available, sum those unprofitable amounts up, and account accordingly for a 

reduction of the main diversion rate which was specified for that segment. 

~ For each farm well: Determine the demand-dependent discharge rate from each 

individual farm well, and add the rate to the Right Hand Side of the Finite Difference 

Equation (FDE). 

~ For each cell: Recompute for the respective Consumptive Use Concepts the head

dependent actual transpiration, and the crop requirement from precipitation and 

irrigation analogous to the beginning of FMPlFM, in case the respective terms 

changed during the current iteration due to the application of a drought response 

policy. Determine the net-recharge rate, add non-head-dependent terms to Right Hand 

Side of the FDE, and add head-dependent head coefficients to HCOF26 on the Left 

Hand Side ofthe FDE. 

~ For each cell: Determine Surface-water Runoff 

~ For the use ofSFRl, and for each farm: Sum up all cell-by-cell surface-water runoff, 

prorate it over all reaches of the adjacent farm drain, and add the runoff per reach to 

the SFRl-stress-period specified runoff, which then will be read by SFRl-FM. If the 

farm is not adjacent to any drain, route the water to the lowest location in a farm and 

from there via pipe-flow to the drain reach being closest to that lowest located cell, 

and add the entire farm runoff to that drain reach's pre-specified runoff 

26 definition ofHCOF on page 56 
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FMPlWELBD 

)> If Acreage Optimization was selected as deficiency policy, stop the program, if the 

optimization goal (QREQ from last FM-iteration::; QMAXTOL) is not reached, and 

print: "HCLOSE must be smaller for QREQ to converge to QMAXTOL." 

QMAXTOL is by a 0.5 % convergence tolerance higher than the cumulative 

maximum capacity in a farm, QMAXF. 

)> Print a list of demand and supply information per farm and time step to listing-file or 

to an extra ascii file, and account for differences between original requirements before 

and after deficiency policies like water-stacking or acreage-optimization were invoked. 

)> Print a list of actual discharge rates per farm-well to the listing-file or to an extra 

binary file, or print a 3D-array of discharge rates to a binary file. 

)> Add up cumulative rates of all farm-wells in and out of the aquifer, move them to the 

Basic Package (module GWF1BAS60T), and print them as a separate entry named 

"Farm Wells" to the volumetric budget for the entire model in the listing-file. 

FMPlFNRBD 

)> Print net-recharge flow rates as 2D- or 3D-array either to a listing file or to an extra 

binary file. As to the 2D-array, the user can specify whether to just print it for layer 

one, or to print it for the uppermost active net-recharge-cells while printing in addition 

a second array containing the integer layer number of the uppermost active cell. As to 

the 3D-array, the user can have the program print a 2D-array of each layer to a binary 

file. 
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}:> Add up cumulative rates of all variable head net-recharge cells in and out of the 

aquifer, move them to the Basic Package (module GWF1BAS60T), and print them as 

a separate entry named "Farm Net Rech." to the volumetric budget for the entire 

model in the listing-file. 

FMP1DPLSTRD 

}:> Read and print a list of double precision data by calling URWORDDP subroutine 

FMPlDPWDLSTRD 

}:> Read and print a list of double precision data, and read a word at the end of each list 

row by calling UR WORDDP subroutine. 

URWORDDP 

}:> Extract a word from a line of text, and optionally convert it to a number (including the 

option to convert it to double precision). 

ARCREAGE 

}:> Reset simplex matrix for current iteration. 

}:> Initialize initial tableau matrix a (at least neon+ 1 x nopv+ 1 ), where neon is the number 

of constraints, and nopv is the number of optimization variables. Both neon and nopv 

are already defmed in FMP 1 FM. The number of constraints equals two resource 

constraints for the entire farm (2 equations) plus i area constraints (with i = 1 ,2, .. . , 

number of cells per farm; other notations Chapter 2.4.4.3): 
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• 1. equation: resource function for groundwater irrigated areas only: 

l:qi*Xigw ~ QMAXF*Ep, 

• 2. equation: resource function for surface-water irrigated areas only: 

l:qi*Xisw ~ DELact*Ep, 

• number of cells equations: xigw + xisw ~ area-max for each cell. 

The number of optimization-variables nopv equals two times the number of farm cells 

(number of groundwater irrigated cells+ number of surface-water-irrigated cells) 

~ Initialize row 1 =objective function (max Z = l:[xigw*eigw + Xisw*eisw], with: 

• eigw = economic value of groundwater irrigated areas [$/m2
] 

=OW-Profit (defmed in FMP1FM for each farm cell) 

• eisw =economic value of surface-water irrigated areas [$/m2
] 

= SW-Profit (defmed in FMP1FM for each farm cell) 

~ Initialize row 2 & row 3: groundwater- & surface-water resources constraints. 

~ Initialize rows 4 and following (in total i times): areas:::; a maximum area. 

~ Call LIN OPT subroutine to solve. 

~ Calculate total reduction factors for each cell# and percentages of groundwater and 

surface-water irrigation. 

~ Calculate and print optimized groundwater- and surface-water irrigation-flow rate per 

farm. 

~ Print notice, whether the optimized and profitable amount of groundwater or surface

water falls behind the available well capacity or the available delivery from surface

water. 
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LIN OPT 

);> Simplex method for linear programming: The input parameters a, neon, nopv, nrowa, 

neola, nlser, niger, and nleqr are re-defmed at each iteration in FMP 1 FM for each 

farm within the farm loop in case of irrigation water insufficiency. 

);> Subordinate subroutines OPT1 , OPT2, and OPT3, are called from LINOPT. 

RTFUNC 

);> Using the ' Bisection' method, fmd the root of a function FUNC known to lie 

between d1(\V) and d2(\V). Defme the lateral bounds d1 and d2 being known 

invertible functions of I \VI( d) (compare Chapter 2.4.2.2.3 , page 84). 

);> Find the root of function FUNC. The root, returned as RTFUNC, will be refmed 

until its accuracy is ± xacc. 

FUNC 

);> Define function f(x)-y = 0, of which the root is to be found. Function f(x) 

corresponds to I \VI( d), which is the inverted form of the analytical solution d(I\VI) 

of a pseudo-steady-state configuration of the vertical pressure head distribution 

over depth, from which we can derive the corresponding depths (top and bottom 

of the active root zone) as dependent variable of the pressure head (compare 

2.4.2.2.3, page 84). Constant y equals I'VI· 
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2.5.3 Streamflow Routing Package SFRl 

2.5.3.1 Introduction into Streamflow Routing Package 

The new Stream Package (SFR1) (Prudic et al. , 2004) replaces the previous Stream 

Package (STRl) (Prudic, 1989) with the most important difference being that stream 

depth is computed at the midpoint of each reach instead of at the beginning of each reach, 

which allows for addition and subtraction of water from runoff, precipitation, and 

evapotranspiration within each reach. 

The new Stream Package also allows for greater flexibility in computing stream depth 

and allows for the streambed conductance term to vary as a function of flow. The SFRl 

Package has five options for simulating stream depth and four options for computing 

diversions from a stream. The options for computing stream depth include: a specified 

value; Manning's formula (using a wide rectangular channel or an eight-point cross 

section); a power equation, or a table of values that relate flow to depth and width. Each 

stream segment can have a different option. 

The options for diverting water out of a stream into diversion segments (e.g. canals) are: 

• "fixed water-right type" diversion: diversion is reduced to available streamflow, if 

specified diversion flow> streamflow (Hanson et al. , 2003), 

• no water diverted from the stream, if specified diversion flow> streamflow, 

• diversion computed as a fraction of the available flow, 

• "flood-control type" diversion: diversion only made if streamflow exceeds the 

diversion rate (Hanson et al. , 2003). 
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The first and default option is recommended for the use of FMP in conjunction with 

SFR1 , because it addresses a common situation, where insufficient water is available to 

meet the sum of all water rights calls, which is equal to the diversion rate. 

Streamflow routing within the SFR1 Package is based on the continuity equation and 

assumption of piecewise steady (nonchanging in discrete time periods), uniform 

(nonchanging in location), and constant-density streamflow, such that during all times, 

volumetric inflow and outflow rates are equal and no water is added to or removed from 

storage in the surface channels. This is the same approach that was used in the previous 

STR1 Package (Prudic, 1989). 

The program is designed to route streamflow through a network of channels (which 

may include rivers, streams, canals, ditches, and drains). Streamflow is always in the 

same direction along the channels, and is constant for each time step used in the ground

water flow model. If changes in stream-channel storage during each time step used in the 

ground-water flow model are important, then more complicated, one-dimensional 

unsteady flow models may be required; such models have been linked to MODFLOW 

and are available to simulate stream-aquifer interactions (MODBRANCH by Swain and 

Wexler, 1996; and DAFLOW by Jobson and Harbaugh, 1999). 

The SFRl Package is best suited for modeling long-term changes (months to 

hundreds of years) in ground-water flow and solute concentrations using averaged flows 

in streams. The Package is not recommended for modeling the transient exchange of 
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water between streams and aquifers when the objective is to examine short-term (minutes 

to days) effects caused by rapidly changing streamflows. 

How the SFRl handles, in principle, the calculation of head-dependent fluxes 

between stream reaches and the aquifer can be obtained from Chapter 2.4.3.3. For further 

detailed information of the used algorithms and input instructions of the SFRl package, 

the reader is referred to the documentation and user guide ofPrudic et al., 2004. 

The following chapter explains the way in which the FMP and SFRl modules are 

dynamically linked, and which flow terms are passed back and forth: 

2.5.3.2 Dynamic Link between FMP and SFRl 

If the user has turned on the Stream Package flag (ISFRFL=l) in the first line of the 

FMP input file, then the Farm Package searches for adjacent canals and adjacent drains 

from a stream-canal-drain-network specified in the Stream Package. Once the respective 

canal-, or drain-reaches alongside a farm are traced and found by the FMP, they are 

equipped with identifiers equal to the Farm ID (Farm Canal Reach ID; Farm Drain Reach 

ID). 

The farm's surface-water delivery requirement is then optionally pulled either from 

the farm's head gate reach or from each farm reach prorated by the respective reach 

length. Depending on whether the reach delivery requirement exceeds the actual delivery 

into the reach or a specified allotment, the requirement can be satisfied from surface

water or else needs to be supplemented by groundwater pumping. 
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Similarly, the farm's wastewater calculated by FMP is added to the streamflow of 

drain reaches if adjacent to the farm, or else to the nearest drain reach. 

Finally, both delivery from and runoff to a reach are passed on to the Stream Package, 

where they are subtracted or added to the current streamflow. 

It should be understood that by the time the Farm Package needs any surface-water 

related information, all parameters are already read by the Stream Package from it ' s data 

input file, stored, and able to be re-read by the Farm Package. All amendments to the 

streamflow in canals or drains are passed back to the Stream Package with variables, 

which the Stream Package understands. That means in general that, since the Farm 

Package can read terms from and passes terms back to the Stream Package, the Farm 

Package basically understands the necessary Stream Package information sufficiently, 

whereas the Stream Package gets along with SFRl known terms. That is why there was 

no need to modify the Stream Package at all. 

~ Passing on parameters from SFRl to FMP: 

SFRl parameters, which describe the stream segment type27
, the stream network 

topography28
, and the stream segment29 and reach geometry30

, are read from the SFRl 

27 IDIV AR(l ,S) - For diversion segments: Nwnber of next upstream segment from which water is diverted. 

If this stream segmentS is a headwater or tributary segment then IDIV AR( l,) = 0. 
28 ISTRM(2,R), ISTRM(3 ,R)- Horizontal location of stream reach; ISTRM(4,R) - Nwnber of stream reach. 
29 SEG(l ,S)- Segment length of segmentS. 
30 STRM(l ,R)- Reach length of reach R; other parameters of reach geometry are not needed in FMP. 
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input file by the GWF1SFR1RPP module, which is located in the MAIN program within 

the "Read & Prepare for the entire Simulation" Procedure. 

Other SFR1 parameters, which specify diversion flow rates31 from the last reach of an 

upstream segment into the first reach of a diversion segment, or diffuse overland runoff 

flow rates directly into the stream segment32
, are read by the G WF 1 SFR1 RPS module 

within the "Read & Prepare for each Stress Period" Procedure. 

Already stored, those parameters are available to be read later in the code by the 

FMP1RP, which is located in the MAIN program within the "Read & Prepare for each 

Stress Period" Procedure, but after GWF1SFR1RPS. All those parameters are needed in 

the FMP1RP module in order to: 

1. determine if a segment is a diversion segment; 

2. search for reaches of such a diversion segment alongside a farm; 

3. determine the length of such a diversion segment alongside a farm; 

4. prorate pre-specified runoff per segment to every reach weighted by their 

respective reach lengths, and to save and lock such runoff for the stress period 

under a different name SFRADD(R) so that the SFR1 runoff variable 

STRM(12,R) can be adjusted later in FMP1FM by a "minus-runoff' for the 

diversion out of canals and by a "plus-runoff' into drains without overwriting the 

pre-specified value, which is re-used at the start of each iteration FMPlFM; 

31 SEG(2,S)- Streamflow diverted from last reach of upstream segement into first reach of this segmentS. 
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5. save and lock the stress-period-specified diversion rate into a segment at which 

farms are located under a different name DIV ADD(S), so that an eventually 

reduced diversion33
, which is saved as SEG(2,S), can be reset to the original 

stress-period-specified value at the beginning of a new stress-period (in FMPlRP) 

or a new time-step (in FMP1AD)34
. 

~ Passing on parameters from FMP to SFRl: 

The pre-specified runoff value into each reach, which was saved under a different 

name (SFRADD), is adjusted in FMP1FM by a "minus-runoff' in order to divert the 

actual farm delivery from the respective farm head gate reach or farm reaches (DELact), 

depending on whether the delivery requirement is pulled directly from the farm's head 

gate or whether the delivery requirement is optionally prorated over all reaches alongside 

a farm. 

In addition, the runoff into each reach is adjusted in FMP 1 FM as well by a "positive-

runoff' of the farm's surface-water runoff prorated over all farm drain reaches, if 

adjacent to the farm (RRUNOFF), or sent to the nearest drain reach via pipe-flow if no 

drain reach is adjacent (SWRUNSUM). 

As outlined in Chapter 2.4.3.3.2, the leakage source/sink term is a function of aquifer 

head and stream stage. In order to evaluate the stream stage in G WF 1 SFRl FM, not only 

32 SEG(3,S) -Runoff per segment S. 
33 resulting from "conservation pool" accounting scheme in FMPIFM. 
34 FMPIAD only called from MAIN if crop-demand changes over the course of a stress period. 
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the head-dependent stream leakage from the previous iteration but also the head

dependent delivery from each reach needs to be subtracted from the current inflow into 

the reach, and the head-dependent runoff into the reach has to be added to the current 

reach inflow. 

GWFl SFRl FM reads m general a stress-period-specified runoff variable 

STRM(l2,R), which is to be subtracted from the reach inflow. By passing on the 

STRM(l2,R) runoff variable, which got adjusted in FMPlFM firstly by the delivery out 

of the reach and secondly by the waste-water runoff into the reach, the GWFlSFRlFM 

receives the necessary flow rate in and out of the reach and can now calculate a new 

stream stage. That new stream stage, in turn, together with the most recent aquifer head, 

allow the GWFlSFRlFM to compute a new leakage term, whose head-dependent and 

head-independent parts are added respectively to the Left Hand Side and Right Hand Side 

of the Finite Difference Equation. 
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2.6 LINEARIZATION AND CONVERGENCE IN MOD FLOW WITH SFRl & FMP 

This chapter consists of a comprehensive summary of the numerical aspects of 

linearization, convergence and accuracy when using MODFLOW-2000 with the 

Streamflow Routing Package (SFR1) and the Farm Package (FMP). 

2.6.1 Linearization, Convergence and Stability in MODFLOW-2000 

Both the SFR1 and the FMP formulate head-dependent boundaries Fi(h), as described 

earlier. Consistent with a Picard type iteration scheme used in MODFLOW for outer 

iterations, a fully implicit system of non-linear fmite difference flow equations ... : 

... takes on the following form: 

This iteration algorithm assumes implicitly linearity at each solver iteration. 

A not yet linearized source term, 

MODFLOW uses h·t,m instead ofh·t,m-I 
I I ' 

where (using indices summation notation): 

Aij = 7 -diagonal n x n square matrix coefficients of spatial derivatives; i = 1 ,2, ... ,n 

Bi =vector coefficients (Ss-i) · (htL\t I ilt); 

with: Ss-i = specific storage of node i, 

=part of the time derivative, which is dependent on head of 

previous time step. 
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Fi =vector coefficients of head-dependent boundary 

Pij = 1-diagonal m x n square matrix head-dependent coefficients from source/sink terms 

Qi = constant vector coefficients from source and sink terms 

h = aquifer head 

ht,m- 1 is known (ht,o taken to be ht-~t; for joint use of SFR1 and FMP see (1) below) 

ht,m is supposed to appear linearly in F 

t = time step level 

m =solver iteration step in the Picard iteration algorithm. 

Notice that for a fully implicit finite difference scheme in MODFLOW, Bi(ht-~t) 

represents a vector only consisting of each cell's specific storage times the part of the 

time derivative, which is always dependent on the head of the previous time step, and 

never on the head of the iteration solutions: (Ss-i) · (ht~t I ~t). 

By using a Picard type iteration algorithm, both the solution for the head-dependent 

source/sink term and the solution for the aquifer-head are as closely related to the final 

value of the current time-step, as controlled by the user-specified tolerance equal to the 

maximum allowable difference between the head of the solution iteration and the head of 

the previous, i.e. second to last iteration (lhit,m- hit,m- 1
1 < € for all i). This preserves mass 

balance by keeping up a consistency between head-dependent boundary conditions and 

the groundwater system, and enforces sufficient convergence to a solution, whose 

numerical accuracy is controlled by the user-defmed stopping rule. Generally, stability in 

MODFLOW is not of concern, since the fully implicit finite difference scheme in use is 

unconditionally stable. 
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2.6.2 Linearization, Convergence and Stability using SFR1 

The assumption of linearity is applied in the SFR1 package (Prudic et al. , 2004) the 

same way as it was in the previous version of the Stream Flow Routing Package (STR6) 

(Prudic, 1989). A comprehensive description of how linearization is carried out in 

MODFLOW using STR6 can be obtained from LaBolle et al., 2002 or 2003. 

For the STR or SFR1 package, the not yet fully linearized form of the streamflow 

equation would have to be written as: 

Q t,m _ Q t,m + " Q t Q t,m-1 Si+1 - Si ~j Ii+1j - Ri+1 

where: Q t,m 
Si+1 

Q t,m-1 
Ri+1 

= streamflow in downstream reach i+ 1 

= sum of all inflow to reach i+ 1 

= leakage between aquifer and reach i+ 1 

The not yet fully linearized headdependent source term Fi(ht,m-1) = QRit,m-1 is given as: 

Q t,m-1 _ C (h t,m h t,m-1) Ri - Ri Ri - i , 

where: 

h t,m 
Ri 

.c:O ht,m-1 > Z . 1• r _ St, 

=stream bed conductance of reach i 

=stream head in reach i at iteration current iteration m 

2.40 

2.41 

=aquifer head in cell equal to reach i at previous iteration 

Zsi = elevation of bottom of stream bed 

MODFLOW uses hit,m instead of hit,m-1, and the fully linearized source term Fi(h1'm) 

becomes: for ht,m ~ Zsi, 

which splits into term Pij h/'m = CRij h/'m (dependent on head of the solution) and term 

Qit,m = CRij hR/'m (independent of head of solution). 
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Using the fully linearized source term, the flow equation takes the form: 

and yields after rearranging: 

[Aij(ht,m-1)+ Pij] h/'m = Bi(ht-ilt) + Q/'m -+ [Aij(ht,m-1)+ CRij] h{m = Bi(ht-<'lt) + CRij hR/'m 

Although in general the fully implicit fmite difference scheme should be 

unconditionally stable, there are situations where oscillations and unstable conditions can 

evolve. According to Prudic et al. (2004), one limitation of the SFRl Package is that the 

method used to compute stream depth and wetted width at the midpoint of each stream 

reach may not always converge to a stable solution, because of the dependency between 

computed stream head and leakage that is solved using Newton's method. Oscillations 

are more common when stream head is nearly the same as that in the aquifer and flow 

across the streambed oscillates between adding water to the aquifer and discharging water 

from the aquifer. 

Even if it is recommended for a joint use of the FMP and SFRl , to apply the 

calculation of stream stage based on a rectangular channel (compare page 162), it is 

necessary to mention a potential for numerical instability associated with using other 

options of stream stage calculation, where the area of the streambed can change as a 

function of flow at the midpoint of a stream reach. A changing streambed can affect the 

leakage rate through the streambed and increases numerical instability. Instability is 

greatest for steady-state simulations because the ground-water storage term is zero and 

for simulations in which the streambed conductance term is high relative to the aquifer 
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conductivity, especially when the head difference between the stream and aquifer is small 

(Prudic et al., 2004). 

2.6.3 Linearization and Convergence using FMP 

2.6.3.1 Update of Parameters of Head-dependent Net Recharge 

As opposed to the SFR1 package, which just deals with one case where QRit,m-I is 

head-dependent (meaning: if the aquifer head is greater or equal to the elevation of the 

stream bed bottom), the FMP package differentiates between 3 or 5 cases of aquifer

head-dependency ofNet Recharge, for two different Consumptive Use Concepts, and for 

Irrigation Sufficiency and Deficiency Cases (see page 1 05f, and Appendix 1.1 & 

Appendix 1.2). Compared to the SFR1 package (or other head-dependent MODFLOW 

packages, e.g. the ET package) which only present one case of head-dependency, the 

FMP knows at least 16 [=(3+5)·2] such cases of head dependent farm net recharge. 

However, the formulation of a head-dependent source/sink term as Fi(ht,m) = Pij h/'m + 

Qit,m and its rearrangement to the Left Hand Side and Right Hand Side of the finite 

difference equation also holds for the Farm Net Recharge source/sink term. 

The respective head-dependent terms Pij are summed up to the cumulative head 

coefficient HCOF (compare page 56), which then is added to the center-node-coefficient 

on the Left Hand Side of each cell's equation, and to be multiplied by the yet unknown 

head of the respective cell of the current time-step m. 
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Non-head-dependent terms Qit,m are added cumulatively to the Right Hand Side. 

Appendix 1.1 and Appendix 1.2 already present for all cases in much detail, which terms 

are added to the Right Hand Side or the HCOF on the Left Hand Side. 

For the SFR1 package, the conductance, CRij, is calculated for every stress period, 

whereas the stream head, hR/,m, is updated at every iteration m. Similarly, what remains 

to be demonstrated also for the Net-Recharge source/sink term is, what terms 0/'m and Pii 

h1t,m depend on, and whether those terms are updated (read-in or calculated) for the entire 

simulation cim), at each stress period cper), at each time step C), or at each outer 

iteration (m): 

with: 

ETc-pot 

p 

TRZ 

K/ 

IEswi 

GSE 

D 

2.42 

Potential Crop Evapotranspiration = Consumptive Use 

Precipitation 

Depth of Total Root Zone 

Transpiratory Fraction of Consumptive Use 

Evaporative Fraction of Consumptive Use related to Irrigation 

Evaporative Fraction of Consumptive Use related to Preciptiation 

Fraction of In-Efficient losses to Surface-Water Runoff related to Irrig. 

Fraction of In-Efficient losses to Surface-Water Runoff related to Precip. 

Ground Surface Elevation 

Extinction depth below which ET ceases = Capillary Fringe 

On-Farm Efficiency 
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Notice, that some terms, which Qit,m and Pij h/'m depend directly on, are not listed in 

Equations 2.42 & 2.43, because they are a function of other terms themselves 

(e.g.: Tc-pot= Kt ·ETc-pot). 

As mentioned above, the farm net recharge is formulated in at least 16 ways, 

dependent on the head-elevation, on the Consumptive Use Concept chosen, and whether 

a situation of irrigation sufficiency or deficiency exists. Therefore, analogous to before, 

when it was illustrated, how the SFR1 source term source term QR/,m = CRij (hR/'m- h/'m) 

was split into head-dependent (CRij) and head-independent (CRij hR/,m) coefficients, the 

same procedure for the FMP net recharge source term is only carried out here for one out 

of 16 cases (see equation of preliminary net recharge Rn * in Appendix 1.2): 

For Crop Consumptive Use Conept 2, Case 3a, Sufficiency Case (ij-indices omitted): 

* Rn = Rn - Egw-act 

* Rn = Rn - Egw-act 

* Rn = Rn - Egw-act 

= 

= 

[P-Ep-(Tc-potiTRZ) · (Hux-h)-Tgw-max] · 

(1-IEswp)- Tgw-max- Egw-max· [(h-(GSE-D))/D] 

[P-Ep- (Tc-potiTRZ) · Hux](1-1Eswr)-

(T c-po/TRZ) · ( 1-IEsw p) · h - T gw-max · IEsw p 

Egw-max [(h-(GSE-D))/D] 

- [P-Ep-(Tc-potiTRZ) · Hux](l-IEswr) + Tgw-max · IEswr + Egw-max (1-GSE/D) 

(T c-potiTRZ) · IEswr + Egw-maxfD 

with additional notations (see next page): 
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with additional notations (all functions of the parameters in Equations 2.42 & 2.43): 

~ Evaporation from Precipitation 

~ Potential Crop Transpiration = K, · ETc-pot 

~ Upper extinction depth= function( Te-pa" TRZ, GSE) 

[gw-maxl = Tc-po/TRZ · (FRZ-~ -~ 

with: AZ = Anoxia Zone = function(Tc-pat, TRZ) 

WZ =Wilting Zone= function(Tc-potJ TRZ) 

IEgw-maJ = Ec-pot - Ep = K/ · ETc-pot - Ep 

So, whether the paramters in ~oxesl are updated at all, at each stress period, time step, 

or iteration, is based on if and when the terns are updated they depend on (kept in italic). 

Aside from the aquifer head, which is re-calculated at every iteration, the source/sink 

term flow rates are recomputed at each iteration, based on other previously, iteratively 

updated, head-dependent terms. Analogous to the SFR, where those terms are represented 

by the reach's stream head, for the net-recharge in the FMP, four in itself head-dependent 

terms, T c-act, T gw-act, T p-act, Egw-act, are also renewed at each iteration (terms kept in bold on 

page 105, and in Appendix 1.1 & Appendix 1.2). 

All other terms that Tc-act, T gw-act, T p-act, Egw-act or the final net-recharge depend on, are 

either read-in or calculated for the entire simulation, for each stress period, or optionally 

for each time step. 

However, as opposed to the SFR1, some ofthe generally outer-iteration-independent 

parameters (analogous to streambed conductance CRij) indeed might have to be renewed 
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at each iteration, in case drought scenarios apply. Notice, that the drought-determining 

criterion (total farm delivery requirement > sum of surface-water and groundwater 

supply) might not necessarily be met during the first FMPlFM iteration. If the drought 

policy scenario is invoked at any iteration, then for the scenarios of 'Acreage 

Optimization' or 'Deficit Irrigation with Water-Stacking', cell areas are either be reduced 

or completely retired. Since ETc-pot and P flow rates are a function of the cell area, they 

are therefore recomputed at each iteration step m (see arrow below). 

In this case, Equations 2.42 & 2.43 have to be modified, as follows: 

func [(ET P)per,t,m.(TRZ K K i K P IE i IE p)per,t.(GSE D EF)sim]*h·t,m c-pot, , , t, e , e , sw , sw , , , ~ 

2.6.3.2 Modification of Standard MOD FLOW Convergence 

Another difference to the SFRl or other MODFLOW stress packages is that it was 

found to speed up convergence, if not ht-f1t is taken to be ht,o. Instead, the convergence 

appears to be quicker if an initial predevelopment head ht, 1 is obtained by just using 

predevelopment stresses such as the SFRl package (where indeed ht-f1t is taken to be ht'0). 

In other words, the second iteration, where the FMP starts, begins with a known head 

ht,I yielded by a predevelopment iteration with the SFRl only. 

This method is only activated if time step averages of either consumptive use, or root 

zone depth, or precipitation are computed from time series. In this case, the crop 

irrigation requirement and the farm's delivery requirement change from time step to time 
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step. Therefore, it would not make sense to relate the new time-step's demand to a 

surface-water supply, which depends on the old demand from the previous time step. 

2.6.3.3 Head-dependent Discharge from Farm Wells: 

The pumping requirement of a farm f, QREQt(ht,m-l), and each individual well' s 

discharge rate (at the i-th cell) Qwell-i(ht,m-l) depend on the head of the previous iteration, 

because both terms are functions of head-dependent consumptive use components (Tc-act, 

T p, T gw-act), and because they are partly derived from the stream inflow into the reach, 

which in turn depends on head-dependent leakage of next upstream reach. In addition, the 

calculation of each individual farm-well's pumping rate reaches a high level of 

complexity, since it needs to account for (see in detail Chapter 2.4.3.4): 

• whether the cumulative maximum capacity IS high enough to cover the total 

QREQ for a farm, 

• whether every single well's maximum capacity is high enough to satisfy a average 

pumping requirement per well, and fmally 

• to prorate the pumping requirements between wells, which can or cannot fulfill 

the average pumping requirement. 

Therefore, it was decided not to separate the well-discharge source term into head

dependent and non-head-dependent parts, which consequently would have to be arranged 

on the Left Hand Side and Right Hand Side of the Finite Difference Equation. Instead, 

the entire term is, but can only be added to the Right Hand Side of the finite difference 

equation at each current iteration, since the Picard iteration in MODFLOW-2000 (as a 
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standard method to solve a set of nonlinear equations including head-dependent 

boundaries) assumes implicitly linearity for non-linear terms. By doing so, the pumping 

requirement Qwell-i(ht,m- 1
) is treated to be quasi-non-head-dependent during the current 

iteration as Qweu-/'m = Qwell-i(ht,m- 1
), and added to the RHS together with other non-head

dependent source/sink terms, Q/·m. This renders the MODFLOW iteration algorithm (see 

Equation 2.39, p.169) ... 

or in matrix notation A(hm-1
) hm = b, 

... to a full Picard iteration algorithm of the following form: 

[Aij(ht,m-1) + Pij] h/'m = Bi(ht-~t) + Qit,m + Qwell-i(ht,m-1); 

in matix notation: A(hm-1
) hm = b(hm-1

) 



CHAPTER3 

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 

3.1 OBJECTIVES AND METHODS 
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As opposed to modeling the real world, where natural conditions may create biased, 

and non-representative situations, a hypothetical model has the chance to invent both 

input data and boundary conditions such that all the features of the Farm Package can be 

tested. This advantage may make up for the disadvantage of dealing with synthetic input 

data. Aside from the major objective, to solve for aquifer heads at each time step, the 

general objectives of the example test case are as follows: 

~ to calculate a volumetric budget for the entire model at different times, 

~ to show time series of the initial "pre-drought" delivery requirement and potential 

surface- and groundwater supply, and 

~ in case of a groundwater insufficiency to demonstrate how each farm's delivery 

requirement and the actual surface- and groundwater supply change under different 

drought policy scenarios, 

~ to analyze the sensitivity of groundwater supply flow rates and volumetric budgets 

towards changes in estimated parameters (transpiratory and evaporative fraction of 

consumptive use; fraction of crop-inefficient losses to surface water runoff) . 

Two steady state simulations were conducted without the Farm Package to pre

develop suitable initial conditions for the subsequent transient run including the Farm 

Package. 
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3.2 INPUT AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The MOD FLOW input files for the steady state and transient simulations are included in 

Appendix 4.1 and Appendix 4.2. However, the following list explains in a more general 

way, which input and boundary conditions the test case model refers to: 

~ Alluvial Valley consisting of an unconfmed aquifer. 

~ Discretization: 

o Space: 20 columns and 23 rows (500 x 500 meters), 

o Time: 4 stress periods equal to 4 irrigation seasons of 3 months each, and 

13 time steps per stress period equal to around 13 weeks. 

~ Hydraulic Input Data: 

o Hydraulic Conductivities: 

• Aquifer conductivity (isotropic): K = 5 m/d, 

• Stream bed conductivity: Kv = 0.06 m/d, 

• Canal bed conductivity: Kv = 0.001 m/d, 

• Drain bed conductivity: Kv = 0.1 m/d. 

o Surface-Water Inflows (steady state & transient): 

• Stream Inflow: 2,000,000 m3 /d, 

• Diversion into Canals: 40,000 m3 /d. 

o Specific Yield: Sy = 0.05 [] (for transient run) 

~ Boundary Conditions including Internal Sources/Sinks: 

o Steady State and Transient: 

• General head boundaries to the east and to the west, 



• No flow boundaries to the north and to the south. 

• Head-dependent Flux from: 

• Stream running from west to east (bed width: 30m), 

• Canals (treated as diversion segments; bed width: 15 m), 

• Drains (treated as tributary segments: bed width: 10m). 

o Transient only: 

• Head-dependent Flux from: 

• Farm-Well Discharge (quasi-non-head-dependent), 

• Farm Net Recharge. 
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The extent of the model domain, all boundary conditions for the steady state simulations, 

as well as hydraulic conductivities of the aquifer, and the stream-, canal- and drain-beds 

can be obtained from Figure 3.1 on page 186. 

3.3 PREDEVELOPMENT STEADY STATE SIMULATION WITHOUT FARM 

PACKAGE 

3.3 .1 Constraints in Model Domain 

The model domain consists of an alluvial valley with a slight inclination from west to 

east, so that the streamflow in canals can follow gravity.In order to demonstrate the head 

dependency of a cell' s irrigation delivery requirement, a predevelopment steady state 

water level is required to fluctuate at least in some farm cells within or into the crops' 

root zone. The predevelopment should include all stresses except the FMP incurred farm 
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net recharge, as well as groundwater pumpage or surface-water delivery to the field 

(changes in leakage). 

Therefore, the steady state simulation is run with the entire stream-canal-drain 

network as used later during the transient run. The requirement of a very shallow water 

level could lead in reality to the effect that canals turn into gaining streams. A hypothetic 

example provides the chance to create both configurations of a steady state aquifer head 

and a ground surface elevation being at least in part closer to each other than the depth of 

the root zone. On the other hand, the steady state aquifer head should not rise above 

ground surface or above the canal stage, because that would turn the canals unrealistically 

into "gaining rivers." 

To allow gravity outflow or minimal lift for pumping into the diversion canals, the 

river should be a losing river upstream. Contrary to that, in order to enable drains to be 

parallel to the stream, but not to be located deeper than the river bed, the river has to be 

incised and to be a gaining river downstream. 

3.3.2 Summary of Steady State Input and Boundary Conditions: 

Steady State Run 1: 

1. General head boundaries are created both at the upper western and lower eastern 

boundaries, such that western inflow into the model domain equals the eastern 

outflow out of the domain. 

2. In addition, a stream is introduced into the model, running west - east and 

incising into the eastern half of the model. 
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Steady State Run 2: 

1. An initial ground surface elevation (GSE) is formed being very close to the steady 

state head (H) from run 1, but always higher than that (GSEij of each cell> Hij). 

2. The GSE of the valley floor is incised downstream from where diversions are 

located (Figure 3.2). In the area of diversions, the valley floor should not be 

incised in order to preserve a north and southbound diversion with a horizontal 

slope. 

3. The canal beds in the model follow the slope of the ground surface. NOTE: The 

SFR1 package asks the user to define, for a stream segment, upstream and 

downstream elevations of the top of the streambed, in between which the 

streambed elevations for the respective segment are linearly interpolated. This 

method was not found suitable for the present test case, since an equally graded 

canal bed might cut through the water level and render the canal into gaining 

streams: 

An additional routine needed to be programmed for the SFR1, where the canals 

follow the slope of the ground surface. In this case, of course, it remains the 

responsibility of the modeler to assure that the course of the canal bed is not 

uphill. The routine was inserted into the SFR1-RP-module (GWF1SFR1RPS), 

which is read for each stress period. 

4. The top of streambeds of drain reaches is located at higher elevations than the top 

of streambeds of river reaches in parallel with the drain. 
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3.3.3 Result of Steady State Run 

The steady state run yielded an interactively found ground surface elevation (GSE), 

being close enough to the aquifer head that in transient runs a head-dependency of a 

model cell's irrigation delivery requirement could be demonstrated (Figure 3.3). In 

addition, since the canals ' slopes depend on the GSE slope, an incised valley was formed 

as an initial condition for a second steady state run. As to the drains, the steady state 

output yields that along drain model cells, the aquifer head is below the GSE, the drain 

bed is below the aquifer head but not lower than the top of stream beds in reaches 

running parallel to the drains. 

The interaction between the stream and the steady state head configuration represents 

a loosing river upstream, from which water is diverted into the canals, and a gaining river 

downstream, into which return flows are passed back (Figure 3.1 , Appendix 4.2). 

3.4 DEVELOPMENT STATE, TRANSIENT SIMULATION WITH FARM PACKAGE 

Although the groundwater flow equation is solved for aquifer heads, the actual 

interest in using the Farm Package in an example test case is to gain some insight as to 

how flow rates of irrigation demand and supply for each farm change, or within which 

range they vary, dependent on which drought policy scenario was used. In the future, real 

world models should not only be calibrated for known heads but also for flow rates. 

Aside from drought policy scenarios, other scenarios were run for the example model, 

where the sensitivity of the cumulative volumetric budget to changing input parameters 

was investigated. 
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Ground-Surface Elevation 
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Figure 3.3: Steady State Head Configuration of Example Problem (steady state run 2) 
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3.4.1 Transient State Input and Boundary Conditions 

In addition to the steady state input data, several new data input sets have to be read 

into the model in order to run a transient simulation, in which the irrigation demand 

drives both surface-water and groundwater supply. 

A comprehensive description of the general data input requirements for using the 

Farm Package can be obtained from the flow charts in Appendix 3.1- 3.7, which explain 

in detail which dimension, switches and flags for various application options are read 

from the first line of the FMP Input File (FMP1AL), and which data sets are read further 

for the entire simulation (FMP1RQ), or for each stress period (FMP1RP). Also, the input 

instructions are thoroughly explained in the user guide of the Farm Package (Schmid et 

al., 2004). In addition, examples of the input files for the various scenarios run for the test 

model are included in Appendix 4.3. 

Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5, and Figure 3.6 visualize the 2D identifier array, which are read 

from the FMP input file for farms, crop types, and soil types, as well as some attributes or 

attribute lists related to those arrays. Although the FMP could read all arrays and lists 

directly from the input file, the user is advised to simply cross reference in the input file 

to other secondary files containing the 2D arrays, or attribute lists. If the content of cross

referenced files is already displayed in the graphs mentioned, then they are not 

additionally listed in Appendix 4.3. However, files which change their content from 

scenario to scenario, or are only invoked for certain scenarios, are indeed listed in 

Appendix 4. 3. 
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Each FMP input file stands for a specific constellation of conditions related to farms, 

crops, soils, climate, policies, surface-water/ground-water supply options, and result 

printing related features. However, one FMP input file (Table 3.1), should demonstrate in 

an exemplary way which data are read from the input file for the transient model. The 

output list file and the input files for various other drought policy scenarios and 

"parameter-change" scenarios are included in Appendix 4.3. 

In addition to the steady state specification of boundary conditions, there are no 

additional boundary conditions "prescribed" for the transient run. The head-dependent 

flux-boundaries of Farm-Well Discharge and Farm-Net-Recharge are "calculated" 

iteratively by the Farm Package based on the FMP and SFR1 specific input conditions 

read for the transient model run. 

The steady state SFR1 input file was applied to each of the stress periods of the 

transient simulation as well. The stress period specific data are re-used at every stress 

period (Appendix 4.1 , Appendix 4.3). To keep the streamflow and diversion rates into 

canal segment constant was a declared objective of the test case simulation, in order to 

make the Farm Package specific output information more transparent. 
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of Soil Types (Transient Model Run) 
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3.4.2 Result ofTransient Run 

As mentioned above, the objective of the example test case is to present "flow rate" 

as opposed to "head" information. As to the latter, a head configuration plot for the case 

of the deficit-irrigation drought policy is shown in Figure 3.9 (Chapter 3.4.2.1). 

Secondly, results are displayed and discussed for three drought policies, for how flow 

rates of irrigation demand and supply for each farm change over time (Figure 3.10 to 

Figure 3.12; Chapter 3.4.2.2). 

Thirdly, the sensitivity of the cumulative volumetric budget of 55 model runs to 

scenarios with changing drought policies (Figure 3.13 and Table 3.3), and/or changing 

input parameters (Figure 3.14 and Table 3.3), was investigated in Chapter 3.4.2.3. 

Sine one representative head configuration and all cumulative volumetric budgets are 

already sufficiently displayed in graphs and tables, the rather lengthy and difficult to read 

MODFLOW list files for a total of 55 model runs were omitted and not printed to the 

Appendix as one might have expected. 

3.4.2.1 Transient Head Configuration for Deficit-Irrigation Scenario 

For deficit-irrigation, all available irrigation water supplies from surface-water and 

groundwater are made available to the crops, even though not meeting their demand. That 

is, both water-sources are used to their maximum, contrary to other scenarios, where the 

shortage water supply actually is reduced further due to un-profitability or because the 

priority crops chosen do not demand all of the water. Therefore, with the selection of 
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deficit-irrigation a most pronounced effect of the groundwater pumpage on the aquifer 

head can be visualized. A similar head configuration could have been achieved as well 

with the "Zero" Scenario where also all water is used, but the crops' consumption is not 

assumed to be in deficit but rather taken to be supplied by imported sources. 

3.4.2.2 Time Series of Irrigation Demand and Surface-Water- & Groundwater Supply 

The output time series in Figure 3.10 to Figure 3.12 show for three different drought 

policy scenarios: 

1. an initial "pre-drought" delivery requirement and potential surface- and 

groundwater supply, and 

2. in case of a groundwater insufficiency, how each farm's delivery requirement and 

the actual surface- and groundwater supply change under different drought policy 

scenarios. 

All graphs show time series of weekly averages of the total farm delivery requirement 

over each time step, which are based on average values of consumptive use, root zone 

depth, and precipitation (if 'when-to-read-flag' = 1; option highlighted in orange in 

example input file in Table 3.1 ). The curves showing the surface-water and groundwater 

supply are also time discretized into weekly values, as long as they do not meet or exceed 

their constraining limits. Those upper bounds are for surface-water supply the allotment 

rate per farm, calculated from allotment heights specified for each stress period (0.2, 0.3 , 
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0.1, and 0.05 m)35
, and for groundwater the cumulative maximum well-capacity of a 

farm. That is, if those bounds are exceeded, the supply curves render into step function 

like curves. 

If the user decides to enter the consumptive use, the root zone depth, and the 

precipitation per stress period ('when-to-read-flag' = 2), then the TFDR curve will also 

be a step function type curve. Although no time series graphs are displayed for this 

option, the sensitivity of the volumetric budget to this option is analyzed in Chapter 

3.4.2.3. 

3 .4.2.2.1 Acreage-Optimization 

After the program finds an initial Total Farm Delivery Requirement (TFDR-INI; light 

green curve), it gets diminished to the final TFDR (TFDR-FIN; dark green curve) as a 

result of the optimization of the farm's acreage, so that the demand is forced to be equal 

to or less than the potential supply. And indeed, in the case displayed, the actual supply is 

even less than the potential supply. Both farms 1 and 3 show that the surface-water 

supply (SWDEL-FIN; maroon curve) actually falls behind the initially available supply 

(SWDEL-INI; pink curve). This occurs at a peak demand during the second half of stress 

period 2 (irrigation season 2), which is equivalent to time steps 20 to 26 (weeks 20 to 26) 

in Figure 3.10. Also farm 4 shows for groundwater, that the final groundwater 

requirement and actual pumping rate after the optimization (QREQ-FIN; dark blue curve 

35 The allotment during peak irrigation season 3 of 0.1 m ( 4"), was chosen, since such a number was 

actually used in the year 2003 by the Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBID, 2003) 
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& Q-FIN; dashed red curve), is not only scaled down way below the original requirement 

(QREQ-INI; light blue curve), but drops below the cumulative maximum well-capacity 

of farm 4 of 8000 m3 /day. 

Both phenomena have simple reasons. The surface-water un-profitability for some 

acreage of farms 1 and 3 is a result of high surface-water costs. Current common water 

prices for surface-water in the Southwest (ca. 30 to 80 $per acre-foot= 2.5 to 6.4 cents 

per m3
; after Hanson, written communication, 2004); after EBID, 2003), would not cause 

any reduction of surface-water use. This is why- in order to demonstrate this feature of 

the Farm Package- a higher price of 300 $per acre-foot was assumed ( = 28 cents per 

m3
; Table 3.1), which does not seem unrealistic in the long run, considering increasing 

water shortages in the Southwest. The reduction of groundwater use beyond the available 

maximum capacity in farm 4 depends on the lift from the wellhead to the farm's cells on 

the surface. Both wells of farm 4 are located downstream (downhill) of the farm, which 

requires pumping the water back uphill onto the field. Although the Farm Package also 

assigns water cost related to aquifer head-dependency, this does not seem to affect any of 

the four farms in the model, because the drawdown never exceeds more than around 3 to 

4 meters. 

3.4.2.2.2 Deficit-Irrigation with Water-Stacking on Priority Crops 

As described in Chapter 2.4.4.4, stacking water onto priority crops may cause are

calculation of the actual supply needed to satisfy those crops' demand. In the present 

case, the priority crop chosen is pecans, which makes sense, since no farmer would 
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immediately cut down his pecan orchards in a drought year, but rather would fallow other 

annual crops (here: alfalfa, onion). As Figure 3.11 demonstrates, the final groundwater 

pumping requirement for farms 1, 3, and 4 is still not enough to satisfy the pecan 

orchards' demand. Therefore, the final actual pumping rate ( Q-FIN; dashed red curve) 

falls below the final groundwater requirement, which would have been necessary for the 

pecan orchards' demand (QREQ-FIN; dark blue curve). 

3.4.2.2.3 Deficit-Irrigation 

After applying the deficit-irrigation drought policy, the requirement for surface-water 

or groundwater remains the same as before the application of the policy. The only visible 

effect is that the actual available supply of groundwater falls way below the needed 

demand, which is indicated as the dashed red curve dropping below the blue curve. 

Notice that one important numerical feature of the deficit-irrigation policy does not 

show up in the demand and supply time series. By applying the shortage supply equally 

distributed over the farm's cells, some cells may actually still be sufficiently supplied, 

whereas other cells of other crops only receive insufficient supply, i.e. the net recharge 

into the aquifer is reduced for those cells, and iteratively updated (see Chapters 2.4.3.2.3 

and 2.4.4.4). 

A "zero" scenario, where no policy is applied at all, would generally produce almost 

the same graphs for the four farms, except that in the model the consumptive use, i.e. the 

actual crop evapotranspiration, would reach its maximum possible value by 

supplementing the demand sufficiently through imported water (pipeline, trucked, etc.), 

and the net recharge into the aquifer would therefore not be reduced. 
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3.4.2.3 Sensitivity ofthe Cumulative Volumetric Budget to Various Scenarios 

Although usually a sensitivity analysis for a groundwater model would try to explore 

the sensitivity of a model's output aquifer head to changes in aquifer or streambed 

hydraulic parameters, the test simulation presented aims rather at verifying, how each 

applied drought policy and/or the changing of the most uncertain estimated parameters 

influences flow rates in the cumulative volumetric budget of the model. The objective to 

check for the flow rate sensitivity- rather than head sensitivity- was pursued, since in 

general the Farm Package's main goal is to determine surface-water and/or groundwater 

supply flow rates. 

The respective cumulative volumetric budgets of 55 model runs are compiled in 

Table 3.3 (5 drought policies x 11 parameter-changing scenarios). Five drought policy 

budgets related to one specific data input constellation, and the five most sensitive 

'parameter-change' scenarios related to one drought policy (acreage-optimization) are 

selectively illustrated as pie diagrams in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 and highlighted in 

gray in Table 3.3. The following list explains which parameters were modified, and what 

the respective acronyms in Figure 3.13, Figure 3.14, and Table 3.3 mean: 

~ Fractions of transpiration & evaporation of consumptive use (for values see files 

CROPCOEF* .IN in Appendix 4.3): 

o KS = Kt or Ke (fractions of Cons. Use) are Some representative values, 

o KO = Ke is!!, i.e. all consumptive use is transpiratory. 
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~ Fractions of In-efficient losses to surface-water-runoff related to irrigaiton or 

precipitation (for values see file INEFFSW.IN in Appendix 4.3): 

o IS = IEsw1 and IEswP are Some representative values, 

o IO = IEsw1 and IEswP are Q., i.e. all in-efficient losses to deep percolation, 

o I1 = IEsw1 and IEswP are 1, i.e. all in-efficient losses to surface-water runoff 

(no net-recharge into the aquifer). 

~ Depth of capillary fringe of specific soil type (for values see file SOILLIST.IN in 

Appendix 4. 3): 

o S 1 = representative values 

o S2 = S 1-values increased by 50% 

Aside from the effect of changing single parameter values, the sensitivity analysis also 

looked at the effect of changing entire methods, such as: 

~ The selection of the purely 'conceptual' consumptive use concept 1 versus the 

'analytical solution based' consumptive use concept 2 (CC1 versus CC2) (see 

Chapter 2.4.2.2.1 on page 69f). 

~ The calculation of time step averages for root zone depth, consumptive use, and 

precipitation from time series36
, versus reading all three parameters for each stress 

period (R1C1P1 versus R2C2P2). For the scenarios R2C2P2, stress period 

averages over 3 months were built from the pre-existing weekly time series. 

36 time step averages calculated from time series, and from crop-specific coefficients for calculating 

growing degree days (GDD), crop factors, and root zone depth (see page 151, FMP1-RQ in Appendix 3.2, 

and Appendix 4.3). 
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3.4.2.3.1 Drought Policy Scenarios (compare Figure 3.13 and Table 3.3) 

The flow rates of interest within the cumulative volumetric budget with respect to 

sensitivity are the Farm Well Discharge and the Farm Net-Recharge. Both flow rates in 

the budget seem to be most sensitive to non-economically based drought scenarios. While 

for deficit-irrigation, always the maximum possible rate is pumped ( 4,263 ,595 m3 first 

column from left in Table 3.3; 20% ofbudget in center pie diagram of Figure 3.13), the 

stacking of water onto priority crops (here: pecans) may for some farms or for some 

periods of time be sufficient, or for other farms and other time period be still insufficient. 

Although deficit irrigation with water-stacking may be based on some practical or 

economic aspects, such as not to fallow perennial orchards, it is still an intuitive policy, 

since the farmer can never predict whether this response to a drought will actually 

provide enough water for the priority crops. In the present case, obviously over longer 

periods of time and for the majority of pecan cells, water-supply with groundwater was 

sufficient, which results in the lowest total flow rate or lowest budget percentage for farm 

well pumping (2,873,071 m3 in first column from left in Table 3.3; 14% in pie diagram 

second from right in Figure 3.13) compared to other scenarios. 

3.4.2.3.2 Parameter-Changing Scenarios (compare Figure 3.14 and Table 3.3) 

When comparing 'parameter-changing' scenarios for one drought policy (acreage

optimization; Table 3.3, row 1, highlighted in gray), it is evident that the maximum of 

farm well pumping occurs by using the consumptive use concept 1 (CCI), or by sending 

all in-efficient losses to surface-water runoff (I 1) combined with assuming no crop 

evaporation but only crop transpiration (KO). 
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CC 1: The consumptive use concept 1 ignores a reduction of the crop consumptive use 

due to anoxia and wilting, and therefore potentially tends to overestimate both the 

consumptive use and the irrigation requirement. That reflects on groundwater 

pumping as the secondary source of water supply, as soon as surface-water is 

insufficiently provided, i.e. the pumping requirement is highest (4,857,745 m3 

fifth column from right in Table 3.3; 22% in center pie diagram in Figure 3.14). 

KO-I1: If no net recharge into the aquifer occurs (11) (0% net recharge inflow in pie 

diagram second from left in Figure 3.14 ), then the aquifer head does not tend to 

rise in response, i.e. the contribution of root uptake from groundwater to the crops 

consumptive use is minimized. If at the same time the consumptive use is highest, 

since it is to 100 % transpiratory (KO), then a maximum of irrigation pumping 

requirement, as reached in companson with other scenanos, IS explainable 

(4,337,838 m3 in fifth column from left in Table 3.3; 21% in pie diagram second 

from left in Figure 3.14). 

It does not seem very realistic to assume that 0% of the in-efficient losses are to 

percolate beyond the root zone, and 100% are to be sent to drains. Contrary to that, taking 

the in-efficient losses to runoff to be zero does make sense in certain cases, for instance 

in the case of basin level irrigation, as predominantly found in the Elephant Butte 

Irrigation District in New Mexico. Choosing the inefficient losses to entirely percolate to 

the aquifer (10) leads to an increase in farm net-recharge into the aquifer (2,593,636 m3 in 

third column from left in Table 3.3 ; 12% in pie diagram first from left in Figure 3.14), but 
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to a decrease in groundwater pumpage, since probably phreatophytic trees like pecans are 

benefiting from a slightly elevated water level (3,606, 110 m3 in third column from left in 

Table 3.3; 16% in pie diagram first from left in Figure 3.14). Sending no in-efficient 

losses to drains in turn, might cause a relatively low drain stage, which could be the 

reason for a minimum in stream-leakage into the aquifer (1,490,936 m3 in third column 

from left in Table 3.3; 7% in pie diagram first from left in Figure 3.14). 

Another scenano, which resulted in a considerable reduction of groundwater 

pumpage, is to increase the capillary fringe of all three soil types by 50%. Compared to 

the same scenarios with the original and more realistic values for the capillary fringe 

(values see SOILLIST.IN in Appendix 4.3), the farm well discharge necessary for the 

applied drought scenario of acreage-optimization dropped by around 4 to 8%, when at the 

same time using consumptive use concept 2 (fourth column from right versus first 

column from left in Table 3.3), and by around 10 to 13%, when at the same time using 

consumptive use concept 1 (third versus first column from right in Table 3.3). In general, 

more root uptake from groundwater will occur if the capillary fringe reaches deeper. 

Hence, less irrigation water supply is required. 

Lastly, when using read-in parameters for each stress period for root zone depth, 

consumptive use, and precipitation (R2C2P2), versus time step averages for the same 

parameters from time series (R1C1P1), then the change from crop consumptive use 

concept 2 to the simpler 'purely' conceptual concept 1 has a more pronounced effect on 

the range between minimum and maximum flow rates. That is, the higher flow rate for 
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farm net-recharge for concept 1 (compare page 202) is even higher when using it jointly 

with stress period values (R2C2P2) as opposed to time step averages (R1C1P1) (first 

versus fourth column from right in Table 3.3). On the other hand, the lower flow rate for 

farm net-recharge for concept 2 is even lower, if just stress period values for root zone 

depth, consumptive use, and precipitation are used (second column from right versus first 

column from left in Table 3.3). 

3 .4.2.3 .3 Statistical Summary Analysis for all Scenarios 

Table 3.2 lists, for all scenarios, the means, standard deviations, and confidence 

intervals (95%) of all flow rates going in and out of the aquifer. The percent deviation of 

the confidence interval from the mean flow rate describes how the sensitivity of each 

source' s flow rates was influenced by the scenarios. In general, the impact on the Farm 

Net Recharge out of the aquifer was much higher, with 8.3% deviation, than on the Farm 

Well Discharge, with 4.7%. Of course, the sensitivity of the Farm Net Recharge going 

into the aquifer is highest, with around 19% deviation, since sometimes unrealistic 

scenarios were used, where either all or non of the in-efficient losses were sent to deep 

percolation. 

Aside from analyzing the sensitivity of the scenanos by the deviation from the 

absolute volumetric mean flow rates, ranges of relative percentages of the cumulative 

volumetric budget were compiled for all 55 scenarios (right three columns of Table 3.2). 

This comparison can only be made, since the variability of the total-in and total-out flows 

for all the scenarios was very small ( 1.25 % ). 
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mean [m3
] ~tandard- confidence interval Yo ofTOTAL 

~eviation interval deviation min !max max 

[m3] 95 %) from mean minus 

min 

IN Storage 4657949 724344 191431 4.11% 17% 28% 11% 

peneral Head Boundary 14049938 48062 12702 0.09% 59% 71% 12% 

Stream Leakage 1885154 246053 65027 3.45% 7% 10% 4% 

Farm Wells 0 0 0% 0% 0% 

Farm Net Recharge 1119040 810352 214161 19.14% 0% 13% 13% 

!TOTAL IN 21712082 1030866 272438 1.25% 

pur Storage 1271824 583276 154149 12.12% 2% 11% 9% 

KJeneral Head Boundary 10773873 41153 10876 0.10% 44% 55% 10% 

Stream Leakage 3420838 248407 65649 1.92% 12% 19% 6% 

Farm Wells 4070640 723595 191233 4.70% 12% 25% 12% 

farm Net Recharge 2174961 680672 179889 8.27% 6% 18% 11% 

TOTAL OUT 21712136 1030834 272430 1.25% 

Table 3.2: Variability of Cumulative Water Budget Volumes into and out ofthe Aquifer 

over all Model Runs 

Both the application of different drought policies and the changing of some estimated 

parameters resulted in a fluctuation of the Farm Well Discharge portion of the cumulative 

budget by 12% (minimum minus maximum), of the Farm Net-Recharge portion out of 

the aquifer by 11%, and of the Farm Net Recharge portion into the aquifer by 13%. This 

again shows that the farm well discharge is less sensitive to changes in policies or 

parameters than the farm net recharge over all the various scenarios runs. 
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Finally, the probability density functions of all inflows and all outflows are plotted in 

Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 in order to explore the sensitivity of the sources and sinks as a 

whole. The probability distribution of the farm net recharge and farm well discharge 

resembles the one of the flow rates into and out of storage. The distribution of General 

Head Boundary flow rates and stream leakage flow rates are comparatively narrow, 

meaning they are less sensitive to the applied scenarios. 

It can be inferred that most of the flow out of the aquifer via farm well discharge and 

farm net recharge is taken out of storage, or in other words, is provided by the drainage 

porosity of the unconfmed aquifer. Only a small amount is apparently supplied by 

inflows across the general head boundary. 

3.5 SUMMARY OF THE EXAMPLE PROBLEM 

A hypothetical example problem was simulated with MODFLOW-2000 using FMP 

jointly with SFR1 in 55 different scenarios (5 drought policy scenarios x 11 parameter

changing scenarios). 

The model domain consists of an alluvial valley with a slight inclination from west to 

east, so that the streamflow in canals can follow gravity. A predevelopment steady state 

simulation with a general head boundary and a stream-canal-drain network, and secondly 

a development state transient run with the Farm Package was carried out ( 4 farms, 10 

farm wells, 3 crop types, 3 soil types). Time series (.1t = 1 week) of irrigation delivery 

requirements for different farms and surface-water and groundwater supply were plotted. 
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Cumulative water budget volumes of ' farm well discharge into the aquifer' and ' farm 

net recharge into and out of the aquifer' were found to be more sensitive to non

economically based drought policy scenarios (Deficit Irrigation, Water Stacking), than to 

economically based policy scenarios (Acreage-Optimization). In addition, their 

variability was higher when using the more simplistic ' conceptual' Consumptive Use 

Concept 1 as opposed to the 'analytical solution based' Concept 2. 

Extreme variabilities of resulting well pumpage and net recharge volumes were also 

found, if estimated parameters were pushed to extreme values, such as 0.0, or 1.0 

(fraction in-efficient losses to runoff IEsw = 0, or = 1; fraction of transpiratory 

consumptive use Kt = 1 & fraction evaporative consumptive use Ke = 0), or if values for 

root zone depth, consumptive use, and precipitation were read per stress period as 

opposed to be calculated as averages over weekly time steps from daily time series. 

In general, farm net recharge volumes appeared more sensitive to changes in policies 

or parameter values than farm well discharge volumes. The deviation of the confidence 

interval (95%) from the mean volume yielded for Farm Well Discharge around 5%, and 

for 'Net Recharge out of the aquifer' around 8%, and for 'Net Recharge into the aquifer ' 

around 19%. 
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Probability Density Funciton of all Inflows into the Aquifer 
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Figure 3.7: Probability Density Functions of all Cumulative Inflows into the Aquifer. 

Probability Density Funciton of all Outflows out of the Aquifer 
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Figure 3.8: Probability Density Functions of all Cumulative Outflows out of the Aquifer. 
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Figure 3.9: Transient Head Configuration for Peak Demand & Deficit Irrigation Drought 

Policy Scenario (Stress Period 3, Time Step 13,Transient Model Run), 

( other elements in graph see steady state run, Figure 3 .1) 
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Drought Policy Cumulative Volumes [m3
] Sensitivity Scenar ios MEAN Standard-

Scenarios: R1C1P1 R2C2P2 Deviation 

CC2-S1 - CC2-S1- CC2-S1- CC2-S1- CC2-S1- CC2-S1 - CC1 -S1 - CC2-S2- CC1-S2- CC2-S1 - CC1 -S1-
KS-IS KS-11 KS-10 KO-IS K0-11 K0-10 KS-IS KS-IS KS-IS KS-IS KS-IS 

Acreage- IN Storage 3971550 4479312 i 3902537 4191527 4724183 4086776 4810040 4600975 5606971 3650851 453895.: 4414879 541054 
Optimization General Head Boundary 14017302. 14053302 13984413 14045494 14084530 14004713 14050710 14055122 14091671 14032199 14074424 14044898 33220 

Stream Leakage 1696836 1942054 · 1490936 1737676 2002047 1503951 1957394 1897038 2253042 1794044 2073699 1849883 233604 

Farm Wells 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 o: 0 0 0 0 0 

Farm Net Recharge 1169928, 0 ~ 2593636 1246683 1 .,, ' ·o1 2780212 1467757 909251 ' 1031317 756521 ! 1211251 1196960 877710 

TOTAL IN 208556161 20474668 ~ 21971522 21221380 20810760 22375650 22285902 21462386: 22983000 20233616 21898330 21506621 871 124 

pur Storage 1228986 566250 ' 2240884 1288492 622721 ' 2411241 1231140 1297853: 1362069 853206 759068 1260174 600481 

General Head Boundary 1~792842! 10789705 10804754 10813346 10804389 10829817 10748870 10775510' 10748165 10730244 10722300 10778177 35821 

Stream Leakage 3564279 3300504 3895122 3542987
1 

3262652 3897928 3371542 3386205: 3140857 34286341 3250081 3458254 249679 

Farm Wells 38674321 4117822 1 3606110 4104053 43378381 3756177 4851745 36973641 4295112 3646495~ 5201360 4134682 514185 

Farm Net Recharge 1402208 1700392 1424709 1472529 1 ' 17831971 1480518 2082554 2305501 ~ 3436821 1575317 1965441 1875381 595692 

TOTAL OUT 208557481 20474672 , 21971580 21221408 , 20810798 22375682 22285850 214624321 22983022 202338961 2189825€ 21506668 871071 

IN-OUT -132 -4 -58 -28 -38 -32 52 -46 -22 -280 74 -47 94 

PERCENT DISCREPANCY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 
Acreage- IN Storage 3963097l 4463772 3915808 4177518 4725519 4088039 4814752 4604943 5613719 3650851 4539341 4414305 542927 
Optimization General Head Boundary 14017385 14052322 13984639 14045544 14084671 14004889 14051981 14055260 14092266 14032199 14074458 14045056 33260 
INith Water Con-

Stream Leakage 16931091 1936041 1490291 1736925 2002190 1502501 1963242 1895732 2253973 1794044 2073710 1849251 234391 
servation Pool 

Farm Wells 

116810~1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Farm Net Recharge 0 2595059 1247259 0 2781408 1463732 909581 1030131 756521 121130L 1196645 878050 

TOTAL IN 208416941 20452134 21985794 21207244 20812380 22376836 22293706 21465516 22990088 20233616 21898810 21505256 877995 

OUT Storage 1249039j 578573 2243425 1283803 623394 2418401 1242385 1306776 1362499 853206 759060 1265505 600700 

General Head Boundary 107~271 10793414 10803892 10815291 10804315 10831600 10752787 10777796 10748045 10730244 1072229r 10779828 36278 

Stream Leakage 3572139 3306647 3896707 3547002 3264183 3904645 3373754 3390252 3140857 3428634 325016€ 3461362 250914 

Farm Wells 3820684 4084591 3616375 4088416 4337688 3743166 4819623 3683025 4299600 3646495 5202294 4121996 514108 

Farm Net Recharge 14014601 1688846 1425414 1472762 1782869 1479073 2105182 2307697 3439073 1575317 196496( 1876605 597701 

TOTAL OUT 20841748\ 20452072 21985812 21207274 20812448 22376884 22293730 21465546 22990072 20233896 2189877€ 21505296 87795~ 

IN - OUT -54 62 -18 -30 -68 -48 -24 -30 16 -280 34 -40 8~ 

PERCENT DISCREPANCY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 

Table 3.3: Cumulative Volumetric Budget for Entire Model at End of Time Step 13 in Stress Period 4 [m3
] 

Legend for Scenario Acronyms see page 199 

Grey fields indicate volumetric budgets, which are visualized as pie-diagrams in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14. 

N 
........ 
w 



Drought Policy Cumulative Volumes [m 3
] Sensitivity Scenarios MEAN Standard-

Scenarios: R1C1P1 R2C2P2 Deviation 

CC2-S1- CC2-S1 - CC2-S1 - CC2-S1- CC2-S1- CC2-S1 - CC1 -S1 - CC2-S2- CC1-S2- CC2-S1 - CC1 -S1-
KS-IS KS-11 KS-10 KO-IS K0-11 K0-10 KS-IS KS-IS KS-IS KS-IS KS-IS 

1 UetiCit-lrngatlon IN Storage 4931234 5181625 4982913 5431051 5658695 5557183 5909665 5578063 6823724 4495504 575796( 5482511 610230 

General Head Boundary 14056385 14084822 14030073 14102724 14132101 14073549 14106379 14096398 14152149 14063221 14133631 14093767 36864 

Stream Leakage 1~38211 1 2049821 1627267 1953544 2168222 1713068 2068380 2004395 2325526 1915529 223351 ( 1990680 212543 

Farm Wells 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Farm Net Recharge 998390 0 2152826 1030309 0 2214927 1109584 834663 836471 607943 786693 961073 710957 

TOTAL IN 21824220, 21316268 22793080 22517628 21959018 23558726 23194008 22513516 24137868 21082196 22911808 22528031 932374 

puT Storage 1329538~ 567957 2344954 1275081 552713 2331181 1334360 1448306 1503000 1040700 935209 1333000 591929 

General Head Boundary 10759817 10743817 10777463 10744282 10728390 10760367 10718375 10756144 10723547 10714199 10692089 10738045 25093 

Stream Leakage 3395634 3202108 3610938 3293307 3105209 3498209 3148407 3232514 2937160 3310049 302783° 3251033 199919 

' Farm Wells 4263595 4551703 3933563 4812744 5008919 4526232 5223093 3948988 4694871 3895945 5627751: 4589765 561199 

Farm Net Recharge 2075695 2250713 2126189 2392256 2563808 2442767 2769871 3127677 4279315 2121533 262891€ 2616249 635991 

TOTAL OUT 21824278! 21316296 22793108 22517670 21959038 23558756 23194106 22513630 24137892 21082428 22911804 22528091 932344 

IN-OUT -58 -28 -28 -42 -20 -30 -98 -114 -24 -232 4 -61 66 

PERCENT DISCREPANCY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _(l 0 0 
Deficit-Irrigation IN Storage 3676066] 4101050 3683015 4087440 4472170 4137953 4442458 4251510 5094782 3393050 3906749 4113295 464619 
'NithWater- General Head Boundary 13968763 13996368 13931953 13984057 14013649 13950260 13993046 14007174 14033675 14033660 14030993 13994873 34018 
Stacking 

Stream Leakage .~ .. 601436~ 1808990 1430134 1643034 1854413 1453645 1805757 1795296 2067152 1767156 196801!i 1745003 197821 

Farm Wells :t. 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Farm Net Recharge ;· 955438] 0 2221053 1033498 0 2388893 1045702 841435 833421 638623 662078 965467 755629 

TOTAL IN 20201702! 19906408 21266154 20748028 20340234 21930750 21286962 20895416 22029030 19832490 20567834 20818637 748956 

OUT Storage 12691411 558918 2364710 1284711 578571 2477719 1288573 1327279 1359145 802643 67614r 1271596 649887 

General Head Boundary 10831261 10812773 10843374 10822617 10804015 10841614 10815664 10819704 10819748 10834685 1083067~ 10825102 12317 

Stream Leakage 36469811 3402669 3956461 3582483 3337702 3892119 3451665 3466315 3242119 3567331 341352~ 3541761 221164 

Farm Wells '2873071 3246383 2597639 3282102 3571872 2949708 3363118 2758304 2811362 2984096 3260974 3063512 299617 

Farm Net Recharge 1581368 1885717 1503953 1776186 2048136 1769598 2367991 2523857 3796763 1644034 2386517 2116738 656070 

TOTAL OUT 202018221 19906460 21266136 20748098 20340296 21930758 21287010 20895460 22029138 19832788 205678~6 20818709 748917 

IN-OUT -120 -52 18 -70 -62 -8 -48 -44 -108 -298 -2 -72 86 

PERCENT DISCREPANCY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
"Zero" IN Storage 4311385) 5111011 4113962 4693345 5551885 4493387 5183961 4956229 6127739 3987138 4982286 4864757 637135 
Scenario General Head Boundary 14032966, 14083341 13996370 14072479 14130053 14029409 14081448 14072974 14128361 14048565 14106105 14071097 41865 

Stream Leakage 1788563 2132086 1524118 1903478 2294962 1578634 2118167 1989662 2444112 1889232 223747 f 1990954 290095 

Farm Wells 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 

Farm Net Recharge 1246848! 0 2658936 1362230 0 2876250 1691027 920392 1104131 761285 140452C 1275056 913654 

TOTAL IN 213797601 21326438 22293386 22031532 21976900 22977680 23074602 21939258 23804344 20686218 2273038E 22201864 900400 

OUT Storage 1224960 543108 2239341 1145359 511834 2237932 1215801 1330720 1377648 911799 778791 1228845 580210 

General Head Boundary 10768695 10744785 10793960 10754066 10729621 10778228 10733615 10763456 10735743 10720725 10707474 10748215 26117 

Stream Leakage 3522933 321 1156 3870249 3447969 3121899 3802036 3317282 3349740 3074936 3396531 3194837 3391779 258762 

Farm Wells 4113094; 4547054 3721550 4671602 5004744 4258514 5048616 3835411 4488596 3759158 5427382 4443247 567157 

Farm Net Recharge 1750226 2280319 1668369 2012597 2608777 1900980 2759293 2660036 4127459 1898165 2621912 2389830 69966~ 

TOTAL OUT 21379908 21326422 22293468 22031594 21976876 22977690 23074606 21939362 23804382 20686376 2273039_§ 22201916 90036E 

IN - OUT -148 16 -82 -62 24 -10 -4 -104 -38 -158 -a -52 64 

PERCENT DISCREPANCY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 ( 

Table 3.3 (Continued): Cumulative Volumetric Budget for Entire Model at End of Time Step 13 in Stress Period 4 [m3
] 

N 
........ 
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7% 6% 7% 6% 

Drought Policy: Drought Policy: 
Acreage-Optimization Acreage-Optimization 

with Water Conservation Pool 

Sensitivity Scenario (one sensitivity scenario, since drought policy is variable): 

-~ INFLOWS INTO THE AQUIFER ~-

64% 69% 

--OUTFLOWS OUT OF THE AQUIFER --

10% 6% 

Drought Policy: 
Deficit-Irrigation 

8% 6% 

Drought Policy: 
Deficit-Irrigation 
with Water-Stacking 

R1C1P1: Time Step Averages for Root Zone Depth , Consumptive Use, Precipitation, from Time Series 

C2-S1-KS-IS: consumptive Use concept2 ; soil Capillary Fringe 1; K1 or K 8 (%CU) = some Value; Jneffident Losses to SW-Runoff = some Value 

66% 
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0 Storage D General Head Boundary 13 Stream Leakage ~Farm Wells ~Farm Net Recharge 

Figure 3.13: Sensitivity of the Cumulative Volumetric Budget to different Drought Policy Scenarios 

(Percentages of Inflows and Outflows; Budget at the End of Stress Period 4) 
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-~ INFLOWS INTO THE AQUIFER --

10% 0% 

63% 62% 66% 

--OUTFLOWS OUT OF THE AQUIFER--

6% 10% 9% 3% 9% 6% 11% 6% 

2101

~ililill 
51% 

Drought Policy (one drought policy, since sensitivity scenarios are variable): Acreage-Optimization 

Sensitivity Scenarios: 
R1C1 P1: Time Step Averages for Root Zone Depth, consumptive Use, precipitation, from Time Series 

I CC2-S1-KS-/O: CC2-S1-K0-11 : CC1-S1-KS-/S: CC2-S2-KS-IS: 
Consumptive Use Concept 2 Consumptive Use Concept 2 Consumptive Use Concept 1 Consumptive Use Concept 2 

Soil Capillary Fringe 1 Soil Capillary Fringe 1 Soil Capillary Fringe 1 Soil Capillary Fringe 2 

Kt or Ke (%CU) =Some Value Ke (%CU) = 0 (all transpir.) Kt or Ke (%CU) =Some Value Kt or Ke (%CU) = Some Value 
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CHAPTER4 

ONGOING AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS 

4.1 FARM PACKAGE TEST MODEL IN THE SOUTHERN RINCON VALLEY, NEW 

MEXICO 

The Farm Package (FMP) and Stream-Flow Routing Package (Prudic et al. , 2004) for 

MODFLOW-2000, as well as their linkage are being tested in one or several test areas 

within the domain of the Rincon-Mesilla Groundwater Model (Weeden & Maddock, 

1999) developed for the New Mexico-Texas Settlement Commission for the Lower Rio 

Grande of New Mexico. The State ofNew Mexico adjudication of the lower Rio Grande 

requires that water quantities be specified to water users of the Rincon and Mesilla 

Valley. In lieu of metering groundwater pumping, using the FMP allows the estimation of 

supplemental groundwater use required to sustain the crops growth for historic periods, 

or to forecast such estimates for different drought scenarios. 

The FMP will be tested by a pilot project located within the scope of the Rincon

Mesilla Groundwater Model (Supervision: Dr. J.P. King, New Mexico State University). 

The pilot project area is a section of the Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBID). The 

project area is sited in the Southern Rincon Valley between Hatch and Selden Canyon, to 

the west of San Diego Mountain (see Figure 4.1). 

In order to test for possible weaknesses and errors of the new Farm Package, the 

objective is to keep uncertainties low, which may - for example - be related to 
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difficulties in defining boundary conditions. That is why the area is chosen such that the 

farm irrigation area is laterally mostly adjacent to very low conductive or no-flow 

boundaries (e.g. Hayner Ranch - Fanglomerates, Eocene Lahars, Upper Santa Fe 

Alluvium). However some lateral inflow into the modeling domain from the Jornada 

Basin in the NE of the study area (Camp Rice Formation with ancestral Rio Grande 

fluvial deposits) or upwelling from a lower confined aquifer (Hayner Ranch formation) 

through the confining bed (Rincon Valley Formation) into the Alluvial Aquifer should be 

accounted for in the model, simulated by MODFLOW-2000 with SFR1 and FMP. 

Because of the Rio Grande Compact requirement to specify water quantities to users, 

ultimately the EBID is obliged to deliver such information for its district. Therefore, the 

application of the FMP to the entire EBID is desirable. Optimally the Farm Package will 

be included into the new GIS-supported Rincon-Mesilla Groundwater Model (Weeden & 

Maddock, 1999), which is being currently updated by the Office of the State Engineer. 
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4.2 FARM PACKAGE APPLICATION TO THE UPGRADE OF THE USGS CENTRAL

VALLEY REGIONAL AQUIFER SYSTEM ANALYSIS, CALIFORNIA 

The Farm Package approach for simulating the ground-water and surface-water 

components of the irrigation hydrologic cycle is particularly useful in the Central Valley 

where ground-water pumping is not metered. In contrast to the small-scale and detailed 

Rincon Valley test case, the Central Valley application will test the FMP on a regional 

scale in an alluvial aquifer system, where ground-water pumpage represents 20 percent of 

all ground-water pumped in the United States. The Farm Package will address the 

objective of developing a systematic approach for estimating water budget components 

on this larger scale, which in this study will be based upon the consumptive use of water 

by plants and available surface water deliveries. In addition, it will provide dynamic 

allocation of ground-water recharge and ground-water pumping based on crop water 

demand, surface water deliveries, and depth to the water table. 

For the application to the USGS CV-RASA, the Farm Package will be expanded by 

several new features, one of which is a link to allow ground-water pumpage through the 

multi-node well package (MNW) (Halford & Hanson, 2002), and another is to 

dynamically allocate irrigation efficiencies (compare Chapters 5.3.6 and 5.3.4). 

The Farm Package will be implemented in the central part of the western San Joaquin 

Valley, where the California District ofthe USGS has previously developed a model for 

ground-water flow (Belitz & Phillips, 1995) and where additional crop and surface water 

delivery data have been compiled on a monthly basis for the period 1970 to 1999 (Brush, 
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CHAPTERS 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, OUTLOOK, RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Farm Package for MODFLOW-2000 includes three main improvements 

compared to previous approaches of integrated surface-water and groundwater modeling 

for irrigation systems. First, the FMP calculates a crop demand being dynamically 

dependent on both changing climate and variable aquifer head. Second, that demand in 

turn drives the necessary allocation of surface-water or groundwater supply dynamically. 

And third, in order to preserve mass balance, drought scenario options are available to 

adjust the demand to the available shortage supply. 

5.1 SUMMARY 

Being a MODFLOW package, the FMP allows the user to take advantage of 

MODFLOW's modularity. The FMP can optionally be linked to the new Stream Flow 

Routing Package (SFRl)(Prudic et al., 2004). Other stress packages (e.g. recharge 

package for desert floor recharge, well package for urban groundwater use, etc.) can be 

run parallel to the FMP. 

While the SFRl calculates a leakage source/sink term between the conveyance 

system and the aquifer, the FMP passes on a net-recharge source/sink term and a farm

well discharge sink term to the finite difference equation. All three source/sink terms 

depend on groundwater-uptake-, precipitation-, and irrigation-components of the crops 

consumptive use, and on how those vary with changing water level. 
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The variation of transpiration fluxes with changing head (actual transpiration from 

groundwater; maximum or total actual transpiration) is linearly approximated in FMP by 

the variation of pseudo steady state transpiration fluxes resulting from variably saturated 

flow soil column models. The actual transpiration from groundwater was found to be 

proportional to the reduction of the total root zone to a residual root zone limited by 

certain depths corresponding to steady state pressure heads below which wilting and 

above which anoxia occurs. 

The FMP provides intrinsic analytical solutions, from which the anoxia- and wilting 

point depths can be derived for certain crop-specific stress response pressure heads, from 

where on uptake is assumed to cease due to anoxia and wilting. Those analytical 

solutions are soil-type specific functions of the vertical pseudo steady state pressure head 

distribution over depth, given a certain potential transpiration and total root zone depth. 

In other words, the determination of the actual transpiration from groundwater is found 

by the FMP for crop-specific anoxia- and wilting pressure heads, and as a function of soil 

type, potential transpiration and total root zone. 

Subtracting the determined actual transpiration from groundwater from the total 

actual transpiration yields the transpiratory consumptive use from either precipitation or 

irrigation. The so derived transpiratory irrigation requirement still has to be increased 

sufficiently to compensate for evaporative losses and for inefficient use. The resulting 

total delivery requirement per model cell is accumulated over a farm and subsequently 

either satisfied with the primary source of surface-water or supplemented by groundwater 
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pumpage. In the current version ofFMP, the surface-water delivery can be constrained by 

an allotment specified for an equally appropriated irrigation district. The groundwater 

supply is restricted by user-specified maximum well capacities. 

In case both the pnmary and secondary source for irrigation water supply are 

insufficient to satisfy the demand, the user has the option to apply drought response 

policies, among which the "acreage-optimization" forces the demand to be less than or 

equal to the shortage supply. Two other drought policies are to either "deficit irrigate" 

and to face the consequences of economic losses, or to "stack the shortage supply on 

priority crops," which may or may not be sufficient to cover the reduced demand of the 

non-fallowed priority crops. When using the zero option, not to apply any drought policy, 

the FMP assumes that the crops' demand is fully satisfied, even though an insufficiency 

situation exists. In this case however, other "out of model" forms of irrigation water 

supply would have to account for the irrigation which is required to fully comply with the 

crops' evapotranspiration needs. 

Since both the net-recharge in the FMP and the stream-aquifer leakage are assumed to 

be instant pulses to or from the aquifer, the FMP alone, or the FMP jointly with SFRl , 

are potentially limited to relatively shallow vadose zones. Both packages are designed to 

simulate rather long-term changes of groundwater flow (weeks to years). Similarly to the 

SFRl where modeling the short term transient exchanges (minutes to days) between 

stream reaches and shallow ground water is not recommended (changes in storage in 

stream channel ignored), the simulation of short term transient evapotranspiration, head-
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dependent irrigation requirements, and net-recharge would not be legitimate, smce 

changes in soil water storage are neglected in the FMP. 

A hypothetic test case model was run in 55 different scenarios, in order to visualize 

the resulting irrigation demand and water supply over time, and to analyze the sensitivity 

of the scenario model run to different drought scenarios and to changing estimated 

parameters. Both farm well discharge and farm net recharge were found to be highly 

sensitive to non-economically based drought scenarios, where in a drought situation 

either all available supply is used (meaning maximum pumpage), or the amount of water 

used is randomly dependent on the consumptive use and the spatial distribution of the 

priority crop chosen. 

Extreme variabilities of resulting well pumpage and net recharge were also found if 

the 'purely conceptual' crop consumptive use concept 1 (as opposed to the 'analytical 

solution based' concept 2) was used, or if estimated parameters (fractions of in-efficient 

losses to surface-water runoff; fractions of transpiratory & evaporative consumptive use) 

were pushed to extreme values (0.0, 1.0), or if values for root zone depth, consumptive 

use, and precipitation were read per stress period as opposed to being calculated as 

averages over weekly time steps from daily time series. 

Finally, the overall sensitivity of all scenarios yielded a deviation of the confidence 

interval (95%) from the mean flow rate for farm well discharge of around 5%, of farm net 

recharge out of the aquifer of around 8%, and of farm net recharge into the aquifer of 

around 19%. As to the sensitivity of sources/sinks as a whole, it could be concluded that 
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general head boundary and stream leakage flow rates are much less sensitive to the 

applied scenarios. It was inferred further from the similarity of the probability 

distributions of flow rates from out of storage and of farm well discharge and farm net 

recharge, that flow out of the aquifer via those source terms is mostly taken out of storage 

rather than supplied from across the general head boundary. 

5.2 CONCLUSIONS 

In general, the Farm Package (joint use with SFRl) provides four improvements 

compared to previous approaches of integrated surface-water/groundwater modeling: 

o Dynamic dependency of crop water demand on changing climate and variable aquifer 

head, 

o Analytical steady state approximation of unsaturated flow (confirmed with 

HYDRUS2D simulations for several typical soil types) underlying the derivation of 

crop water demand and in-excess Farm Net Recharge, 

o Allocation of surface-water and groundwater supply is dynamically driven by crop 

water demand, and allows for the estimation of historic and future groundwater 

pumping supplemental to surface-water supply, 

o Response policies to irrigation insufficiency (drought) are available to preserve mass 

balance. 
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The algorithms in the code and code verification was researched by a test example run in 

55 scenarios. Further fmdings of the test example were as follows: 

o The possibility to influence the irrigation demand and the actual surface-water and 

groundwater supply by drought response policies was facilitated by the dynamic link 

between water demand and supply in the model. The higher sensitivity of the model 

output to non-economic scenarios reflects the reality of non-profit based decision 

making. This supports the suitablity of the Farm Package (joint use with the SFRl) as 

a predictive tool for drought response planning under various policies. 

o The derivation of a crop consumptive use concept, which accounts for a reduction of 

consumptive use due to anoxia and wilting, proved to be useful. A simpler concept, 

which does not account for such a reduction, tends to overestimate both the 

consumptive use and the irrigation requirement. 
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5.3 FUTURE OUTLOOK AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The first version of the Farm Package (FMP) has to be viewed in light of a specific 

application to the Elephant Butte Irrigation District (Chapter 4.1 ), being a very particular 

agronomic and hydrologic setting. The following sections include recommendations and 

a future outlook, as to how the Farm Package could be expanded, in order to be a more 

general tool for conjunctive surface-water and groundwater management in US

southwestern irrigation settings. 

5.3 .1 Surface-water domination? 

The Farm Package is at present a tool mainly to simulate supplemental groundwater 

allocation for legal and operational purposes in a surface-water dominated irrigation 

setting. It appears that it would be useful to expand the Farm Package to the simulation of 

both surface-water diversion and groundwater pumpage in a combined surface-water and 

groundwater irrigation setting. The primary source of water should then be user-specified 

for each farm, or the respective surface- or groundwater irrigation rates be determined by 

an economic weighting scheme, as done already by the "acreage-optimization" option. 

5.3.2 Water rights 

The development of the FMP was until now driven by an ongoing application to the 

Elephant Butte Irrigation District in New Mexico (Chapter 4.1 ), where an Equal 

Appropriation within the irrigation district exists. This is why the FMP allows the user to 

specify a district-wide equal allotment. In order to expand the applicability to other, more 
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complex water rights situations, a ranked system of Prior Appropriation water rights calls 

should be implemented into the FMP. 

In the first and current version of the FMP, the delivery to an equally appropriated farm is 

limited only by: 

• the canal (diversion segment) streamflow; 

• the farm's allotment. 

A future implementation of a Prior Appropriation water rights system, however, 

would require to simulating the main diversion into the canal from the river, in order to 

account for possible senior water rights being fed by other main diversions and canals 

downstream. As opposed to an Equal Appropriation with known, pre-specified main 

diversions, in a Prior Appropriation system where river-into-canal diversions are able to 

be simulated, the delivery is limited by: 

• the river streamflow; 

• the senior water right on downstream canals, reducing the river streamflow; 

• the canal streamflow; 

• the junior water right. 

5.3.3 Policy scenarios 

Drought policy Scenarios, for instance "Acreage-Optimization", are run in FMP so 

far only after the drought criterion was met, that the demand is greater than the joint 

supply of surface- and ground-water. The original objective of the FMP was to estimate 

supplemental groundwater pumpage only for an existing crop demand and water supply 
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situation, and to apply economic considerations, such as the "Acreage-Optimization," 

only secondarily in drought situations, in order to force the demand to be either equal or 

less than the shortage supply, i.e. to preserve mass balance while still operating the farm 

most profitably. However, such profit oriented estimations of optimal surface-water and 

groundwater use could serve as a planning or design tool for future economic irrigation 

water management, regardless of, whether an irrigation water insufficiency exists or not. 

In addition, the current option to apply a policy scenario only to the entire domain 

(e.g. an entire irrigation district) should possibly be expanded to individual farms. That is, 

the user should have the option to assign different "action plans" for a drought situation 

to every individual farm. This includes the zero option, to selectively shut down certain 

farms . 

5.3.4 Efficiency 

The FMP requires the user to specify a farm specific on-farm efficiency value, that is 

constant over time. Such an efficiency implies that more water needs to be delivered to a 

cell than necessary for just the crops evapotranspiration requirement. Since in drought 

situations the determined total delivery requirement may or may not be met during a 

model run, the effective efficiency could be iteratively updated and reapplied either at 

each new iteration or at the beginning of the next time step. The pre-specified efficiency 

list would then still be necessary, but would become an initial guess. 

Another modification or improvement might be, instead of reading in a fixed list of 

efficiencies per farm, to read irrigation-system specific efficiencies as available from the 
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literature (Hoffman et al., 1992, p. 169). Assuming a close relationship between certain 

crop types and certain irrigation systems, the efficiency list could therefore be crop

dependent rather then farm-dependent. 

5.3.5 Surface-water source 

Aside from the current option to run the FMP jointly with SFR1 , or to run it totally 

independent of surface-water supply (groundwater only!), in the future the Farm Package 

should allow a non-routed direct allocation of a random surface-water source to a farm, 

or to compounds of farms that could be considered a 'virtual farm' . 

Such a scenario could be important if very large regions or basins are to be modeled, 

where numerous irrigation districts exist, and an entire district is considered a ' virtual 

farm. ' 

5.3.6 Groundwater source 

If a pumping requirement exists, then the FMP checks whether a cumulative 

maximum capacity from farm wells can satisfy that need. If not the wells themselves or 

their allotment represent a limiting constraint, but in a more glo hal sense the aquifer 

stands for a fmite resource, then the pumping requirement should indeed be fully pumped 

until the aquifer cells fall dry. Such a scenario is already possible in FMP if just the 

maximum capacity of the wells is set to an unrealistically large value. However, in such a 

case, one could also think of a future option to create automatically virtual wells (either 

one virtual well per farm, or raster of virtual farms) , as soon as a pumping requirement 

exists. 
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Another alternative to volumetric maximum capacity constraints would be to pump 

wells until a head-constraint is met. This could be implemented by linking the FMP to the 

Multi-Node Well package (Halford and Hanson, 2002). Similar to the SFR1-link, the 

pumping requirement could be sent as the desirable rate to a MNW-well, where then a 

check would take place, if the pumping rate exceeded a certain drawdown limit. That 

drawdown limit could represent either a policy-specified head, or a well-geometric head 

constraint (e.g. bottom end of screen), or the bottom of the aquifer. 

5.3.7 Climate and Land Use Models 

The FMP allows the user to derive time series of crop consumptive use from climatic 

series of temperature and reference evapotranspiration ET0 and from a functionality 

between growing degree days and crop factors (pages 151 f). The pre-processing of 

climate conditions, such as ET 0 , could either come from local weather stations or from 

Global Climate Models. This potential point of connection between the FMP and GCMs 

should be realized and investigated in more detail. Especially a dynamic link between 

multi-year GCM model output and the FMP input requirements would be of advantage. 

On the other hand, the FMP alternatively offers the possibility to lump already known 

consumptive use data over stress periods, but still to distribute them spatially with a fme 

discretization. Therefore, aside form using pure climate data from Global Climate 

Models, also Land Use Models could directly yield consumptive use coverages. Instead 

of real world crop IDs, categories of consumptive use could then be used to delineate 

certain evapotranspiration zones (virtual crop ID). 



APPENDIX 1.1 
* Calculation of non-evaporation dependent, preliminary Net Recharge Rn , 

when using Crop Consumptive Use Concept 1. (notations on pages 99,100, and 104; 
description ofhead-dependent cases see page 105; head-dependent terms in bold): 

r./:J Regular and Deficieny (for A VI< CIR: Deficiency (for A VI> CIR) 
~ EF is set= 1, so no recharge from irrigation) 
u 

1 Tgw-act = 0 
CIR=O 
Rn * = Rconstl = (P-Ep )*(1- ffiswp) 
RHS = RHS- Rconstl 

2 Tgw-act= (Tgw-maxiTRZ)*(GSE-h) = TID+THO*H 
with: TID= Tgw-max *(GSE/TRZ) 

THO = -T gw-maxiTRZ 
T gw-max = T c-pot 

CIR=O 
* Rn = Rconst I - T gw-act 

RHS = RHS - Rconsu + TID 
HCOF = HCOF - THO 

Tgw-act = 0 
CIR=O 
Rn* = Rconstl = AVI*(1- 1Esw1)+(P-Ep)*(l- IEswP) 
RHS = RHS - Rconstl 
Tgw-act= (Tgw-max/TRZ)*(GSE-h) = TID+THO*H 

with: TID= T gw-max *(GSE/TRZ) 
THO = -T gw-maxiTRZ 
T gw-max = T c-pot 

CIR=O 
Rn * = Rconstl- T gw-act 
RHS = RHS - Rconst 1 + TID 
HCOF = HCOF - THO 

3 Tgw-act = (Tgw-maxiD)*(h+D-Hs) =TID+ THD*H Tgw-act = (Tgw-maxiD)*(h+D-Hs) =TID+ THD*H 
with: TID= T6'W-max *(1-Hs/D) with: TID= T6'W-max *(1-Hs/D) 
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THD = T gw-maxiD THD = T gw-maxiD 
_ _<;~~ ~ _ =:='_ T ~-QQt_-:-_'!' ~=l!~t- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~: -~ _T ~:P..OJ ::=I ~:a_c! ___________________________ __ __ _ 

a if T P ~ T gw-pot- T gw-acr, if T P ~ T gw-pot- T gw-acr, 
then Tp = Tgw-pot- Tgw-acr, and CIR = 0, then Tp = Tgw-pot- Tgw-acr, and CIR = 0, 

else -7 go to 3b else -7 go to 3b 
*= p *- * I p Rn [P- Ep-Tp](1-IEsw)- Tgw-act Rn - AVI (1- IEsw )+[P- Ep-Tp](1-IEsw)- Tglv-act 

Rn *=[P-EP- T gw-pot]Cl-IEswP)- T gw-act* IEswP A Vl*(1- 1Esw1)+[P-Ep-T gw-pot](1-IEswP) -
with: Rconstz = [P - Ep- T b'W-pot]( 1-IEswP) T gw-act * IEs/ 
RHS = RHS- Rconstz +TID* IEswP with: Rconst2= AVI*(l- 1Esw1)+[P- Ep-Tgw-pot](l-IEs/) 
HCOF = HCOF - THD* IEswP RHS = RHS - Rconstz +TID* IEswP 

_____________________________________________________ ~~9._~ _=:='_ ~<;_Q! _-_ IJ:I}?_~ ~s~~ _______________________ _ 

b if T p < T gw-pot - T gw-act, if T p < T gw-pot - T gw-acb 
then CIR = (CIR"-Tp)*(l+ Kei/K1) then CIR = (CIR"-Tp)*(l+ KeiiK1) 

Rn* = CIR*(1/Ep-1)(1-IEsw1)+ Rn* = [AVI-CIR]*(l-1Esw1
) + 

[P-ETp](1-IEswP)-Tgw-act [P-ETp](1-IEswP)- Tgw-act 
Rn* = [Tgw-pot-Tgw-accTp]* Rn* = [AVI-(Tgw-pocT~-act-Tp)*(l+Kei/K1)]* (1-1Esw1

)] 

[(1+ Kei1Kt)(l/Ep-1)(1-IEsw1)]+ +[P-ETp](l-IEsw)- Tgw-act 
[P-ETp](1-IEswP)- Tgw-act with: [/] = [(1 + Kei/K1)(1-IE5~1)] 

wi!h~ [/] = [(1+ Kei/Kt)(l/Ep-1)(1-IEsw1
)] Rn* = [AVI-(Tgw-pocTI-)*(1+ Kei~1)]* (1-IEsw1)]+ 

Rn [P-ETp](l-IEsw)- Tgw-act ([/]-1) 
[~gw-:oc Tp]~[/]+ [P-ETpi(l-IEsw

1
)-T gw-act*([/]t 1) with: Rmax = [A VI-(T gw-poc Tp)*(l + Kei!Kt)]* (1-IEsw1

)] 

With. Rmax- [Tgw-pot-Tp] [/]+ [P-ETp](l-IEsw) +[P-ETp](l-IEsw) 
RHS = RHS - Rmax + TID*([/]+ 1) RHS = RHS - Rmax - TID*([/]-1) 
HCOF = HCOF - THD*([/]+ 1) HCOF = HCOF + THD*([/]-1) 

4 Tgw-act = 0 
CIR = (Tgw-pot-Tp)*(l+ Kei/Kt) 
Rn* = Rmax 
RHS = RHS - Rmax 

T gw-act = 0 
CIR = (T gw-pot-Tp)*(1 + KeiiKt) 
Rn* = Rmax 
RHS = RHS - Rmax 



APPENDIX 1.2 
* Calculation of non-evaporation dependent, preliminary Net-Recharge Rn , 

when using Crop Consumptive Use Concept 2. (notations on pages 99,100, and 104; 
description of head-dependent cases see page 105; head-dependent terms in bold): 

~Regular and Deficieny (for A VI< CIR: Deficiency (for AVI > CIR) 
5 EF is set = 1, so no recharge from irrigation) 

1 Tgw-act = 0; CIR = 0 T~-act = 0; CIR = 0 
Rn * = Rconstl =(P-Ep )*(1- IEs/) Rn * = Rconstl =A VI*(1- IEsw1)+(P-Ep )*(1- IEswp) 
RHS = RHS - Rconstr RHS = RHS - Rconstr 

2 T gw-act=T c-act =(T c-po/TRZ)*(Hux -h)= T gw-act=T c-act =(T c-pot/TRZ)*(Hux-h )=THI-THD*H 
THI-THD*H with: THI = (Tc-po/TRZ)*Hux with: THI = (Tc-po/TRZ)*Hux 

THD = Tc-po/TRZ THD = Tc-potiTRZ 
CIR=O 
Rn * = Rconst I - T gw-act 
RHS = RHS - Rconstr + THI 
HCOF = HCOF + THD 

CIR=O 
Rn * = Rconstl - T gw-act 
RHS = RHS - Rconstr + THI 
HCOF = HCOF + THD 

3 Tgw-act = T!,'W-rnax= (Tc-po/TRZ)*(Hux-Hm) Tgw-act = Tgw-rnax= (Tc-po/TRZ)*(Hux-Hm) 
CIR * = T c-act - T gw-rnax CIR * = T c-act - T gw-rnax 
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__ 'YJ!~ ~ -'!'~:a_c! ~ _(~ £-P2ii~)~{f!~~-J!} ______________ ~~t~:- ~~-!!~t-~- {'[c::Qo/[~)_~(Jil!~:~) _________ ____ _______ _ 
a ifTp ~ Tc-act- Tgw-rnax ifTp ~ Tc-act- Tgw-rnax 

then T P = T c-act - T gw-rnax, and CIR = 0, then T P = T c-act - T gw-rnax, and CIR = 0, 
else -7 go to 3b else -7 go to 3b 

*_ p *- * I p Rn - [P-Ep-T p](l-IEsw ) - T gw-rnax Rn - A VI (1- IEsw )+[P-Ep-T p](l-IEsw ) - T gw-max 
Rn* = [P-Ep-(Tc-po/TRZ)*(Hux-h)-Tgw-rnax]* Rn* = AVI*(l-IEsw1)+[P-Ep 

(1-IEswp)- Tgw-rnax - (Tc-po/TRZ)*(Hux-h)-Tgw-rnax](l-IEswp)-Tgw-max 
Rn* = [P-Ep- (Tc-po/TRZ)*Hux](l-IEswr)- Rn* = AVI*(1-IEswi)+[P-Ep-(Tc-po/TRZ)*Hux](l-IEs/) 

(Tc-po/TRZ)* (1-IEswp)*h- Tgw-rnax *IEs/ - (Tc-po/TRZ)* (1-IEswp)*h- Tgw-max *IEs/ 
with: Rconst2 = [P-Ep-(Tc-po/TRZ)*Hux](1-IEswr) with: Rconst2 = 
RHS = RHS- Rconst2 + Tgw-max *IEswr AVI*(1-IEswi)+[P-Ev-(Tc-po/TRZ)*Hux](1-IEswr) 
HCOF = HCOF + (Tc-potiTRZ)*IEs/ RHS = RHS- Rconst2 + T gw-rnax *IEswr 

- ------------------------- -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ f!~9_:t: -~ _ ~<;:9!: := _(~ £-P2{~~) ~!~s~_P __________________ _ 
b ifTp < Tc-act- Tgw-max, ifTp < Tc-act- Tgw-rnax, 

then CIR = (CIR*-Tp)*(l+ Kei/Kt) then CIR = (CIR*-Tp)*(l+ Kei/Kt) 
Rn* = CIR*(l/EF-1)(1-IEsw1)+ Rn* = [AVI-CIR]*(1-IE5)) + 

[P-ETp](l-IEswp)-Tgw-rnax [P-ETp](l-IEswp)- T gw-max 
Rn * = [Tc-act~ T gw-rnax-Tp]* I Rn * = [A VI-(Tc-act-T R'-rnax-Tp)*(1 +Kei/Kt)]*(l-IEswi) + 

(1 +KeiKt)(l/EF-1)(1-IEsw )+ [P-ETp](1-IEsw)- Tgw-max 
[P-ETp](1-IEswP)- T gw-rnax Rn • = [A VI-((Tc-potiTRZ)*(Hux-h)-T gw-rnax-Tv)* 

Rn * = [(Tc-po(fRZ)*(Hux-h)- T gw-rnax-Tp]* (1 +KeifKt)]*(l-IE
5
w1) + 

[(1+ Ke11Kt)(l/EF-1)(1-IEswi)]+ [P-ETp](l-IEs/)- Tgw-max 
[P-ETp](1-~swr)- T gw-rnax with : [/] = [(1 + KeiiKt)(1-IEswi)] 

with: [/] = [(1+ Ke11Kt)(l/Erl)(l-IEsw1
)] Rn* = [AVI-((Tc-po/TRZ)*Hux-Tp)*(1+Kei1Kt)]* 

Rn* = [(Tc-po/TRZ)*Hux -Tp]*[/]+ (1-IEswi) + [P-ETp](1-IEswr) + 
[P-ETp] (1-IEswi)- (Tc-potiTRZ)*[/]*h- (Tc-potiTRZ)*[/]*h + 
T gw-max *([/]+ 1) T gw-rnax *([/]-1) 

with: Rrnax = [(Tc-po/TRZ)*Hux-Tp]*[/]+ with: Rrnax = [A VI-((Tc-po/TRZ)*Hux-Tp)*(l +Kei/Kt)]* 
[P-ETp](1-IEswi) (l-IEs))+ [P-ETp](l-IEs/) 

RHS = RHS - Rmax + T gw-rnax *([/]+ 1) RHS = RHS - Rrnax - T gw-max *([/]-1) 
HCOF = HCOF- (Tc-po/TRZ)*[/] HCOF = HCOF + (Tc-po/TRZ)*[/] 
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CONTINUATION OF APPENDIX 1.2 

4 Tgw-act = (Tgw-maxfD)*(h+D-Hs) = THI + THO*H Tgw-act = (T~,w-maxiD)*(h+D-Hs) = THI + THO*H 
with: THI = Tgw-max*(1-Hs/D) with: THI = Tgw-max*(l-Hs/D) 

THO = T gw-maxiD THO = T gw-max/D 
Tgw-max= (Tc-po/TRZ)*(Hux-Hm) Tgw-max= (Tc-po/TRZ)*(Hux-Hm) 

em" = T c-max- T gw-act em" = T c-max- T gw-act 
_ ~!t_~:_ __ I ~-!P_a~-~ _(T £-]>9ii~)~S~~~--~!i ) ____________ ~i~~_: __ I £-_"!a:_=:=_ (T~:l>_OII~?)_*_(~~~: Jis) _________________ _ 
a ifTp ~ Tc-max- Tgw-act, ifTP ~ Tc-max- Tgw-act, 

then Tp = Tc-max- Tgw-act, and CIR = 0 then Tp = Tc-max- Tgw-act, and CIR = 0, 
else -7 go to 4b else -7 go to 4b 
Rn* = [P-Ep-T p](1-IEswP)- T gw-act Rn *=A Vl*(l- 1Esw1)+(P- Ep-T p](l-IEswP) - T gw-act 
Rn *=(P-Ep- Tc-max](1-1Eswp)- T gw-act* IEswp =A Vl*(1- 1Esw1)+(P-Ep-Tc-max](1-1Eswp) - T gw-act* IEswp 
with: Rconst2 =[P-Ep- Tc-max](l-IEswP) with: Rconst2 =A Vl*(1- 1Esw1)+[P- Ep- Tc-max](l-IEswP) 
RHS = RHS- Rconst2 + THI* IEswP RHS = RHS- Rconstz + THI* IEs/ 

_ ~~Q~-~-~~-9-~ _-_ IJil?_~ _l~s-~~ ___________________ -~~~~ ~ -~~Qf_: }~~-~~/- ________________________ _ 
b ifTp <Tc-max- Tgw-acb ifTp <Tc-max- Tgw-acb 

then em= (eiR"-Tp)*(1+ KeiiKt) then em= (em"-Tp)*(1+ Kei/Kt) 
Rn* = eiR*(1/EF-1)(1-IEsw1)+ Rn* = [AVI-em]*(l-1Esw1

) + 
[P-ETp](1-IEs/)-T gw-act [P-ETp](1-IEs/)- T gw-act 

Rn • = (Tc-max-T gw-acC Tp]* Rn* = (A VI-(Tc-max-Tr-ace Tp)*(1 +Kei/Kt)]* (1-1Esw1)+ 
((1+ Kei1Kt)(l/EF-1)(1-1Esw1)]+ (P-ETp](1-1Esw)- Tgw-act 
[P-ETp](l-IEs/)- Tgw-act with: [/] = ((1+ Kei1Kt)(l-1Esw1

)] 

wi!h~ [/] = [(1 + KeiiKt)(l!Er- 1)(1-1Esw1
)] Rn * = (A VI-(Tc-max-T!)*(1 + Kei~Kt)]* (1-1Esw1)]+ 

Rn [P-ETp](1-IEsw)- Tgw-act ([/]-1) 
[~c-m.ax-Tp]~[/]+ [P-ETpl(l-IEsw

1
)-Tgw-act*([/]~ 1) with: Rmax = (A VI-(Tc-max-T!)*(1 + Kei/Kt)]* (1-1Esw1)]+ 

With. Rmax- (Tc-max-Tp] (/]+ (P-ETp](1-1Esw) (P-ETp](l-IEsw) 
RHS = RHS- Rmax + THI*((/]+ 1) RHS = RHS- Rmax- THI*((/]-1) 
HCOF = HCOF - THO*((/]+ 1) HCOF = HCOF + TH0*([/]-1) 

5 Tgw-act = 0 
CIR = (Tc-max -Tp)*(1+ Kei/Kt) 
Rn* = Rmax 
RHS = RHS - Rmax 

Tgw-act = 0 
CIR = (T c-max -T p)*(l + Kei/Kt) 
Rn* = Rmax 
RHS = RHS - Rmax 



APPENDIX2 

Generalized flowchart, how the FMP modules are integrated into MODFLOW

Main, and what objectives and tasks they represent: 
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IIMODFLOW MAIN: Allocate Space for RX- , DX- , and IR-Arrays II 

I 
Read Dimensions & Flags, and Allocate Space used by the FMP (FMP1Al) 

Read Dimension , Switches and Flags for various Application Options from FMP Input File: 
Dimensions of Parameters (Number of Farm Wells , Farms, Crops, Soil Types) . Flags, when to update Paramters (per Time Step, per Stress Period, per Simulation) . Policy Flags (for Crop Rotation, Deficiency Scenarios) 
Print Flags (for Farm Well Budget, Farm Net Recharge, Farm Demand & Supply) . Flags, which Evapotranspiration Concept to use . Flags, if SFR Package is to be used . Flag, if Allotments are specified 

Dynamically allocate Computer Storage Space for each Application Variable in the FMP package in the 
RX-, DX- and IR-arrays, and print the amount use by FMP package to listing file 

I 
IIMODFLOW MAIN: Read & Prepare Data that do not change during Simulation II 

I 
Read and Create Farm Data that do not change during Simulation (FMP1RQ) 

Read Parameter Farm-Well list 
Read Identification Arrays for Farms, Crops, Soil Types 
Read Farm-, Crop- , or Soil-specific Attributes, and create Arrays for them 
Calculate Slope of Ground Surface, if later Surface-Water Runoff is supposed to relate to Slope 
Read Time Series Climate Data if Time Step Averages are to be build! later in FMP1AD 
Read Crop Benefits and Water Costs 

MODFLOW MAIN: Read & Prepare Data for each Stress Period II 

I 
Read and Create Farm Data for each Stress Period (FMP1RP) 

Read Non-Paramter Farm-Well list 
Read Identification Array for Crop Type in case Crop Rotation is chosen 
Read Crop-specific Attributes , if they change at each Stress Period, and create Arrays for them 
Read Preciptiation Array, if it changes at each Stress Period 
If Consumptive Use and Precipitation Arrays are per Stress Period . Calculate Potential Transpiratory and Evaporative Consumptive Use . Calculate Maximum possible Transpiration and Maximum Evaporation from Groundwater . Calculate Potential Transpiration and Evaporation from Precipitation 
If SFR package is used jointly: . Determine Siess Period Data from SFR package for Stream, Canals, and Drains 

Create Farm Canal-Reach ID and Farm Drain-Reach ID equal to Farm ID of adjacent farm 

I 
•11MODFLOW MAIN: Advance a Time Step & Prepare Data that change at each Step II 

I 
Create Farm Data if they are to change at each Time Step (FMP1AD) 

Calculate Time Step Averages of daily Root Zone Depth, Reference Evapotranspiration, Crop 
Evapotranspiration, and Precipitation 

Calculate Potential Transpiratory and Evaporative Consumptive Use 
Calculate Maximum possible Transpiration and Maximum Evaporation from Groundwater 
Calculate Potential Transpiration and Evaporation from Precipitation 

MODFLOW MAIN: solve groundwater flow equations for each time step iteratively II 

Formulate Farm Net-Recharge and Farm Well Discharge Source/Sink Terms and Update Stream Flow 
(FMP1FM, ACREAGE, RTBIS, FUNC,SIMPLX, SIMP1 ,SIMP2,SIMP3) 

Calculate Head-Dependent Actual Transpiration and Crop Irrigation Requirement per Cell 
Update Total Farm Delivery Requirement 
Determine Farm Allotment Rate I L. Update Stream Flow in in SFR Package : 
Update Actual Farm Delivery from Surface-Water and Required Farm Well Discharge per Farm 
If Pumping Requirement> Cumulative Maxiumum Capacity, then apply optional Drought Policy Scenarios: ... Canals, and r--- Route Stream Flow, . Deficit Irrigation Compute leakage . Deficit Irrigation with Water-Stacking on Priority Crops r ... D"'"'· ,, across Stream Bed , . Acreage Optimization and add terms to RHS . Acreage Optimization with Water -Conservation Pool pass it on to SFR and HCOF Arrays for 
Determine Discharge from each Farm Well and add it to RHS MODFLOW 
Determine Net-Recharge and add it to RHS and HCOF 
Determine Surface-Water Runoff and Route it to Drains 

~ """'" Ti~ Stop o•p• '"' '""" W F•~ W<l• '"' N" -Rooh"9' (FMP1WELBD, FMP1FNRBD) 

no Print Time Step Output: 
• Print list of Demand & Supply Information per Farm and Time Step to list-File or to File 
• Print list of final Farm Well Pumping Rates to list-File or to File 
• Print Array of Farm Net-Recharge Rates to list-File or to File 

Send Well and Net-Recharge Rates to BUFF in MODFLOW MAIN 
to compute overall volumetric Budget for current time step 

l 
yes 

Another Time Steo ? 

no I 
yes 

Another Stress Period ? 

noT 

IIMODFLOW MAIN: Print Final Output with Overall Volumetric Budget II 



APPENDIX 3.1-3.7 

Detailed flowcharts with programming structures of all those Farm Package 

modules, which are directly called from MODFLOW-Main: 
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c Enter FMP1AL 

Identify Package and Initialize Number of Farm Wells (NFWELS) and Number of Non-Parameter Farm Wells (NNPFWL) to Zero 

I 
Read from Line 1 of FMP input file (if word 'PARAMETER' is specified, or else skip): 
Number of farm well paranters (NPFWL): max. capacity of farm wells is the only paramter-type in FMP (so NPFWL always= 1) 
Maximum number of parameter farm wells (MXL): 

NOTE: Layer, location, farm-well farm ID, and maximum capacity for 'parameter-farm-wells' are specified for the entire 
simulation. The changeable parameter is a multiplier of the maximum capacity, which can be changed for all parameter wells for 
each sirrulation . However, those wells can be activated or deactivated at any stress period (STR). 

I 
Read from Line 2 of FMP input file (if word 'PARAMETER' is specified, or else from Line 1 ): 
Maximum number of active farm wells including non-parameter ones (MXACTW): Non-parameter farm wells are wells, whose max. 

capacity is different for each STP. In this case, each well-list (layer, location, farm-well farm ID, max. capacity) would have to be 
read for each STP. Since the max. capacity is generally thought to be constant for the entire simulation, usually the maximum 
number of non-parameter farm-wells will be zero, i.e. MXL = MXACTW. Non-parameter farm-wells with STP-specific max. 
capacities would only make sense in rare cases, where e.g . a regional drift (trend of head decline) leads to steadily decreasing 
max. capacities. 

Number of farms (NFARMS), Number of crops (NCROPS), Number of soil typyes (NSOILS), 
Root depth- , consumptive use-, precipitation, %transpiration&evaporation-of-crop-coefficient, %in-efficient-losses-to-SW-runoffflags 
(IRTFL, ICUFL, IPFL, IKCFL, IIESWFL): 

1 = calculated as average for each time step from time series 
2 = specified for each stress period 
3 = specified for the entire sirrulation (only for root depth) 

Crop Rotation Flag (IROTFL): < 0 Crop Type changes temporally & spatially at every stress period, > 0 = Nonirrigation stress period 
Deficiency Scenario Flag (IDEFFL): 

-2 =Water Stacking, -1 =Deficit Irrigation 
1 = Acreage-Optirrization , 2 =Acreage-Optimization with Conservation Pool 

Farm wells budget, Farm net recharge and Farm Demand & Supply print flags (IFWLCB, IFNRCB, ISDPFL), 
<0 cell-by-cell flow rates written to listing file , when 'SAVE BUDGET' is specified in OUTPUT CONTROL 
=0 cell-by-cell flow rates not written 
>0 cell-by-cell terms written to binary file with file name specfied in output control for a unit number equal to IFWLCB or IFNRCB 
>0 for ISDPFL: cell-by-cell terms written to ascii file . 

Evapotranspiration Flag (IETFL): 
1 - for consumptive use Concept 1 = non-plant- and non-soil-specific simplification of concept 2 
2 - for consumptive use Concept 2 = plant-and soil-specific pseudo steady state transpiration approximated by analytical solution 

Stre am-Flow Routing package linkage ftag (ISFRFL): =1 if linked to SFR package. 
Allotment Flau: = 1 if selected 

I 
Allocate for each Variable ( ) Space• {} in the RX- and OX-arrays, tor: 

Farm Well list (FWEL) (NFWLVL*MXFWEL} 
Farm specific lists for (QMXF,QREQ,QREQOLD,QAVF,QDEF,QEXC) {for each of respective lists: NFARMS} *allocate space for each 
Farm Efficiency list and array (EFF,EF2D) {NFARMS, NCOL *NROW} variable by: . Consumptive use list and array (CU,CU2D) {NFARMS, NCOL*NROW} . Precipitation arrays (PFLX,PFLR,PEFLR,PEVAP) {for each of the respective lists: NCOL*NR0\111} locating first element of list 
% of In-efficient Losses to SW-Runoff related to Precipitation and Irrigation (PIES\111} {3*NCROPS} or array by setting . Array of Slope of Ground Surface (NCOL *NROVII} LCVARIABLE=ISUM . %of transpiration and evaporation on Crop Coefficient (PCCOE) {4*NCROPS) (e.g. LCFWEL=ISUM) , 

Delivery Requirement array and list (TDR,TFDR,TFDROLD) {NCOL*NROW, NFARMS) 
calculating amount of space GW-Transpir. & Net-Recharge related list & arrays : (SOIL) {7*NSOILS}, (SOIL2D) {6* NCOL*NROW}, (PHI) {4*NCOL*NROVII}, 

(ROOT) {NCROP), (RT2D , GSURF, TGW, TGWA, TGWO, FNRCH) {for each of the respective arrays : NCOL *NR0\111} needed for respective 

Crop Benefit list & Water Cost list (CROPBEN, WATERCOST) {6*NCROPS, 7} 
VARIABLE list or array . HLIFT (effective headlift) and ELHL (elev. related to effective headlifl) {for each NFARMS} 
(e.g. NFWLVL*MXFWEL), 

DWE (effective distance to wells) , DNR (distance to nearest reach), ELNR (elevation of nearest reach) {for each NCOL *NR0\111} and adding the amount of 
Acreage-Optimization list (LCOPT) and Percentage of Groundwater- or Surface-water-Irrigation for acreage-reduced cells space to ISUM (ISUM= 

(LCGWREDPCT, LCSWREDPCT) {9*1 00, for each NCOL *NROW} ISUM+ NFWLVL*MXFWEL) 

~AOOocomspm .... RX•~· ;o moOO. CmpH • .,d CHm•o •~ K"""'·'"" 
• Croplist (CROPLIST) {11*NCROPS) 

I 
Calculate length of simulation (LENSIM) 

no Allocate Space in the RX-array in case the Croplist and Climate are activated, tor: . Climate time series list (CLIMATE) {5*LENSIM} . Crop-ET and Root-depth time series lists (ETC, RTD) {for each NCROPS*LENSIM) 
GW-Evaporation array, (EG\1\/}{NCOL*NR0\1\1} 

I 

ISFRFL = 1 
yes Allocate space in the RX array in case Simulation is linked to Stream-Flow-Routing Package, for: . Farm Segment Length list (FSEGLEN), {NFARMS} 

no . Reach Delivery Requirement list (RDR), {NSTRM) . and for locking Stressperiod-pre-specified 
0 Runoff per Reach in renamed list SFRADD {NSTRM},and 
0 Flow-into-(Diversion-)-Segment renamed list DIVADD & DIVTMP {NSEGDIM}, 

so that they can be arrlflnded in FM by to be subtracted "Negative-Runoff (RDR) or by to be subtracted 
"Un-needed amount of ADELSW (ADSW-SWSUM), in case a acreage-reduction is necessary 

Allocate Space in the IR-array, tor: . Number of wells-per-farm list (NWPF) {NFARMS} . Farm 10 array (IFID) {NCOL*NROW} 
Crop ID array (ICID) {NCOL *NROW} 
SoiiiD array (ISID) {NCOL*NR0\111} 

+ Allocate Space in the IR-array in case Simulation is linked to Stream-Flow-Routing Package, for: 
yes . Farm-Canal-Reach ID list (IFCRID) {NSTRM} . Farm-Drain-Reach ID list (IFDRID) {NSTRM} 

0 

I 
Print amount of space of the RX-array, OX-array, and of theIR-array used by FARM Package to listing tile 

c Return ) 



[ Enter FMP1RQ J 

I 
Read Parameter Name [PARNAM]. Parameter Type [PARTYPI, Parameter Value [PARVAL] , Number fo Farm Wells included [NLST] : 

Parameter name for list of parameter farm-wells (will be called for each stress period to activate a list of parameter wells), 
Parameter type (the only allowed parameter type is QMAX, which defines values of the volumetric maximum well capacity), 
Parameter value (multiplier applied to parameter-wells) , 
Number of parameter farm-wells included in the parameter-well-list. 

CALL [1] to read* Name of file containing list of parameter farm-wells (layer, location, farm-weiiiD, max. well capacity) 

I 
CALL [4] to read* Ground-surfac&-elevation Constant or Name of file containing 20-arrray 

I 
CALL [31 to read* Name of file containing Farm ID array (20) Q 

0 
CALL [2) to read* Farm efficiency Constant or Name of file containing list (farm ID, efficiency) o.. e> 3: 
Create 20 -Efficiencv arrav I ~ ., o5 ~ ~ 

CALL [3] to read* Name of file containing SOIL ID array (20) ::2~ ~.,- .!_ =~~- ='".,· ~., ~ 
CALL [6] to read* Name of fil~e containin list of Soil specific coefficients , and optionally 'Soil Type': •• = ::; ., ., :s -:::; 

• soil I D. IETFL = 2 ves , then m addtJOn • coefficients a,b,c for function DRZ = f(Tpot,TRZ) , "' "' 
• capillary fringe , • coefficients d,e for function n = f(DRZ) , ~ ·~ ~ ID ~ ~ ~ 

no • 'Soil Type' as word u.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
_.s,g ~~~'* 

~r::-:7'7"""::":"":-----::-:-:-----:--::--~-:---::----:::---:::-::::-------l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ {ALL [3] to read* Name of file containing Cr7 ID array (20) ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 1' ~ 

CALL [2] to read* Rootzone-depth Constant or Name of file containing list (crop 10, root depth) , and 
Create 20-rootzone-depth array, if IROTFL « 0 

~CALL [5] to read* Name of file containing list of crop specific Percentages of In-efficient Losses to 
I SW-Rimoff from Precioitation and lrriaation 

I 

~C.I~I•re Slopo" ~"-R"' to ~lruo PIES7 ""' ~ESWI to lo FM to Slopo 

CALL [5] to read* Name of file containing root uptake coefficients for stress response function: 
• psi-1. psi-2, psi-3, psi-4 

y 
_l 

IRTFL or ICUFL or IPFL 1 
no 

yes T 
CALL [5) to read* Name of file containing list of crop-specific coefficients (natural crop grow1h param.): 

Base-Temperature 
Minimum-Cutoff-Temperature 
Maximum-Cutoff-Temperature 

• Polynomial Coefficients (C) to describe a GDD-Kc functionality 

Beginning Root Depth 
Maximum Root Depth 
Root Grow1h Coefficient 

(Kc =CO+ C 1*CGDD + C2*CGDD2 + C3*CGDD3), with: GOD= Cumulative Growing Degree Days, Kc =Crop coeff. 

CALL [5] to read* Name of file containing climate data series: 

240 

r i=;oin~te; ;,;pl;i~i~a-the-ofo-oer-u;e-at ;;av-'R;.;d~9 utiliiV 'M~d"uies (H~~b;ugh ;t ~~-ilooi: -------- -: 
• day, 
• maximum temperature, 
• minimum temperature, precipitation, 

reference evapotranspiration 
1 • In order to keep the structure of the FMP-data-input-file simple, it is recommended to specify for each 1 

: respective line of the FMP-input-file, from which a utility Module reads, one of the following : 

1-::C:-a-:-lc-:ul-:at:-e-: ------------------~1 » Name of a file , from which the utility module will read the data-array or -list records , 

Growing Degree Days (GOD) as a function of : » Constant, in case 1 D- or 20-arrays may be lumped together. 

• maximum temperature , 
minimum temperature , 

• Base-Temperature, 
• Minimum-Cutoff-Temperature 
• Maximum-Cutoff-Temperature 

Crop Coefficients as a function of 
• cummulative growing degree days 
• Polynomial Coefficients of GDD-Kc function 

Crop-Evapotranspiration ftux (Consumptive Use flux) as fct. of 

utility - Module 

1 ULSTR 
2 U1DREL 
3 U2DINT 
4 U2DREL 
5 FMP1DPLSTRD 
6 FMP1 DPWDLSTRD 

FREE-FORMAT CONTROL RECORD options 
CONSTANT INTERNAL EXTERNAL OPEN/C LOSE 

X(+) X IEl 
IEl X X IEl 
X X X IEl 

IEl X X IEl 
X(+) X IEl 
X(+) X IEl 

reference evapotranspiration 
crop coefficients 

Root-zone depth as a function of 

: IEl recommended in order to keep a line-by-line input file structure (either Constants or File-names) 

• cummulative growing degree days 
Beginning Root Depth 
Maximum Root Depth 
Root Grow1h Coefficient 

I 

I x Internal arrays or Unit-numbers for external files are technically possible, but not recommended 
: (+) For utility Modules [1] and [5] internal data records are recognized directly without an "internai "-Control 
1 Record header. '------------------------------- ____ l ____________________ _ 

~~no ---------c:::::::~ 
CALL [5] to read* Name of file containing crop benefits list (agro-economic parameters) : ICALL [5] to read* Name of file I 

croo I D. • fallow flao.. coefficients for water oroduction function . • croo market orice containinQiist of fallow flaQs 
Read Ground-Water cost coefficients : Surface-Water cost coefficients: 

• Groundwater pumping base costs • Fixed price of SW 
• Well-Pumping costs • Surface-water lift costs 

Well-to-Cell lift costs • Surface-water delivery costs 
Groundwater deliverv costs 

L 
I 

l Return J 
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1.) for SFR1-re ... se option: if reduced diversion,. re ... sed diversion specified for new stress period, 
2.) for SFR1-nonreuse-option: if reduced or non-reduced diversion,. new diversion specified for new stress period 

set istartft~1 (causes istartft=O in FMP1 FM): 
o to skip 1" FMP1 FM ~eration and only allow the 1" SFR-FM iterati on , in order to get a good in itial 

values for the 2"" ~eration . Otherwise old reach~nftows FLOWIN and reach~eakages FLO BOT 
(calc[jated during the last iteration of the previous stress period) would be subtracted from the new 
diversion rate. 
to cause istart11=1 during the 2"" FMP1 FM iteration, in order to reset reduced cell -area percentages 
to allow a new acreaae-ootimization . if needed. 

Reset reduced diversion rate from last iteration of previous stress period to original reused- or new value specified 
for each stress period. 

Reduced diversion rates (due to little profitability of SW~rrigation) are only reused from iteration to iteration, but reset to 
original stress-period defined diversion rate once a new stress period (implying a new demand TFDR) starts . 

Read number of parameters (so far if any then = 1) 

print a message saying that old non-parameter well data will be reused 

read list of new non-parameter farm wells (layer, location, farm-weiiiD, max. well capacity) 

::::::,.,....z.:~------1 read farm well parameter name (so far just QMAX possible), 
and substitute with list of parameter farm wells which was read in FMP1RQ 

Print number of active farm wells in current stress period 
Calculate and print number of wells per farm (NWPERF) and sum of maximum capacities of all wells per farm (QMAXF) 

Read Name of file containing Crop ID array (2D) 

Read list of crop-specific root-depths (aop 10, root depth) (best from separate file) 

~:>-JC::::..--1 Read precipitation as a lumped constant or as distributed 2D-array averaged over each stress period , 
and create 2D-array for precipitation flowrate and for evaporative and transpirative part of precipitation per cell. 

For crop conditions: 
Calculate potential transpiratory and evaporative consumptive use, as well as 
maximum transpiration and maximum evaporation from groundwater. 

For non-crop fal low conditions: 
set potential transpiration= 0, and potential evaporation equal to preciptiation or reference ET, which ever is less. 

~-'-":::.....----1 Determine stream segment-# of diversion canal and stream segment-# of farrn drain alongside a farm 

Create Farm Canal-Reach ID and Farrn Drain-Reach ID equal to Farm ID of adjacent farm 

Reset Runoff per Canal- or Drain-Reach (otherwise if data-reusing option is chosen for new stress periods (in SFR: ITMP <0) , the 
adjusted runoff (for canals: adjusted by farm delivery as minus-runoff; for drains: adjusted by farm runoff as plus-runoff) would not be 
overwritten, and the last "runoff-minus-reach-delivery'-value or "runoff-plus-sw-runotr-value would falsely replace the prespedfied runoff 
per reach value for the new stress period) 

Save original SFR-stress-period~pecified runoff (STRM(12 ,L) as SFRAOD(L), so that FMP1 FM at second and following iterations 
doesn't start up with STRM(12,L)=STRM(12,L)+RDR(L), but with STRM(12,L)=SFRAOD(L)+RDR(L) 

1------~Save original SFR-stress-period~pecified diversion amount (SEG(2,1STRM(4,L)) as DIVADD(ISTRM(4,L)), so that it won't be 
overwritten by reduced diversion rate at second and follo\'oing ~erations ! 
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Reset reduced diversion rate from last iteration of previous time step to original value specified for each 
stress period. 
Reduced diversion rates (due to litUe profitability of SW-irrigation) are only reused from iteration to iteration , but 
reset to original stress-period defined diversion rate once a new time step with newly calculated demand (TFDR) 
starts . 
If TFDR is variable fi'om time step to time step, it would be unlo~c to relate a respective TFDR(t) to a diversion
rate(t-1 ), which was reduced due to litUe profit of SW~rrigation during the previous time step. l.e. the diversion rate 
needs to be reset to the value reused fi'om previous or specified for current stress period. 

Therefore, at the be~nning of each time step: 
If the reduced diversion rate fi'om last iteration of previous time step< stress-period pre-defined diversion rate , then 

reset diversion rate to original stress-period-defined diversion rate 
set istartft~1 (causes istartft=O in FMP1 FM in first iteration): 

o to skip 1"' FMP1 FM iteration and only allow the 1'' SFR-FM iteration, in order to get a 
good initial value for the 2"' iteration. Otherwise old reach~nftows FLOWIN and reach
leakages FLOBOT (calculated during the last iteration of the previous time step) would 
be subtracted fi'om the new diversion rate . 
to cause istartft=1 during the 2"' FMP1 FM iteration, in order to reset reduced cell -area 
percentages to allow a new acreage-optimization, if needed. 

for each crop: calculate averages of daily mot-zone depth 
values over each time step, 
and create 20-array of root-zone depths for all cells 

calculate averages of daily reference ET flux values over 
each time step, 
and create 20-array of ET 0 ·flowrates for all cells , 

for each crop: calculate averages of daily crop-ET ·flux 
values over each time step, 
and create 20-array crop·ET-flowrates (consumptive use) for 
all cells 

calculate averages of daily precipitation .flux values over 
each time step. 
and create 20-array for precipitation·flowrates, 
and for evaporative and transpirative part of precipitation 
for all cells. 

For crop conditions: 
Calculate potential transpiratory and evaporative consumptive use, as well as 
maximum transpiration and maximum evaporation from groundwater. 

For non-crop fallow conditions : 
set potential transpiration= 0, and potential evaporation equal to preciptiation or 
reference ET, which ever is less. 
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--------------------------------------ciLcuLATE-HEAD~EPENDENTAciuALTRANs~RAT~N~ 

AND CROP IRRIGATION REQUIREMENT PER CELL : 

no 

yes 

yes 

Derivation of Analytical Solution of Pressure Head Distribution (specific for Soil Type and for certain potential Transpiration) : 
calculate input parameters "depleted root zone· (DRZ) and "n-exponent" (n) from FMP1 FM-intrinsic functions 
DRZ=f(Tpot,TRZ) and n=f(DRZ), or by using coefficients a,b,c and d,e for those functions as specified in the soil list of 
the input file . 
detemine range of root zone outside tolerance against anoxia and range of root zone depths outside tolerance against 
wilting from analytical function d{ljl). 
detemine head elevation of upper extinction of transpiration due to anoxia (Hux) = 
Ground Surface Elevation (GSE) minus Depth of Anoxia Zone (AZ) . 
detemine head elevation of elimination of crop-unproductive wilting zone (Hm) = 
Ground Surface Elevation (GSE) minus Depth of Wilting Zone (WZ). 
detemine maximum transpiration from groundwater ( Tgw-max = (Tc-pot/TRZ)*(Hux-Hm) ). 

Calculate head-dependent Actual Transpiration from Groundwater and Crop Requirement (CR) from Precipitation & Irrigation 
if Head > Hux: Tgw-act = 0 CR = 0 
if Hux > Head > Hm Tgw-act = (Tc-pot/TRZ)*(Hux- H) CR = 0 
if Hm >Head> Hs: Tgw-act =Tgw-max CR = Tc-act- Tgw-rnax = (Tc-pot/TRZ)*(Hux-H)-Tgw-max 
if Hs > Head > Hlx: Tgw-act = (Tgw-max/D)*(H+D-Hs) CR = Tc-rnax- Tgw-act = (Tc-pot!TRZ)*(Hux-Hs)-Tgw-act 
if Hlx > Head: Tgw-act = 0 CR = Tc-max= (Tc-pot/TRZ)*(Hux-Hs) 

Calculate head-dependent Actual Transpiration from Groundwater and Crop Requirement (CR) from Precipitation & Irrigation 
if Head > GSE: Tgw-act = 0 CR = 0 
if GSE > Head > Hs: Tgw-act = (Tgw-max/TRZ)*(GSE - H) CR = 0 
if Hs > Head > Hlx: Tgw-act = (Tgw-max/D)*(H+D-Hs) CR = Tgw-max- Tgw-act 
if Hlx > Head: Tgw-act = 0 CR = Tgw-max 

Satisfy Crop Requirement primarily by Transpiration from Precipitation 
actual Tp = CR 
CIR=O 

Use primarily Effective Precipitation (Transpiration from Precipitation) if available, and adjust CIR forT+ E components : 
Crop Irrigation Requirement= 
Transpiratory Requirement minus Transpiration from Precipition plus Evaporative Irrigation Requirement : 
CIR = [CR- Tp)*[1 +(irrigation-evaporative% of Kc) I (transpiratory% of Kc)) 

Update Total Irrigation Delivery Requirement per cell: 
TDR = CIRI Farm Efficiency 

no 

I 
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----------------------------------------------uPoAriioTiLFARMoELNERYREowREMENr: 
I 

Reset Groundwater- and Surface-water- Reduction Percentages: 
GWREDPCT = 0, SWREDPCT = 0 

--=::=o-.<..:c:......-f(only during iteraUons different from beginning of stress period or AD-acUvated time steps) 

Add Total Delivery Requirement (TOR) per cell to TF 

Acreage
Optimization 

during 
previous 
iteration 

After Acreage Optimization during previous iteration: 
Detennine Groundwater Pumping Requirement and the Surface-water Requirement, 
and sum them up 

Add to the Groundwater Pumping Requirement Accumulator (QR) .. 
>'-=-HThe Total Delivery Requirement per cell Urnes GW-Percentage per 

cell determined by opUmization during previous iteration. 

Add to the Surface-water Delivery Requirement Accumulator (SW) ... 
The Total Delivery Requirement per cell Urnes SW-Percentage per 
cell determined by opUmization during previous iteration . 

Calculate TF as sum of QR and SW 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Total Fann Delivery Requirment TFDR = TF : 

I 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------1 

no 

1 Fann Allotment Rate = (Allotment-depth specified x Computed Fann Area) I Length of Stress Period 
I 
I 
I 
I ---------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

for each stream reach 

without optirrization during 
previous iteration: 
Surface-water domination! QR 
pulled secondarily, so at that 
point zero! I.e. the full amount 
of TFDR is prorated! 

with optimization during 
previous iteration: 
SW and GW requirements are 
pulled at the exact amounts 
(SW & QR: Sums for all cells of 
Total Delivery Requirement per 
cell times SW-, or GW
Percentage per cell determined 
by optimization during previous 
iteration) . 

Subtract RDEL as "negative runoff from SFR-stress-period-specified Runoff, which was saved as SFRADD in FMP1 FM, and save 
the new runoff as STRM 12 L which will be read from SFR-FM. 

Pumping Requirement= Total Farm Delivery Requirement minus Actual Farm Delivery from Surface-Water (QREQ = TFDR- AFDELSW) 



-
IDEFFL > 0 

yes I 
IDEFFL < 0 

yes 

.---------~c:::::::...__ QREQ > QMAXF 
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' -- --- --- ----------- -yesr-- ------ -------- ----- - ----- -- --- --- ----- --- --- -- - -- --- -- - -- ---DEFtCfT: IRRIGATION1 

[Initialize Accumulator: Farm Area (AREASUM = 0) I 
J_ 

IDEFFL = -1 
no 

for each horizontal cell location ye~ 
--=-==:::::JF~a~rm~ID~o~f~C~ei~I-~N;u~orb;er~o~f~Fa~rm!ii:::=:===--.1!! yjes~~Compute Farm Area: Add Cell Area to Farm Area Accumulator I 

no Tr--------------------~1 

Average Supply Flux for Farm= (Cumulative Maximum Farm Well Capacity +Actual Farm Delivery from Sulface Water) I Farm Area I 
for each horizontal cell location J 
--=====:£~~~~~~;~~;::=====-..lY~je~s Calculate Supply Deficiencies or Excesses of each Farm Cell by comparing their 

Farm 10 of Cell= Nuorber of Farm respective Total Delivery Requirement with the available Average Supply Flowrate. 
no Sum up the cumulative deficiencies (QSUMDF) or excesses (QSUMEX) per farm. 

for each horizontal cell location 

Farm 10 of Cell= Nuorber of Farm 

ye!I: 

Average Supply Flowrate > 
TOR of cell 

I 

Prorate Excess from cells, where TOR< Average Supply, to cells with deficiencies 
Available Irrigation per Cell (A VI)= 
Average Supply Flowrate + Share which accounts for the Excesses of Cells, where 

no Average Supply Flowrate is higher than the Total Deivery Requirement 

AVI(IC,IR) = AVGSUPPLYFLR+(QSUMEX/QSUMDF)"(TDR(IC,IR)-AVGSUPPLYFLR) 

yesr--------------------~1 
~--------------~ 

for each horizonta l cell location yesT 

........::: 

for each crop 

Farm 10 of Cell= Nuorber of Farm 

yes! 

Crop 10 of Cell = Number of Crop, 
Fallow Flao =0 

Compute Area of (non-fallow) Priority Crops in a Farm: 
=::::::.•.z.; vje:::::s:....jl Add Cell Area to Farm Area Accumulator I 

no-rr--------------------~ 

l 
Average Supply Flux for Priority Crops= (Cumulative Maximum Farm Well Capacity +Actual Farm Deivery from Sulface Water) I Priority Crop Area of Farm 

for each horizontal cell location 

for each crop 

.1 
Farm 10 of Cell= Nuorber of Farm 

yes 

Crop 10 of Cell= Number of Crop, 
Fallow Flao =0 

for each horizontal cell location 

--= 
for each crop 

Farm 10 of Cell= Nuorber of Farm 

yes T 

~Cell= NuorberofCrop, 
~~allowFiao=O 

ye~ 

~'PplyFiowrate> 
~of cell 

Consumptive Use = 0 I no 
TOR = 0, Tc-act = 0 
Tgw = 0, Tp= 0 

Calculate Supply Deficiencies or Excesses of each Priority Crop Cell in a Farm by 
comparing their respective Total Delivery Requirement with the available Average 

---====-·.:..;yes~ ~~~J/J:'::~~-ulative deficiencies (QSUMDF) or excesses (QSUMEX) per Priority 
Crop Area in a Farm. 

Calculate Demand of Priority Crops as: 
Sum of Total Delivery Requirement of Priority Crop (TDRNONFAL) cells in a farm 
in order to determine whether SW- & GW-Delivery have to be recomputed (in case: 
Total Available Supply from SW and GW > Demand of Priority Crops) 

Prorate Excess from cells, where TOR< Average Supply, to cells with deficiencies 

_:::;::....;Y""'e.;;..s --f~~=~~:~e ~~ri~;~°F~t:a;:~ ~h~~e=which accounts for the Excesses of Cells , where 
Average Supply Flowrate is higher than the Total Dei very Requirement 

AVI(IC,IR) = AVGSUPPL YFLR+(QSUMEX/QSUMDF)"(TDR(IC,IR)-AVGSUPPL YFLR) 

--====:==:gsw~+~GW~-De~iv~e~rv~>~ID~R~N~O~N~FA~L=======--:t.!,YEe~s1correct Actual Delivery from Surface-Water and Required Farm Well Discharge, I 
so that only the necessary demand of priority crops is pulled from both sources (see above) 

no 

I Correct Required Farm Well Discharge (QREQcorr-poiority-crops > QMAXF) I 
I 

------------- - - - ------~-------------------------------------------- - ------------------------------

I 
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---------------------------------------:AcR"E:A"G"E-o"PiiMiZAiioN(Wirt-iw:ArE"R-co"NsER"v"ArloNF>ooLi; 

for each reach For each farrTH:ell : Detennine Distance to nearest Canal Reach (DNR), in case SW-costs depend 
on that. 
For each farrTH:ell: Detennine Head-Elevation of nearest Canal Reach (ELNR) for the case that 

~>--.L..:~---1 SW-lift is related to costs. 

QMAXF ~ QRE£--_:==--~~--------------------------------, 

yes 
1 for each horizontal cell location 

.l 
IFID z NF and DWE =0 --====--_:n~o:...__ ____________________________ __, 

for each farm well vesT 

.1 
FarmWeiiiD=NF 

For each farrncell : Detennine Effective Distance to Fann Wells (DWE), in case GW-costs depend on it. 
Effective distance z average distance between cell and all farm wells weighted by their maxirrum 

-==•-"""'-"-ytes:;__-f~-lpacities QMAX. 
(calculation only carried out, if QMAXF < QREQ and not yet calculated in previous iterations) 

I 

-QMAXF< QREQ 

,.cfo:::.r..:::e::::ac~h...::fa:.:.:rm~w~el.:__l -----...1.::: v<es:....jT For each farm: Detennine Effective Head Lift per fann (HL) and relate it to an effective elevation. 
_l 1. calculate head lift HL of each farm well 

Farm WeiiiD = '!.--~::::==--"-"ye:..:.s---1 2. ~~~::se~~.~!;t head lift (average itt of all wells in a farm weighted by their maxirrum 

For each farm: Detennine Effective Ground -!Elevation of fann wells (= ELHL) (average of all well
ground-elevations weighted by the respective wells maxirrum capaciti es QMAX) 

QMAXF<ORE£---===--~~--------------------------------, 

for each crop 

yes 

pnitialize NCELL = 0 I 
I 

for each horizontal cell location 

no 

GSURF of cell < ELHL of farm wells =::::-~Yc::•e=-s ---II Groundwater Uft at Surface = 0 I 
no I 

Groundwater Lift at Surface = Ground Elevation of Cell -Effective Elevation of farm wells (ELHL) I 

GSURF of cell < ELNR ~::>--YL.:•ec::.s __ -IJ Surface-water Ult = 0 

no T 
Surface-water Lift = Ground Elevation of Cell - Elevation of nearest Reach (ELNR) I 

I 

Yield = Water-Production-Fct-Siope • CU-ftux + Water-Production-Fct-lntercepl 
Benefit "Yield • Crop-Market-Price 

Groundwater Costs = Base Maintenance Cost for Pump + Cost per in-well head-itt • head-lift 
+ Cost per well-to-cell head-lift • GW-lift at Surface 
+ Cost per horizontally dei vered GW • effective distance 

Surface-water Costs z Fixed Price + Cost per reach-to-cell head-lift • SW-ift 

I 

+ Cost per horizontally dei vered SW • distance to nearest reach 
Irrigation-Requi rement-Flux per cell (q) • Crop Irrigation Requirement flux 

GW-Profit = Benefit - GW-Costs • lrrigation~equirement-Fiux 
SW-Profit = Benefit- SW-Costs • Irrigation-Requirement-Flux 

I 
Add one to NCELL until number of cells per farm is deterrrined, and 
declare GW-Profit SW-Profit lrrioation-Requirement-Fiux (q), Cell-Area Cell~ow Cell-Column as Variables of NCELL 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 



I 
Preparing the SIMPLEX tableau-matrix (NCON x NOPT) for Acreage-Optimization : 
NCON & NOPT depend on the nurriler of cells in each farm. 
NCON = number of constraints-equations = 2+NCELL: 1. equation: resource function for groundwater~rrig .-areas only: q•Xg ? QMAXF.Efficiency (= QMXF), 

2. equation: resource function for surfacewater-irrig .-areas only: q•xs? AFDELSW.Efficiency (=ADSW) , 
NCELLs equations: Xg + Xs ? Cell-Area-max for each cell 

NOPT= number of optirrization-variables =2.NCELL (#of gw-irrig .cells +#of sw-irrig.cells) 
NLSER= number of LHS<=RHS (=NCON) 
NLGER= number of LHS>=RHS (=0) 
NLER = number of LHS=RHS (=0) 

I Call ACREAGE-Subrou1ine to run acreage~ptimization: I 
I I Enter ACREAGE 

I Return 

for each NCELL of each farm I 
I 

t-----1 reset tableau-matrix for current iteration 
initiaize initial tableau matrix a (at least NCON+1 x NOPT+1) 
initiaize row1=objective function (max z = sum[xi•ei]. for i=1 ,NOP1) 

economic value of groundwater irrigated areas [$/m2] = GW-Profit 
economic value of surface-water irrigated areas [$1m2[ = SW-Profit 

initiaize row2 & row3: groundwater- & surface-water resources constraint 
initiaize row4 and following (NCELL times) : areas ? a maxi mum area 
Call LIN OPT to solve 
calculate total reduction factors for each cell# and oercentages of GW and SW 

1-----1 ~~~tu~~:c:~!~~~~e~~~~~dJ~~n~~~M a.,n~~~;~;tt~~~riqation-ftowrate per farm 

Calculate reduced flowrates per cell by multiplying original rates with the reduction factor: 
for Consumptive Use, Transpiration from Precipitation , potential Transpiration I 

I 
GW and SW percentages of reduced flowrates of each cell allow during next iteration the calculation I 
of the exact GWSUM & SWSUM, which may be sightly different from current values (head-dependent) 
Rename: GWREDPCT=GW percentage of reduced ftowrate 

SWREDPCT=SW oercentaae of reduced flowrate 
I 
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Correct Total Farm Delivery Requirement, Actual Delivery from Surface-Water & I 
Required Farm Well Discharge, 
ifTotal available Supply> Demand of Profitable Acreage (total supply would be unprofitable) 

0 

Correct Total Farm Delivery Requirement and Required Farm Well Discharge to be exactly QMAXF, I 
if Demand of Reduced Acreage was forced to match Supply (AFDELSW stays as before) 

I 
I 

.1 
ISFRFL = 1 & IDEFFL = 2 

no 

for each Reach yes T 
I 

WATER CONSERVATION POOL: 
CHECK IF AT LEAST ONE FARM ALONG A SEGMENT SHOWS SWSUM < AFDELSW, LOOP THROUGH ALL FARMS OF A SEGMENT, AND ACCOUNT 
ACCORDINGLY FOR A REDUCTION OF THE MAIN DIVERSION AMOUNT OF THE SEGMENT. (SINCE A SEGMENT INCLUDES FARMS WITH SWRED AND FARMS 
WITHOUT, AND AS WELL FARMS WITHOUT ANY ACREAGE-OPTIMIZATION, THIS LOOP HAS TO RUN IN ANY CASE!) 
Asssuming that all farm-reaches belong to the same canal-segment, determine from first reach in a farm, to which segment it belongs and reduce the diversion arrount from 
the stream into that canal by the unused surface-water amount of each farm along that canal . (Note: DIVADD is the Diversion into segment locked in RP, which water can 
be added to or subtracted from. The result is the final Diversion-amount which goes into FM of SFR package!) The SWRED is added up for all farms along one segment, 
where QMAXF<QRED and SWRED occurs. When looping through the reaches~oop , the SWRED of a previous segment is subtracted from the currently specified Diversion 
into that segment, when the first reach of the next farm is found to belong to a new segment. 
For the case that no next segment exists anymore (meaning for the last canal-segment in the domain). the cumulative SWRED is subtracted, when the super-ordinate 
farms-loop reaches the last reach. 
In case only one cana~segment exists, then the last reach is equal to the first reach . Therefore this loop needs to be executed for ALL farms (not only the ones where 
OMAXF<QREQ or SWRED occurs) , because otherwise- in case the last farm doesn't require a SWRED- no cumulative SWRED would be substracted from the originally 
specified or calculated Diversion. 

;::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
o -- no DETERMINE DISCHARGE RATE' 
: NWPERF > 0 ~ i Average Pumping Requirement per Farm= QREQ/ Nurriler of wells per Farm t- FROM EACH FARM WELL: 

for each Farm Well ves AND ADD IT TO RHS 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
Calculate deficiencies or excesses of each farm well by comparing their respective maximum capacities with the average pumping requirement. I 
Sum up the cummulative deficiencies (ODE F) or excesses (QEXC) per farm I 

I 
' End of Farms Loop 

~..::::=-Y=Ee.::....s ------------ll Return J 
for each Farm Well 

Is Cell inactive (IBOUND ? Ol 
yes 

no _.1.... 

-=~-vcEe~s------------~LO=-OMAXj OMAXF < OREO _ 

no~£::::----~-----------~~~==~ 
OMAX? OAVF ~~-VcEe~s------------~~0 ~ -QMAX J 

no-r- I Pump Average+ Share which accounts for the deficiencies of "Wells with less than Average" I 
Q = -(QAVF+(QDEF.(QMAX-QAVF)/QEXC)) 

I Add Rate to RHS I 

·-----------------------;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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r-------------------------- ---------------------------------------oETERM~ENETREcHARGEANoAooliioRHs&-HcoF~ 

I 

' I 
I 
I 
I 

' I 

' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

•-----

for each horizontal cell location 

for each layer 

Is Cell a Farm Cell ? 
(IFID> 0) 

yes 

Is ee)/i;C~~! ~~ad? ::::..JY~~e~s-----------------------------, 

lsi~~UN~ci~~? ::::.-Yz..::e:.::_s _______________________ __, 

For each of the ET -Conceo s IIETFL = 1· IETFL =2l 

Recompute head-dependel I Actual Transpiration from Groundwater and Crop Requirement (CR) from Precipitation & Irrigation 
analogous to the beginnin! of FMP1FM, 

in case those I< rms changed during the current iteration due to Acreage-Optimization or Deficiency Scenarios! 
Calculate head-dependent preliminary Net Recharge* not dependent on Evaporation from Groundwater, which is in general : 
R; = (TOR- CIR)"IE,w' + (P- ETp)"IE,/ = (1) 

(CIRJEF • CIR)"IE.w' + (P • ET p)•IE.wP = (2) 
Calculate head-dependent Evaporation form Groundwater E0w 
Determine final Net Recharge: Rn = R. •- E,.. 

for Deficiency Scenarios (Deficit-lrrigation & Water Stacking: IDEFFL < 0): 
Colll>3re the Available Irrigation Supply with the original Demand (Crop Irrigation Requirement, Total Dei very Requirement). 
If AVI < CIR: All Irrigation Supply is consumed and no irrigation related inefficient losses occur: 

Set (TOR- CIR) by 0, which is reached by setting the farm efficiency= 1 in (2) 
If AVI > CIR: The irrigation related crop inefficient losses are equal to: "Deficiency-supply rrinus crop irrigation requirement (A VI - CIR)" 

instead of the regular case, where the TOR is met: 'TOR- CIR". 
Replace (TOR- CIR) by (A VI- CIR) in Net-Recharge Equation. 

Refer to ANNEX 1 for a detailed description of the Derivation of Net Recharge for each head- or non-head-dependent easel! 

I Add non-head-dependent preliminary Net Recharge* Rates to RHS (see ANNEX 1) I 
I Add head-dependent preliminary Net Recharge• Head Coefficients to HCOF (see ANNEX 1) 

I 
Calculate head-dependent Actual Evaporation from Groundwater, and 
Add non-head-dependent terms to RHS, and head-dependent terms to HCOF: 
if Head > GSE: Egw-act = Epot ~ RHS = RHS + Egw-act 
if GSE >Head> Hx: Egw-act = (Tgw-max/D)"(H+D-GSE) ~ RHS = RHS + Epot•(1-GSEID) , HCOF = HCOF- EpoUD 
if Hx > Head: Egw-act = 0 
GSE = Ground Surface Elevation 
Hx = Head Elevation of Lower Extinction of Evaooration due to disconnection of Caoillarv Frinoe from Ground Surface 

-- - ------ - - ------- -------- -------- --------- -------- -------- ------ - - -------- -DE ERMiN -SW-R JNO-FF: 

Determine Surface-water Runoff from each cell: FRO~ FAR~ sAND 1 

Suface-water Runoff= ROUTE IT TO I RAINS 1 

(Total Farm Delivery Requirement (if satisfied) or Available Supply (ifTDR not satisfied) rrinus Crop Irrigation Requirement)• IEsw' + 
(Precipitation minus Evapotranspiration from Precipitation) • IE,wP 
with 1Eow1 = % Inefficient Losses to SW-Runoff from Irrigation 

IE.: = % Inefficient Losses to SW-Runoff from Irrigation 

for each farm 
for each horizontal cell location 

IFID = NF ~-Yr.::Ee:.::.s __ ---11 Sum up all Surface-water Runoff for each Farm and route it to the respective Farm Drain. 

I 

for each reach If Drain is adjacent to Farm: Prorate Surface-water Runoff over all Farrn Drain Reaches. 

_l_ yes Add Reach Runoff as "positive runoff" to SFR-stress-period specified Runoff, which was 
IFDRID = NF -~::>..L:::::'-----isaved as SFRADD in FMP1FM, and the new runoff as STRM(12,L) , which will be read from 
n~ SFR-FM: STRM(12 ,NRCH)=SFRADD(NRCH)+SWRUNS~M 

for each horizontal cell location 

If no Drain is adjacent to Farm (Farm Segment Length = 0) : Determine cell with lowest elevation in farm (find sink!) 

for each reach 

~not belong to 
~nSes:~ment 

ves Determine location of closest drain reach from that cell 

no I 

Add Farm Runoff as "positive runoff" to Runoff of closest Reach, 
which either was specified for SFR-stress-period and saved as SFRADD(NRCH) in FMP1FM ~ STRM(12,NRCH)=SFRADD(NRCH)+SWRUNSUM 
or already updated above by the runoff from another farm adjacent to the drain ~ STRM(12,NRCH)=STRM(12,NRCH)+SWRUNSUM 
The new runoff STRMI12.L) which will then be read from SFR-FM. 

I 

---------------------------Jl---------------------------------------------------------------------- - --~ 
( Return 
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(Enter FMP1WELBD ) 
.l 

# Non-lrrioation Season = # Stress Period 
ves 

noT 

if ISDPFL > 0: Print Header for List of Demand & Supply Information per Fann and Time Step TO LIST -FILE 
if ISDPFL < 0: Print Header for List of initial" and final• values of Demand & Supply per Fann and Time Step TO FILE 

for each farm I 
_L_ 

IDEFFL > 0 
no 

ye~ If the optimization goal (QREQ s;QMAXF) is not reached , print: 

~ aREa > aMAXTOL [ = aMAXF • 1.0051 
ves "HCLOSE must be smaller for aREa to converge to aMAXTOL" 

no 1 In order to reach the optimization goal the head closure criterion 
HCLOSE must be small enough! 

_L 
ISDPFL < 0 

no 

vesT 

Print List of Demand & Supply lnfonnation per Fann and Time Step to List-File: 
Farm-ID, Total Farm Delivery Requirement, Actual Surface-water Delivery , Required Farm Well Discharge 

and print additional information for: 

Deficit Irrigation: aREa exceeds aMAXF by 
Deficit Irrigation with Water-Stacking : Original aREa exceeded aMAXF by, aREa of Priority Crops still exceeds aMAXF by 
Acreage-Optimization : Original aREa exceeded aMAXF by, SW-Demand falls behind original SW-Supply by, GW-Demand falls behind aMAXF by 

~ no 

ve;-r" 

Print List of initiar and final• values of Demand and Supply for each Fann and Time Step to File: 
Farm-ID, Total Farm Delivery Requirement, Actual Surface-water Delivery, Required Farm Well Discharge, as well as final value of Actually pumped Farm Well Discharge 
"before enacting deficiency policy, •at the end of the time step 

I 

L 

Clear RATIN and RAT OUT Accumulators (to which all ftows into the aquifer are added 
I 

I Set 18[ flao '0 f IBC = cell-bv-cell flow terms not written · if set. cell-bv-cell ftow terms fo well flow recorded 

If in Output Control input file -..., 
'SAVE BUDGET' (Modfl.2000), ~"''""''' • ·< (<.o. '"'">-oo""""'~"'"-"'" """ri•o••l I or ICBCFL? 0 (Modftow96) 0 

is specified, then I BASIC package sets 
ICBCFL = 1 by defau~. 

& if in addition IFWLCB > 0 
ves Set IBD flag= ICBCFL 

in Output Control input file ~(cell-by-cell terms written to binary file with file name specfied in output control for a unit number equal to IFWLCB) 
'COMPACT BUDGET FILES' no IBD = 1 {by defau~ to save cell-by-cell terms as a 3D-array) 

(Mod ftow2000) is specified, then IBD = 2 {to save cbc-terms as a "compacted" list, if 'COMPACT BUDGET FILES' in Output Control was specified) 
ASIC package sets ICBCFL= 2 

./ 

IBD =2 
yes CALL UBDSV4 to print header tor printing a to binary file: 

PERIOD STEP "FARM WELLS" NCOL NROW NLAY LENGTH OF STEP LENGTH OF PERIOD TOTAL TIME 
no 

clear BUFFER arrav in which values are stored as they are beina aathered for printina or recordinal 

~ yes 

for each farm well noT 

.l -- Is Cell inactive (I BOUND? 0 ves 

no J
1

print Q to as list to listing file: 

I --= IBD < 0 (CBC terms to list file ves header: "FARM WELLS", PERIOD, STEP 
list: FWELL LAYER ROW COL FLOW RATE 

noT I 

Add a to BUFFER 

~ 
ves Add Q to RA TIN I 
ves Add Q to RATOUT I v 

--= IBD = 2 (CBC terms to bin. file ves J CALL UBDSVB to print Q as list to binary file: I list: CELL NUMBER FLOW RATE 
no I 

......:::::::: lBO ,. 1 (CBC terms to bin . file) 
ves CALL UBUDSV to print Q as 3D array to binary file : I I header: PERIOD, STEP, "FARM WELLS", NCOL, NROW, NLAY 

no array: 3D array of FLOW RATES (1 array for each laver) 

Move CUMULATIVE VOLUMES and RATES for the respective time step into VBVL and Label for "FARM WELLS" into VBNM, 

I in order to print it to the VOLUMETRIC BUDGET FOR ENTIRE MODEL in the listing file. 

Return 



If in Output Control input file 
'SAVE BUDGET' (Modfl .2000), 

or ICBCFL ? 0 (Modflow96) 
is specified , then 

BASIC package sets 
ICBCFL = 1 by default. 

& if in addition 
in Output Control input file 

'COMPACT BUDGET FILES' 
(Modflow2000) is specified , then 
BASIC package sets ICBCFL= 2 

for each horizontal cell location 

for each layer 

no 
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Set lBO flag= ICBCFL 
(cell-by-cell tenns written to binary file with file name specfied in output control for a unit number equal to IFNRCB) 
lBO = 1 (to save cell-by-cell terms as a 3D-array of net-recharge-flowrate) 
lBO = 2 (if 'COMPACT BUDGET FILES' in Output Control was specified : 

to save 20-array of layer# of uppermost active cell, and 
to save 20-array of net-recharge-flowrate of uppermost active cell) 

print Q to as 2D array to listing file (maximum 500 columns) : 
header: PERIOD, STEP, "FARM NET RECH.", NCOL, NROW, NLAY 
array: 2D array of net-recharge FLOW RATES for layer1 

print Q to as 2D array to listing file (maximum 500 columns) : 
header: PERIOD, STEP, "FARM NET RECH.", NCOL, NROW, NLAY 
array1 : 2D-array of layer# of uppenmost active net-recharge-cell 
array2: 2D-array of net-recharge-flowrate of uppenmost active cell 

CALL UBUDSV to print Q as 3D array to binary file: 
header: PERIOD, STEP, "FARM NET RECH.", NCOL, NROW, NLAY 

3D array of net-recharge-flowrate (1 array for each layer) 

CALL UBDSV3 to print Q as 2D array to binary file : 
header: PERIOD, STEP, "FARM NET RECH.", NCOL, NROW, NLAY 
array1 : 2D-array of layer# of uppenmost active net-recharge-cell 
array2: 2D-array of net-recharge-flowrate of uppenmost active cell 

Move CUMULATIVE VOLUMES and RATES for the respective time step into VBVL and Label for "FARM NET RECH ." into VBNM, 
in order to print it to the VOLUMETRIC BUDGET FOR ENTIRE MODEL in the listing file. 
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APPENDIX 4.1 

MODFLOW-2000 Input files for Steady State Simulation of Hypothetical Test Case: 

GENSSS.NAM 

list 6 gen1.lst 

bc f 6 9 gen1s.bc6 

#bas6 10 gen1s.ba6 

bas6 10 gen1ss.ba6 

dis 11 gen1s.dis 

#sfr 14 gen1s.sfr 

sfr 14 gen1ss.sfr 

#ghb 16 gen1s.ghb 

ghb 16 gen1ss.ghb 

peg 18 gen1.pcg 

o c 19 gen1s.oc 

data 22 gen1.hed 

#note: 2 predevelopment simulations: 

#1. SS with GHB so that for a target Ha-uphill and Ha-downhill Q- in 

uphill boundary= Q-out, only 1 stream-segment gen1s.sfr(nature), 

#2. SS with stream-canal network (gen1.sfr) (but without farms), with 

gen1ss.ba6 (init. head from 1.), 

# with gen1ss.ghb (new C based on new Ha, and new Hb based on C and 

output Ha and Q) 

GEN1S.BC6 

-1 2222 

1 0 

constant 

constant 

GENlS.DIS 

0 

1.0 

5. 

0 0 0 0 

UNCONFINED 

HY OF LAYER 1 

# generic model 1 steady state discretization file 

1 23 20 1 4 2 

0 

constant 500 

constant 500 

OPEN/CLOS E GSE . IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

constant 0 

365 1 1 ss 

~ GSE.IN visualized in figure? 



GEN1S.BA6 

# generic model 1 

free 

constant 1 

-999 

constant 290. 

GEN1SS.BA6 
# generic model 1 
free 
c onstant 1 
- 999 
internal 1. (free) -1 
298. 19 297.09 295 . 99 2 94.89 293. 7 8 292 . 67 291.57 290.4 7 289.37 288 . 28 28 7.19 286 .1 2 28 5. 05 284 .00 282 . 95 28 1.92 280 .90 279.89 278 . 90 277.91 

298 .19 297.09 295.99 294 . 88 293 .7 8 292.67 29 1.56 290 . 46 289 . 36 288 . 27 287 .18 286 .1 0 285 .04 283 . 98 282 . 94 28 1. 91 280 . 89 279 . 88 278 .8 8 27 7. 90 

298 .1 9 2 97.09 29 5.99 294 . 88 293 .77 292.66 29 1.55 290 .4 4 289.34 288.24 28 7.15 286.0 7 285 .01 283.95 282 .91 28 1.88 280.86 279 . 85 278 .8 5 277 .87 

2 98.19 297.09 2 95.98 294.8 7 293 .7 6 292 .64 2 91.53 290 .4 2 289 . 31 288 . 21 28 7.11 286 . 03 28 4.96 283 . 90 282 .86 28 1.8 3 280 . 81 279.8 1 278 .81 27 7. 83 

298 .19 297.09 29 5 .98 294.86 293.75 292 .6 3 29 1.50 290.38 289.27 288.16 28 7.06 285 .97 28 4.90 283 .84 282 .79 28 1.7 6 280 .7 5 279 . 75 27 8 .75 2 77. 77 

298. 19 297.09 2 95.98 294.86 293 .7 3 292 . 60 291 . 47 290 .3 4 289 . 21 288 . 09 286 .99 285 .89 284 .8 2 283.76 282. 71 28 1.68 280 . 67 279 . 67 278 .68 277.71 

298 . 20 297 . 09 295 .98 294.85 293 .7 2 292 . 58 29 1.4 3 290 . 29 289 .1 5 2 88.01 286 .90 285 .80 284 . 71 283 . 65 282 . 61 28 1.5 8 280 . 57 279 . 58 278 .60 27 7.6 2 

298.2 1 297.10 295 . 98 294 .85 293 .71 292 .55 291 . 39 290 . 23 289 . 07 287 . 92 286.79 285 . 67 284 . 59 283 .5 2 282 .48 28 1.46 280 .4 6 2 79.47 278 .49 277.5 3 

29 8.23 2 97.1 2 296 .00 294.86 293 . 70 292 . 53 291.35 290 .1 6 288 . 97 287 . 80 286.65 285.53 284 . 43 283.37 282 .34 281. 32 280 . 33 279 . 35 278 . 38 27 7. 42 

298.26 297.15 296.03 294 .88 293 . 71 292 .5 2 291 . 30 2 90.0 8 288.86 28 7. 65 286.48 285.34 284 . 25 283 .1 9 282 .1 6 28 1.16 280 .18 279 . 2 1 278 . 25 277 .30 

298.31 297. 20 296 . 07 294 .9 2 293 . 73 292 . 52 29 1. 27 290 .00 288 . 73 287 . 48 286 . 26 285 .1 1 284 . 02 282 . 97 28 1.96 2 80.97 280 . 01 279 . 06 278 .1 2 277 .1 8 

298.37 297.2 7 2 96.1 4 294 .98 293 . 78 292 . 54 29 1. 24 289 . 91 28 8 . 57 287 . 25 285 .99 284 . 82 283 . 73 282 .71 28 1.72 280 . 77 279 . 83 278 . 90 277 . 97 277 .0 5 

298.44 297.35 296 . 23 295 . 0 7 293 . 86 292 . 63 29 1. 25 289 . 82 288 . 38 286 . 96 285 . 61 284 . 43 283 . 39 282 . 40 28 1.4 6 280 . 54 279.63 278 . 73 277 . 83 276.93 

298.3 6 29 7 .26 296 .1 3 294.97 293 .77 292 . 53 291 . 23 289 . 89 288 . 55 28 7. 23 285 . 97 284 . 80 283 .71 282 . 69 28 1.70 280 .7 5 279 . 81 278 .88 277 . 96 27 7.0 3 

298.29 297 .18 296 . 05 294.89 293 . 71 292 . 49 29 1. 24 289 . 97 288 . 69 287 . 44 286 . 23 285 . 07 283 . 98 282 . 93 281 . 92 280 . 94 279 . 97 279 . 02 278 . 08 277 .1 4 

298 . 24 297 .1 3 296 . 00 294 .85 293.67 292 . 48 29 1. 26 290 . 04 288 . 8 1 287 . 60 286 . 42 285 . 29 284 .1 9 283.13 282 . 10 28 1 . 10 280.12 279 . 15 278 . 20 27 7. 25 

298. 19 297.08 295.96 294 . 8 1 293 .65 292.48 291.29 290. 10 288 . 91 287.73 286.58 285 . 45 284.36 283 . 29 282 . 26 281.24 280 . 25 279 . 27 278 . 30 277 . 35 

29 8 . 16 297 . 06 295 . 93 294.80 293 . 65 292 . 49 291 . 32 290 .15 288 . 99 287 . 83 286 . 69 285 . 58 284 . 49 283 . 42 282.38 28 1. 36 280 . 36 279 . 37 278 . 40 277 . 43 

298. 14 297 . 04 295 . 92 294.79 293 . 65 292 . 50 29 1. 35 290 . 20 289 . 05 287 . 91 286 . 79 285 . 68 284 . 59 283 . 53 282 . 49 28 1.46 280 . 45 279.46 27 8 . 48 277 . 51 

298. 13 297 . 02 295 . 91 294. 78 293 . 65 292 . 51 291 . 37 290 . 23 289 .10 287 . 97 286 . 86 285 . 76 284 . 67 283.61 282.56 281 . 54 280 . 52 279 . 53 278 . 54 277 . 57 

298. 12 297 . 01 295 . 90 294.78 293.65 292.52 291 . 39 290.26 289 .13 288 . 01 286 . 91 285 . 81 284 . 73 283 . 67 282 . 62 281 . 59 280 . 58 279 . 58 278.59 277 . 62 

298. 12 297 . 01 295 . 90 294 . 78 293 . 66 292 . 53 291 . 40 290 . 28 289 .1 6 288 .04 286.94 2 85 . 85 284 .77 283 . 7 1 282 . 66 281 . 63 280 .61 279 . 61 278 . 62 277.65 

298. 11 297 . 01 295 . 90 294. 78 293 . 66 292 . 53 291 .41 290 . 29 289.17 288 . 06 286 . 95 285 . 86 284 . 79 283.73 282 . 68 281 . 65 280.63 279 . 63 278 .64 277 . 66 
N 
(J) 

N 



GENlS.SFR 

# Pro ject 1 New Stream Aquifer Package 

20 3 0 0 86400 0.0001 -1 0 
1 13 1 1 1 500 
1 13 2 1 2 500 
1 13 3 1 3 500 
1 13 4 1 4 500 
1 13 5 1 5 500 
1 13 6 2 1 500 
1 13 7 2 2 500 
1 13 8 2 3 500 
1 13 9 2 4 500 
1 13 10 2 5 500 
1 13 11 2 6 500 
1 13 12 3 1 500 
1 13 13 3 2 500 
1 13 14 3 3 500 
1 13 15 3 4 500 
1 13 16 3 5 500 
1 13 17 3 6 500 
1 13 18 3 7 500 
1 13 19 3 8 500 
1 13 20 3 9 500 
3 0 0 
1 1 2 0 2000000. 0 . 0 . 0. 0.03 

0 . 06 1. 298.5 30 . 
0.06 1. 293.5 1. 
2 1 3 0 0. 0. 0. 0 . 0.03 

0 . 06 1. 293.5 30. 
0 . 06 1. 282.7 30 . 
3 1 0 0 0 . 0. 0. 0. 0. 03 

0 . 06 1 . 282 .7 30. 
0 . 06 1. 275 .5 30. 

NSTRM NSS NSTRPAR NPARSEG CONST(1 -if-Mann&meter) DLEAK ISTCB1 ISTCB2 
KRCH IRCH JRCH ISTRM4(seg#) ISTRM5( reach#/seg) RCHLEN 

ITMP IRDFLG(O input printed!) IPTFLG(O results printed!) 
NSEG ICALC OUTSEG(downstr. trib. seg#) 
IUPSEG(upstr. seg# from which diverted) FLOW RUNOFF ETSW PPTSW 
HCOND1 THICKM1 ELEVUP WIDTH1 (DEPTH1) 
HCOND2 THICKM2 ELEVDN WIDTH2 (DEPTH2) 
NSEG ICALC OUTSEG(downstr. trib. seg#) 
IUPSEG(upstr. seg# from which diverted) FLOW RUNOFF ETSW PPTSW 
HCOND1 THICKM1 ELEVUP WIDTH1 (DEPTH1) 
HCOND2 THICKM2 ELEVDN WIDTH2 (DEPTH2) 
NSEG ICALC OUTSEG(downstr. trib. seg#) 
IUPSEG(upstr. seg# from which diverted) FLOW RUNOFF ETSW PPTSW 
HCOND1 THICKM1 ELEVUP WIDTH1 (DEPTH1) 
HCOND2 THICKM2 ELEVDN WIDTH2 (DEPTH2 ) N 

Vl 
\j.,) 



GENlSS.SFR 
# Project 1 New Stream Aquifer Package 
88 11 0 0 86400 0.0001 -1 0 
1 13 1 1 1 500 1 20 5 6 7 500 
1 13 2 1 2 500 1 20 6 6 8 500 
1 13 3 1 3 500 1 20 7 6 9 500 
1 12 3 2 1 500 1 20 8 6 10 500 
1 11 3 2 2 500 1 20 9 6 11 500 
1 10 3 2 3 500 1 20 10 6 12 500 
1 9 3 2 4 500 1 20 11 6 13 500 
1 8 3 2 5 500 1 20 12 6 14 500 
1 7 3 2 6 500 
1 6 3 2 7 500 
1 5 3 2 8 500 
1 4 3 2 9 500 
1 3 3 2 10 500 
1 3 4 2 11 500 
1 3 5 2 12 500 
1 3 6 2 13 500 
1 3 7 2 14 500 
1 3 8 2 15 500 
1 3 9 2 16 500 
1 3 10 2 17 500 
1 3 11 2 18 500 
1 3 12 2 19 500 
1 4 12 2 20 500 
1 5 12 2 21 500 
1 6 12 2 22 500 
1 7 12 2 23 500 
1 8 12 2 24 500 
1 9 12 2 25 500 
1 10 7 3 1 500 
1 10 8 3 2 500 
1 10 9 3 
1 10 10 3 
1 10 11 3 
1 10 12 4 
1 11 12 4 
1 12 12 4 
1 13 4 5 
1 13 5 5 
1 14 5 6 
1 15 5 6 

3 500 
4 500 
5 500 
1 500 
2 500 
3 500 
1 500 
2 500 
1 500 
2 500 

1 16 5 6 3 500 
1 17 5 6 4 500 
1 18 5 6 5 500 
1 19 5 6 6 500 
-7 continue right 

1 20 13 6 15 500 
1 20 14 6 16 500 
1 20 15 6 17 500 
1 20 16 6 18 500 
1 20 17 6 19 500 
1 19 17 6 20 500 
1 18 17 6 21 500 
1 17 17 6 22 500 
1 16 7 7 1 500 
1 16 8 7 2 500 
1 16 9 7 3 500 
1 16 10 7 4 500 
1 16 11 7 5 500 
1 16 12 7 6 500 
1 16 13 7 7 500 
1 16 14 7 8 500 
1 16 15 7 9 500 
1 16 16 7 10 500 
1 16 17 8 1 500 
1 15 17 8 2 500 
1 14 17 8 3 500 
1 13 6 9 1 500 
1 13 7 9 
1 13 8 9 
1 13 9 9 
1 13 10 9 
1 13 11 9 

2 500 
3 500 
4 500 
5 500 
6 500 

1 13 12 10 1 500 
1 13 13 10 2 500 
1 13 14 10 3 500 
1 13 15 10 4 500 
1 13 16 10 5 500 
1 13 17 11 1 500 
1 13 18 11 2 500 
1 13 19 11 3 500 
1 13 20 11 4 500 
-7 continue right 
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11 0 0 
1 1 5 0 2000000. 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 03 

0 .06 1. 298.5 30 . 
0 .06 1. 295 . 5 30 
2 1 4 1 0 40000 . 0. 0 . 0 . 0 . 03 

0.001 1. 296 . 55 15. 
0.001 1. 286 .9 8 15. 
3 1 4 0 0. 0 . 0 . 0. 0 . 03 
0.1 1. 291 .70 10. 
0.1 1. 284 . 00 10. 
4 1 10 0 0. 0. 0 . 0 . 0 . 03 
0.1 1. 284.00 15. 
0.1 1. 282.3 15 . 
5 1 9 0 0. 0. 0 . 0 . 0.03 
0.06 1. 295.5 30 . 
0.06 1. 293 . 5 30. 
6 1 8 5 0 40000. 0 . 0 . 0. 0 . 03 
0.001 1. 294.61 15. 
0.001 1. 281.67 15 . 
7 1 8 0 0. 0. 0 . 0 . 0 . 03 
0.1 1. 291.50 10. 
0.1 1. 279.50 10. 
8 1 11 0 0. 0 . 0 . 0. 0 . 03 
0.1 1. 279 . 50 15 . 
0.1 1. 278 . 30 15. 
9 1 10 0 0 . 0 . 0. 0. 0 . 03 
0.06 1. 293.5 30 . 
0.06 1. 282.7 30 . 
10 1 11 0 0 . 0. 0 . 0 . 0 . 03 
0.06 1. 282 .7 30 . 
0 .06 1. 278.7 30. 
11 1 0 0 0. 0 . 0. 0 . 0.03 
0.06 1. 278 .7 30 . 
0.06 1. 275 .5 30 . 
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GENlS . GHB ~ENlSS.GHB 

46 -1 46 - 1 

46 46 

1 1 1 320 75 1 1 1 320 . 1322516 74 . 5475 

1 2 1 320 75 1 2 1 320 . 1329223 74 . 5475 

1 3 1 320 75 1 3 1 320 . 1339954 74 . 5475 

1 4 1 320 75 1 4 1 320 . 1348003 74 . 5475 

1 5 1 320 75 1 5 1 320 . 134532 74 . 5475 

1 6 1 320 75 1 6 1 320.131715 74 . 5475 

1 7 1 320 75 1 7 1 320 . 1342723 74 . 55 

1 8 1 320 75 1 8 1 320 . 1306599 74 . 5525 

1 9 1 320 75 1 9 1 320 . 1279982 74 . 5575 

1 10 1 320 75 1 10 1 320.123743 74 . 565 

1 11 1 320 75 1 11 1 320.1250246 74.5775 

1 12 1 320 75 1 12 1 320 . 1216506 74 . 5925 

1 13 1 320 75 1 13 1 320 . 11551 27 74 . 61 

1 14 1 320 75 1 14 1 320.1217643 74 . 59 

1 15 1 320 75 1 15 1 320 . 125 395 1 74.5725 

1 16 1 320 75 1 16 1 320 . 1333745 74 . 56 

1 17 1 320 75 1 17 1 320 . 127 959 74 . 5475 

1 18 1 320 75 1 18 1 320 . 129 949 74 . 54 

1 19 1 320 75 1 19 1 320.1322184 74 . 535 

1 20 1 320 75 1 20 1 320 . 1370439 74 . 5325 

1 21 1 320 75 1 21 1 320.1366376 74 . 53 

1 22 1 320 75 1 22 1 320 . 1420046 74 . 53 

1 23 1 320 75 1 23 1 320.1350243 74 . 5275 

1 1 20 258.5714286 70 1 1 20 258 . 4245551 69 . 4775 

1 2 20 258 . 5714286 70 1 2 20 258.4275279 69 . 475 

1 3 20 258.5714286 70 1 3 20 258 . 4230644 69 . 4675 

1 4 20 258 . 5714286 70 1 4 20 258 . 4215848 69 . 4575 

1 5 20 258 . 5714286 70 1 5 20 258 . 412834 69.4425 

1 6 20 258.5714286 70 1 6 20 258 . 4179327 69 . 4275 

1 7 20 258.5714286 70 1 7 20 258.4048138 69 . 405 

1 8 20 258.5714286 70 1 8 20 258.4048604 69 . 3825 

1 9 20 258.5714286 70 1 9 20 258 . 3959931 69.355 

1 10 20 258 . 5714286 70 1 10 20 258 . 3869095 69 . 325 

1 11 20 258 . 5714286 70 1 11 20 258 . 3852818 69 . 295 
1 12 20 258 . 5714286 70 1 12 20 258.3752482 69 . 2625 
1 13 20 258.5714286 70 1 13 20 258 . 3692085 69 . 2325 
1 14 20 258.5714286 70 1 14 20 258 . 3720929 69 . 2575 

1 15 20 258 . 5714286 70 1 15 20 258 . 3789406 69 . 285 

1 16 20 258 . 5714286 70 1 1 6 20 258 . 3884671 69 . 31 25 

1 17 20 258 . 5714286 70 1 17 20 258.3951776 69 . 3375 

1 18 20 258 . 5714286 70 1 18 20 258.3918282 69 . 3575 

1 19 20 258 . 5714286 70 1 19 20 258.4014994 69 . 3775 

1 20 20 258.5714286 70 1 20 20 25 8.40424 69 . 392 5 

1 21 20 258 . 5714286 70 1 21 20 258 . 4111534 69.40 5 

1 22 20 258.5714286 70 1 22 20 258 . 4121106 69.41 25 

1 23 20 258 . 5714286 70 1 23 20 258 . 4072448 69 . 41 5 



GENl.PCG 

500 10 1 
0 . 0008 10 1. 2 1 0 0 

GENlS.OC 

head print format -3 

NPCOND 1 - mod. incomplete, 2 - polynomial 

HCLOSE(head),RCLOSE(flow rate) 

head save format (20F8.2) label 

head save unit 22 

period 1 step 1 

print head 

print budget 

save h ead 

save budget 

256 
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APPENDIX 4.2 

Excerpt ofMODFLOW-2000 Output list files for Steady State Run 2 of Test Case: 

HEAD DEP BOUNDS PERIOD 1 STEP 1 
BOUNDARY 1 LAYER 1 ROW 1 COL 
BOUNDARY 2 LAYER 1 ROW 2 COL 
BOUNDARY 3 LAYER 1 ROW 3 COL 
BOUNDARY 4 LAYER 1 ROW 4 COL 
BOUNDARY 5 LAYER 1 ROW 5 COL 
BOUNDARY 6 LAYER 1 ROW 6 COL 
BOUNDARY 7 LAYER 1 ROW 7 COL 
BOUNDARY 8 LAYER 1 ROW 8 COL 
BOUNDARY 9 LAYER 1 ROW 9 COL 
BOUNDARY 10 LAYER 1 ROW 10 COL 
BOUNDARY 11 LAYER 1 ROW 11 COL 
BOUNDARY 12 LAYER 1 ROW 12 COL 
BOUNDARY 13 LAYER 1 ROW 13 COL 
BOUNDARY 14 LAYER 1 ROW 14 COL 
BOUNDARY 15 LAYER 1 ROW 15 COL 
BOUNDARY 16 LAYER 1 ROW 16 COL 
BOUNDARY 17 LAYER 1 ROW 17 COL 
BOUNDARY 18 LAYER 1 ROW 18 COL 
BOUNDARY 19 LAYER 1 ROW 19 COL 
BOUN DARY 20 LAYER 1 ROW 20 COL 
BOUNDARY 21 LAYER 1 ROW 21 COL 
BOUNDARY 22 LAYER 1 ROW 22 COL 
BOUNDARY 23 LAYER 1 ROW 23 COL 
BOUNDARY 24 LAYER 1 ROW 1 COL 
BOUNDARY 25 LAYER 1 ROW 2 COL 
BOUNDARY 26 LAYER 1 ROW 3 COL 
BOUNDARY 27 LAYER 1 ROW 4 COL 
BOUNDARY 28 LAYER 1 ROW 5 COL 
BOUNDARY 29 LAYER 1 ROW 6 COL 
BOUNDARY 30 LAYER 1 ROW 7 COL 
BOUNDARY 31 LAYER 1 ROW 8 COL 
BOUNDARY 32 LAYER 1 ROW 9 COL 
BOUNDARY 33 LAYER 1 ROW 10 COL 
BOUNDARY 34 LAYER 1 ROW 11 COL 
BOUNDARY 35 LAYER 1 ROW 12 COL 
BOUNDARY 36 LAYER 1 ROW 13 COL 
BOUNDARY 37 LAYER 1 ROW 14 COL 
BOUNDARY 38 LAYER 1 ROW 15 COL 
BOUNDARY 39 LAYER 1 ROW 16 COL 
BOUNDARY 40 LAYER 1 ROW 17 COL 
BOUNDARY 41 LAYER 1 ROW 18 COL 
BOUNDARY 42 LAYER 1 ROW 19 COL 
BOUNDARY 43 LAYER 1 ROW 20 COL 
BOUNDARY 44 LAYER 1 ROW 21 COL 
BOUNDARY 45 LAYER 1 ROW 22 COL 
BOUNDARY 46 LAYER 1 ROW 23 COL 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 
RATE 

1650.64 
1650.64 
1650.59 
1650.42 
1649.99 
1649.04 
1648.04 
1645 . 90 
1642.99 
1638.95 
1634. 26 
1628.20 
1621.32 
1627.83 
1633.57 
1638.74 
1641. 89 
1644.75 
1646 . 90 
1648.66 
1649.55 
1650.54 
1650.25 

-1332.95 
-1331.71 
-1329.90 
-1326.87 
-1 323 . 31 
-1317.93 
-1312.86 
-1306.19 
-1299.49 
-1292.42 
-1284.79 
-1278.08 
- 1272 . 25 
-1 274 . 88 
-127 9 . 30 
-1 284 . 98 
-1291.52 
-129 8 . 59 
-13 04.16 
-1 309.14 
- 1312 . 66 
-1 315 . 26 
-1 316 . 91 



STREAM LEAKAGE PERIOD 1 STEP 1 

LAY ROW COL . STREAM RCH . FLOW INTO FLOW TO FLOW OUT OF OVRLND . 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
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2 . 000E+06 
2.000E+06 
1.999E+06 
4.000E+04 
3.999E+04 
3.998E+04 
3.998E+04 
3 . 997E+04 
3 . 996E+04 
3.995E+04 
3 . 994E+04 
3.993E+04 
3.992E+04 
3.991E+04 
3 . 991E+04 
3 . 990E+04 
3.989E+04 
3.988E+04 
3 . 987E+04 
3.986E+04 
3 . 986E+04 
3 . 985E+04 
3.984E+04 
3 . 983E+04 
3 . 982E+04 

2 . 598E+02 
3.359E+02 
4.266E+02 
7.217E+OO 
7.995E+OO 
8.566E+OO 
8.962E+OO 
9 . 21 7E+O O 
9 . 367E+OO 
9 .4 43E+OO 
9.472E+OO 
9.474E+OO 
6 .7 95E+OO 
7.777E+OO 
8.234E+OO 
8 . 230E+OO 
8 . 231E+OO 
8 . 230E+OO 
8.230E+OO 
8.231E+OO 
8.23 1E+OO 
8.374E+OO 
8 . 958E+OO 
8 . 936E+OO 
8.936E+OO 

3.981E+04 8.957E+OO 
3 . 980E+04 8.957E+OO 
3 . 979E+04 9 .1 45E+OO 
O. OOOE+OO -1.904E+01 
1 . 904E+01 - 1.223E+02 
1.413E+02 - 2 .206E+0 2 
3 . 619E+02 -3 . 258E+02 
6 . 877E+02 -4.5 29E+02 
4.093E+04 -5.111 E+02 
4.144E+04 -7.352E+02 
4 . 217E+04 -1. 009E+03 
1.959E+06 5.395E+02 
1 . 958E+06 7 . 120E+02 
4.000E+04 1.035E+01 
3 . 999E+04 1 . 109E+01 
3.998E+04 1.109E+01 

2 . 000E+06 
1.999E+06 
1.999E+06 
3.999E+04 
3.998E+04 
3.998E+04 
3.997E+04 
3.996E+04 
3.995E+04 
3.994E+04 
3.993E+04 
3.992E+04 
3.991E+04 
3.991E+04 
3.990E+04 
3.989E+04 
3 . 988E+04 
3 . 987E+04 
3 . 986E+04 
3 . 986E+04 
3 . 985E+04 
3 . 984E+04 
3.983E+04 
3 . 982E+04 
3.981E+04 
3 . 980E+04 
3.979E+04 
3.979E+04 
1 . 904E+01 
1 . 413E+02 
3 . 619E+02 
6 . 877E+02 
1 . 141E+03 
4 . 144E+04 
4 . 217E+04 
4 . 318E+04 
1 . 958E+06 
1 . 958E+06 
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3.998E+04 
3 . 997E+04 
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2.99E+0 2 
2.98E+02 
2.97E+02 
2.97E+02 
2.97E+02 
2 . 97E+02 
2 . 97E+02 
2.97E+02 
2.97E+02 
2 .97E+0 2 
2.97E +0 2 
2 . 97E+0 2 
2 .97E+0 2 
2.96E+02 
2.95E+02 
2.94E+02 
2.93E+02 
2.92E +02 
2 . 91E+02 
2 .90E+02 
2.89E+02 
2.88E+02 
2.88E+02 
2.88E+02 
2.87E+02 

O.OOE+OO 2.87E+02 
O. OOE+OO 2.87E+02 
O.OOE+OO 2.87E+02 
O.OOE+OO 2 .91E+02 
O.OOE+OO 2.89E+02 
O.OOE+OO 2 .88E+0 2 
O. OOE+OO 2.86E+02 
O.OOE+OO 2.85E+02 
O.OOE+OO 2.84E+02 
O.OOE+OO 2.83E+02 
O.OOE+OO 2.83E +0 2 
O. OOE+OO 2.96E+02 
O. OOE+OO 2 . 95E+02 
O. OOE+OO 2 . 95E+02 
O. OOE+OO 2 . 95E+02 
O. OOE+OO 2 . 95E+02 
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6.74E -01 
6 . 74E-01 
6 . 73E-01 
4 . 79E - 01 
4 . 78E-01 
4 .7 8E-01 
4 .7 8E-01 
4.78E-01 
4.78E-01 
4 .7 8E-01 
4 .7 8E-01 
4.78E-01 
1. 21E-01 
9 . 84E-02 
9 .78 E-02 
9. 73E-02 
9.75E-02 
9 .7 3E-02 
9 .7 3E-02 
9 .74 E-02 
9 .7 4E-02 
1.17E-01 
1 .94 E-01 
1 . 92E-01 
1.91E-01 
1.94E-01 
1.94E-01 
2.19E-01 
O.OOE+OO 
2 . 63E-03 
5 . 23E -0 3 
8 .13E- 03 
1 .13E- 02 
1.18E-01 
1.19E-01 
1 . 20E-01 
6.65E - 01 
6.65E-01 
4.79E-01 
4.78E-01 
4 . 78E-01 
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1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1 .5 0E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1 . 00E+01 
1 . 00E+01 
1 . 00E+01 
1.00E+01 
1 . 00E+01 
1 . 50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
3.00E+Ol 
3.00E+01 
1 . 50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 

9 . 00E+02 
9.00E+02 
9.00E+02 
7.50E+OO 
7.50E+OO 
7.5 0E+OO 
7.50E+OO 
7.50E+OO 
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2.89E-01 
3.73E-01 
4.74E-01 
9.62E-01 
1.07E+OO 
1.14E+OO 
1.19E+OO 
1 . 23E+00 
1. 2 5E+OO 
1.26E+OO 
1.26E+OO 
1.26E+OO 
9. 06E - 01 
1.04E+OO 
1.10E+OO 
1.10E+OO 
1.10E+OO 
1 .1 0E+OO 
1 . 10E+OO 
1.10E+OO 
1 . 10E+OO 
1.12E+OO 
1 . 19E+OO 
1.19E+OO 
1.19E+OO 

7.50E+OO 1.19E+OO 
7.50E+OO 1.19E+OO 
7.50E+OO 1.22E+OO 
5.00E+02 - 3 . 8 1E-02 
5.00E+0 2 - 2 . 45E-01 
5 . 00E+02 -4.41E-0 1 
5.00E+02 -6. 52E-01 
5 . 00E+02 - 9.06E-01 
7.50E+02 - 6 . 81E- 01 
7 .50E+0 2 - 9 . 80E-01 
7.50E+02 -1 .35E+OO 
9 . 00E+02 5 . 99E-01 
9.00E+02 7 . 91E - 01 
7 . 50E+OO 1 . 38E+OO 
7.50E+O O 1.48E+OO 
7 . 50E+OO 1.48E+OO 
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3 . 997E+04 
3 . 996E +04 
3.995E+04 
3.993E+04 
3.993E+04 
3.992E+04 
3.991E+04 
3.990E+04 
3.989E+04 
3.988E+04 
3.988E+04 
3.987E+04 

1.109E+0 1 
1.10 9E+0 1 
1.109E+01 
8 .3 93E+OO 
8.225E+O O 
8.226E+OO 
8.226E+OO 
8.226E+OO 
8.226E+OO 
8.226E+OO 
8.226E+OO 
8.224E+OO 

3.986E+04 8.225E+OO 
3.985E+04 8.225E+OO 
3.984E+04 8.225E+OO 
3.984E+04 8.345E+OO 
3.983E+04 8.667E+OO 
3.982E+04 8.666E+OO 
3.981E+04 8.817E+OO 
O.OOOE+OO -7.894E+01 
7.894E+01 -4.943E+01 
1.284E+02 -2.474E+Ol 
1.531E+02 -7.753E+OO 
1.609E+02 -3.550E+OO 
1.644E+02 -1.665E+01 
1.811E+02 -4.850E+01 
2.296E+02 -9.713E+01 
3.267E+02 -1.609E+02 
4.876E+02 -2.423E+02 
4.053E+04 -1.508E+02 
4.068E+04 -3.201E+02 
4.100E+04 -5.229E+02 
1.918E+06 5.453E+02 
1.917E+06 2.163E+02 
1.917E+06 - 7.6 16E+01 
1.917E+06 -3.60 2E+02 
1.917E+06 -6.593E+02 
1.918E+06 -1.011E+03 
1.962E+06 -9.248E+02 
1.963E+06 -7.44 2E+02 
1.964E+06 -6.16 2E+02 
1.965E+06 -5.04 8E+02 
1.965E+06 -3.997E+02 
2 . 00 7E+06 - 2 . 938E+02 
2 . 007E+06 - 2 . 417E+02 

3 .996E+04 
3.995E+04 
3 . 993E +04 
3 . 993E +04 
3 . 992E+04 
3.991E+04 
3 . 990E+04 
3 . 989 E+04 
3 .988 E+04 
3.988E+04 
3.987E+04 
3.986E+04 
3 .985E+04 
3.984E+04 
3.984E+04 
3.983E+04 
3.982E+04 
3.981E+04 
3.980E+04 
7.894E+01 
1.284E+02 
1.531E+02 
1.609E+02 
1.644E+02 
1. 811E+02 
2 .296E+0 2 
3.267E+02 
4.876E+02 
7.299E+02 
4.068E+04 
4.100E+04 
4.152E+04 
1.917E+06 
1.917E+06 
1.917E+06 
1 .917E+06 
1 .918E+06 
1.919E+06 
1 .963E+06 
1 .96 4E+06 
1 .965E +06 
1.965E+06 
1.965E+06 
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O.OOE+OO 
O.OOE+O O 
O. OOE+OO 
O.O OE +OO 
O. OOE +OO 
O. OOE +OO 

2.95E +0 2 
2 . 95E+02 
2 . 95E+02 
2.95E+02 
2.94E+02 
2 .9 3E+02 
2.92E+02 
2.91E+02 
2.90E+02 
2.89E+02 
2.88E+02 
2.86E+02 
2.85E+02 
2.84E+02 
2.83E+02 
2.82E+02 
2.82E+02 
2.82E+02 
2.82E+02 
2.91E+02 
2.90E+02 
2.89E+02 
2.87E+02 
2.86E+02 
2.85E+02 
2.84E+02 
2.83E+02 
2.81E+02 
2.80E+02 
2.79E+02 
2.79E+02 
2.79E+02 
2.93E+02 
2 .91E+02 
2.90E+02 
2.88E+02 
2.86E+02 
2 . 84E+02 
2.83E+02 
2 . 82E+02 
2.81E+02 
2.81E+02 
2.80E+02 
2.79E+02 
2. 78 E+02 

4.78E-01 
4.78E- 01 
4.7 8E-01 
1.19E- 01 
9 . 67E-02 
9.68E-0 2 
9.68E-0 2 
9.68E-02 
9.68E-02 
9.68E-02 
9.67E-02 
9.66E-02 
9.67E-02 
9.67E-02 
9.67E-02 
1.13E-01 
1.56E-01 
1. 56E-01 
1.76E-01 
O.OOE+OO 
3.31E-03 
3.97E-03 
4.24E-03 
4.33E-03 
4.49E-03 
4.98E-03 
5.97E-03 
7.51E-03 
9.55E-03 
1.30E-01 
1.30E-01 
1.31E-01 
5.51E-01 
5.51E-01 
5.51E-01 
5.51E-01 
5.51E-01 
5 .51 E-0 1 
7 .1 2E -0 1 
7 .1 2E-0 1 
7 . 12E-01 
7.13E-01 
7.1 3E-01 
7.22E-01 
7 . 22E-01 

1 . 50E+01 
1 . 50E+01 
1.50E+Ol 
1 .50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1 . 50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.00E+01 
1.00E+01 
1.00E+Ol 
1.00E+01 
1.00E+01 
1.00E+01 
1.00E+01 
1.00E+01 
1.00E+01 
1.00E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
1.50E+01 
3.00E+01 
3.00E+01 
3 .00E+01 
3.00E+01 
3 . 00E+01 
3 .0 0E+01 
3. 00E+Ol 
3 . 00E+01 
3 . 00E +01 
3 . 00E+01 
3 .0 0E+01 
3 . 00E +01 
3.00E+0 1 

7 . 50E+OO 
7 .5 0E+OO 
7.50E+OO 
7.50E+OO 
7.50E+OO 
7.50E+ OO 
7.50E+OO 
7.50E+OO 
7.50E+OO 
7.50E+OO 
7.50E+OO 
7.50E+OO 

1.48E+ OO 
1.48E+OO 
1.48E+OO 
1.12E+OO 
1.10E+OO 
1.10E+OO 
1 .1 0E+OO 
1.10E+OO 
1.10E+OO 
1.10E+OO 
1.10E+OO 
1.10E+OO 

7.50E+OO 1.10E+OO 
7.50E+OO 1.10E+OO 
7.50E+OO 1.10E+OO 
7.50E+OO 1.11E+OO 
7.50E+OO 1.16E+OO 
7.50E+OO 1.16E+OO 
7.50E+OO 1.18E+OO 
5.00E+02 -1.58E-01 
5.00E+02 -9.89E-02 
5.00E+02 -4.95E-02 
5.00E+02 -1.55E-02 
5.00E+02 -7.10E-03 
5.00E+02 -3.33E-02 
5.00E+02 -9.70E-0 2 
5.00E+02 -1.94E-01 
5.00E+02 -3.22E-01 
5.00E+02 -4.85E-01 
7.50E+0 2 -2.01E-01 
7.50E+02 -4.27E-01 
7.50E+02 -6.97E-01 
9.00E+02 6.06E-01 
9.00E+02 2.40E-01 
9.00E+02 -8.46E-02 
9.00E+02 -4. 00E-01 
9 .0 0E+02 -7.3 3E -01 
9.00E+0 2 -1.1 2E+OO 
9.00E+0 2 -1.03E+OO 
9.00E+0 2 - 8 . 27E-01 
9 . 00E+02 - 6.85E-01 
9.00E+02 -5.6 1E-01 
9.00E+02 - 4 . 44E-01 
9.00E+02 - 3.26E-01 
9 . 00E +02 - 2.69E-01 

2 . 008E +0 6 - 1 . 851E+02 2.008E+06 O.O OE +OO O. OOE+OO O. OOE+OO 2 . 77E+02 7 . 22E-01 3 . 00E+01 9 . 00E+02 - 2 . 06E-01 
2 . 008E +06 - 1 . 114E+02 2 . 008E+06 O. OOE +OO O. OOE+OO O. OOE+OO 2 . 77E+02 7.22E - 01 3 . 00E+01 9 . 00E+02 -1.24E-01 

N 
v-. 
\0 



VOLUMETRIC BUDGET FOR ENTIRE MODEL AT END OF TIME STEP 1 IN STRESS PERIOD 1 

CUMULATIVE VOLUMES 

IN: 

STORAGE 
CONSTANT HEAD 

HEAD DEP BOUNDS 
STREAM LEAKAGE 

TOTAL IN 

OUT: 

STORAGE 
CONSTANT HEAD 

HEAD DEP BOUNDS 
STREAM LEAKAGE 

TOTAL OUT 

IN - OUT 

PERCENT DISCREPANCY 

L**3 

0.0000 
0.0000 

13794692.0000 
125 8808 .6 250 

15053501.0000 

0.0000 
0.0000 

10948597.0000 
4105244.5000 

15053842.0000 

-341.0000 

0.00 

RATES FOR THIS TIME STEP 

IN: 

STORAGE 
CONSTANT HEAD 

HEAD DEP BOUNDS 
STREAM LEAKAGE 

TOTAL IN 

OUT: 

STORAGE 
CONSTANT HEAD 

HEAD DEP BOUNDS 
STREAM LEAKAGE 

TOTAL OUT 

IN - OUT 

PERCENT DISCREPANCY 

TIME SUMMARY AT END OF TIME STEP 1 IN STRESS PERIOD 
SECONDS MINUTES HOURS 

TIME STEP LENGTH 3.15360E+07 5.25600E+05 8760.0 
STRESS PERIOD TIME 3.15360E+07 5.25600E+05 8760.0 

TOTAL TIME 3.15360E+07 5.25600E+05 8760.0 

DAYS 

365.00 
365.00 
365.00 

1 

L**3/T 

0.0000 
0.0000 

37793 . 6758 
3448.7908 

41242 . 4648 

0.0000 
0 . 0000 

29996.1562 
11247 . 2451 

41243.4023 

-0.9375 

0 . 00 

YEARS 

0.99932 
0.99932 
0 . 99932 
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APPENDIX 4.3 

MODFLOW-2000 Input files for Transient Simulation of Hypothetical Test Case: 

GEN7TR.NAM: 

list 6 gen1 . lst 

bc f 6 9 gen1tr . bc6 

ba s 6 

dis 

fmp 

sfr 

ghb 

#wel 

#sip 

peg 

10 gen1tr . ba6 

11 gen1tr.dis 

12 gen7 . fmp 

14 gen1tr - reuse . sfr 

16 gen1tr . ghb 

15 gen1ss.wel 

1 8 gen1 . sip 

18 gen1.pcg 

oc 1 9 gen1tr . oc 

d a t a 22 gen1 . hed 

data(binary) 50 gen1 . rec 

# either run with ghb (new C based on output Ha , and new Hb based 

on C and output Ha and output Q, 

# or run with wel (f l ow rates = output ghb Q from second SS run). 

GEN1S . BC6 

- 1 222 2 0 

1 0 

constant 1 . 0 

c onstant 0 . 05 
constant 5 . 

GENlTR.DIS 

0 0 0 0 

UNCONF I NED 

TRPY 

SF1 SPECIFIC YIELD IF TRANSIENT/UNCONFINED 

HY OF LAYER 1 

# generic model 1 trans i ent discretizat i on f i le 
1 23 20 4 4 2 

0 

constant 500 

cons t a n t 500 

OPEN / CLOSE GSE.IN 1 . 0 (FREE) -1 
c onstant 0 

91 13 1 TR 

91 13 1 TR 

92 13 1 TR 

91 13 1 TR 
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GEN1TR.BA6 

# generic model 1 

free 

constant 1 

-999 
i nternal 1. (free ) -1 
297 . 99 296 . 88 295 . 76 294 . 64 293.52 292 .40 291 . 27 290 . 16 289 . 04 287 . 94 286 . 84 285 . 76 284 . 69 283 . 64 282 . 60 281 .5 7 280.56 279 . 57 278 . 58 27 7. 61 

297. 99 296 . 88 295 . 76 294.64 293.52 292 . 39 29 1. 27 290 .1 4 28 9.03 287 . 92 286.83 285 . 74 284.67 283 . 62 282 .58 28 1. 56 280.55 279.55 278. 57 277.60 

29 7.99 296 .88 295 . 77 294.64 293 .51 292 . 38 29 1.25 290.1 2 289 .00 287 . 89 286.79 285 .71 284 . 63 283 . 58 282 . 54 28 1.5 2 280 .51 279 .5 2 278 . 54 27 7.57 

298 .00 296 . 88 295.76 294 .63 293 .50 292 . 36 29 1. 22 290 . 09 288 .96 287 .8 4 286 .74 285 . 65 284 . 58 283 .5 2 282 . 49 281 . 47 280 . 46 279 .47 278 . 49 277.5 2 

298 .0 0 296 . 89 2 95.77 294 .63 293 .49 292 .34 291.19 290 . 04 288 .90 287 .77 286 . 66 285 . 57 284 .4 9 283 . 44 282 .41 28 1. 39 280 .40 279 . 41 27 8 . 43 27 7.47 

298 .01 296 . 90 295 . 77 294 . 63 2 93. 47 292.3 1 29 1.1 4 2 89.98 288 . 82 287 . 68 286 . 55 285 . 46 28 4. 38 283 . 34 282 . 31 28 1. 30 280 . 31 2 79.3 3 278.36 2 77.40 

298 . 03 296 .91 295.78 294 .63 293.46 292 . 28 29 1.10 289 . 91 288 .7 2 28 7.56 286.42 285 .31 284 . 24 283 . 2 1 282 .19 28 1.19 280. 21 279 . 2 4 278. 28 277.3 2 

298.05 296 . 94 295.80 294 .64 293.46 292 . 26 29 1.05 289 . 82 288 .60 287. 40 286.24 285 .1 3 284 . 07 283 . 05 282 .05 281 .07 280.10 279 .1 3 278. 18 2 77.2 3 

298 . 09 2 96.97 295 . 83 294.66 293.47 292 . 25 29 1.00 289. 73 288 . 46 287 . 2 1 286 . 01 284 . 88 283 .86 282 .87 28 1.89 280 .9 2 279.97 2 79.0 2 278.07 27 7.1 3 

2 98.14 297.03 295 . 89 294 .71 293 . 50 292 . 26 290 . 97 289.64 288 . 30 286 .97 285 . 69 28 4.52 283.60 2 82.66 28 1.72 28 0.77 279.83 278.89 277.96 27 7. 03 

298 . 21 297 .1 0 295 . 96 294.79 293.57 292 .30 290 .98 289 . 63 288 . 26 286 . 90 285 . 57 284 . 25 283 . 38 282 . 46 28 1.54 280 . 61 279.68 278 .7 6 277.85 2 76.93 

2 98.29 297.19 296.07 294 . 90 293 .69 292 . 39 29 1.03 289.63 288.21 286 . 81 285 . 43 284 . 05 283 .19 282 . 28 281.36 280 . 44 279.52 278 . 63 277.7 3 276 . 83 

298 . 38 297.30 2 96. 20 295.07 293.87 292 . 54 29 1.11 289.64 288 .15 286 .68 285.27 284 . 04 283 .04 282 .10 28 1.17 280 . 26 279.35 278.49 277 . 63 276.75 

298.30 2 97. 2 0 296.07 294 .9 2 2 93.71 292 . 42 2 91.07 289 .7 0 288 .31 286 .9 5 285.65 28 4.44 283.36 282 . 33 28 1. 34 280 . 35 279 . 33 278 .53 277 .67 276.78 

298 .22 2 97.11 295 . 98 294 . 81 293 .61 292 . 36 29 1.06 289.75 288 . 45 28 7.16 285 .91 284 . 73 283 . 61 282 . 53 28 1.50 280 . 48 279 . 46 2 78 . 62 277.75 276 .8 4 

298 .15 297.0 4 295 . 90 294.74 2 93.55 292 . 32 291.0 6 289 .80 288 .55 287 . 32 286 . 11 284 . 94 283 .80 282 .7 0 28 1. 63 280 .59 279.63 278 .75 277 . 84 276 . 93 

298. 10 296 . 99 295 .8 5 2 94.70 293 .5 2 292 . 32 2 91.10 289 . 87 288 . 66 287 . 46 286 . 27 285 .1 2 283 . 99 282 . 90 28 1.84 280 . 8 1 279.8 3 2 78.89 27 7.95 277 . 02 

298 .06 2 96.95 295 . 82 294 .67 293 . 51 292 . 32 29 1.13 289 .9 3 288. 74 287 . 57 286 . 40 285 . 26 284 .1 5 283 .0 6 282 . 00 280 .9 8 279 . 98 279.01 278.06 277 .1 2 

2 98.04 296 . 92 295 .7 9 294 . 65 293.50 292 . 33 29 1 . 1 6 289 . 98 288 . 81 287 . 65 286 .51 285 . 38 284 . 28 283 .1 9 282 .1 4 281 . 11 280 .1 0 279 . 12 278. 15 277 . 20 

298 .02 296 . 90 295 . 78 294.64 293.50 292 . 34 291 .1 8 290 . 02 288 . 87 287 .7 2 286.59 285 . 47 284 . 37 283 . 29 282 . 24 281 . 21 280 . 20 279 . 20 278 . 23 277.27 

298 . 00 296 .89 295 . 77 294.63 293 . 49 292.35 291 . 20 290 .0 5 288.91 287 . 77 286 . 64 285 . 53 28 4.44 283 . 36 282 . 31 28 1. 28 280 . 26 279 . 27 278 . 29 277 . 32 

298 . 00 296 . 88 295.76 294 .63 293.49 292 . 35 29 1. 21 290 . 07 288 . 93 287 . 80 286 . 68 285 . 57 284 . 48 283 . 4 1 282 . 35 281 . 32 280 . 30 279.3 1 278.33 277 . 36 

297 .9 9 296 . 88 295 . 76 294 . 63 293 .49 292 . 36 29 1. 22 290 . 08 288 . 94 287 . 8 1 286 . 70 285 . 59 284 . 50 283 . 43 282 . 38 28 1. 34 280 . 33 279 . 33 278 . 34 277 . 38 

N 
0\ 
N 
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GEN7 . F.MP: VARIOUS SCENARI OS OF THE FMP-INPUT- FILE 
SCENARIOS RlClPl - CC2 - Sl/S2-KS-IS/Il/IO (key for acronyms s ee p . 199) : 
======================================================================= 

# generic model 1 farm package -- ACREAGE OPTIMIZATION 

PARAMETER 1 10 
10 4 3 3 1 1 1 2 3 0 1 - 1 - 1 1 2 1 1 

WELLS1 QMAX 1. 0 10 

OPEN/CLOSE WELLS.IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE GSE. IN 1. 0 (FREE) -1 
OPEN/CLOSE FID. IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF.IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE SID . IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE SOILLIST. IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CID.IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E PHI. IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E CROPLIST . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CLIMATE . IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPBEN . IN FREE -1 

0 . 1 0 . 04 0.08 0 . 0 . 28 0 . 005 0. 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1 . IN FREE - 1 

0 . 2 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF2 . IN FREE - 1 

0.3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF3 . IN FREE -1 

0 .1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1.IN FREE - 1 

0.05 

# generic model 1 farm package -- ACREAGE OPTMIZATION WITH 

WATER CONSERVAT ION POOL 
PARAMETER 1 10 

10 4 3 3 1 1 1 2 3 0 2 - 1 -1 1 2 1 1 

WELLS1 QMAX 1. 0 10 

OPEN/CLOSE WELLS.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE GSE.IN 1 . 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE FID . IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/C LOSE EFF. I N 1. 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE SID.IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E SOILLIST.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CID.IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE PHI.IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPLIST. IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CLIMATE . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPBEN . IN FREE - 1 

0.1 0 .04 0.08 0. 0.28 0.005 0. 
0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1 . IN FREE -1 
0.2 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF2 . IN FREE - 1 

0.3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF3 . IN FREE - 1 

0.1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1.IN FREE - 1 

0.05 

# generic model 1 farm package 

WATER- STACKING 

PARAMETER 1 10 

DEFICIT IRRIGATION WITH 

10 4 3 3 1 1 1 2 3 0 -2 -1 - 1 1 2 1 1 

WELLS 1 QMAX 1. 0 10 
OPEN/CLOSE WELLS . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE GSE . IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE FID. IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF . IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE SID . IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE SOILLIST. IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CID. IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE PHI . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPLIST.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CLIMATE . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE FALLOW . IN FREE - 1 

0 1 

WELLS 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1 . IN FREE - 1 

0. 2 

0 1 

WELLS 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF2 . IN FREE - 1 

0.3 

0 1 

WELLS 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF3 . IN FREE - 1 

0 .1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1.IN FREE - 1 

0 . 05 

# generic model 1 farm package - - DEFICIT IRRIGATION 

PARAMETER 1 10 

10 4 3 3 1 1 1 2 3 0 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 2 1 1 

WELLS 1 QMAX 1 . 0 10 

OPEN/CLOSE WELLS.IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE GSE. I N 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE FID . IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF . IN 1 . 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE SID.IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE SOILLIST . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CID . IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE PHI . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPLIST . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CLIMATE . IN FREE -1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1.IN FREE - 1 
0 . 2 

0 1 

WELLS 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF2.IN FREE - 1 
0 . 3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF3.IN FREE - 1 

0 .1 

0 1 

WELLS! 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEFl . IN FREE - 1 

0.05 

# generic mode l 1 farm package -- ZERO SCENARIO 

PARAMETER 1 10 
10 4 3 3 1 1 1 2 3 0 Q - 1 -1 1 2 1 1 

(FROM HERE SAME AS DEFICIT IRRIGAITON ABOVE ) 
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SCENARI OS RlClPl - CC2-Sl-K0-IS/Il/IO (key f o r acronyms see p . 199) : 

==================================================================== 
# generic model 1 fa rm p ac kage -- ACREAGE OPTIMIZATI ON 

PARAMETER 1 10 

# generic model 1 f a rm packa g e 

WATER- STACKING 

DEFICIT IRRIGATION WITH 

10 4 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 0 1 -1 -1 1 2 1 1 
WELLS1 QMAX 1 . 0 10 

OPEN/CLOSE WELLS . IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE GSE . IN 1. 0 (FREE ) -1 
OPEN/CLOSE FI D. IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF.IN 1. 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE S I D. IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE SOILLIST . IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CI D.IN 1 ( FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E INEFFSW.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E PHI . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPLIST.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CLIMATE.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPBEN . IN FREE - 1 

0 . 1 0 . 0 4 0 . 08 0 . 0. 28 0 . 0 0 5 0 . 

0 1 

WELLS1 

0. 2 

0 1 

WELLS1 

0.3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

0 . 1 

0 1 

WE LLS1 

0 . 05 

# generic model 1 farm pac kage -- ACREAGE OPTMIZATION WITH 

WATER CONSERVATI ON POOL 

PARAMETER 1 1 0 

10 4 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 0 2 -1 -1 1 2 1 1 

WELLS 1 QMAX 1. 0 1 0 

OPEN/CLOSE WELLS .IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE GSE . IN 1. 0 (FREE ) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE FI D. IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF.IN 1. 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE S ID . IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOS E SOILLIST . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CI D.IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E INEFFSW . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE PHI . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPLIST.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E CLIMATE . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E CROPBEN.IN FREE - 1 

0 . 1 0 . 04 0 . 08 0. 0 . 28 0 . 00 5 0 . 

0 1 

WELLS1 
0 . 2 

0 1 

WELLS1 
0 . 3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

0 . 1 

0 

WE LLSl 
0 . 05 

PARAMETER 1 1 0 
10 4 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 0 - 2 - 1 - 1 1 2 1 1 

WELLS1 QMAX 1 . 0 10 

OPEN/ CLOSE WELLS . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE GSE.IN 1. 0 (FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE FID.IN 1 (FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF.IN 1 . 0 (FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/ CLOSE SID . IN 1 (FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/ CLOSE SOILLIST. IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/ CLOSE CID.IN 1 ( FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/ CLOSE INEFFSW . IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE PHI . IN FREE -1 

OPEN/ CLOSE CROPLI ST.IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CLIMATE . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN I CLOSE FALLOW. IN FREE - 1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

0 .2 

0 1 

WELLS1 

0 . 3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

0 .1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

0 . 05 

# generic model 1 farm p ackage -- DEFICIT IRRIGATION 

PARAMETER 1 10 

10 4 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 0 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 2 1 1 

WELLS 1 QMAX 1 . 0 1 0 

OPEN/ CLOSE WELLS . IN FREE -1 

OPEN/ CLOSE GSE . IN 1 . 0 (FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/ CLOSE FID . IN 1 (FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/ CLOSE EFF.IN 1 . 0 (FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE SID . IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE SOILLIST.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CID.IN 1 (FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF . IN FREE -1 

OPEN/ CLOSE INEFFSW . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/ CLOSE PHI.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E CROPLIST . IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CLIMATE . IN FREE - 1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

0 . 2 

0 1 

WELLS1 

0 . 3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

0 . 1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

0 . 05 

# generic model 1 farm packa ge -- ZERO SCENARIO 

PARAMETER 1 10 

1 0 4 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 0 £ -1 -1 1 2 1 1 

(FROM HERE SAME AS DEFICIT IRRI GAITON ABOVE) 
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SCENARIOS RlClPl - CC1-Sl/S2-KS-IS (key for acronyms see p . 199): 

================================================================= 
# generic model 1 farm package ACREAGE OPTIMIZATION # generic model 1 farm package 

WATER-S TACKING 

DEFICIT IRRIGATI ON WITH 

PARAMETER 1 1 0 

10 4 3 3 1 1 1 2 3 0 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 

WELLS1 QMAX 1. 0 10 

OPEN/CLOS E WELLS . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E GSE . IN 1.0 (FREE ) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE FID. IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF. IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE SID. IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE SOILLIST .IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CID.IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPLIST . IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CLIMATE. IN FREE -1 

OPEN/C LOSE CROPBEN . IN FREE - 1 

0 .1 0 . 04 0 . 08 0 . 0 . 28 0.005 0. 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1 .IN FREE -1 
0. 2 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF2 .IN FREE -1 

0 .3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/C LOSE CROPCOE F3 .IN FREE -1 

0 . 1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOE F1.IN FREE -1 

0 . 05 

# gene ric model 1 farm package -- ACREAGE OPTMIZATION WITH 

WATER CONSERVATION POOL 

PARAMETER 1 10 

10 4 3 3 1 1 1 2 3 0 2 - 1 -1 1 1 1 1 

WELLS1 QMAX 1. 0 10 

OPEN/CLOSE WELLS . IN FREE -1 

OPEN /CLOSE GSE.IN 1. 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE FID.IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF . IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE SID.IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE SOILLIST. IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CID. IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW . IN FREE -1 

OPEN/C LOSE CROPLIST.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E CLIMATE . IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPBEN.IN FREE -1 

0 . 1 0 . 04 0 . 08 0 . 0.28 0 . 005 0. 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1.IN FREE - 1 
0 . 2 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF2.IN FREE -1 
0 .3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN /CLOSE CROPCOEF3.IN FREE - 1 
0 . 1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN /CLOSE CROPCOEF1.IN FREE -1 

0.05 

PARAMETER 1 10 
10 4 3 3 1 1 1 2 3 0 - 2 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 

WELLS1 QMAX 1. 0 10 

OPEN/CLOSE WELLS.IN FREE - 1 
OPEN/CLOSE GSE.IN 1 . 0 (FREE ) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE FID . IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF . IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE SID . IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE SOILL I ST.IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CID.IN 1 (FREE ) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW.IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPLIST. IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CLIMATE. IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE FALLOW.IN FREE -1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1.IN FREE - 1 

0. 2 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF2 . IN FREE -1 

0 . 3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF3.IN FREE - 1 

0.1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1.IN FREE -1 

0 . 05 

# generic model 1 farm package -- DEFICIT IRRIGATION 

PARAMETER 1 10 

10 4 3 3 1 1 1 2 3 0 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 

WELLS1 QMAX 1 . 0 10 

OPEN/CLOSE 

OPEN/CLOSE 

OPEN/CLOSE 

OPEN/CLOSE 

OPEN/CLOSE 

OPEN/CLOSE 

OPEN/CLOSE 

OPEN/CLOSE 

OPEN/CLOSE 

OPEN/CLOSE 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE 

0 . 2 

0 1 

WELLS1 

WELLS . IN FREE -1 

GSE. IN 1. 0 (FREE ) - 1 

FID. IN 1 (FREE) -1 

EFF. IN 1. 0 (FREE) - 1 

SID . IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

SOI LLI ST . IN FREE -1 

CID . IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

INEFFSW.IN FREE -1 

CROPLIST.IN FREE - 1 

CLIMATE.IN FREE -1 

CROPCOEF1.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF2.IN FREE - 1 
0.3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF3.IN FREE - 1 

0 .1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1.IN FREE -1 

0.05 

# generic model 1 farm package -- ZERO SCENARIO 

PARAMETER 1 1 0 
10 4 3 3 1 1 1 2 3 0 £ - 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 

(FROM HERE SAME AS DEFICIT IRRIGAITON ABOVE) 
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SCENARIOS R2C2P2 - CC2 - Sl-KS-IS (key for acronyms see p . 199): 

ff gener i c model 1 farm package -- ACREAGE OPTMIZATION 

PARAMETER 1 10 
10 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 0 1 -1 -1 1 2 1 1 

WELLS1 QMAX l. 0 1 0 

OPEN/CLOS E WELLS. IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE GSE. IN l. 0 (FREE ) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE FID. IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOS E EFF. IN 1. 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE SID . IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE SOILLIST . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E CID . IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW. IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE PHI. IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPBEN . IN FREE - 1 

0 .1 0 . 0 4 0 . 08 0 . 0.28 0 . 005 0. 

0 1 

WELLS 1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT1 . IN 1 . 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU1 . IN 1. 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1.IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0 . 000519 

0 0 2 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/C LOSE ROOT2 .IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU2 .IN 1 . 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOE F2 .IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0 . 000179 

0 . 3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3. IN 1 . 0 ( FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU3. IN 1 . 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF3 .IN FREE - 1 
CONSTANT 0 . 000 482 

0.1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3 . IN 1 . 0 ( FREE ) -1 

OPEN/CLOS E CU4 .IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOS E CROPCOEF1.IN FREE - 1 

CONSTANT 0 . 00 1107 

0 . 05 

ff generic model 1 farm package -- DE FICIT IRRIGATI ON WITH 

WATER-STACKING 

PARAMETER 1 10 

10 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 0 - 2 - 1 - 1 1 2 1 1 

WELLS1 QMAX 1. 0 10 

OPEN/CLOSE WELLS.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E GSE . IN 1. 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE FID. IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF. IN 1. 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE SID . IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/C LOSE SOILLIST.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CID. IN 1 (FREE ) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW.IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE PHI . IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE FALLOW. IN FREE -1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOTl. IN l. 0 ( FREE ) 

OPEN/CLOSE CUl. IN l. 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEFl. IN FREE -1 

CONS TANT 0 . 000519 

0 0 2 

0 1 

WELLS1 

- 1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT2.IN 1 .0 (FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU2 .IN 1. 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF2.IN FREE - 1 

CONSTANT 0.000 179 

0.3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3 .IN 1 . 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU3.IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E CROPCOE F3 . IN FREE - 1 

CONSTANT 0. 000482 

0.1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3.IN 1. 0 ( FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU4 .IN 1. 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1.IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0 . 001 107 

0 . 05 



SCENARIOS R2C2P2 CC2-Sl-KS-IS (continued): 

# generic model 1 farm package -- ACREAGE OPTMIZATI ON WITH 

WATER CONS ERVATION POOL 

PARAMETER 1 10 
10 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 0 2 - 1 -1 1 2 1 1 

WELLS1 QMAX 1. 0 10 

OPEN/CLOSE WELLS. IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOS E GSE. IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E FID. IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF . IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E SID . IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE SOILLIST.IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOS E CID . IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE PHI. IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPBEN. IN FREE - 1 

0 . 1 0 . 04 0 . 08 0 . 0.28 0 . 005 0 . 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT1.IN 1 . 0 (FREE) - 1 
OPEN/CLOSE CUl.IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1.I N FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0 . 000519 

0 . 2 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT2 .IN 1 . 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU2.IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF2.IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0 . 000179 

0.3 

0 1 

WELLS! 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3 . IN 1. 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU3 . IN 1 . 0 (FREE) - 1 
OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF3 . IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0 . 000 482 

0 . 1 

0 1 

WELLS! 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3 . IN 1. 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E CU4 . IN 1 . 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEFl.IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0.001107 

0 . 05 

# generic model 1 farm package 

PARAMETER 1 10 
10 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 0 - 1 -1 - 1 

WELLS1 QMAX 1. 0 10 

OPEN/CLOSE WELLS . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE GSE. IN 1. 0 (FREE) 

OPEN/CLOSE FID. IN 1 (FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF. IN 1. 0 (FREE) 

OPEN/CLOS E SID. I N 1 (FREE ) -1 

- 1 

-1 

OPEN/CLOSE SOI LLI ST.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CID. IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW. IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE PHI . IN FREE -1 

0 1 

WELLS! 
OPEN/CLOSE ROOT1 . IN 1 . 0 ( FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CUl.IN 1. 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEFl.IN FREE -1 

CONS TANT 0 . 000519 

0.2 

0 1 

WELLS! 
OPEN/CLOSE ROOT2.IN 1 . 0 (FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU2.IN 1. 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E CROPCOEF2.IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0 . 000179 

0.3 

0 1 

WELLS1 
OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3 . IN 1 . 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU3.IN 1.0 (FREE ) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF3.IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0 . 0004 82 

0.1 

0 1 

WELLS! 
OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3.IN 1 . 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU4 . IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1 . IN FREE - 1 

CONSTANT 0. 001107 

0.05 

DEFICIT IRRIGATION 

1 1 

# generic model 1 farm package -- ZERO SCENARI O 

PARAMETER 1 10 

10 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 0 0 - 1 - 1 1 2 1 1 

(FROM HERE SAME AS DEFI CIT IRRIGAITON ABOVE) 
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SCENARIOS R2C2P2 - CCl-Sl-KS-IS (key for acro n yms s ee p. 1 99) : 

# generic model 1 farm package -- ACREAGE OPTMIZATION 

PARAMETER 1 10 
10 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 0 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 

WELLS1 QMAX 1 . 0 10 

OPEN/CLOSE WELLS.IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE GSE . IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE FID . IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF.IN 1 . 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE SID . IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE SO I LLIST . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOS E CID.IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPBEN . IN FREE - 1 

0.1 0.04 0.08 0. 0 . 28 0 .005 0. 
0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT 1.IN 1.0 ( FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU1.IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1.IN FREE - 1 

CONSTANT 0 . 00 0519 

0 . 2 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT2.IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU2.IN 1 . 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF2.IN FREE - 1 

CONSTANT 0 . 000 17 9 

0.3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3.IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU3.IN 1 . 0 (FREE) -1 
OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF3 .IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0. 000 4 82 

0 .1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3 . IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU4.IN 1 . 0 ( FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOS E CROPCOEF1 . IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0 . 00 1107 

0.05 

# generic model 1 farm package -- DEFICIT IRRIGATION WITH 

WATER- STACKING 

PARAMETER 1 10 

10 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 0 - 2 - 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 

WELLS1 QMAX 1. 0 10 

OPEN/CLOSE WELLS . IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE GSE.IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE FID . IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF . IN 1 . 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE SID.IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE SOILLIST.IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CID. IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE FALLOW. IN FREE - 1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/ CLOSE ROOT1.IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU1.IN 1.0 (FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1 . IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0. 000519 

0.2 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT2 . IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU2.IN 1 . 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF2 . IN FREE - 1 

CONS TANT 0. 000179 

0 . 3 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3.IN 1 . 0 (FREE ) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU3.IN 1.0 (FREE ) - 1 
OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF3.IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0 . 0004 82 
0 . 1 

0 1 

WELLS1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3 . IN 1 . 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU4 . IN 1 . 0 (FREE ) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF1 . IN FREE - 1 

CONSTANT 0 . 001107 

0 . 05 



SCENARIOS R2C2P2 CCl-Sl-KS-IS (continued) : 

# generic model 1 farm package -- ACREAGE OPTMIZATION WITH 

WATER CONSERVATION POOL 

PARAMETER 1 10 
10 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 0 2 -1 - 1 1 1 1 1 

WELLSl QMAX 1. 0 10 

OPEN/CLOSE WELLS . IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE GSE . IN 1.0 (FREE ) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE FID.IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE EFF . IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE SID . IN 1 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE SOILLIST.IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CID . IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW.IN FREE - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPBEN . IN FREE - 1 
0 .1 0.04 0 . 08 0. 0.28 0 . 005 0 . 

0 1 

WELLSl 
OPEN/CLOSE ROOTl . IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CUl.IN 1.0 (FREE ) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEFl . IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0. 000519 

0. 2 

0 1 

WELLSl 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT2 .IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU2 . IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF2.IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0 . 000179 
. 0 . 3 

0 1 

WELLSl 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3 .IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU3.IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF3 . IN FREE - 1 

CONSTANT 0. 0004 82 

0.1 

0 1 

WELLSl 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3 . IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU4.IN 1.0 (FREE ) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEFl.IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0. 001107 

0 . 05 

# generic model 1 farm package 

PARAMETER 1 10 
10 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 0 -1 - 1 - 1 1 

WELLS 1 QMAX 1. 0 10 

OPEN/CLOSE WELLS . IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE GSE.IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE FID. IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/ CLOSE EFF. IN 1.0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE SID. IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE SOILLIST. IN FREE -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CID . IN 1 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE INEFFSW.IN FREE - 1 

0 1 
WELLSl 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOTl. IN 1. 0 (FREE ) 

OPEN/CLOSE CUl. IN 1 . 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEFl.IN FREE - 1 

CONS TANT 0. 000519 

0 . 2 

0 1 

WELLSl 

-1 

OPEN/CLOSE ROOT2.IN 1 . 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU2.IN 1 . 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF2 . IN FREE -1 

CONSTANT 0 . 000179 

0 . 3 

0 1 

WELLSl 
OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3.IN 1 . 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU3.IN 1 . 0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEF3.IN FREE - 1 

CONSTANT 0 . 0004 82 

0 .1 

0 1 

WELLSl 
OPEN/CLOSE ROOT3.IN 1.0 (FREE) - 1 

OPEN/CLOSE CU4 . IN 1 . 0 (FREE) -1 

OPEN/CLOSE CROPCOEFl.IN FREE - 1 

CONSTANT 0 . 001107 

0 . 05 

DEFICIT IRRIGATION 

1 1 

# generic mode l 1 farm package -- ZERO SCENARIO 

PARAMETER 1 10 

10 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 0 0 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 

(FROM HERE SAME AS DEFICIT IRRIGAITON ABOVE) 
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SECONDARY INPUT FILES: 

For the content of 2D Arrays (GSE , Farm ID, Crop ID , Soil ID) , and some 

of their associat ed att r ibutes , see gra phic visualiztion in figures 

?gse , figure?fid , figu re ?cid , and figu r e ?sid! 

IMPORTANT: SECONDARY INPUT FILES CALLED FROM FMP-INPUT FILE ARE NOT 
LISTED IF ALREADY GRAPHICALLY DISPLAYED, OR IF THEY ARE TO LONG (E . G. 

CLIMATE . IN, WHICH CONTAINS A CLIMATE TIME SERIES OVER 365 DAYS) : 

FILES CALLED FOR ENTIRE SIMULATION: 

SOILLIST . IN : 

1 1 . 8 0 0 0 

2 1.3 0 0 0 

3 1 . 5 0 0 0 

SOILLIST.IN: 

1 2 . 70 0 0 0 

2 1.95 0 0 0 

3 2.25 0 0 0 

FOR 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

FOR 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

SCENARIOS WITH S1 

SILT 

SANDYLOAM 

SILTYCLAY 

SCENARIOS WITH S2 

SILT 

SANDY LOAM 

SILTYCLAY 

CROPCOEF.IN: ONLY FOR SCENARIOS WITH KO (ZERO EVPORATIVE PART OF CU) : 

1 1 0 0 

2 1 0 0 

3 1 0 0 

INEFFSW.IN: FOR SCENARIOS WITH SOME REPRESENTTIVE VALUES (I S ) 

1 0 . 6 0 . 4 

1 0 . 5 0.5 

1 0 . 4 0 . 6 

INEFFSW . IN: FOR SCENARIOS WITH 100% SW-RUNOFF (I l ) 

1 1.0 1 . 0 

2 1.0 1 . 0 

3 1.0 1 . 0 

INEFFSW.IN: FOR SCENARIOS WITH 0% SW-RUNOFF (I O) 
1 0.0 0 . 0 

2 0 . 0 0 .0 

3 0 . 0 0 . 0 

PHI.IN: STRESS PRESPONSE FUNCTION 

1 0 . 15 0. 3 15. 80. 

2 0 . 15 0.3 5.5 80 . 

3 0 . 15 0 . 3 5 . 80 . 
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CROPLIST.IN: NATRUAL CROP GROWTH PARAMTERS TO CALCULATE GROWI NG DEGREE 

DAYS, CROP COEFFICIENT AND ROOT ZONE DEPTH 
TEASE TMINCUT TMAXCUT co C1 C2 C3 ROOTMAX ROOTCOE ROOTBEG 

FILE: 

1 - 999 999 0 . 40 5 0 . 00 11 088 -4 .2 44 4E- 07 3 . 55752E- 11 1.524 0 . 001166707 1.524 

15.55555556 
4 . 444444444 

- 999 999 
4 . 4444444 44 21. 11111 111 

0.229 0 . 00 155 16 - 2 . 41056E- 07 - 2 . 01787E- 10 
0.522353 - 0.0006 48 1. 9764 E- 06 - 8.748E- 10 

1. 2192 
0 . 4572 

0 . 000 460947 
0 . 000 460947 

1. 2192 
0 .1 016 

CROPBEN.IN: CROP BENEFITS LIST 7 ONLY FOR ACREAGE-OPTIMIZATION SCENARI O 

1 1 1200 0 0 0.1 

2 0 2230 0 2 .5 

3 1 50000 0 0 .5 

FALLOW.IN: FALLOW FLAG LIST 7 ONLY FOR WATER-STACKING SCENARI OS 

1 1 

2 0 

3 1 

FILES CALLED FOR EACH STRESS PERIOD: 

ROOT ZONE DEPTH FOR EACH STRESS PERIOD (FOR R2C2P2 SCENARI OS ) 
ROOTl. IN: 

1.524 

1. 2 19 

0 .1 016 

ROOT2.IN: 
1.524 

1.219 

0.2892 

ROOT3. IN: 
1.524 

1.219 

0.4572 

CONSUMPTIVE USE FLUX AVERAGE OVER EACH STRESS PERIOD (FOR R2C2 P2 

SCENARIOS) : 
CUl . IN: 
0. 0024 

0 . 00094 

CU2.IN: 

0.00885 

0.00405 

CU3.IN: 

0.00641 

0.00904 

CU4. IN: 

0.00067 

0.00429 

0.002 1 1 0.00772 0.00103 O.OTRANSPIRATORY AND %EVAPORATIVE 

PART OF CONSUMPTIVE USE (FOR KS SCENARIOS, KS = K IS SOME VALUE ) : 

CROPCOEFl.IN: CROPCOEF2.IN: CROPCOEF3.IN: 
1 0.4 0.6 0.5 1 0.6 0.4 0.3 1 0.8 0.2 0.1 
2 0.7 0.3 0.2 2 0.8 0.2 0.1 2 0.9 0.1 0.0 
3 0 .5 0.5 0.5 3 0.5 0.5 0.5 3 0.5 0.5 0.5 

GENlTR-REUSE.SFR: THE SFR-INPUT FILE FOR THE TRANSIENT RUN I S THE SAME 

AS FOR THE STEADY STATE GENlSS . SFR, EXCEPT THAT THE FOLLOWING LINES ARE 

ADDED AFTER THE END OF THE FILE TO SIGNALIZE REUSING THE I NFORMATION 

FOR EVERY STRESS PERIOD: 

- 1 0 0 

-1 0 0 

-1 0 0 

GENl.PCG (SAME AS GEN1.PCG IN STEADY STATE): 
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GENlTR . GHB: 

46 - 1 
46 
1 1 1 320 . 1469851 74 . 4975 
1 2 1 320.1469851 74 . 4975 
1 3 1 320 . 146314 74.4975 
1 4 1 320 . 1532886 74 . 5 
1 5 1 320 . 14 75168 74 . 5 
1 6 1 320 . 1440223 74 . 5025 
1 7 1 320 . 1491155 74.5075 
1 8 1 320 . 1389113 74 . 5125 
1 9 1 320 . 1368986 74.5225 
1 10 1 320 . 1289985 74 . 535 
1 11 1 320.1309282 74 . 5525 
1 12 1 320 . 1237859 74 . 57 25 
1 13 1 320 . 1149688 7 4 . 595 
1 14 1 320.1280925 74.575 
1 15 1 320 . 1309382 74.555 
1 16 1 320 . 1354436 74 . 5375 
1 17 1 320 . 1313989 74 . 525 
1 18 1 320 . 132737 74.515 
1 19 1 320 . 1430734 74 . 51 
1 20 1 320 . 1481793 74 . 505 
1 21 1 320 . 14 1 6107 74.5 
1 22 1 320 . 1548993 74.5 
1 23 1 320 . 14 17 501 74 . 4975 
1 1 20 258 . 4039195 69 . 4025 
1 2 20 258 . 4110951 69 . 4 
1 3 20 258 . 4051047 69 . 3925 
1 4 20 258.3953243 69 . 38 
1 5 20 258 . 3931989 69 . 3675 
1 6 20 258 . 3959625 69 . 35 
1 7 20 258.3836088 69.33 
1 8 20 258 . 3836991 69 . 3075 
1 9 20 258.3736041 69 . 2825 
1 10 20 258 . 3689164 69 . 2575 
1 11 20 258 . 3723862 69 . 2325 
1 12 20 258 . 3626374 69.2075 
1 13 20 258 . 3615628 69.1875 
1 14 20 258 . 35554 7 4 69 . 195 
1 15 20 258 . 3556769 69.21 
1 16 20 258 . 3696418 69.2325 
1 17 20 258 . 3712382 69.255 
1 18 20 258.375918 69 . 28 
1 19 20 258 . 3809524 69 . 3 
1 20 20 258.3838601 69 . 3175 
1 21 20 258 . 3864936 69 . 33 
1 22 20 258 . 391 72 77 69 . 34 
1 23 20 258.3893013 69 . 345 
- 1 0 
- 1 0 
- 1 0 
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